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INTRODUCTION

Dr. Johnson has long held a high position In English

literature. Unquestionably the man most responsible for

this regard Is James Boswell, but scores of other writers,

critics, and literary historians have thought every vestige

of information about the great man worthy of preservation

and study* The most superficial Investigation will disclose

that Johnsonian scholarship has not flagged. But It will

also reveal something else, namely that scholars have been

interested primarily in what Johnson said and what others

said about him rather than in what he wrote* This is strik-

ingly Illustrated in James L. Clifford's Johnsonian Studies

1887-1950 . Of the 2078 books and articles on Johnson, only

685 are on his works; the other 1393 concern bibliography,

editions, Boswell, biography, Johnson's personal relation-

ships, clubs and associations, homes and places, pictures,

relics, etc. This has resulted, except in scholarly and

literary circles, in Johnson's being known chiefly as a

"character, 11 a churchman, Tory, conversationalist, moralist,

philanthropist, exemplar of .bad table manners, In short as

anything besides an essayist, poet, lexicographer, editor,

travels writer, biographer, critic, and stylist.

This disregard of Johnson's writing, when carefully



considered, is somewhat surprising; yet Johnson is partly

responsible for it because he seems to have thought him-

self hardly more than a hack writer and branded those who

did not write for money "blockheads*" Walter Raleigh \^-

said, in the first decade of the twentieth oentury# "A

hearty admirer of Johnson will not hesitate to express

complete indifference to his writings* They have their

admitted place among English classics, but a love for them

is not a mark of literary orthodoxy. "*• The question im-

mediately arises, has tuis always been true? Are literary

tastes and standards so mutable that what was classic in

one age will soarcely be mentioned in a succeeding age?

That Johnson the man, Johnson the personality,

have always been a subject of interest is certainly true.

In the eighteenth century almost everyone with the

slightest pretensions to literature either kept a Journal

and copies of his own letters or else published his memoirs*

Johnson was very often a conspicuous figure in such writing*

The literary periodicals were full of Johnsonian witty

sayings and anecdotes* But we also have it on good author-

ity that his writings were considered superior* In 1786

the Reverend Joseph Towers, dissenting minister and miscel-

laneous writer with democratical notions, declared:

^Walter Raleigh, Six Essays on Johnson (Oxford,

1910), p. 176.
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It Is scarcely possible for any man, who has the
least taste for literary composition, to peruse the
writings of Johnson, without full eonvlotion, that be
possessed uncommon powers of mind, and uncommon ener-
gy of language. ... As he attained to great emi-
nence by his superior talents as a writer, so as a
man he was also distinguished by hie virtues**

The character of Johnson by Bishop Home emphasizes the

same point*

The little stories of his oddities and Ms infir-
mities in common life will, after a while, be over-
looked and forgotten; but his writings will live for
ever still more and more studied and admired, while
Britons shall continue to be characterised by a love
of elegance and sublimity, of good sense and virtue.3

Naturally, one would not expect to find Johnson a

popular author or personality in the Romantic Period, nor

were the Victorians (with the exception of Macaulay) par-

ticularly interested in him. But with G. B. Hill»s

Johnsonian studies in the last quarter of the nineteenth

century began a revival of interest in Johnson the author*

This has grown slowly but surely until some of the out-

standing literary scholarship in the last half-century has

been done in the Johnson field* The significant works of

David Nichol Smith, C* B. Tinker, Joseph E* Brown, P. A.

Pottle, Donald Stauffer, L. P. Powell, James L* Clifford,

and W. K. WImsatt, Jr., come immediately to mind* Many

*Joseph Towers, An Essay on the Life, Character
and Writings of Dr* Samuel Jftnnaon (London, 17ctb), pp* 2-5.

^Gentleman's Magazine, LXX (January 1300), 11*



other outstanding critics and authors, among them T. S.

Eliot and Allen Tate, have studied Johnson and the Meta-

physicals, Johnson's concept of wit, Johnson on Fielding

and Richardson, on Macbeth* Johnson's Imagery, the rhyth-

mical features of his prose, the structure of Ras solas

,

new sources of the Lives of the Poets, and other aspects

of his works. Ian Jaok, in reviewing Jean Hagstrum's

Samuel Johnson's literary criticism, observes that it was

not until 1952 that an attempt was made to consider

Johnson's literary criticism as a whole.4

The neglect of Johnson as a writer, however, is

apparent today if one examines the high school and college

anthologies of English literature. Boswell on Johnson will

form a substantial amount of reading, but Johnson's own

productions will be brief or entirely missing. There Is,

however, a heartening development in this respect. The

most recent college anthologies are including more of

Johnson's writings. One of the best of these, under the

general editorship of 0. B. Harrison, includes twenty pages

more of Johnson's writings than of Boswell 's. Another new

anthology of English literature edited by Albert C. Baugh

and George W. McClelland recognizes this problem in the

following words t "It Is a nice question whether the

4PQ, XXXII (1953), 274.



reputation of Dr. Johnson as a figure in English literature

does not owe more to the biography of him by Boswell than

to the permanent value of his writings

•

n5 This quotation

shows that, though Johnson's rank in English literature

is apparently secure, some modern scholars are in doubt as

to whether it has resulted from his own intrinsic excel*

lence as a writer or the influence of his personality* And

Bertrand Bronson Implies that Johnson's contemporaries em-

phasized the power of his personality* "The last two dec-

ades of Johnson's life were passed in a blaze of celebrity,

but his conversation, rather than any biographical events

or literary publications, was the chief agent of his in-

creasing fame,""

Is the revival of interest in Johnson's works

really not a revival, but something completely new? Did

his contemporary reputation actually rest on his conver-

sation and his personality? Or did his contemporaries,

friendly and unfriendly alike, regard him as the most emi-

nent writer of his time?

One of the primary objects of this dissertation

will be to examine the contemporary criticism of Johnson's

5Bnftlish Literature, ed. Albert C* Baugh and
Oeorge Wm* McClelland (New York, 1954), p. 636*

6Ma.1or British Writers , ed, G, B, Harrison et al.
(New York, 1954), II, 4.



works and attempt to answer these questions* To know how

Johnson's contemporaries regarded his writings will also

shed light on a second—and perhaps more important—problem

concerning him: that is* his importance as a transitional \y

figure*

An opinion is current in many literary circles

that Johnson almost singlehandedly retarded the Romantic I

Movement* that he was the Great Champion of neoclassical \ \y

principles in literature. To he sure, there is a great »

deal of truth In this opinion; however* it may have been

overstated* To say categorically that in criticism Johnson

looked backward both In principle and practice may be

putting the case too strongly. As Professor Pyles has

pointed out* many aspects of Dr* Johnson*s opinions, at-

titudes, and feelings were forward-looking.''' True, in

looking forward he may have looked "over" one hundred years

of "romantick absurdity" and "Incredible flotions;" certain

it Is that his critical dictates receive a warmer reception

from twentieth century writers and scholars than they did

from those In the nineteenth century. This would seem to

be true because Johnson denounced excesses in literature,

as he did in government and religion. He was keenly aware

7Thomas Pyles, "The Romantic Side of Dr. Johnson,"
ELH. XI (1944), 192-212.



of what was natural and sincere, and the hyper-individu-

alism of the Romantics, as well as the sentimentality of

many Victorians would have been disgusting to him. Despite

his avowed fondness for regulation and moderation in both

life and literature, Johnson was too independent to adhere

blindly and slavishly to a set of literary rules which

might fetter genius and reduce creativity to a mere para-

phrase of the ancients* On numerous occasions he expressed

a dislike of obsolete mythology, pastoral poetry, andJimi- 7»

tations in general, all of which were accepted in neoclas-

sical writing. In short, at times Dr. Johnson was no doubt

conservative; at other times, liberal. When he inclined

to the left, or to the right, what did his critics say?

Though this study will be concerned essentially

only with his works, it is virtually impossible to separate

completely the criticism of Johnson as a man and as an

author. His morality, his innate trend of mind, and his

strong prejudices loomed so large in his writing that

critics were hard put to it to treat the works alone. And

so when a writer censures Johnson's criticism of Gray or

his account of Milton's life, it is almost certain that he

will mention such irrelevanoies as Johnson's envy, unwar-

rantable cruelty, and monarchical and prolaticel bigotry.

Likewise, those who criticize his style must avow that the

man is arrogant, pompous, vain, opinionated, and the like.
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Thus, the very thing the dissertation does not propose to

discuss, criticism of Johnson the man, is bound to creep

in. Nonetheless, an attempt will be made to keep this at

a minimum and to discover from the criticism what Johnson's

contemporaries thought of him as a writer and what his

position was in relation to the approaching Romantic Period*



CHAPTER I

THE POETRY

An examination of the contemporary criticism of

Johnson's poetry brings Into focus two major questions.

First, was Johnson a poet or not? Second, if he was,

what kind was he? Though many critics commented on

Johnson's poetry, their remarks usually pertain to one or

the other of these questions*

William Cooke, a member of the Essex Head Club who

published an anonymous Life of Johnson in 1785, had clearly

settled for himself the issue of whether or not Johnson was

a poet. He only regretted that Johnson wrote so littles

The few specimens which Doctor Johnson has given
us of his poetry, are sufficient in quality, though
not perhaps in quantity, to give him a distinguished
situation amongst the sons of Parnassus: indeed they
are all so highly finished in their kind, as must make
every man, who has read them, wish he had written
more.**-

Joseph Towers also lamented the paucity of Johnson's

poems, observing that "'London* and 'The Vanity of Human

Wishes' are both pieces of great merit; and, indeed, all

the poetical pieces of Johnson are so excellent that we

^•Anonymous, The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL, D«
with occasional remarks on his writings (London, 1785),
pp. 98-99.

9
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naturally wish them to have been more numerous . "^

Alexander Chalmers implied in 1810 that Johnson's

poems were incidentals

What he might have produced, if he had devoted
himself to the Ifuses, it is not easy to determine.
That he had not the essentials of a poet in the
highest order must, I think, be allowed.*

In his general estimate of Johnson's poetry, Chalmers com-

mended the lesser pieces such as various prologues, found

the odes defective in imagery and description, and called

the poem on the death of Levet "one of those pathetic ap-

peals to the heart which are Irresistible. n

Writing for the London Packet on December 22, 1775,

George Colman had expressed a different opinion. He main-

tained that Johnson had the essential qualifications for a

poet and that had he been inclined to devote himself more

to poetry he would certainly have been a great one. Col-

man explained!

Dr. Johnson is certainly a genius, but of a
particular stamp. He is an excellent classical
scholar, perhaps one of the best Latlnists in
Europe. He has combined in himself two talents
which seldom meet: he is both a good English and
Latin poet. Had his inclination led him to have
mixed with the fashionable world (where he was
warmly Invited) and had he been a nearer inspector
of the follies, and vices of high life, he would

2Essay_, p. 23.

SThe Works of the English Poets. • .with Prefaoes,
Biographical and Critical, by Dr. Samuel Johnson. . • •

Additional Lives by Alexander Chalmers, P. S. A. (London,

1810), XVI, 570.
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certainly have been called, by the election of the
critlcks to the Poetical Chair, where Pope sat with-
out rival till his death; and then the Laurel, like
the kingdom of Macedonia, at the death of Alexander,
was divided among many. It must be owned that Dr»
Johnson's two Satires in imitation of Juvenal, are
among the best titles that have been produced for
the poetical inheritance.4

The volume of Johnson's poetry was really greater

than his contemporaries realized. They supposed that

"London," "The Vanity of Human Wishes," the prologues to

various dramas, and Irene comprised most of It, In actu-

ality, however, Johnson's poems were fairly numerous. Mrs,

Thrale had copied down in her diary many pieces which he

would compose on the spur of the moment* Boswell did this

for the Latin poems written during their trip to the

Hebrides, In addition to these, there are translations of

the Latin and Greek verse in the Rambler , the epitaphs

recorded in Boswell »s Life , the manuscripts of schoolboy

poems and poems written for his own amusement but never

offered to the public In his lifetime, and poems written

for the volume of Miss Williams, Each edition of his poems

has gradually Increased the amount of his known verse,

until the latest edition by D, Nichol Smith and E, L«

McAdam in 1941 presented what is presumed to be all, about

^George Colman, Prose on Several Oocaslons; ac-
companied with Some Pieces in Verse (London, 17!37). I".'
97-98,
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340 Items

*

&

Johnson began his literary career as a poet, and

his earliest recognition resulted from his poetry. Richard

Cumberland called attention to the fact that "As a poet his

translations of Juvenal gave him a name in the world, and

gained him the applause of Pope*"**

It was natural that such a debut would evoke some

rapture from Boswell, who proclaimed:

But what first displayed his transcendent powers,
and 'gave the world assurance of the MAN,1 was his
'LONDON, a Poem, in Imitation of the Third Satire of
Juvenal, ' whj.ch came out in Llay this year, and burst
forth with splendour, the rays of which will for ever
encircle his name."

Something of the immediate popularity of "London* may be

gathered from Boswell 's aocount of Its first appearance.

The Reverend Dr* Douglas, now Bishop of Salisbury,
to whom I am Indebted for some obliging communications,
was then a student at Oxford, and reineubers well the
effect * London* produced* Every body was delighted
with it; and there being no name to it, the first buz
of the literary circles was 'here is an unknown poet,
greater even than Pope,' And it Is recorded in the

'8 Magazine of that year, that It 'got to
I edition in the course of a week* ,5

Gentleman
the second

^The Poems of Samuel Johnson, ed* David Nichol
Smith and Edward L* MCAdam (Oxford, 1941), pp* ix-xxvi*
This Includes Johnson's contributions to poems by others,
poems of doubtful authorship, poems wrongly attributed to
Johnson, and lost or unidentified poems*

Richard Cumberland, Memoirs (1807), I, 361-362*

7Boswell'a Life of Johnson* ed* George Birkbeok
Hill and L. tf. Lowell (OxiW, 1^34), I, 118.

8Ibid»* 127*
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William Shaw, writing In 1785, simply would not

allow that Johnson was a poet. He admitted that something

might be said for Johnson's metrical ability but saw lit-

tle or nothing in the poetry as a whole.

Johnson fortunately for his reputation was soon
satisfied that his forte did not lie in making verse*
His poetry, though not any where loaded with epithets,
is destitute of animation* The strong sense, the
biting sarcasm, the deep solemnity, which mark his
genius, no where assume that union, symmetry, or col-
lected energy, which Is necessary to produce a general
effect* We are now and then struck with a fine thought,
a fine line, or a fine passage, but little interested
by the whole* His mode of versifying, which is an
imitation of Pope, may bear analization, but after
reading his best pieces once, few are desirous of
reading them again*®

Robert Potter, clergyman, poet, and translator of

the Greek tragedies, in his Art of Criticism gave an unu-

sually severe verdict on Johnson's writings as a whole*

The poetry he labeled "inconsiderable

*

n

Robert Anderson did not feel that Johnson was a

poet of the first order* He was not willing to deny him

the title of poet, but he Implied that most of his praise

in this realm would arise from the metrical aspect of the

verse* In his Life of Johnson, first published in 1795,

he declared:

^William Shawy£ Memoirs of the Life and Writings
of the late Dr* Samuel Johnson (London* 1785)* pp» 71-72*

10Robert Potter, The Art of Criticism; as exempli-
fied in Dr, Johnson's Lives of the Most Eminent English"
Poets (London* 1789)* p, 194*



As a poet, the merit of Johnson* though consider-
able, yet falls far short of that which he has dis-
played in those provinces of literature in which we
have already surveyed him. As far as strength of
expression, frultfulness of invention, and abundance
of imagery, constitute poetry, he is muoh more of a
poet in his prose works, than in his metrical compo-
sitions. 11

William Mumford, In a study of Johnson* s moral

writings, published in 1802, gave perhaps the harshest

verdict on his poetry. "London" and "The Vanity," said

Muraford, add nothing to Johnson's fame and would probably

have been forgotten had he written nothing else* He pos-

sessed little that could dignify poetry! no "daring

sublimities which give energy to description"; and no

"gentle graces which relieve attention*" Though his know-

ledge of language never let him be without an appropriate

rhyme or expression, there Is, nevertheless, a monotonous

quality, dull and unpleasing, in his versification.

Despite these severe criticisms of Johnson's

poetry as a whole, Mumford entertained a considerably

higher opinion of "The Vanity of Human Wishes" than of

"London" and quotes a passage from the former which he

declares "would have been no disgraoe to the pen of Pope

or Dryden." He also mentions the opinion of some critics

that if Johnson had "cultivated poetry, he would have

11Robert Anderson, The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL<

D., with critical observations on his works (Edinburgh
1795), p. 234.
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equalled the former author in his versification, and in

his language," Lfcimford reveals that he considered Johnson

an Augustan in poetry, for he suggests that those who

regard poetry as "mechanical" may believe that Johnson

would have equaled Pope, but those who regard it as "intui-

tive and not to be acquired" will not acquiesce in this

belief*

Mamford concluded that Johnson's claim to poetry

was doubtful* "He was too much given to reasoning and

declamation ever to attain those heights of sublimity

which astonish and delight* If he seldom offends by his

harshness he as seldom exhilarates by his vivacity"; so,

while he did not detract from poetic dignity, he added

notiiing to it. "As his reflections were always melancholy,

so his writings have the same cast*" His images were not

varied, and analogous ideas were excited by dissimilar

events***

To these opinions, which reveal a reticence to

overpraise Johnson and in some cases almost a denial of

his poetical ability, may be opposed the opinions of

literary figures equally well and perhaps better known who^

in general, think more highly of Johnson's poetry* Arthur

12/!7illiam Ilunfordj A Critical Enquiry into the
?_Ioral Virltlhaa of Dr* Sauiaol""'Johnson (London* 1602), 67-
7?5Z
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Murphy wrote regarding Johnson's 1749 reputation that the

two imitations of Juvenal were thought to rival the excel-

lence of Pope,ls and in a later part of his Essay, after

commenting on Johnson's Latin poetry, said, "His English

poetry is such as leaves room to think if he had devoted

himself to the Muses, that he would have been the rival of

Pope."14

Boawell had said that Pope himself was struck with

"London," asked who the author was, and on being informed

that it was some obscure person, observed, "He will soon

be deterre*"*^ John Courtenay poetized the account of

Pope's praise and added some of his own:

But hark, he sings I the strain ev'n Pope admires;
Indignant Virtue her own bard inspires;
Sublime as Juvenal, he pours his lays.
And with the Roman shares congenial praise*16

Those who had made up their minds that Johnson was

a poet saw pretty clearly what kind he was* Most of his

poetic qualities, they argued, reveal his neoclassio tend-

encies* "London," the earliest of Johnson's much-praised

Imitations, occasioned differing opinions among the

^Apthur Murphy, An Essay on the Life and Genius
of Samuel Johnson* LL. D* (London* 1795), p* 54,

14Ibid*, p. 148*

15Life, I, 128-129.

IGjohn Courtenay, Poetical Review of the Moral and
Literary Character of the late Dr. Samuel Johnson* LL. D*
(London, 1785), p. 17 ,
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commentators. Thomas Gray, for example, arguing with

Horaoe Walpole In 1751, discerned in "London" something

more than an ordinary imitation: "(I am sorry to differ

with you, but) fLondon 1 is to me one of tnose few imi-

tations that have all the ease and all the spirit of an

original."17

Although he recorded that "London, with all its

merit," did not appear to have been treated with much

respect, Shaw called it an elegant and masterly production ?-Q

This is hard to reconcile with the statement which Boswell

quoted from the Gentleman's Magazine, unless, of course,

Shaw is referring to the reluctance of the booksellers to

buy it. Boswell also mentioned General Oglethorpe f s warm

appreciation of the poem and Johnson 1 s gratefulness for his

patronage«^9

Anna Seward apparently never let her animosity

toward Johnson affect her criticism of his poetry. In a

letter to T. S. VShalley on January 3, 1785, she enclosed a

"character" of Johnson, which she had sent to the General

Evening Post . This excerpt from that "character" shows

that she considered Johnson as one of the best exemplers

of neoclassical poetry.

*' The Works of Thomas Gray in Prose and Verse, ed.
Edmund Gosse (London, 1884), II, 220.

18Memoirs, p. 31.

19Life, I, 127.



His 'London' is a very nervous and brilliant
satiric poem, and his "Vanity of Human Wishes' ap-
pears to me a much finer satire than the best of
Pope's. Its poetic beauty is not exceeded by any
composition in heroic rhyme which our country can
boast, rich as she is in that species of writing.*

Whatever be the measure of truth in this criticism, it is

almost Impossible to doubt the honesty of Miss Seward's

conviction, for it is inconceivable that, detesting Johnson

as she did, she should bestow such praise on his poetry if

she did not really believe it so deserving. Another of her

quotations substantiates this one: "In professed satire,

we have a Juvenal and an Horaoe in Churchill and Johnson;

since, though the former was Johnson's model, the polished

elegance of hlB verse is Horatian."21

Towers observed that there were some very imperfect

rhymes in "London," which could not have stood that mode of

criticism introduced by Johnson himself in his biographical

prefaces.22 Boswell admitted this a legitimate objection

but is warm in praise of the poem as a whole.

That in tills justly-celebrated poem may be found
a few rhymes whioh the critical precision of English
prosody at this day would disallow, cannot be denied;
but with this small imperfection, which in the caneral
blaze of its excellence is not perceived, till the

2 Journals and Correspondence of Thomas Sedgewiok
Whalley. D. P.. of Mendlp Lodge. Somerset , ed. Hill wloMham
(1663), I, 416.

21Letters of Anna Seward* written between the
years 1784 and 1957 (Edinburgh, lQJJLj, II, ae.

22Essay, p. 23.
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mind has subsided into cool attention, it is,
undoubtedly, one of the noblest productions in our
language, both for sentiment and expression* • • •

The whole of the poem is eminently excellent, and
there are in it such proofs of a knowledge of the
world, and of a mature acquaintance with life, as
cannot be contemplated without wonder, when we
consider that he was then only in his twenty-ninth
year, and had yet been so little in the 'busy haunts
of men. ,23

Boswell also complimented Johnson's satiric ability

in "London" by referring to him as England's Juvenal:

But we have seen that the worthy, modest, and
ingenious Me. Robert Dodsley had taste enough to
perceive /*,London's^ uncommon merit, and thought it
creditable to have a share in it. • »/Tt7 was published
in May, 1738; and it is remarkable, that it came out
on the same morning with Pope's satire, ontitled ' 1738*

j

so that England had at once its Juvenal and Horace as
poetical monitors.24

Nor did "The Vanity of Human Wishes" lack for com-

mentators. As both it and "London" were of the same type,

many writers found it convenient to criticize them together.

George Colman, writing for the London Packet called atten-

tion on December 22, 1885, to the fact that Johnson's

temperament fitted him especially for moral and didactic

poetry.

Indeed his morals and manners are so ill suited
with loose opinions, and thoughtless dissipation, that
it is no wonder he was soon disgusted with what he saw
and heard, and which he so well painted and felt in
his LONDON.—His socond Satire (the tenth of Juvenal)

83Llfe. I, 129-130.

^Ibid.. 124-127.
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though written with great force and energy, yet seems
more the fruit of study than observation!2

*

Sir John Hawkins singled out the concluding lines

of "The Vanity of Human Wishes" for special praise, con-

tending that "for dignity of sentiment, for pious instruc-

tion, and purity of style," they "are hardly to be equalled

by any in our language."26

Boswell pointed out the salient features of

"London" and "The Vanity" by comparing thenu Again the

moral and ethical qualities mark Johnson's close associ-

ation poetically with the first part of the century*

His 'Vanity of Human Wishes 1 has less of common
life, but more of a philosophick dignity than his
'London.' More readers, therefore, will be delighted
with the pointed spirit of 'London,' than with the
profound reflection of 'The Vanity of Human Wishes.

»

Garrick, for Instance, observed in his sprightly
manner, with more vivacity than regard to Just discrim-
ination, as is usual with wits, 'When Johnson lived
much with the Herveys, and saw a good deal of what was
passing in life, he wrote his 'London,' which is lively
and easy* When he became more retired, he gave us his
'Vanity of Human Wishes' which is as hard as Greek.
Had he gone on to imitate another satire,, it would have
been as hard as Hebrew.

'

But 'The Vanity of Human Wishes' is, in the opinion
of the best Judges, as high an effort of ethlck poetry
as any language can shew* The instances of variety of
disappointment are chosen so judiciously, and painted
so strongly, that, the moment they are read, they
bring conviction to every thinking mind. That of the
scholar must have depressed the too sanguine expec-
tations of many an anfcitious student. That of the

25Prose, II, 98.

26John Hawkins, The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL. P.
(Dublin, 1787), p. 181.
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warrior, Charles of Sweden, is, I think, as highly
finished, a picture as can possibly be conceived.

Were all the other excellencies of this poem
annihilated, it must ever have our grateful rever-
ence from its noble conclusion; in which we are
oonsoled with the assurance that happiness raav be
attained, if we 'apply our hearts 1 to piety,

™

Anderson also made use of a comparison to comment

on the poems. He found "London" to possess "the genuine

fire of poetry, in the liveliness of its correspondent

allusions, the energy of its expressions, and the fre-

quency of its apostrophes"; whereas "The Vanity" was a

"more grave moral, sententious, and stately" poem. To

Anderson, Johnson's thoughts seemed not as compressed or

as energetically expressed as Juvenal's, but his diction

was smoother and scarcely less eloquent, and in the

"Christianizing" of the Epicurean infidelity, he felt that

Johnson had given it the air of an original.28

On February 14, 1796, Anna Seward wrote a letter

to a Mr. Laugh, mentioning an Augustan characteristic of

"The Vanity" and aocording the poem the praise of being

more than a satire.

The Vanity of Human Wishes. • .is an exquisite
ethic poem, for I can hardly term it a satire, so
gracefully does it seem to commiserate the pre--
sumptuous desires and rash pursuits of mankind.29

27Life. I, 193-195.

28Life. pp. 243-247.

29Letters. IV, 158. Miss Seward here advances an
Interesting idea, both from the standpoint of Johnson's
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Anderson emphasized the fact that reason was so

integral a part of Johnson's being that It prevented his

giving vent to emotions and feelings as really great poets

must do* All of Johnson's poetic attributes which Anderson

took notice of—ratiocination, didactic or satiric powers,

and precise versification—show that Johnson looked back

to the Augustans rather than forward to the Romantics*

Metaphor, to the merit of which he was blind nxA
uncharitable, is so much the soul and essence of poetry,
that without it rhyme and meter are vain, • • • Ratio-
cination prevailed in Johnson much more than sensi-
bility. He has no daring sublimities, nor gentle
graces; he never glows with enthusiasm of the god, or
kindles a sympathetic emotion in the bosom of his
readers* His poems are the plain and sensible effusion*
of a mind never hurried beyond itself, to which the use
of rhyme adds no beauty, and from which the use of
prose would detract no force* His versification is
smooth, flowing, and unrestrained; but his pauses are

own poetry and his crltioism in the Lives * It is that
Johnson's frustration at becoming a great poet (he could
not eclipse Pope, and Irene failed) caused him to hate
poets* By speaking of Johnson's hating poets, it may be
safely Inferred that Miss Seward is referring to his harsh
criticisms of Gray and other poets who were precursors of
the Romantic Movement* She is probably not referring to
the Lives alone but also to various conversations in which
Johnson was severe on these poets* In connection with this

last source of oriticism, W* B. C* Watkins makes an inter-
esting point in his book Johnson and English Poetry before
1660 (Princeton, 1936), pp* 1-3* He observes that though
Johnson had trained himself to speak and write with great
accuracy, nevertheless many of his critical dicta were
uttered in irritation or dashed off hastily for a Rambler*
so that he has been held responsible for many opinions given
in a poovlBh temper* Too many writers underestimate this
fact* There are three deep-seated personal traits of
Johnson's which are important to an appreciation of his
criticism: his dislike of imitations, his obstinate per-
sistence in a challenged opinion, and his detestation of

exaggerated praise*
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not sufficiently varied, to rescue him from the lm»
putation of monotony* He seems never at a loss for
rhyme, or destitute of a proper expression; and the
manner of his verse appears admirably adapted to
didactic or satiric poetry, for whichjiis powers were
equally, and perhaps alone qualified. 30

Chalmers, mentioning qualities which would place

Johnson in the neoclassical school said that

his acknowledged pieces stand in a very high rank.
Like Pope, he preferred reason to fancy, and his
two imitations of Juvenal are not only equal to any
thing that writer has produced* in the happy delir e-
ation of living manners, and in elegance of versifi-
cation, but are perhaps superior to any compositions
of the kind in the language #>•*

Johnson's dramatic poetry is represented entirely

by Irene * The bulk of the contemporary criticism treated

Irene as a drama rather than as a poem, but comments on

its poetical merit or lack of merit are not wanting* They

show that in dramatio poetry also Johnson has kept to

neoclassical principles: strict adherence to the unities,

situations addressed to the head and not the heart, ele-

gant language, and strong moral tone*

Boswell recorded that during the time of Irene's

composition (1737), Johnson showed parts of it to Gilbert

Walmsley, his old friend, who "was well pleased with this

proof of Johnson's abilities as a dramatick writer," and

who wrote a letter to a Mr. Colson, recommending Johnson

5QLife # pp. 234-236.

51Works of the English Poets. XVI, 570.



as "a very good scholar and poet" and expressing his hopes

that he would "turn out a fine tragedy-writer*"32 Walm-

•ley's approbation of Irene is understandable: he was at

this time fifty-seven years old, an Oxford man, schooled

in the tradition of the heroic drama and the attendant

neoclassical rules of art and literature, comfortably

situated in a provincial town, and more conversant with

the drama of the classroom than with that of the Lord 0.1

theater* He did not realize that a drama which did not

adhere very closely to the rules of the ancients had made

its advent in the form of the "bourgeois" tragedy, the

domestic tragedy, and the sentimental comedy and had subse-

quently gained wide popularity.

An examination of the criticism of Irene will reveal

that the piece had considerable merit as a poem but was

extremely deficient in dramatic appeal. In 1749, Shenstone

wrote of the play to Lady Luxborough and found fault with

the metrical aspects

It has, I think, many Beauties In it, & y®
Catastrophe affects one. • • • The Fault. • .is I

think his too great uniformity in closing y6 Sense
at y« end of a Line or Couplet, & something in his
Plot y* is not altogether pleasing.33

Three other accounts written shortly after the play

32Life, I, 101-102.

33Letters of William Shenstone. ed. Duncan Mallam
(Minneapolis, 1930), p. 133.



was produced present somewhat varying views. The following

passage, a footnote from Boswell's Life , illustrates that

in the drama, as In other literary genres, Johnson's common

sense was always In the ascendancy:

Aaron Hill (Vol. II, p. 355), in a letter to Mr.
Mallet, gives the following account of Irene after
having seen it: 'I was at the anomalous Mr. Johnson's
benefit, and found the play his proper representative;
strong sense ungraoed by sweetness or decorum.

<

BOSWELL. 34

With Johnson (and with other Augustans) common sense and

morality were inextricably bound together, and so it is that

the morality In Irene attracted the attention of many com-

mentators. A reviewer in the Gentleman's Magazine for

February 1749 praised the high moral tone of Irene cited the

strength and beauty of certain lengthy passages, and remark-

ed the delicate and striking lines.35 Also In 1749, the

anonymous author of An Essay on Tragedy, with a Critical

Examen of Mahomet and Irene called Irene

'a heap of splendid materials, rather than a regular
structure. • .whatever may be Its faults, as its sole
tendency Is warmly to promote, and earnestly to en-
courage the practice of virtue and religion, it
deserves the highest applause. **•

Irene 's lack of interest as a drama was not long

In impressing itself upon producers, audiences, and critics.

^Llfe. I, 198 n. 4.

^XIX, 76 ff.

S^Boswell, Life, I, 538.



Garrick realized that without some alterations Irene would

not be fit for the stage, but it was with the greatest dif-

ficulty that he prevailed on Johnson to allow any, and those

that were allowed were not enough,W
Colman touched on Johnson^ diction as a stumbling

block to the appreciation of Irene and reiterated ^hat so

many of the oritics had noticed: the lack of pathos in the

play.

His peculiarity of diction has given the Publick
a suspicion that he could not succeed in Dramatick
Composition, His Tragedy of Irene is a work of great
and just sentiment, of Poetical, though not Dramatick
Language, fine imagery, and of the Os ma^na Sonaturum;

but the very soul of Tragedy, Patl.oa. is wanting; and
without that, though we may admire, our hearts will
sleep in our bosoms.—3a

Hannah More, in writing to Mrs. Boscawen in 1780,

mentioned that Johnson* s criticism of Cato might be ap-

plied to Irene ; exalted sentiments, harmonious verse, and

polished style, but nothing that appeals to the passions

or affections. 39

Tom Davies minimized the failure of Irene and

implied that only fortuitous circumstances prevented its

having a greater and more sustained popularity*

Since the days of Cato, no tragedy had been

57Ibid.. 196-197.

58Prose, II, 99.

39William Roberts. Memoirs of the Life and Cor-
respondence of Mrs. Hannah lore im^;, i, xia.



acted, which was so justly admired for beauty of
diction, energy or sentiment, harmony of versifi-
cation, and purity of moral, as Irene. • • • But
Irene was not treated with the candour which its
merit deserved. And though no play, I will venture
to assert, would draw together a larger audience
than this tragedy, not only from its intrinsic merit,
but the great love and veneration which the public
bear to the author; yet it has never been once
revived since its first representation. • .it was
greatly admired by a number of judicious spectators,
who supported it In a run of nine nights.40

Davies* favorable account must not be entirely disregarded,

however, for according to Boswell, Dr. Adams wrote that

there were catcalls and whistling before the curtain went

up but that the prologue "soothed" the audience and that

there were no more Interruptions until the end, when Irene

was to be strangled upon the stage

.

4^ I*. Burney, pro-

fessing not to know what Hawkins meant by the "cold

reception" of Irene, asserted that it was much applaudod

4.2
the first night •*"* Despite these testimonies and the

efforts of some of the most far.ious actors and actresses

of the period—Garrick, Barry, Mrs. Cibber, and Mrs.

Pritchard—Irene did not please the public.43

William Shaw used the failure of Irene to il-

lustrate the decline or deterioration of English dramatic

taste.

^Thomas Davies, Memoirs of the Life of David Gar-
rick. Esq. (London, 1780), I, 130-121

•

^Life. I, 196-197.

42lb id.. 197 n 5.
45Ibld .« 197,
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The plot. • .the thoughts, and the diction. • •

are allowed to he beautiful and masterly. But he Is
sparing of that bustle and Incident, which atone for
the want of every excellence with a London audience.
A performance which exemplified the prescriptions of
an Aristotle, was not likely to please a nation
tutored in this barbarous taste* It does not abound
in doggerel madrigals or epigrammatic rodomontade • It
degrades not scenes of dignified distress with the
Pantomime of Harlequin, the gossippings of gibberish
of gypsies, or the ribaldry and buffoonery of clowns.
It is written only to improve the heart, to elucidate
and refine the passions, to connect the interests of
humanity with the dictates of reason, and to restore
the union of taste and virtue.44

William Cooke had a high regard for Irene, but

thought its failure a blessing in disguise, as it caused

Johnson to write in genres where his talents could be

displayed to better advantage. He reasoned that although

the play was allowed by the best judges to possess
fine sentiments and elegant language, and that the
moral held up the cause of truth and virtue; yet the
incidents and situations were not reckoned strong
enough to produce that kind of effect, whioh, from
habit, an English audience generally expect. ...

The 111 success of this Play turned the Author^
attention from the Dramatic line, which with all
deference to his great abilities, I think was not his
forte . Not but Irene has the merit of fine composition;
and must still be read in the closet, whilst refined
sentiments and elegant descriptions can have any at-
traction. Its failure, however, was introductory of
greater talents; as it probably produced this effect-
rousing the Author's mind to search for fame and im-
mortality upon more successful ground; and who will
say he has not found it in his two subsequent works—
bis Dictionary and the Rambler ? None, but those who
are equally callous to the perception of knowledge,
and the sympathies of moral virtue. 4v>

44Memolrs, pp. 84-85.

^Life, pp. 33*-35*. Evidently a mistake in type-
setting forced the printer to use asterisks.



The comments of Towers and Hawkins point up

several neoolassio tendencies in Irene . Towers stated:

IRENE is written with an exact regard to the
unities, and the language of it is elegant and ner-
vous • • • • There may, possibly, in Dr. Johnson 1 s

tragedy, be too much of this 'inactive declamation. f

It is not, in a high degree interesting, and perhaps
we may say of it, nearly in his own language, that
its hopes and fears communicate little vibration to
the heart. f Such, however, was the general merit of
the piece, that it certainly deserved a better recep-
tion than it met with. But, perhaps the reason that
it had no greater success in the representation was,
that it was addressed more to the head than to the
heart; and abounded more in strong and just senti-
ments, than in pathetic incidents, or Interesting
situations .46

Sir John agreed in the main but gave a slightly

more detailed recital of the play's imperfections.

Never. • .were fine moral sentiments more
strongly enforced by correct and energetic utterance
and just action, than in the representation of this
laboured tragedy; but the diction of the piece was
cold and philosophical; it came from the head of the
writer, and reached not the hearts of the hearers*
The consequence whereof was, that it was received
with cold applause. • • • The world soon formed an
opinion of the merit of Irene, which has never fluc-
tuated: a representation during nine nights, was as
much as a tragedy which excited no passion could
claim; for, however excellent its precepts, and how-
ever correct its language, that it wants those indis-
pensable qualities in the drama, interest and pathos,
cannot be denied* We road it, admit every position
it advances, commend it, lay it by, and forget it*
our attention is not wakened by any eminent beauties,
for its merit is uniform throughout: all the person-
ages, good or bad, are philosophers: those who execute
and those who issue the orders talk the same languages

46Essay_, pp. 29-31.
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the characters cause no anxiety, for the virtuous
are superior to all moral calamity, and the vicious
beneath our care* • •the morality, it is needless to
say of Johnson's spontaneous productions, is excel-
lent; but how were unimpassioned precepts to make
their way alone, where variety, business and plot are
always expected? where lively nonsense and pathetic
imbecility often succeed against the conviction of
reason? Or how could it be hoped, that frigid virtue
could attract those who suffer their pity to be easily
moved either by the hero or the villain, if he has the
address first to engage their passions.™

The most completely hostile criticism of Irene is

that of William Mason, who denies it any merit whatever.

In commenting on t he difference between dramatic verse and

verse used la narrative or ^
preceptive poetry Mason asserted:

Yet this difference was so little known to our
late Arch-Critic, that when he wrote his Irene, (which
no art, either at first or afterwards used, could make
endurable, either on the stage or in the closet) he
hardly ever introduced a single pause in the middle of
a line, except, indeed, when the speech happened to
end in the hemistich. This it is (exclusive of other
defects) which makes it so totally unfit for declamation,
and so insufferable to a good ear in private reading.
And yet, if you examine the lines separately, you shall
find them iambically just and duly accented. But this,
as I have already said, cannot constitute harmony in
blank verse, how much nearer soever it may go towards
it in rhyme. In the former, the harmony never results
from lines, but passages, and these of very unequal
extent. In the latter, it is usually, as in Pope»s
versification, completed in a single couplet, or (as
sometimes in Dryden's) in the middle of the third line.
Yet in comparison of blank verse, this license (if
what is a beauty may be called so) is used even by
him sparingly. Of all this I cannot help supposing
the Doctor, through life, very ignorant; and, there-
fore, succeeding so ill as he did in this species of
versification, I am apt to think that he was thence

178-180.
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led to decry blank verse in the lump.48

The criticism of Joseph Cradock, Anderson, Murphy,

Chalmers, and Boswell on Irene is essentially the same as

that already quoted: Irene contains fine sentiments,

eloquently expressed, but it is neither interesting nor

moving. In fact, most of the criticism of Irene may be

reduced to two basic ideas: it is a good poem, whose

author is a man of genius; it is a poor drama by an excel-

lent author, who was not, however, according to prevalent

tastes, a good dramatist* The implication of much of the

criticism is that, had Irene appeared a few years earlier,

when that type of drama was in vogue, it might well have

have been popular*

In conclusion, then, what can be said of the con-

temporary criticism of the poetry of Samuel Johnson? Was

he a poet or not? On this point, although opinion is

divided, the majority of critics felt that he was# They

usually regret that he did not write more than he did; but

they are, for the most part, emphatic in praising the

quality of his poems and hopefully disposed in speculating

on what he might have produced "if he had devoted himself

to the Muses." The critics who deny that Johnson was a

48Ailliam Mason/, Memoirs of the Life and Writings
of WilliamWhitehead, Esq. Poet Laureate (n. d.J. pp. 61-62.
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poet (and they represent a slim minority) simply charge a

lack of poetic qualities in his verse, the absence of

animation, a general effect, or anything that could dig-

nify poetry.

An anonymous contribution to the Gentleman's

Magazine for February 1794 expressed what is perhaps a

fairly representative contemporary opinion of Johnson's

poetry:

The bulwark of Johnson's/ literary fame does not
exist in his poetry; which, perhaps, would have been
better had it been more ornamented with a little of
that poetical luxuriance whioh we meet with in his
prose • The few things in poetry (comparatively
speaking) which have appeared in his name, do not
establish his reputation.49

From the critics who answered this first question

in the affirmative came a unanimous reply to a second

question: What kind of a poet was Johnson? He unquestion-

ably belongs to the first part of the century. The com-

mentators who favor him praise his neoclassic qualities!

The moral, ethical, and didactic aspects of his poetry;

the precise versification; and the strong tones of satire

and ratiocination as meritorious qualities. Those who

censure him point up these same neoclassical properties

as defects and mention besides the want of sublimity,

vivacity, and descriptive power*

49LXIV, 121.
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One aspect of the contemporary criticism of

Johnson's poetry is inescapable t the very significant

fact that practically all of the critics compare Johnson

with Pope. It is not necessary to write at length of

Pope's place in English literature, or, what would be

more to the point here, his rank among eighteenth century

poets. Suffice it to say that regarding the latter, it

is of the highest. They never compared him with a lesser

writer, never with any of the shoals of writers who were

using the heroic couplet. They always compared him with

Pope, and he rarely loses any credit in the comparison.

The following quotation reflects what is easily the

majority opinion of Johnson as a peer of the greatest of

neoclassical poets. When George Colman was commenting on

Joseph Warton's advice to use blank verse in translating

the satires and epistles of Horace, he asked, "but after

the models left by DRYDEN and POPE, and in the face of

the living example of JOHNSON, who shall venture to

reject rhyme in the province of Satire and Epistle?"50

Uprose, III, 41.



CHAPTER II

THE RAMBLER AND THE IDLER

The Rambler was Johnson's most notable attempt at

essay-writing. Modeled on the classic example of Addison

and Steele, it had as its chief aim the inculcation of

wisdom and piety* Johnson's method, however, was different

from that of the earlier essayists*

Even when the first Rambler was published in 1750,

the popularity of the periodical essay had greatly waned,

and the Rambler ran for only two years. The rapid growth

of newspapers and magazines undoubtedly was partly respon-

sible for this although the Critical Review had another

explanation. It suggested that the excellence of Addison

and Steele intimidated writers in this genre.1 The first

of these reasons with the attendant curtailment of profits

probably caused Johnson to give up the Rambler

»

for it

should be remembered that he said, "No man but a blockhead

ever wrote, except for money. w*

The Rambler, along with the Dictionary* Rasselas*

and the Lives* is one of the chief works on which Johnson's

^-Critical Review, III (April 1757), 315.

2Boswell, Life * III, 19*

34
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literary reputation rests. Opinions about it, as about

his other works, are varied. Contemporary criticism of

the Rambler usually dealt with style and/or content.

Some of the critics were interested primarily in only one

of these. For example, Archibald Campbell wrote chiefly

about Johnson's language; William Mumford discussed his

morality; others, like Boswell, divided their comments

about equally between the two. It is criticism of the

Rambler that first takes notice of Johnson's style, Its

beauties and its defects.

A bit of general praise of the Rambler appeared

in the Gentleman's Magazine for October 1750 In the form

of a poem entitled "To the Author of the RAMBLER. On

reading his ALLEGORIES .

"

FOR thee, by whom their hostile hands were join'd.
Learning and Wit have all their pow'rs oombin'dj
Wit wins for thee the Graces from the skies,
The Virtues, Learning for thy aid supplies.
Each filial science follows in the train,
And Truth * s fear 'd daughter visits earth again:
Again her torch diffuses more than day,
And latentlaerit sparkles in the ray.
Wrapt In the glooms that vanish from Its light,
Conceit and Fustian urge an hasty flight t

Corrected Fancy learns the chaste design,
And bounds her pencil by a faultless line.

1 born without a patron to be great,
And not designed to copy but create .

Still call new worlds, new beings into birth,
And bid Saturnian times return on earth.*

3XK, 465.
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In reviewing a book of essays called The Connois-

seur by Mr. "Town," the Critical Review for April 1757

declared that essays as good as Addison and Steele's were

being written then* It went on to speak of the Rambler t

In the Rambler we meet with so much manly sense,
such deep and well-founded reflections, and such
wholesome advice In regard to private conduct, as will
always entitle it to a place in the esteem as well as
in the libraries of every friend to taste and virtue,4

The author of the review also expressed the opinion that

more good essays have appeared since the Spectator than

ever were published in it*

In 1762 Boswell recorded in his journal that three

prominent literary figures had formed a bad opinion of

Johnson* s style;

I cannot help differing from My Lord Karnes, Mr*
Smith, Dr* Blair and some others whom I have the
honour to call my learned friends, with regard to
the author of the Rambler * They will allow him
nothing but Heaviness, weakness and affected Pedan-
try. Whereas in my Opinion Mr* Johnson is a man of
much Philosophy, extensive reading, and real know-
ledge of human life. I can produce numberless papers
In the very Work which has led me to examine his
character, in proof of what I have asserted. He has
indeed sometimes a gloominess of thought and a Cyni-
cal Austerity, and as he was long Immured in a Col-
lege at Oxford and for some time after that was
employed in teaching a School, he was so much ac-
customed to the Roman language as almost to think
in it, which is the occasion of his being sometimes
faulty on an inflated Rotundity and tumified
Latinity of Diction. At the same time I have
oftener admired him for a fluency and propriety of

4III, 315.



Expression. That the people of Brltlan should have
received so grave a Work with uncommon Approbation
Is surprising, considering the Age of effeminate
literary tastg in whioh we live. Yet this is a
certain fact.5

It is true that ultimately the Rambler was well received

by the public; however, this was not the case at first.

Hawkins, Burney, Shaw, Murphy, and Towers all Indicate

that it was at first not very popular and that its cir-

culation was small* They hasten to add that its great

merit was finally acknowledged. By February 1763 Its

reputation was so high as to cause Anna Seward, writing

to a friend, to refer to "the illustrious author of the

Rambler. " And speaking of Gilbert Walmsley, she expres-

sed the hope that the memories of his two pupils would

live forever:

While Johnson and Garrick are remembered, their
first patron will not be forgotten. Who is there of
a soul so grovelling, as would not wish for their
memories an honourable immortality?**

This rhetorical question certainly implies that Johnson

was then famous. While much of the fame rested on the

Dictionary, it does not seem illogical to suppose that

some of it rested on the Rambler, especially since Miss

^Private Papers of James Boswell from Malahide
Castle In the Collection of Lt.-Col. R. H« isiiam. ed.
Geoffrey Scott and P. A. Pottle (New York, 1928-34), I,
70.

^The Poetical Works of Anna Seward, ed. Walter
Scott (Edinburgh, 1810), I, lxxi-lxxll.
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Seward made particular mention of that work*

Shenstone expressed his opinion of the Rambler

in two letters, in which he especially commended the style*

Writing to Richard Graves on February 9, 1760, he said:

I have lately been reading one or two volumes
of "The Rambler;" who, excepting against some few
hardnesses in his manner, and the want of more
examples to enliven, is one of the most nervous %

most perspicuous* most concise, most harmonious
prose-writers Onow. A learned diotion improves
by time*?

To Thomas Percy he wrote on February 15 of the same year:

As to reading, I have, for the first time,
perus^ a vol: or two of ye rantoler, & I think for
Judgment & perspicuity he equals any writer I ever
read, & for y* musick of wellturn'd Periods, I do
not know his equal* For I am hardly satisfy »d with
any one in y* eng: Language, beside Him*

Anna Seward, who always spoke in the highest terms

of Johnson^ works, the Lives excepted, compared the

Rambler to the most beautiful poetry in another letter

dated February 1763:

You say you know many who profess to admire the
Rambler, and yet declare war against poetry* *TiB

very likely; the family of the pretenders is numerous:
but, be assured, the incapacity of comprehending the
excellencies of Johnson^ Essays must be inevitable
to those who have no taste for poetry*

It is not the rhymes or measures of poetry which
are either unintelligible or disgusting to the tribe
of the prosers; but it is the imagery, whose strength
and grace they can no more perceive than they can

7Letters* p* 391.

8Ibid., p* 394*



discern the beauty of Raphael's, or the force of
Michael Angelo's figures. It is the resemb lance
between objects* which* when shadowed forth in
metaphor, they cannot trace; it is these which
puzzle, and make them say, with truth to the poet:

'Thou see'st a form I cannot see*
Which hurries thee away. <

Now, no poetry is more lavish in the use of imagery
and metaphor than the prose of Samuel Johnson. • • •

Neither of ^ilton's or Johnson's/ writings contain
any of that universally acceptable Ingredient, humour.
Their pens always remain in the higher latitudes of
abstract ideas, of ornamented and figurative lan-
guage. The comprehension of the prosers have neither
respiration nor inspiration on those mental heights.9

Even Shakespeare, said Miss Seward, was more easily com-

prehended by the "prosers" than Milton or Johnson was*

because Shakespeare had humor. The opinion that Johnson's

prose borders on poetry in the highest sense of that terra

occurs again and again in Miss Seward's writing. On July

15* 1787* she wrote to William Hayley:

I think it possible to make fine poems of most
the Ramblers, were they put into equally good verse
with Johnson's Vanity of Human Wishes; yet I know
not if verse could improve them. You are conscious
how warm an admirer I have ever been of his best
style in prose; that, for abstract disquisition, I
think it not only nervous, but graceful and harmonious
in the first degree; and that even the most beautiful
poetry is not more gratifying to my ear than the rich
and finely-rounded periods of Johnson's essays.-"*

One of the earliest attacks on the Rambler, and

perhaps the most virulent, was Archibald Campbell's

9Poetical Works, I* lxxiv-lxsv.

10Letters, I* 305«
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Lexiphanes. 1767. This satire Is In the form of a dialogue

Imitated from Luclan. Johnson Is made to he one of the

speakers; the others are a Critic and some Physicians* The

general plan of Lexiphanes Is as follows: Lexiphanes

(Johnson) and a Critic meet* Johnson rehearses his Rhap-

sody, a rant about Hilarity and a Garret; Oroonoko^ ad-

venture with a soldier; his own journey to Hlghgate and

adventures there and on the road; his return to London and

lawsuit about his horse; his walk to Chelsea, where he

plays at skittles; Ms being frightened by a calf on his

return, which he mistakes for the Cock-lane Ghost; and

his amours and disappointments at a Bagnio. All this is,

of course, the most ridiculous bombast. The Critic here

interrupts him, censures his hard style, thinks him mad,

and applies to the first Physician (Mark Akenslde, ironical-

ly called by Campbell "the British Lucretius" )• He, how-

ever, is as bad as Johnson, so the Critic dismisses him and

consults another. They discuss Johnson^ caso and other

matters concerning taste and writing. They make Johnson

swallow a potion which causes him to throw up many of his

hard words. The Critic then tells him how to mend his

literary ways:-*"* read nothing modern except by authors

^/Archibald Campbell/, Lexiphanes. A Dialogue
Imitated from Luclan, and Suited to toe Present TimesT
Being an Attempt to Restore the English Tongue to its An-

cient Purity, and to Correct, as well as Expose, the Af-

fected Style. Hard Words, and Absurd Phraseology of Many
Lata Writers, and Particularly of Our English Lexiphanes.
The Rambler. (London, 1767 £>is/; 1783), p. xl.



whose taste was formed in the foregoing reign; peruse the

best old writers; read Swift; leave off censuring good

writers; study the subject before writing; and use a

simple style*12

Campbell appended a postscript which purported to

be a letter in broken English from an immigrant Frenoh

hairdresser, who tried to learn English from Johnson's

Dictionary but only succeeded in getting beaten, kicked,

etc* for quoting the definitions of excise* gazetteer

.

pension, and pats to the wrong people*1^

Campbell's chief target was Johnson's style* In

his introduction he said that he had tried but could not

read Johnson's works through because he became disgusted

at the pedantry and affectation in every page* He did,

however, during a voyage, read the Rambler through with

great attention and found that the style in it was the

same as the bombastic style of Lucian's pedant, Lexlphanes*

The terrible thing was that although this style was thought

the best model of writing by nine out of ten Englishmen,

yet it was but a barbarous jargon, which tacked English

terminations to Latin words; abounded in quaint, unmeaning

phrases, hard words, cant words, and affected phrases; and

^Ibid *. pp* 134-141.

15Ibid*. pp* 175-180.
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displayed in general a false glitter. If such a style

were to become fashionable, it would bring on a decline,

a corruption, or even a total alteration of the English

language.14

Campbell affected to discount the composition of

the Dictionary by saying that the classic writers of the

ages had written without dictionaries or grammars and that

the perfect dictionary was such a monumental task that It

was like the Philosopher's Stone, which Johnson's Diction-

ary fell far short of,15

In the dialogue proper Johnson uses the Lexiphanic

style, which is pure fustian. Campbell departed from his

model, Lucian, in the character of Lexiphaneei Lucian's

Lexiphanes was a pert, conceited fop; Campbell made Johnson

a grave, solemn, affected pedant and coxcomb.16 The Critic

censures Johnson's practice of ending a sentence with three

phrases.1'' Many of the words put into Johnson's mouth by

Campbell are from the Rambler, the Idler. Ras3elas. Warton's

Essay on Pope. Akenside's "Pleasures of the Imagination,

*

Robertson's History of Scotland. Hume's History. Gordon's

Tacitus, and Young's "Night Thoughts." Although, according

14Ibld.. pp. v-xxill.

^Ibid.. pp. xxxiii-xxxv.

16Ibid.» p. 7 n.

17Ibid.. p. 4 n.
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to Campbell there was no humor or wit in any of Johnson's

writings where It should be, there was an abundance of

these qualities in the Dictionary, where it had no business

to be.18 Johnson's writing as a whole, Campbell asserted,

was nothing but trash, perverse terms, and absurd phrases*

Johnson thought that he had done learning a service when he

brought in a hard word without considering whether It was

proper to the subject, suited to the capacity of the

readers, or even whether it was an English word or not*

He was the unfittest person in the world to compose a

dictionary. He was wholly ignorant of the choice of words,

which makes the chiefest excellence of style* 19 If English

should ever be studied as a dead language, and Johnson's

works should reach posterity, he would be reckoned either

the first corrupter of that tongue or an author In the

most barbarous age«^

Campbell gave Johnson advice on how to correct his

faults as an author and concluded by sayings

If ycu do not ^follow my advice/, but return like
the dog to your vomit, and like the swine, to wallow
in the mire and filth of your hard words and absurd
phrases, I can only say, that I have acted the part
of a friend towards you, and that you will have no-
body to blame but yourself. But whatever course you
follow, be assured that it Is impossible you should

18Ibid .. pp. 23-24

•

19lbId., pp. 69-70.

20Ibid.. pp. 132-133.
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write worse than you have hitherto.

^

A review of Loxiphaneg occurred in the Critical

Review for April 1767. After observing that few books have

been more applauded or admired than the Rambler, the author

stated the main features of Campbell's book. He concluded

that Campbell was inexcusable for unfair representations

and illiberal treatment of Johnson.22 This opinion seems

justified. To achieve a comic effect and to make his

point, Campbell exaggerated, often beyond the bounds of

propriety. Although the various issues of the Rambler

contain some long and hard words, they are by no means

unreadable, as Campbell would imply. Campbell was making

a more valid criticism when he oensured the lack of wit and

humor in the Rambler . Many other commentators wero to

remark this lack, among them Boswell, who freely admitted

that by a uniformity of texture, the Ramblers lost the

charm of variety. The aspersions of pedantry, insincerity,

and the like, which Campbell oast on Johnson's personal

character merit the charge of illiberal treatment.

Shortly after Dr. Johnson's death Anna Seward wrote

a letter to T. S. Whalley, containing this paragraph on

the style of the Rambler and incidentally corroborating

Mrs. Thrale's oomments on the similarity of Johnson's

21Ibid., p. 148.

22XXIII, 264-271.
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conversation and his style in the Rambler :

Dr. Johnson's learning and knowledge were deep
and universal. His conception was so clear, and his
intellectual stores were marshalled with such preci-
sion, that his style in common conversation equalled
that of his moral Essays. Whatever charges of
pedantic stiffness may have been brought against
those essays by prejudice or personal resentment,
they are certainly not less superior to all English
compositions of that species, in the fertility and
efflorescence of imagination, harmony of period, and
luminous arrangement of ideas, than they are in
strength of expression and force of argument. His
Latinisms, for which he has been much censured, have
extended the limits of our native dialect, besides
enriching its sounds with that sonorous sweetness,
which the intermixture of words from a more harmonious
language must necessarily produce; I mean In general,
for it cannot be denied that they sometimes deform
the Johnsonian page, though they much oftener adorn
it.'23

v

A few years later, in 1788, she wrote to Thomas Christie

and spoke of the "grand sombre mirror M of Johnson's moral

philosophy. Of his essays in particular, she says that,

although they are energetic and have finelyrounded periods,

the uncomfortable gloom of liis sentiments, and sometimes

pedantry, encumbers his magnificent style*24

Murphy Included this melancholy tone in his list

of characteristics of the Rambler, declaring that

a settled gloom hangs over the author's mind; and all
the essays, except eight or ten, coming from the
fountalnhead, no wonder that they have the raoiness of
the soil from which they sprang. ...

231iYhalley, Journals and Correspondence. I, 415-416.

24Letters. II, 5-6.
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It is remarkable, that the pomp of diction,
which has been objected to Johnson, was first
assumed in the Rambler.2**

William Cooke, while agreeing that there was an

element of truth in Campbell's criticism of the Rambler's

style, nevertheless saw fit to excuse Johnson on certain

grounds

•

The style, though classically correct, has been
thought by some to be bordering rather on the turgid;
and perhaps there are some Instances which might
Justify tliis opinion. In excuse for this it should
be considered, that the Author was, at the same time,
deeply engaged in exploring and arranging the ortho-
graphy and derivatives of words; and it was almost
next to an impossibility, that the business of the
one did not, in some degree, incorporate with the
other.26

The opinion that Johnson formed his style on writers of the

seventeenth century was held by a number of critics* Al-

though Malone, for example, in 1783 spoke of the vigor and

energy of the Rambler, he also contended that it was dis-

tinguished by "muoh artificial nioeness in the construction

of the sentences, and. • .hardness of phraseology. He

imagined that Johnson had formed his style on Hooker, Sir

Thomas Browne, and the author of the Decay of Piety.27

Thomas Tyers echoed this conjecture

t

The Rambler is a great task for one person to

25Easay, pp. 155-156.

26Llfe« pp. 43*-44*.

27James Prior, Life of Edmond Malone (London,

1860), pp. 341-342.
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accomplish sinslehanded. • • • Thore is indeed too
much Latin in ^Jolinson 1^ English. Ho seems to have
caught the infectious language of Sir Thomas Brown,
whose works he read, in order to write his life. • • •

His style, as he says of Pope, became smoothed by the
scythe, and levelled by the roller.28

Murphy, too, observed that work on the Dictionary was going

on at the same time that the Rambler essays were being

written and that as Johnson grew more familiar with techni-

cal and scholastic words, he assumed that the bulk of his

readers wore equally learned; yot he praised an easy and

unaffected sentence structure and a clear and natural

style* ^ Robert Anderson also commented upon the simi-

larity of Johnson's style to that of the seventeenth cen-

tury writers:

In the Rambler Johnson 1 b/ periods are longer, and
his meaning more condensed; he is more fond of abstract
terms, and ambitious of sesquipedalian words* But this
work was written while he was occupied in collecting
authorities for his Dictionary ; at a time when Browne
and Hooker, Bacon and' Hakeweil, were continually before
him; men whom it was difficult to read, and r emaln
free from the temptation to imitate*30

Murphy detected a certain pompousness in the Rambler :

There is, it must be admitted, a swell of lan-
guage, often out of all proportion to the sentiment;
but there is, in general, a fullness of mind, and the
thought seems to expand with the sound of the words §•*

2QGent. IJag ., LIV, 903.

29Essay, pp. 156-157. W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., has
investigated this problem thoroughly in his Philosophic
Words; A Study of Style and Meaning in the "Rambler" aria*

'Dictionary'' of Samuel "Johnson .

^Life, p. 230*

3lEssay_, pp* 156-158.
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According to Murphy, Johnson forgot the "elegant simplic-

ity" of Addison in his determination to discard "colloquial

barbarisms" and "licentious idioms." Murphy continued:

Johnson had a fund of humour, but he did not know
It, nor was he willing to descend to the familiar
idiom and the variety of diction which that mode of
composition required. • • • Johnson is always lofty;
he seems, to use Dryden»s phrase, to be o ferinformed
with meaning, and his words do not appear to himself
inadequate to his conception. He moves In state, and
his periods are always harmonious. His Oriental Tales
are in the true style of Eastern magnificence.5**

John Courtenay in 1786 took notice of Johnson*

s

Latin-English style and the unrelieved elevation of his

writing:

Yet to the mine though the rich coin he trace,
No current marks his early essays grace;
For in each page we find a massy store
Of English bullion mix fd with Latin ore:

In solemn pomp, with pedantry combin'd,
He vents the morbid sadness of his mind;
In solentifiok phrase affects to smile,
Form'd on Brown»s turgid Latin-English style;
Where oft the abstract In stiff state presides,
And measurM numbers, measur*d periods guides:
But all propriety his Ramblers mock.
When Betty prates from Newton and from Locke;
When no diversity we trace between
The lofty moralist and gay fifteen.—05

George Colman objected to this uniformity of lan-

guage in the Rambler and the consequent inapproprlateness

of much of it, pointing out that

^Ibid., pp. 158-160.

53Poetical Revlew» pp. 12-14.
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did /Johnson's/ pen convey his discoveries in char-
acterlstick language, he would be equal to the best
writers—but here he fails. In his Ramblers and
Idlers, whenever he introduces characters, their
actions, deportment, and thoughts, have a most ac-
curate, and minute resemblance to nature, but they
all talk one language, and that language is Dr.
Johnson's, Words are the vehicles of our thoughts,
as coaches are of our persons; the state-equipage
should not be drawn forth but upon solemn occasions

^

David Hume, who mentioned the Rambler with respect,

doubtless had some of these stylistic features in mind

when he "regretted there should be so much cant and so

much pedantry, in a performance replete with taste, eru-

dition, and genius, n35 In his edition of Pope's works,

Joseph Fferton spoke of "the perpetual pompousness, and the

uninterrupted elaboration, of the over-ornamented style of

the Rambler."36

Hawkins recorded objections to the Rambler's style:

new and original combinations of words; sentences of un-

usual form; words derived from other languages, though

accommodated to the genius of English* He stated that

Johnson owed his excellence as a writer to the divines

and others of the last century, such as Hooker, Browne,

Taylor, and Cowley. He defended the Rambler against the

charges of tumidity by answering that not all Is tumidity

^Prose, II, 98-99,

SSshaw, Memoirs, pp, 103-104,

56The Works of Alexander Pope, Esq .. ed. Joseph
Warton (London, 1797), 1, xvi n.

" "
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which men of little and confined reading are pleased to

call so.57

Boswell was outspoken in his defense of Johnson's

style in the Rambler *

The style of this work has been censured by
some shallow criticks as involved and turgid, and
abounding with antiquated and bard words* So ill-
founded is the first part of this objection, that I

will challenge all who may honour this book with a
perusal, to point out any English writer whose lan-
guage conveys his meaning with equal force and per-
spicuity. It must, indeed, be allowed, that the
structure of his sentences is expanded, and often
has somewhat of the inversion of Latin; and that he
delighted to express familiar thoughts in philo-
sophical language. ... Johnson's comprehension
of mind was the mould for his language. Had his
conceptions been narrower, his expression would
have been easier. His sentences have a dignified
march; and it is certain, that his example has given
a general elevation to the language of his co Jitry,

for many of our best writers have approached very
near to him; and, from the influence which he has
had upon our composition, scarcely any thing is
written now that is not better expressed than was
usual before he appeared to lead the national
taste. ...

Johnson's language, however, must be allowed to be
too masculine for the delicate gentleness of female
writing. His ladies, therefore, seem strangely for-
mal, even to ridicule »•*

One fact whloh ought to reflect something of t he

esteem in which Johnson was held as an essayist is that

penchant of his critics to compare him with Addison. This

comparison was usually made on the basis of some aspect of

^Life, pp. 239-241.

^Life. I, 217-223.
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style. One of th© earliest commentators to do this was

Anna Seward, who wrote in a letter dated January 1764*

And so, my gentle Emma, you stood rebuked in
the presence of two divines, for your preference of
the Ramblers to the Spectators, which, it seems.,
they told you was little to be expected from the
delicacy of female taste* Had I beon present, they
would have found me saucy enough to observe to them,
that, if Johnson had, instead of being now alive,
been dead as many years as Addison, they would them-
selves, with the srhole literary world, have joined
you in this preference. • • •

We will. • .unite in pondering at the inaccuracy
of general opinion, concerning the writings of our
illustrious Lichfieldian. They are allowed to abound
in matter, and to have great force, but are deemed
rough and inharmonious. We hear much of the elegance
and mellifluent construction of Addison's language,
and of the hard, unmanageable style of Samuel John-
son.

Now, that his long and uncommon words, derived
from the dead languages, and so lavishly interwoven
with Ms own, have sometimes an unhappy, and even
ridiculous effect upon the flow of his periods, must
be granted; but that they, in general, give them
added grace and sweetness, is no less true. Greek
and Latin being so much higher voweled than English,
a liberal intermixture of words, springing from their
roots, must surely render the style more graceful
and sonorous. ...

^Addison/ frequently finishes his sentence with
insignificant words, such as, wlth."-It .

—

upon

.

—
against b&c, which produce the same efTect upon the
ear, as the eye preceives from a jerk, or sudden
stop in motion* Such a paltry termination outs the
sentence off in a sharp angle, and utterly precludes
that roundness, that majestic sweep of sound, in
which the Johnsonian periods so generally close:
periods that my ear finds of such full and satisfying
harmony, as not to need either rhyme or measure to
add more sweetness. In truth, rhyme and measure are
but the body of poetry, not its spirit, and Its
spirit breathes through all the pages of the Rambler.

I am tempted to cite a passage from each of these
celebrated writers, as specimens of their different
style, still farther to confirm your conviction how
strange the prejudice which induces people to fancy
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that the superiority, in point of elegance, remains
with Addison. 39

William Cooke, in more subdued tones, expressed a

similar opinion, stating that

on the whole, the produce of this single genius
/Johnson/^ proved at least equal, if not superior,
in some particulars, to that of the club of first-
rate Wits who were concerned in those celebrated
works—the Tatler and Spectator.4"

Johnson and the Rambler certainly lost nothing in

Murphy^ comparison of them with Addison and his essays:

^/Addison 1^ moral essays are beautiful; but in
that province nothing can exceed the Rambler*. • •

Addison lends grace and ornament to truth; Johnson
gives it force and energy. Addison makes virtue
amiable; Johnson represents it as an awful duty.
Addison insinuates himself with an air of modesty;
Johnson commands like a dictator; but a dictator
in his splendid robes, not labouring at the plough.
Addison is the Jupiter of Virgil, with placid ser-
enity talking to Venus. • .Johnson is JUPITER TONANSi
he darts his lightening, and rolls his thunder, in
the cause of virtue and piety. The language seems
to fall short of his ideas; he pours along, famil-
iarizing the times of philosophy, with bold inversions,
and sonorous periods. • .Johnson is always profound,
and of course gives the fatigue of thinking. Addison
charms while he instructs; and writing, as he always
does, a pure, an elegant, and idiomatic style, he
may be pronounced the safest model for imitation.41

William Mumford, who criticized certain aspects of

the moral writings in the Rambler with the utmost severity,

is, in his account of the general characteristics of

39Poetical Works. I, lxxxviii-xoi.

40Life, p. 43*.

41Essay_, pp. 160-162.
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Addison and Johnson, compressed yet Informative, and on

the whole favorably disposed toward Johnson,

Indeed they will hardly admit of comparison.
Johnson possessed powers unattainable by Addison;
and Addison moved in a circle where Johnson could
not approach. Addison is gay and lively; Johnson
grave and sententious. Addison is sometimes trifling;
Johnson is always uniform. Addison is seldom more
than pleasing; Johnson is often sublime; the language
of Addison is pure and simple; that of Johnson's is
nervous and elegant; Addison's is equable, and never
offends by its harshness; Johnson's is sometimes
rugged and pdeantic; Addison is never affecting;
Johnson is often highly pathetic; Addison displays
no irregular flights, no sudden inspirations; John-
son rises with his subject, and frequently towers
into sublimity; Addison exhibits more learning than
Johnson; Johnson manifests more natural vigour of
intellect; finally, the writings of Addison are less
read and less remembered than those of Johnson, which
are in every body's hands, and are for ever quoted.^

Boswell's description of the essays of Addison and

Johnson may almost be taken as an answer to the foregoing

criticism. For all Boswell's affection for Johnson, there

is an Impartiality and insight in his literary criticism

which is unmistakable*

It has of late been the fashion to compare the
style of Addison and Johnson, and to depreciate, I
think very unjustly, the style of Addison as nerve-
less and feeble, because it has not the strength and
energy of that of Johnson. Their prose may be bal-
anced like the poetry of Dryden and Pope. Both are
excellent, though in different ways. Addison writes
with the ease of a gentleman. His readers fancy that
a wise and accomplished companion is talking to them;
so that he insinuates his sentiments and taste into
their minds by an imperceptible influence. Johnson

^Critical Enquiry, pp. 61-62.
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writes like a teacher* He dictates to his readers
as if from an academical chair* They attend with
awe and admiration; and his precepts are impressed
upon them by his commanding eloquence* Addison's
style, like a light wine, pleases every body from
the first* Johnson f s, like a liquor of more body,
seems too strong at first, but, by degrees, is
highly relished; and such is the melody of his
periods, so much do they captivate the ear, and
seize upon the attention, that there is scarcely
any writer, however inconsiderable, who does not
aim, in some degree, at the same species of excel-
lence* But let us not ungratefully undervalue that
beautiful style, which has pleasingly conveyed to us
much instruction and entertainment* Though compar-
atively weak, when opposed to Johnson f s Herculean
vigour, let us not oall it positively feeble*43

The contents of the Rambler received no less

critical attention than the style* Among literary men

who were any way inclined toward morality, the contents

had a well nigh universal appeal* The courtly Bennet

Langton as a youth read the Rambler with so much admira-

tion that he came to London mainly to meet Johnson; 44 it

attracted the mildly dissolute young Boswell; 4S and the

Puritan Noah Webster was much influenced by it*46

A most vituperative pamphlet attacking Johnson,

however, was published in 1782 by James Callander, a

nephew of the poet Thomson* It dealt mainly with the

Dictionary, but most of Johnson's works came in for a

4sLife. I, 224.

44Ibid*. 247*

45Boswell Papers. I, 70.

46Letters of Noah Webster, ed* Harry R* Warfel
(New York, iyt>5;, p. aiu.
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large share of the invective, and the Rambler was no ex-

ception. Callender 's method of criticizing the Rambler

was to ferret out single sentences which were susceptible

of ambiguity and attempt from these to show JohnBon in a

bad light. For example, he began by quoting a sentence

from Rambler No. 150t

'The highest pleasure which nature has indulged
to sensitive perception is that of rest after fatigue.

'

And sensitive is defined 'having sense or perception;
but not reason . ' If I understand the meaning of this
passage, it is, that no pleasure communicated through
any of the organs of sense is equal to that of rest.
This assertion leads to the most absurd consequences.
In man, to separate sensitive from rational per-
ception appears to be simply impossible. Even rest
is not in strict language any pleasure. It is merely
a mitigation of pain*47

Callender next examined a sentence from Rambler No. 9i

'Physicians and lawyers are no friends to
religion, and many conjectures have been formed to
discover the reason of such a combination between
men who agree in nothing else, and who seem to be
less affected in their own provinces by religious
opinions than any other part of the community. He
then proceeds in the tone of an author, who has made
a discovery to inform us of the cause. 'They have
all seen a parson, seen him in a habit different from
their own, and therefore declared war against him.

'

But this can be no motive for peculiar antipathy to
parsons, allowing such antipathy to exist; for in
habit all other classes differ no less from the
clergy, than the lawyer and physician. But the
remark itself is frivolous and false. Boerhaave
and Hale were men of eminent piety. Physicians and
lawyers have as much regard for their religion as any

47^James Thomson Callender/, Deformities of Dr.
Samuel Johnson. Selected from his works (Edinburgh^ 1782).
p. 33.
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other people generally have* Their agreeing In
nothing else is another of the blunders crowded
into this passage* • • • The conjectures, the
combination, and the declaration of war* exist no
where Out in the Doctor f s pericranium. He was at
a loss what to say. and the position is only to be
regarded as a turbid ebullition of amphibological
inanity. But while we thus meet with sometiling
which is ridiculous in every page, we are not to
forget even for a moment, what we have often heard,
and what is most unquestionably true, viz. That Dr.
Johnson is the father of British literature, capital
author of his age, and the greatest man in Europe I 1 P°

Callender decried Johnson* s statement in Rambler No. 160

that men are divided by education, occupation, and habits

of life almost into different species, who regard one

another with scorn and malignity. He felt that this was

an insult on the characters of mankind. He called John-

sons examples (especially that of soldiers versus sail-

ors) false illustrations. In this same number Johnson

said that to raise esteem, we must benefit others. Cal-

lender pointed out that this is not always true, for we

often esteem an enemy.

In every point of view this maxim is *the base-
less fabrick of a vision. f And what had so far
oburabrated the Rambler f s powers of ratiocination,
it is not easy to guess. • • • The father of Bri-
tish literature has in forty other places contra-
dicted his own words. He has proved that esteem is

involuntary, and that benefits do not always procure

it.49

Callender *s final disagreement was with Rambler No. 45,

48Ibld ., pp. 34-35.

49Ibid., pp. 35-36.
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which stated, w 'Wives and husbands are, indeed, inces-

santly complaining of each other. 1 "50

Johnson himself once remarked to a friend, "»Hy

other works are wine and water; but my Rambler is pure

wine.*" This opinion Is recorded in Samuel Rogers 1 Table

Talk and is followed by a remark from that author, "The

world now thinks differently."51 No date for this can be

given; Rogers lived until 1855, but from the great number

of contemporary commendatory comments, it can only be sur-

mised that this opinion was given in the second decade of

the nineteenth century or after* For all his own high

opinion of the Rambler» Johnson did not think it would be

popular with the public. Thomas Tyers said that Johnson

told him "that he had no expectation" that the Ramblers

would have met with so much success, and been so
much read and admired. What was amusement to him,
is Instruction to others. Goldsmith declared, that
a system of morals might be drawn from these Essays:
this idea is taken up and executed by a publication
in an alphabetical series of moral maxims. 52

When William Shaw was writing of the cold reception

of the Rambler

»

he called it "one of the most masterly and

elegant performances/ in the language."53

SOlbid., p. 85.

51Recolleotiona of the Table Talk of Samuel Rogers
to which is added Porsonlana (Hew York, 1856 )» p. 10.

58Gent. Mag .. LIV, 903,

53Memoirs, p. 102.
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William Cooke felt that the outstanding feature

of the Rambler was its content, which he considered pro-

found and admirable.

The principal merit of this work consists in dis-
seminating philosophic and moral truths with peculiar
force and energy; aided by a rich and variegated im-
agination, particularly in his Eastern Tales; some of
which are the best models of that species of writing
in our language .54

Cooke went on to remark that by order of the Empress of

Russia, the Rambler was translated into Russian, and that

the Empress settled a handsome pension on Johnson, 55 The

first of these statements was, in Johnson »s own day, gener-

ally believed to be true; however, the Hill-Powell edition

of Boswell's Life states that no Russian translation of the

Rambler is known.5*5 Nothing is said of such a pension in

this edition* Cooke also mentioned that upon the great

repute of the Rambler the University of Dublin presented

Johnson with an M. A* and an LL. D. and that Oxford soon

followed this example.57

A Callender-like criticism of the Rambler appeared

in an anonymous article in the Gentleman's Magazine for

September 1786. The critic took two clauses ("wonder is

the chief effect of ignorance " and "ignoranoe may be the

54Life J p. 43*.

55Ibld.. pp. 44*, 33.

56IV, 529.

57Llfe, pp. 33-34.
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effect of wonder") and questioned the logic of them.

/Johnson' sjf manner of elucidating this postulate,
evidently, in my apprehension, shews the Dr. had puz-
zled himself* Contradiction seems a leading feature
in the Dr.'s character. His ardent pursuit of novelty
in sentiment often led him unintentionally to sacri-
fice truth at the shrine of originality. What but a
love of contradiction to received notions could have
drawn him into the solecistical assertion, that wonder
Is both the parent and the child of ignorance?58

Joseph Towers, though by no means insensible to

style in writing, was more communicative on the matter of

the Rambler . He gave the following account in his Essay :

THE RAMBLER. . .began to be published. . .in the
year 1750; and it is to this admirable performance
that he owes much of his reputation. It was not,
however, on its first publication, very popular, nor
very generally read. ... But the great merit of
this work was at length generally acknowledged* ...
In the RAMBLER, indeed, the finest sentiments of
morality and of piety are rendered delightful, by the
harmony and splendour of the language. In his Lives
of the Poets, as well as in sane of his other works,
there are no inconsiderable number of exceptionable
passages; but his Ramblers are almost uniformly
entitled to applause. The morality inculcated is pure,
and the piety in general rational; and the criticisms,
and observations on life and manners, are acute and
instructive. It is one of those works which may
repeatedly be read, and which will repeatedly delight.
...

As the Ramblers are less calculated for general
reading than the Spectators, they have never been
equally popular; but, perhaps they are more interesting
to literary men, as containing a greater variety of
acute and original observations relative to the par-
ticular views, sentiments, and pursuits of men of
letters. 59

58LVI, 769.

59Essay. pp. 32-34.



Towers pointed out the numbers of the Rambler which ap-

peared particularly good to him*

AMONG the best papers in the RAMBLER, are those
on retirement, on the regulation of t he thoughts, the
frequent contemplation of death, the importance of
the early choice of a profession, the necessity of
attending to the duties of common life, the history
of Eubulus, on the inconvenienoies of confidence and
precipitation, the disquisition on the value of fame,
on the requisites to true friendship, on a man's hap-
piness or misery being chiefly to be found at home,
on the Inattention of men to the shortness of human
life, the story of Cupidus, the voyage of life, on
the sufficiency of life to all purposes if well
employed, on repentance, on the necessity of reviewing
life, the visit of Serotinus to the place of his na-
tivity, on the necessity of labour to excellence, on
the fallaciousness of the hopes of youth, and on the
prospects of futurity* The eastern tales, and some
of his allegories, have also great merit; and the
last number is a very masterly composition. 60

Though he found fault with the style of the

Rambler. Courtenay praised the content and in doing so

touched on the elements of humanism in it:

Yet genius still breaks through the encumbering
phrase;

His taste we censure, but the work we praises
There learning beams with fanoy's brilliant dyes,
Vivid as lights that gild the northern skies;
Man's complex heart he bares to open day,
Clear as the prism unfolds the blended rayt
The picture from his mind assumes the hue,
The shade's too dark, but the design still true. 61

G^Ibld., pp. 34-35. The numbers of these Issues
of the Rambler* are as follows t 7, 8, 17, 19, 24, 26, 27,
43, 49, 64, 68, 71, 73, 102, 108, 110, 155, 165, 169, 196,
203.

61Poetioal Review, pp. 13-14.
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Sir John Hawkins gave in his character of the

Rambler more attention to content than to style* He said

that as a censor of manners, Johnson endeavored to improve

the conduct of human life by gentle exhortation, sober

reproof, wit, and ridicule. He observed that the recep-

tion of the Rambler was at first cool and its progress

slow but that the world was too wise to suffer it to sink

into oblivion. It was fraught with the soundest precepts

of economical wisdom,®* Regarding the fewness of non-John-

son Rambler papers, Hawkins asked

how great must its merit be, when wanting the charm of
variety and that diversity of characters, which, by
the writers of them, was thought necessary to keep at-
tention awake, it could support Itself to the end, and
make instruction a substitute for amusement I

63

Johnson, when he wanted to, declared Sir John, could delight

as well as instruct and did so by fictitious characters,

fancied portraits, ironical sarcasms, and strokes of wit

and humor* Hawkins, while lamenting that Johnson did not

write more critical essays in the Rambler ^ pointed out

that he did display literary criticism in its utmost lustre

in the Lives. 6* Johnson's reason for discontinuing the

Rambler , whioh abounded with such original and noble senti-

ments, in the dawn of its reputation, perplexed Hawkins,

^Life , p. 239.

65Ibld ., p. 241.

64Ibid.
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who wondered whether it was melancholy or mental exertion.

He concluded that

the merits of the Rambler were of a kind not likely
to recommend it to those who read chiefly for amuse-
ment, and of readers, this class will ever be by
much the most numerous; the subjects therein dis-
cussed are chiefly the weightiest and most important,
respecting more our eternal than temporal happiness*
• • • Much might be said in commendation of this
excellent work; but such suffrages as those here
mentioned set it almost above praise* • • • With
what success these endeavours of his ^To refine the
language by various means/ have been attended is
best known to those who nave made eloquence their
study; and it may go far towards the stamping a
lasting character of purity, elegance, and strength
on the style of Johnson, to say, that some of the
most popular orators of this country now living,
have not only proposed it to themselves as a model
for speaking, but for the purpose of acquiring the
cadence and flow of his periods, have actually got-
ten whole essays from the Rambler by heart

»

6&

The most detailed (and probably the best) discus-

sion of the Rambler 's content occurs in Boswell, who also

included much interesting information about its composi-

tion*

In 1750 he came forth in the character for which

he was eminently qualified, a majestick teacher of moral

and religious wisdom* The vehicle which he chose was that

of a periodical paper*66 Boswell thought the Rambler not

65Ibid** pp. 256-269. The "suffrages" to which
Hawkins is""reTerring are the ten editions of the Rambler
in Johnson's lifetime and the supposed Russian translation.

66Life , I, 201.



a happy choice for the title of a series of grave and

moral discourses* Johnson undertook this paper with de-

vout and conscientious sentiments, evidenced by his prayer

composed for the occasion. Posterity, said Boswell, would

be astonished to learn that these papers, apparently the

work of long and tedious study, were composed hastily. He

explained that

by reading and meditation, and a very close inspect
tion of life, /Johnson/ had accumulated a great fund
of miscellaneous knowledge, which, by a peculiar
promptitude of mind, was ever ready at his call, and
which he had constantly accustomed himself to clothe
in the most apt and energetick expression* 67

Anderson disagreed with this statement. He maintained that

the essays in the Rambler were too strong and perfect not

to have been "matured, fashioned, and polished by sedulous

reflection, He conjectured that Johnson must have

sketched most of them during sleepless nights and "ab-

straction from company. 1168 A short panegyric on Johnson

and the Rambler from Mrs. Thrale's diary (December 1777),

however, will support Boswell f s statement. Mrs. Thrale

believed

that Beneficence which during his Life Increased
the comforts of so many, may after his Death be
ungratefully forgotten; but that Piety whioh
dictated the serious Papers in the Rambler will be
for ever remembered, for ever I think—revered.

67lbid ., pp. 202-204.

^Life, pp. 85-87.
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That ample Repository of religious Truth, moral
Wisdom & accurate Criticism breathes indeed the
genuine Emanations of its Author's Mind; express 'd
too in a Style so natural to him, & So much like
his common Mode of conversing, that I was myself
not much astonished when he told me, that he had
scarcely read over one of those inimitable Essays
before they were sent to the Press.**9

Regarding Johnson's brief notes for possible

Rambler papers, Boswell wrote:

This scanty preparation of materials will not,
however, much diminish our wonder at the extra-
ordinary fertility of his mind; for the proportion
which they bear to the number of essays which he
wrote, is very small; and it is remarkable, that
those for which he had made no preparation, are as
rich and as highly finished, as those for which the
hints were lying by hinu It is also to be observed,
that the papers formed from his hints are worked up
with such strength and elegance, that we almost lose
sight of the hints, which become like 'drops in the
bucket* • • • •

As the Rambler was entirely the work of one man,
there was, of course, such a uniformity in its tex-
ture, as very much to exclude the charm of variety;
and the grave and often solemn cast of thinking,
which distinguished it from other periodical papers,
made it, for some time, not generally liked, • • •

Yet, very soon after its commencement, there were
those who felt and acknowledged its uncommon excel-
lence* Verses in its praise appeared in the news-
papers; and the editor of the Gentleman's Magazine
mentions, in October, his having received soveral
letters to the same purpose from the learned.70

69Thraliana» ed. Katherine C. Balderston (Oxford,
1942), I, JJ07.

7QLife, I, 207-209. A footnote on this passage
quotes a letter from Richardson to Cave, August 9, 1750,
after forty-one numbers of the Rambler had appeared.
n 'I hope the world tastes them /i.e. the Ramblers/ ; for
its own sake, I hope the world tastes thernl The author I

can only guess at. There is but one man, I think, that
could write them.'" Cave replied, "'Mr. Johnson is the
Great Rambler^ being as you observe the only man who can
furnish two such papers in a week, besides his great busi-

ness /tne Dictionary /•

'

n
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Boswoll was here referring to an introduction to a brief

excerpt from "The Student, or Oxford and Cambridge Miscel-

lany, " in wnich, so he tells us, Bonnell Thornton and

George Colman were the principal writers

,

7^

We beg leave to return our acknowledgments, for
the noble and rational entertainments he has given
us, to the admirable author of the RAMBLER, a work
that exceeds any thing of the kind ever published in
this kingdom, some of the SPECTATORS excepted—if
indeed they may be excepted. We own ourselves
unequal to the task of commending such a work up to
its merits—where the diction is the most high-
wrought imaginable, and yet, like the brilliancy of
a diamond, exceeding perspicuous in its richness—
where the sentiments ennoble the style, and the style
familiarizes the sentiments—where every thing is
easy and natural, yet every thing is masterly and
strong. May the publick favours crown his merits,
and may not the English, under the auspicious reign
of GEORGE the second, neglect a man, who, had he
lived in the first century, would have been one of
the greatest favourites of AUGUSTUS.72

Boswell continued:

The Rambler has increased in fame as in age.
Soon after its first folio edition was concluded, it
was published in six duo-decimo volumes; and its
author lived to see ten numerous editions of it in
London, besides those of Ireland and Scotland,

I profess myself to have ever entertained a
profound veneration for the astonishing force and
vivacity of mind, which the Rambler exhibits. That
Johnson had penetration enough to see, and seeing
would not disguise the general misery of man in this
state of being, may have given rise to the superfi-
cial notion of his being too stern a philosopher*
But men of reflection will be sensible that he has
given a true representation of human existence, and
that he has, at the same time, with a generous

71lbid.. 209,

78Gent. Mag,. XX, 465.
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benevolence, displayed every consolation which our
state affords us; not only arising from the hopes
of futurity, but such as may be attained in the im-
mediate progress through life* He has not depressed
the soul to despondency and indifference. He has
every where inculcated study, labour, and exertion*
Nay, he has shewn, in a very odious light, a man whose
practice is to go about darkening the views of others,
by perpetual complaints of evil, and awakening those
considerations of danger and distress, which are, for
the most part, lulled into a quiet oblivion.73

Boswell stated that it would take too much space to point

out all the subjects which the Rambler treated of "with

a dignity and perspicuity" found nowhere else, and that

even the most condensed and brilliant sentences form a

bulky volume entitled The Beauties of the Rambler * While

speaking of the heavy intellectual content of the Rambler ,

Boswell acknowledged its lighter side*

The Rambler furnishes such an assemblage of
discourses on practical religion and moral duty,
of critical investigations, and allegorical and
oriental tales, that no mind can be thought very
deficient that has, by constant study and meditation,
assimilated to itself all that may be found there. •

•

I will venture to say, that In no writings what-
ever can be found more bark and steel for the mind,
if I may use the expression; more that can brace and
Invigorate every manly and noble sentiment* • • •

Though instruction be the predominant purpose of
the Rambler, yet it is enlivened with a considerable
portion of amusement

*

7^

Boswell derided the criticism that Johnson was a retired

author, knowing nothing of the world. It would have been

73Life, I, 212-213.

74Ibld*. 214-215.
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Impossible for such a writer to have drawn the life-like

characters in the Rambler and to have the knowledge of

the world In general* Then, too, Johnson claimed to have

"run about the world" more than almost anybody. Boswell

cited various Ramblers to illustrate these assertions and

then showed how the work was tinged with Johnson's learning

and wisdom.

Every page of the Rambler shews a mind teeming
with classical allusion and poetical Imagery: il-
lustrations from other writers are, upon all occasions,
so ready, and mingle so easily In his periods, that
the whole appears of one uniform vivid texture.7**

Arthur Murphy thought the Rambler Johnson's out-

standing literary accomplishment. He spoke primarily of the

content.

The Rambler may be considered as Johnson's
great work. It was the basis of that high reputation
which went on increasing to the end of his days. The
circulation of those periodical essays was not, at
first, equal to their merit. They had not, like the
Spectator, the art of charming by variety. ...
In this collection, Johnson is the great moral teacher
of his countrymen; his essays form a body of ethics;
the observations on life and manners are acute and
Instructive; and the papers, professedly critical,
serve to promote the cause of literature .'6

Robert Anderson's description of Johnson as a

moralist is at the same time a description of the Rambler .

Anderson felt that the correction of minor faults and

75Ibid.. 215-217.

76Essay. p. 155.
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foibles was not in Johnson's provinoe*

As a moralists his periodical papers are distin-
guished from those of other writers, who have derived
celebrity from similar publications* He has neither
the wit nor the graceful ease of Addison; nor does
he shine with the humour and classic suavity of Gold-
smith* His powers are of a more grave* energetic* and
dignified kind, than any of his competitors; and if he
entertains us less, he instructs us more* He shows
himself master of all the recesses of the human mind,
able to detect vice, when disguised in her most
specious form, and equally possessed of a corrosive
to eradicate, or a lenitive to assuage the follies and
sorrows of the heart* Virtuous in his object, just
in his conceptions, strong in his arguments, and power-
ful in his exhortations, he arrests the attention of
levity by the luxuriance of his imagery, and grand-
iloquence of liis diction; while he awes detected
guilt into submission by the majesty of his declamation,
and the sterling weight of his opinions* But his gen-
ius is only formed to chastise graver faults, which
require to be touched with an heavier hand* He could
not chase away such lighter foibles as buzz in our ears
in society, and fret the feelings of our less important
hours* His gigantic powers were able to prepare the
immortal path to heaven, but could not stop to decorate
our manners with these lesser graces, which make life
amiable* Johnson, at such a task, was Hercules at the
distaff, a lion coursing of a mouse, or an eagle
stooping at a fly*™"

One of the most detailed, as well as one of the

most paradoxical, analyses of the Ramblor 's content is

that of William Mumford* Mumford wrote that upon first

reading Johnson's works, he was enraptured by them, but that

he later fell away from them* This reaction was largely

the result of his finding nothing there agreeing with life;

hence he finally concluded them false* A minute examination

""Life* pp. 208-210*



of Johnson's writings revealed that they were replete with

the most dangerous consequences to society* An unvaried

strain of gloomy speculation pervaded them. They were

calculated from the falseness of their delineations to

precipitate mankind into a chain of reasoning destructive

of all confidence between man and man, and subversive of

all the social affections. Mumford said if he had erred

in his opinions, he would welcome correction. He went on

to say that Johnson's misanthropy and prejudice were emi-

nently manifest in the Rambler . Johnson taught the hap-

piness of virtue and displayed the miseries of vice with

peculiar energy, but when he attempted to support man

"against the contingencies of existence," his mind dark-

ened with "clouds of prejudice," and his arguments degen-

erated Into "sophistical declamation." He was constantly

preventing any pleasure by warning of imminent doom. A

young mind reading the Rambler "would conceive the most

melancholy ideas of human nature and human events. • .un-

attended with any alleviation but religion and unvislted

by any hop© but that of futurity and a MERCIFUL CREATOR."

Thus the utility of the Rambler as a moral work is ques-

tionable. That "which tends to obstruct the activity of

man, and crush well-founded hopes on this life. • .merits

reprehension." Johnson's representations of life re-

pressed industry, checked enterprise, suppressed rational
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wishes, filled the mind with a hateful distrust of society,

and fostered the most pernicious prejudices. They were

also capable of repressing other generous sentiments of

the mind, which form the most important links of human

connection.*78

The Rambler papers relating to life were fit only

to disturb the happiness of others, to lessen the
little comforts, and to shorten the short pleasures
of our condition, by painful remembrances of the
past, or melancholy prognostics of the future; their
only aim is to crush the rising hope, to damp the
kindling transport, and alloy the golden hours of
gaiety with the hateful dross of grief and suspicion,

'

Mumford quoted passages from the Rambler to illustrate

these charges: No* 2 dissuaded the rising generation from

cultivating knowledge; No, 16 showed the wretchedness of

literary eminence; No, 32 exhibited the inescapableness of

infelicity; No, 144 painted the miseries of authorship; and

No. 196 gave an invidious and oynical comparison between

youth and age,"*

Johnson , s arguments were specious in their attempt

to show that riches are incapable of affording their pos-

sessor any other gratification than that of the mind. All

this would cause one to say, "How bad everything in the

world isl" iTumford asked these rhetorioal questions:

78Critical Enquiry, pp. vi-xi, 2-9.

79Ibid .. pp. 9-36.
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where shell we seek friendship, where all are false?

where repose griefs, where none are virtuous? A youth

captivated by Johnson's eloquence would be inclined "to

treat mankind as a band of robbers, or of mercenaries; as

a society of fawning, cringing, false and malevolent

wretches. • .beings devoid of principle, of humanity, or

of justice. " Johnson's writings would lead men to become

misanthropes in order to avoid the infection of mankind.

A student reading Johnson would despair of continuing his

studies and would lapse into lethargy and inactivity.

Johnson displayed all the miseries of life, but never the

felicities.80

In such a blanket condemnation of a piece of

literature, a condemnation concerned almost entirely with

content, it would seem almost impossible that anything

complimentary could be said. Yet this is not the case.

So far is it from being true that it is difficult to be-

lieve the following oritioism could have been written by

the same author who said Johnson's writings were false and

so shot through with melancholy as to be destructive of all

goodness and progress.

A noble effusion of Johnson's mind is the seventh
Rambler, and which, perhaps is not exceeded by any he
afterwards wrote. It contains many just and pene-
trating remarks, great sublimity of sentiment, and

80lb id., pp. 19-35.
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energy of language, originality of speculation,
and a most pious and worthy end* Johnson will
perhaps never be excelled by any writer on religion*
All his papers on that subject breathe a spirit of
the most elevated piety. The solemnity of his lan-
guage, the multiplicity of his ideas, the vigour of
his intellect, and the sincerity of his heart, all
conspire to give an awful dignity to his religious
writings, which can hardly fail of awakening the
most obdurate mind.8*

fifiamford said that Rambler No. 11, which illus-

trated the folly of anger, was written with force and

novelty; that its arguments were "Just and apposite" and

applicable upon innumerable occasions; and that it gave a

vigorous, comprehensive and faithful picture of the mis-

eries of the old age of a passionate man* Johnson's al-

legories were always just, though perhaps inferior to Ad-

dison's in strength and invention. No. 22, the Allegory

of Wit and Learning, exceeded any the English language could

produce. It exhibited wall the powers of invention," del-

icate wit, and "Learning guided by judgment." The al-

legory was complete; the language "pure and nervous."82

Mumford insisted on the high poetio value of this piece.

This alone would have conferred the title of
poet upon Johnson, had his imitations of Juvenal
never been written, and I doubt whether he does not
rather merit it from this and his other allegories
than from all the rhymes he ever published. This,
indeod, was the opinion of his friend and contempo-
rary. Dr. Goldsmith, who observed that he was more

81Ibid.. p. 40,

88lb id., pp. 42-46.
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a poet in his prose than in his imitations, and
his authority must be allowed to have some weight
even though my own opinions should be rejected. • •

it is that power of invention, that strength of
imagery, and that vigour and variety of combination,
which oonfer that glorious title. No reader of John-
son can be ignorant of the eminent degree in which he
possesses all these qualities, and which he adorns
and illustrates with all the strength of reason, all
the power of eloquence, and all the harmony of lan-
guage.8^

After quoting a passage from the Allegory of Wit and

Learning, Mumford commented rapturously:

It is needless to say how far this transcends
all eulogy, which would scarcely be adequate, were
we to exhaust all the arts of flattery, and all the
modes of praise* We can only read, and silently
admire the stupendous genius which was capable of
exhibiting such a perfect picture. ... He that
shall despair to possess the genius of Johnson, let
him endeavour to imitate his virtues, and if he can-
not equal him as a writer, which is very doubtful,
and at best but Indifferent, let him aspire to his
piety and goodness- which is always attainable and
always beneficial.84

Mumford lauded Johnson in comparing him with Addison. He

elaborated the differences in Johnson's and Addison^

method of eradicating vice?

Johnson never employs ridicule against any vice
he would extirpate; he always chuses the more solemn
and efficacious powers of reason and argument. He
does not strive to laugh you out of your follies or
your errors, but he demonstrates with perspicuity
wherein it is wrong, and where it degrades you from
your station as a rational being; and then having
awakened the mind to a sense of its impropriety, he

QSlbld.. pp. 46-47.

84lb id., pp. 50-51.
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displays, with inimitable majesty and force, the
consequences they lead to; and in a moral estimation,
how louc.ly they call for repression and extinction.
This it is which gives that peculiar energy to his
writings, and which renders them far more valuable
than those of Addison, who, by adopting ridioule for
his weapon, often amused only, where he intended to
Instruct, and his precepts were frequently forgotten
amid the general hilarity, which the gaiety of his
essays produced; hence, where the latter is once
mentioned, the former is quoted perhaps a hundred
times, on account that his writings being totally
divested of that unseasonable mirth, the mind is
never divided by laughter and seriousness, but the
effect being uniform, they make a constant and equable
impression, and rarely fade off the memory.8**

Regarding Rambler No. 77 (virtuous indignation against im-

morality in authors), Mumford wrote

t

The native vigour of Johnson's mind is finally
displayed in this essay. What he censures he censures
with dignity; and never degenerates into that vulgar-
ity of diction, which sometimes characterizes the most
valuable productions. He is lofty and sublime; and he
appeals to the heart without exciting the passions.
Ue disdained the meanness of controversial epithets,
and always maintains an Innate grandeur of thought and
expression which chains the attention of the reader,
and foroibly impresses conviction.9^

After recommending Nos. 86, 88, and 90 of the Rambler as

elegant specimens of criticism of Milton minus the ill

nature of Johnson's Life of Milton. 87 Iiumford went on to

say:

To the Rambler only one abjection can be preferred,
and that indeed is rather a weighty one. The pictures

85Ibid .» pp. 52-53.

86Ibid .. p. 53.

87Ibld.. p. 58.
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of life which it contains are always false. They are
the monstrous distortions of prejudice, which bear no
resemblance to any thing existing; they are the phan-
toms of a morbid mind, exhibiting no traces of reality.
This, in my opinion, greatly disqualifies the work for
the hands of youth, • • • In short, considered as a
moral production, and as a system of ethics by which
we ought to regulate our actions, and estimate their
rectitude or obliquity, it is an inestimable work, but
if considered as a faithful picture of life and manners,
and an impartial examination of the felicity and infe-
licity of existence, it will be found abundant in er-
ror, clouded with prejudice, and in a great degree
visionary and declamatory; and hence a most unfit book
to be put in the hands of contemplative youth, unless
first weeded of these impurities,8®

In a footnote to this passage, Mumford quoted the British

Magazine I, 219, whioh observed that though Johnson*s con-

stitutional melancholy may not diminish his talents and

uncommon sagacity, it does introduce a doubt as to the

utility of his moral writings,89 Mumford concluded that

"the Rambler only requires a judicious correction of some

parts, and expulsion of others, to be rendered the most

Inestimable book which the English language can boast"90

Richard Cumberland, who was not ordinarily pica-

yunlsh when oriticlzing Johnson 1 s works, found his Greek

in the Rambler defective:

When I would have consulted him upon certain
points of literature, whilst I was making my col-
lections from the Greek dramatists for my essays

88Ibid,» pp, 63-65.

89Ibid.« p, 65 n.

9QIbid,, p, 126,
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In The Observer, he candidly acknowledged that hie
studies had not lain amongst them, and certain it
is there is very little shew of literature in his
Ramblers, and in the passace, where he quotes
Aristotle /Rambler No. 139/. he has not correctly
given the meaning of the original. x

Noah Webster was much impressed by the Rambler.

Writing to Thomas Dawes, Jr., on December 20, 1308, he

spoke of the time when he had Just finished college and

was ready to begin life penniless and unassisted by

family or friends.

In tills situation I read Johnson's Rambler with
unusual Interest and with a visible effect upon my
moral opinions, for when I closed the last volume,
I formed a firm resolution to pursue a course of
virtue through life and to perform all moral and
social duties with scrupulous exactness, a reso-
lution which I have endeavored to maintain, though
doubtless not without many failures.92

The Idler, which ran from 1758-60, was Johnson's

attempt at writing essays in a lighter vein. Contemporary

criticism of it was scarcer than that of the Rambler, and

how far Johnson succeeded may be guessed at from these

excerpts from various commentators. The Critical Review

thought he did not succeed.

We are of the philosopher's opinion, that the
author of these miscellaneous pieces was never less
idle than when he was Imparting them to his oountry-
men in weekly papers, under the appellation of the
Idler. They possess a fund of strong reflection.

91iiemoirs. I, 361.

^Letters, p. 310.
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fine imagery, and original sentiment; though we must
confess the collection hath not the double property
of exciting laughter, and inspiring wisdom, agreeable
to the motto which the author hath unfortunately
chosen. We perused the whole with satisfaction, with-
out feeling one impulse to risibility* As the public
hath long since stamped these papers with approbation,
it would be unnecessary to extend our remarks. 9 **

Callender followed his usual procedure in criti-

cizing the Idlers that is, to pick out single details which

are faulty and dwell at great length on them. The result

is that for the Idler we have not so much of a general

criticism as an attack on one idea in one Idler .

Beauty is 'that assemblage of graces which
pleases the eye. ' But in the Idler, ^/Johnson/ displays
his true idea of beauty; and it is a very lame piece
of philosophy. Judge from a few samples I 'If a man,
born blind, was to recover his sight, and the most
beautiful woman was to be brought before him, he could
not determine whether she was handsome or not. Nor if
the most handsome and most deformed were produced,
could he any better determine to which he should give
the preference, having seen only these two. ' And
again, 'as we are then more accustomed to beauty than
deformity, we may conclude that to be the reason why
we approve and admire it.' Moreover, 'though habit
and custom cannot be said to be the cause of beauty,
IT is certainly the cause of our liking it. I have
no doubt, but that, if we were more used to deformity
than beauty, deformity would then lose the idea now
annexed to it, and take that of beauty; as if the whole
world should agree that yes and no should change their
meanings, yes would then deny, and" no would affirm.

'

This is such a perfection of nonsense, that the reader
will, perhaps, think it a forgery; but he will find it
verbatim et litteratim, and the whole number is in the
same stile.»4

93XII (December 1761), 481.

94Deformitles, p. 16.
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William Shaw praised the elegance and instruction

which were to be found in the Idler* but he criticized

harshly two essays, one on the epitaphs of Pope, and the

other on the war-like oharaoter of the English soldiers,

which he said sounded like the boasting of a pothouse

politician.9**

William Cooke ranked the Idler below the Rambler ;

The essays in this work are in general of a lighter
kind than the Ramblers—but humour was not the Doctor*s
strong hold ; it was rather dry and pointed, than easy
and natural" : in short, the Idler partakes of the
general faults of second parts—the efforts of a
fatigued fancy and Judgment. In saying this, I do not
generally condemn the work—its allegories and moral
essays all carry the hand of a great master, nor are
some of the lighter pieces defective in fanoy—I only
mean to say it is not the twin brother of the Rambler.
and as such has not the same claim to celebrity.y&

Joseph Towers expressed a similar opinions

THE IDLER. • .has, perhaps, hardly yet obtained the
reputation which it deserves. It is not equal to the
Rambler; but it is, upon the whole, a very pleasing
collection of essays- and there are some papers in it
of great excellence.9

"

He then listed some of the best Idlers .

Sir John Hawkins remarked the basic similarity of

the Rambler and the Idler, while at the same time noting

the particular characteristics of the latter.

The plan and conduct of the Idler resembles so

SS^emoJLrs, p. 127.

96Life, pp. 35-36.

97E8say. pp. 42-43.
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nearly that of the Rambler and the Adventurer, that
what has been said of each of those publications,
might serve for a character of this, saving, that in
this latter, admission is given to a greater number
of papers, calculated to entertain the mind with
pleasing fictions, humorous characters, and varied
representations of familiar life, than is to be
found in either of the two former, the general effect
whereof is, delight, too soon interrupted by their
shortness."8

Here follows a short passage on the content of various

Idlers

,

the profits from them, etc., after which Sir John

declared:

Of these essays, • .little remains to be remarked,
except that, notwithstanding the depth of thinking
which they display, and the nervous and elegant style
in which they are penned, they were extemporaneous
compositions, and hardly ever underwent a revision
before they were sent to the press.99

Hawkins also said that in the portraits of individual

characters in the Idler * the painting was so strong and

lively, that some living persons charged Johnson with

rendering them ridiculous* Johnson assured them he had

not done this but that he had drawn his material from

archetypes, which he had observed and which his imagin-

ation had improved.^- *-*

Boswcll did not dwell at length on the Idler*

The IDLER is evidently the work of the same mind
which produced the RAMBLER, but has less body and more

98Life, p. 337.

"ibid.* p. 338.

10QIbld.. pp. 338-339.



spirit. It has more variety of real life, and greater
facility of language • He describes the miseries of
Idleness, with the lively sensations of one who has
felt them. • • • Many of these excellent essays were
written as hastily as an ordinary letter. . • •

Yet there are in the Idler several papers which
shew as much profundity of thought and labour of
language, as any of this great man's writings* No.
14, 'Robbery of time; * No. 24, » Thinking; * No. 41,
'Death of a friend;' No. 43, 'Plight of time;' No.
51, 'Domestick greatness unattainable; ' No. 52,
•Self-denial; ' No. 58, 'Actual, how far short of
fancied, excellence; ' No. 89, 'Physical evil moral
good; ' and his concluding paper on 'The horror of
the last, ' will prove this assertion. ... In this
series of essays he exhibits admirable instances of
grave humour, of which he had an uncommon share #10*

Arthur Murphy mentioned the Idler 's "abated

vigour," easy style, and "unlaboured excellence."102

Mumford found the Idler more pleasing and less

exceptionable than the Rambler . In It he said Johnson

dropped his usual severity and sought to Imitate Addison.

His wit, however, was "without easo, and his laughter with-

out gaiety." Grave humor was not his talent; "he was

formed rather to instruct than to please." His jocularity

surprised rather than delighted his readers. "He was too

pompous to be easy, and too violent to be amusing." He

spoke with a confidence that often betrayed him into dog-

matism. The Idler's general character was that of "fi-

delity and ease." It had few of the blemishes which ob-

scured the Rambler , but also had as few of its sublimities.

101Llfe. I, 330-332.

102Bssay« p. 162.
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There were not many laborious speculations on moral

inquiries which would be incompatible with the assumed

character, which was admirably supported throughout the

whole, Johnson's reflections on life were in the Idler

more natural than those in the Rambler , He was, in the

Idler

j

"less inclined to querulous exaggeration, and less

attached to the enlargement of mournful truths. He dis-

played "more candour in his delineations, and more verac-

ity in his assertions and more impartially estimated the

motives and consequences of human action and their moral

rectitude and obliquity."103

Regarding the idea that the seasons have an effect

on the activities of a literary mind, Mumford found John-

son contradicting himself. In the Rambler he had main-

tained that this idea was true, in the Idler that it was

false* The Idler was, upon the whole, more entertaining

than the Reirialer ; for it entoraced a greater variety of

subjects, the leading idea was more original, the thoughts

more natural, and the language more easy. Yet it was not

to be preferred to the Rambler , for it was a less valuable

performance.^

Johnson's contemporaries, on the whole, thought

105Crltloal Enquiry, pp. 106-109.

104Ibid., pp. 109-111, 125-126.
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highly of him as an essayist, and they expressed their

opinion fairly frequently during the eighteenth century*

His style In the Rambler was a feature widely discussed.

Many of the critics handed down harsh Judgments, men-

tioning in particular the large number of Latinisms, the

involved sentence structure, the pompousness, and the

pedantry. On the other hand, equally as many commentators

heaped the highest praise on the style of the Rambler

,

answering that Johnson's Latinisms had extended the limits

of English; that the style was "olassically correct," grace-

ful, and harmonious; and that the "luminous arrangement of

Ideas," the "strength of expression," and the "force of

argument" were among the Rambler 's chief qualities.

One significant aspect of the criticism is that

Johnson's style In the Rambler was often compared with

Addison's. While a few of the critics speak of Addison's

"elegant simplicity," many more of them rate Johnson's

style superior. The gist of their criticism is that Ad-

dison is light, charming, and entertaining, but that John-

son is profound, awe inspiring, and magisterial. Several

of the commentators declared that Johnson's style was

highly poetic, being lavish in the use of imagery and

metaphor. Another theme which runs through the contempor-

ary criticism Is the conjecture that Johnson formed his

style on writers of the seventeenth century - Hooker,
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Browne, and Bacon,

The content of the Rambler » like the style, had

Its admirers and Its detractors. The morality, the piety,

the keen insight into human nature, and the learning and

wisdom in the Rambler evoked the approval of almost all

of the critics. Perhaps the most notable exceptions to

this statement are the very few who picked at the logic

in certain numbers of the Rambler , when Johnson had ap-

parently contradicted himself, and William Mumford, who

denounced the teachings in the Rambler as pessimistic,

false, and harmful to the whole social structure of civi-

lization by virtue of their tendency "to obstruct the

activity of man,"

Although sublimity in poetry was denied Johnson,

it was accorded to him in the Rambler on the grounds of

both style and contentj and some writers asserted that

the Rambler was Johnson's greatest work, the foundation

of his reputation, "which went on increasing to the end

of his days."

The Idler was generally thought to be entertaining,

though it was usually allowed that the light, humorous

touch was not native to Johnson and that these essays did

not always achieve the desired effect; consequently their

inferiority to the Rambler papers was almost universally

acknowledged.



CHAPTER III

THE DICTIONARY

Criticism of Johnson's Dictionary begins as early

as 1747. The commentators themselves represent various

professions and backgrounds—peers, scholars, painters,

musicians, dramatists, actors, philologists, lexicographers,

and historians. The fact that all these people with such

varying backgrounds feel qualified to criticize Johnson's

work seems to indicate either that interest in lexico-

graphy was more prevalent among cultivated people In the

eighteenth century than today or that highly technical and

scientific approaches to linguistic problems were so lit-

tle developed that one literary person felt he had as much

right to speak on lexicography as the next.

It would probably be correct to say that it was a

combination of these two factors plus one more. Lexico-

graphy was a fairly new field. It soon proved to be a

useful one. By the time Johnson's Dictionary came out #

dictionaries had, in the words of Starnes and Noyes,

long offered their services to 'all those who desire
to understand what they read, ' and the growing reading
public now began to take them at their word. Impres-
sive sales of rival works indicate many owners and at
least some habitual users of the dictionary, and the

84
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constant and animated fire of reviews and contro-
versies proves that there has also sprung up a super-
race of critics of dictionaries. Johnson's work in-
deed precipitated an avalanche of criticism, as the
public turned increasingly from its preoccupation
with the academic question of a perfect English lan-
guage to the more specific and practical question of
the perfect English dictionary.*

One of the earliest statements about the Dictionary

oocurs in a letter from the Earl of Orrery to Dr. Birch,

December 30, 1747, the year when Dr. Johnson published his

"Plan." This is, of course, eight years before the Dic-

tionary itself was published and has to do with a specimen

of it.

I have just now seen the specimen of Kir. Johnson's
Dictionary, addressed to Lord Chesterfield. I am much
pleased with the plan, and I think the specimen is one
of the best I have ever read. Host specimens disgust,
rather than prejudice us in favour of the work to fol-
low; but the language of Mr. Johnson's is good, and
the arguments are properly and modestly expressed.
However, some expressions may be cavilled at, but they
are trifles. I'll mention one. The barren Laurel.
The laurel is not barren, in any sense whatever; it
bears fruits and flowers. Sed hae sunt nugae. and I
have great expectations from the performance.2

The early opinion of Johnson's Dictionary in the

universities may perhaps be illustrated from the following

anecdote. In 1754 the Reverend Francis Wise, Fellow of

Trinity College and Radclivian librarian at Oxford, urged

^De Witt T. Starnes and Gertrude E. Noyes, The
English Dictionary from Cawdrey to Johnson 1604-175T3*
(cKapel Kill, 1946), p. 156.

2Life, I, 185.
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Thomas Warton to have the degree of Master of Arts con-

ferred on Johnson before the Dictionary was published.

He said:

It Is In truth doing ourselves more honour than
him, to have such a work done by an Oxford hand, and
so able a one too, and will show that we have not lost
all regard for good letters, as has been too often
Imputed to us by our enemies.3

Lord Chesterfield, to whom the "Plan" of the

Dictionary was addressed, had alienated Johnson by his

continued neglect while the Dictionary was being compiled.

Whether Chesterfield attempted to conciliate Johnson is a

moot question; nonetheless he wrote two papers in the

World praising the Dictionary and Johnson highly. The fol-

lowing passage from the one written November 28, 1754,

shows that Chesterfield was an authoritarian in linguistio

matters and that he expected Johnson would execute his

Dictionary on authoritarian principles.

I think the public in general, and the republic
of letters in particular, greatly obliged to Mr.
Johnson, for having undertaken and executed so great
and desirable a work. Perfection is not to oe ex-
pected from man; but if we are to judge by the var-
ious works of Mr* Johnson, already published, we have
good reason to believe that he will bring this as
near to perfection as any one man could do* The plan
of it, which he published some years ago, seems to me
to be a proof of it* Nothing can be more rationally
Imagined, or more accurately and elegantly expressed*
• • • It must be owned that our language Is at

3Ibld *. 275 n2.
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present in a state of anarchy, • • • The time for
discrimination seems to be now come* Toleration,
adoption and naturalization have run their lengths*
Good order and authority are now necessary* • • •

We must have recourse to the old Roman expedient in
times of confusion, and ohuse a dictator. Upon this
principle I give my vote for Mr. Johnson to fill that
great and arduous post.*

What is known of Lord Chesterfield*s character does not

induce inquirers to believe that he would have cared to

have his name connected with a shoddy piece of scholarship,

much less a compendium of pedantry, which is what many

critics thought the Dictionary was. It may be observed

here that his Lordship differed from Johnson on his over-

all view of grammar and lexicography. He wished for an

absolute standard of correctness and looked to Johnson for

it. Johnson at first (in the "Plan") adhered to a similar

idea. His object was to "fix" the language: to settle

its pronunciation, to safeguard its purity, to ascertain

its use, to lengthen its duration, to preserve the ancient

writers, and to improve the modern ones*^ This object he

saw later was impossible, and he confessed in the "Preface"

to the Dictionary the futility of such an undertaking.

Those who have been persuaded to think well of
my design, will require that it should fix our lan-

4Adam Fitz-Adam, The World (London. 1755), III,
264-266.

5The Works of Samuel Johnson. LL. D. . . .with An
Essay on his Life and Genius* by Arthur Murphy. Esq.
(London, 1756), *I, 26-23.

i **" "*
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guage, and put a stop to those alterations which
time and chance have hitherto been suffered to make
in it without opposition* With this consequence I

will confess that I flattered myself for a while;
tout now begin to fear that I indulged expectation
which neither reason nor experience can justify.
When we see men grow old and die at a certain time
one after another, from century to century, we laugh
at the elixir that promises to prolong life to a
thousand years; and with equal justice may the lexi-
cographer toe derided, who toeing able to produce no
example of a nation that has preserved their words
and phrases from mutability, shall imagine that his
dictionary can embalm his language, and secure it
from corruption and decay, that it is in his power
to change sublunary nature, and clear the world at

once from folly, vanity, and affectation.6

The immediate reaction of the Dictionary was

generally one of approval. That Johnson's creative abil-

ities were at this early date held in high esteem by lit-

erary men is evidenced by this letter from Dr. Thomas

Birch, the historian and biographer, who thought Johnson's

genius would have been better exhibited in a literary than

a scholarly production. He stated in 1755$

The part of your Dictionary which you have
favoured me with the sight of has given me such an
idea of the whole, that I most sincerely congratulate
the publick upon the acquisition of a work long
wanted, and now executed with an industry, accuracy,
and judgement, equal to the importance of the subject.

You might, perhaps, have chosen one in which your
genius would have appeared to more advantage; but you
could not have fixed upon any other in which your
labours would have done such substantial service to
the present age and to posterity. I am glad that
your health has supported the application necessary
to the performance of so vast a task; and oan

6Ibld., 60.



undertake to promise you as one (though perhaps the
only) reward of It, the approbation and thanks of
every well-wisher to the honour of the English lan-
guage.7

Itost of the early comments on the Dictionary In-

volve letters expressing approbation, verses written in

honor of it, favorable reviews, etc. Johnson's "Plan" and

"Preface" had impressed most readers, and the Dictionary

itself, imposing in two large volumes, was no doubt an

improvement over earlier attempts at dictionary-writing*

The philologists and professional critics had not yet had

time to examine the Dictionary in every detail. Then, too,

in 1755, although he was respected in certain literary

circles, Johnson had by no means achieved the reputation

which made petty, carping critics twenty, thirty, and

forty years later write long, detailed criticisms, most of

which dealt as much with his personality as with his lin-

guistic abilities.

One aspect of the composition of the Dictionary

which never failed to awe even hostile critics was the

fact that Johnson did his work singlehandedly in less than

ten years while comparable compositions in other languages

took learned academies forty years and more. David Garrick

published a complimentary epigram in the Gentleman's .laff-

azlne for April 1755, entitled "On Johnson's Dictionary,"

7Life, I. 285.
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in which he celebrated this achievement*

Talk of war with a Briton, he'll boldly advance.
That one English soldier will beat ten of France;
Would we alter the boast from the sword to the pen,
Our odds are still greater, still greater our men:
In the deep mines of science though Frenchmen may

toil,
Can their strength be compared to Looke, Newton,

and Boyle?
Let them rally their heroes, send forth all their

pow'rs,
Their verse-men and prose-men, then match them

with oursl
First Shakespeare and Milton, like gods in the

fight.
Have put their whole drama and epick to flight;
In satires, epistles, and cdes, would they cope,
Their nuutoers retreat before Dryden and Pope;
And Johnson, well arm fd like a hero of yore.
Has beat forty French, and will beat forty more.8

Garrick also reported to Johnson, shortly after the publi-

cation of the Dictionary , that a common criticism of it was

that he had cited authorities beneath the dignity of such

a work, and mentioned Richardson as an example. Johnson

answered, "'Nay. • .1 have done worse than that: I have

cited thee. David.

»

w9

Two years and eight months after the Dictionary

appeared, Johnson wrote to Dr. Burney thanking him for

praising the Dictionary . In this letter Johnson said he

8XXV, 190. When Dr. Adams asked Johnson how he
proposed to do in three years what had taken forty members
of the French Academy forty years, Johnson replied: "This

is the proportion. Let me see; forty times forty Is six-
teen hundred. As three to sixteen hundred, so is the pro-
portion of an Englishman to a Frenchman. n

( Life. I, 186.)

9Life. IV, 4.
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was especially grateful for Burney's praise because praise

from Ms friends (he felt) was slow In coming** The fa-

vorable reviews which the Dictionary got in the monthly

periodicals should have made up to some extent for the

scaroity of letters from his friends* The Monthly Review

for April 1755 points out that

berely to say that /Johnson/ has well performed his
task, would be too frigid a commendation of a per-
formance that will be received with gratitude, by
those who are sincerely zealous for the r eputation
of English literature: nevertheless, lavish as we
might, justly, be in its praise, we are not blind to
its imperfections ; for some we nave observed, even
In the short time allowed us for the Inspection of
this large work, nor are all of them equally unim-
portant Some may, perhaps, expect, that we should
point out, what appear to us as defects; but this we
decline, because most of them will be obvious to the
judicious and inquisitive reader; nor are we inclin-
able to feed the malevolence of little or lazy critics:
besides which, our assiduous and ingenius compiler has,
in a great measure, anticipated all censure by his
apologetical acknowledgments*—Upon the whole, if the
prodigious extent of this undertaking, and the numer-
ous difficulties necessarily attending it, be duly
considered; also that it is the labour of one single
person. • .Instead of affording matter for envy and
malignancy to prey upon, it must excite wonder and
admiration to see how greatly he has succeeded* • • •

His grammar Is concise, yet far from being ob-
scure; several of his remarks are uncommon, If not
new, and all of them deserving particular attention*
The prosody is treated with an accuracy we do not
remember to have met with in other grammarians: and
the whole appears to us well calculated to serve its
professed purpose, which is, that 'the English lan-
guage may be learned, If the reader be acquainted
with grammatical terms, or taught by a master to

10Ibid.» I, 298 nl.



those who are more Ignorant§*•*

This is one of the earliest reviews of the plofclonary« and

for a ceneral criticism It is also on& of the most Just*

It recognises the immensity of the task, the handicaps

under which It was accomplished* and the comprehensive

apology which the compiler made both in his "Plan" and

his "Preface." The last point is important, for it will

be seen that in most of the oritlclsm obviously antagonis-

tic, the critics seem angry that a single mistake occurred

In the Dictionary. Johnson himself said positively in

both "Plan" and "Preface 11 that error* would be duo to

"negligence," "lgnoranoet " "superfluities," "omissions,"

bewilderment, subtlety, and over-exactness. Yet much of

the oritlclsm sounds as if Johnson had claimed perfection

for his book.

In 1765 Adam Smith reviewed Johnson's Dictionary

for the Edinburgh Hevlew. Smith is, of course, most fre-

quently thought of as an economist, yet his knowledge of

a variety of subjects was vast* His Interest and skill In

linguistic matters are perhaps not as generally known as

they are in other fields} still they seem to have been

considerable, and he evidently enjoyed some reputation as

a linguist. Among his writings on this subjeot is the

^Monthly Kevlow. XII, 322-323.
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essay "Considerations concerning the first Formation of

Languages and the different Genius of original and com-

pounded Languages • " As early as 1802 that issue of the

Edinburgh Review which contained Smiths review of the

Dictionary had become so rare that an anonymous contri-

butor1 to the European Magazine for April sent a copy of

the review to be reprinted in order that readers could see

"the opinion of so great a man on a subject he had so well

considered, and was so perfect a master of." The contri-

butor goes on to speak briefly of Smiths other philolo-

gical writings, then gives Smith's review.^-3

'A Dictionary of the English Language, however
useful, or rather necessary, has never been hitherto
attempted with the least degree of success. To ex-
plain hard words and terms of art seems to have been
the chief purpose of all the former compositions which
have borne the title of English dictionaries. Mr,
Johnson has extended his views much farther, and has
made a very full collection of all the different
meanings of each English word justified by example
from authors of good reputation. When we compare this
book with other dictionaries, the merit of its author
appears very extraordinary. Those which in modern
languages have gained the most esteem, are that of
the French Academy, and that of the Academy Delia
Crusoa, Both these were composed by a numerous

^This contributor believed that it was Smith who
had published in 1761 "The Philological Miscellany, con-
sisting of Select Essays from the Memoirs of the Academy
of Belles Lettres at Paris and other foreign Academies,
translated into English; with original pieces by the most
eminent Writers of our own Country,

"

13Because this rare number of the Edinburgh Review
was not available, the European Magazine is quoted for this
study.
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society of learned men, and took up a longer time
In the composition than the life of a single person
could well have afforded. The Dictionary of the
English Language is the work of a single person, and
composed in a period of time very inconsiderable,
when compared with the extent of the work. The col-
lection of words appears to be very accurate, and
must be allowed to be very ample. Most words, we
believe, are to be found in the Dictionary that ever
were almost suspected to be English; but we cannot
help wishing, that the Author had trusted less to
the judgment of those who may consult him, and had
oftener passed his own censure upon those words which
are not of approved use, though sometimes to be met
with In authors of no mean name. Where a work is ad-
mitted to be highly useful, and the execution of it
entitled to praise; the adding, that it might have
been more useful, can scarcely, we hope, be deemed
a censure of It. The merit of Mr. Johnson f s Diction-
ary is so great, that It cannot detract from it to
take notice of some defects, the supplying which
would, in our Judgment, add a considerable share of
merit to that which it already possesses. Those
defects consist chiefly in the plan, which appears
to us not to be sufficiently grammatical. The dif-
ferent significations of a word are indeed collected;
but they are seldom digested into general classes, or

ranged under the meaning which the word principally
expresses. And sufficient care has not been taken to
distinguish the words apparently synonymous. 114

It may be seen from this excerpt that if Smith was not so

outspoken as Lord Chesterfield in decrying "toleration,

adoption, and naturalization" and longing for a linguistic

dictator, he was no less an adherent to authoritarian

principles in matters linguistic. He was interested in

censuring "words which are not of approved use," and in

appealing to authority rather than usage. At this point

l4European Magazine , XLI, 249.
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In his review he inserts the words but and humour with all

their meanings and illustrations from Johnson's Dictionary ,

then gives thera in the manner which he wished Johnson had

followed. He oonoluded his review by sayings

•It can import no reflection on Mr. Johnson's
Dictionary that the subject has been viewed In a
different light by others; and it is at least a
matter of curiosity to consider the different views
in which It appears. Any man who was about to com-
pose a dictionary or rather a grammar of the English
language, must acknowledge himself indebted to Mr.
Johnson for abridging at least one half of his labour.
All those who are under any difficulty with respect to
a particular word or phrase are in the same situation*
The Dictionary presents them a full collection of
examples; from whence indeed they are left to deter-
mine, but by which the determination is rendered easy.
In this country /^Scotland7, the usefulness of It will
be soon felt, as there is no standard of correct lan-
guage In conversation; If our recommendation could in
any degree incite to the perusal of It, we would
earnestly recommend it to all those who are desirous
to improve and correct their language, frequently to
consult the Dictionary. Its merit must be determined
by the frequent resort that is had to it. This is the
most unerring test of its value: criticisms may be
false, private judgments ill-founded; but if a work
of this nature be much in use, it has received the
sanction of the public approbation. ,3-5

Smith's prescriptive tendencies In grammar and lexicography

continue to assert themselves in his declaration of the

usefulness of the Dictionary in providing a "standard of

correct language, and his recommendation of It to "those

who are desirous to Improve and correct their language."

Several other instances of early criticism less

15Ibid., 249-254.
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extensive than these two reviews may be cited to Illus-

trate the immediate reaction* Thomas Warton told his

brother in 1755 that

the preface is noble. • • • There is a grammar
prefix 'd, and the history of the language is
pretty full; but you may perceive strokes of
laxity and indolence* • • • I fear his preface
will disgust by the expressions of his consciousness
of superiority, and of his contempt of patronage »*•

Brief as this criticism is* it may be seen that the stric-

tures bring in Johnson's personality* John Wilkes in the

North Briton No* 12, August 12, 1762, is another case in

point* Wilkes charges that Johnson's definitions of

pension, pensioner, and excise are erroneous, but fully

one half of the paper attacks with irony and sarcasm John-

son's political behavior as inconsistent with his Dict-

ionary and his definitions.17

When Boswell was in Leipsig during his Grand Tour

in 1764, he recorded this entry in his Journal:

I then went and called on the Professor Gotsched
one of the most distinguished Literati in this country
• . • • He said the Preface to Johnson's Dictionary
was one of the best Pieces he had ever read* Said he,
'11 connoit le su.1et au fond .

»18

16John Wooll, Biographical Memoirs of the late
Rev.1 Joseph Warton, D."*D*' (London, 1806), pp* 230-231.

17A Complete Collection of the Genuine Papers.
Letters* &c. in the oase of John \ Ikes. Esq , (Berlin,

1769), p. 140.

18Boswell Papers. Ill, 116.
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William Kenrick was no ,aore favorably disposed to

tno Q3- cfclonary than he was to Johnson's edition of Shakes-

peare, and in his review of the latter publication in 1765

left the business at hand momentarily to say ironically

that the Dictionary is an "admired and truly wonderful

Lexicon; the blunders of which I hope, God willing, to get

through some time or other; although it is such an Augoan

stable as requires to cleanse it properly, the application

and abilities of an Hercules."19

Boswell records that wilkes in an essay printed in

the Pub lick Advertiser had this little jeu d' esprit upon

Johnson's statement in the Grammar prefixed to the Dict-

ionary that "'H seldom, perhaps never, begins any but the

first syllable. 1 " Wilkes listed many examples in opposition

to tliis. Boswell quotes this onei "'The author of this

observation must be a man of a quick appre-henslon, and of

a most compre-hensive genius.*"2^

The years betv/een 1765 and 1776 seem to be singu-

larly lacking in criticism of the Dictionary . After 1774

it is fairly plentiful. This may be due to the fact that

it would take almost twenty years to realize the errors in

19W. Kenrick, A Review of Dr. Johnson's new
edition of Shakespeare: in whicn tne ignorance, or inat-
tention, of that editor is exposed.and tne poet defended
from the persecution of his commentators (London, 1765J»
p. 105.

20Life, I, 300.



the Dictionary unless one devoted a shorter amount of time

to an intensive study. At that, the extended critioism of

the philologists did not begin ooming out until 1775. Then,

too, the first reaction of the public seems to have been

one of joy that such a work had come out; it amounted to a

feeling of national pride. Close scrutiny with criticism

in mind did not appear in force till later. A great deal

of this criticism is of a general nature. This excerpt

from an anonymous article in the Gentleman [ a Magazine

.

July 1774, is a typical example. The writer asserts

t

Among /Fhis age's/ chief ornaments may be ranked
Dr. Johnson: his excellent essays are a proof of his
ingenuity and learning and hi 3 elaborate Dictionary
an instance of remarkable assiduity and labour*

But it must be confessed, that notwithstanding
his arduous attention to a work which will remain a
lasting memorial of his erudition, a few errors
either through ha3te or negligence have escaped his
notice; perhaps he is mistaken in some of his deri-
vatives.21

This author mentions especially self-heal or prunella and

drap;on-fly as examples of mistaken derivatives.

Much of the criticism is what might be expected

from sophisticated laymen. Boswell has several such

examples. This one from a letter to Temple is typical.

Mr. Hume and Lord Kames Joined in attacking Dr.
Johnson to an absurd pitch. Mr. Hume said he would
give me half a crown for every page of his Dictionary

21XLIV, 298.
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in which he could not find an absurdity, if I would
give him half a crown for every page in which he did
not find one. 22

On July 26, 1775, there appeared in The Gentleman,

No* III, an article by George Colman, originally published

in the London Packet . In it Colman voices what was un-

doubtedly a common opinion in the eighteenth century: that

Johnson's Dictionary had sought to "fix" and had "fixed"

the English language. Colman explains i

As to Grammars and Dictionaries, though not
administering to the foundation of our tongue, they
may certainly be of great use to contribute to Its
preservation. They are a kind of scaffold erected
by skilful workmen, after our language has been
completely built, to repair the ruins of time, and
to keep the venerable structure from further decay.
The last great English Dictionary will remain, as
long as the English tongue shall remain, a monument
of the learning and genius of Its author.23

Colman quotes a passage from Johnson's "Preface" which

"delivers the precepts, and affords the example, of a pure

and eloquent Style."

James "Hermes" Harris praised the Dictionary In

his Philological Inquiries, Part I, Chapter 4, declaring

that "'Such is its merit, that our language does not pos-

sess a more copious, learned, and valuable work.

'

w24

In 1774 R. B. Sheridan wrote a "Prologue" to

22The Letters of James Boswell , ed. C. B. Tinker
(Oxford, 1924), I, 233.

^Prose, I, 184-185.

24Life- III, 115.
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Savage's tragedy of Sir Thomas Overbury, which was pro-

duced with alterations. The concluding lines of the

"Prologue" contain a high compliment to Johnson's Diction"

ary and once again give expression to the idea that the

Dictionary was to perpetuate the English language • Refer-

ring to Johnson's Life of Savage as a tale, Sheridan says*

'So pleads the tale that gives to future times
The son's misfortunes and the parent's crimes;
There shall his fame (if own'd to-night) survive,
Fix'd by THE HAND TilAT BIDS OUR LANGUAGE LIVE.'*25

Two years after Johnson's death Courtenay expressed

the same sentiment:

By grateful bards his name be ever sung,
Whose sterling touch has fix'd the English tongue* • •

The bulky tome his curious care refines.
Till the great work in full perfection shines:
His wide research and patient skill displays
Vfoat scarce was sketch'd in ANNA'S golden days. 26

Mrs. Thrale recorded in her diary in 1779 that

Talassi, the famous iraprovlsatore, visited Streatham, made

verses for the entertainment of the company, and conversed

in Latin with Johnson. This comment on that particular oc-

casion occurred in the Forrara Gazette of March, 1779.

After making some complimentary remarks about Burke, the

author of the article turns to Johnson, saying that

"»I1 Secondo e l'lmmortale Dottor Johnson, che a guisa

d'Atlante si addosso un immenso peso nel fare il Dizionario

25Ibid.

26Poetioal Review, pp. 10-11.
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della nostra Lingua da noi piu rispettato che la vostra

Crusca. ,w27

It seems significant that in several of the epi-

taphs which were composed for Jolmson's monument, the

Dictionary should be singled out from his works for special

mention. Henry Flood, statesman and orator, thought the

epitaph should he In English rather than Latin and sent

the lines which appear below in a note to Malone in 1789.

Boswell gives this version of the incident:

If laudarl a laudato viro be praise which is
highly estimable, I should not forgive myself were I
to omit the following sepulchral verses on the
author of THE ) INGLISH DICTIONARY, written by the
Right Honourable Henry Flood:

•No need of Latin or of Greek to grace
Our JOHNSON'S memory, or inscribe his grave;
His native language claims the mournful space.
To pay the Immortality he gave. 128

A year earlier Boswell had recorded in his Journal: "Flood

praised the Dictionary highly, and said on that Johnson's

fame must rest."29 At the time of Johnson's death Richard

Graves wrote an elegy on that event which he inscribed to

Reynolds. It was published in a book of Graves' poems

entitled Lucubrations. 1786. The following excerpt is

from the first part and has to do with the Dictionary es-

pecially:

27Thraliana. I, 404.

28Life, IV, 423-424.

29Boswell Papers , XVII, 66.
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Though life is frail, all human glories vain.
Yet Johnson's bays unfaded shall remain;
His works survive, to future ages dear.
And latest times his memory revere;
Who first from fashion's laws our language freed
(A task, where none but Johnson could succeed;

)

With genius, taste, and erudition Join'd,
Each term abstruse, each dubious phrase defined,
And flx'd the standard of that wavering tongue,
In which himself had written—Pope had sung*

As plann'd by him, e'en dictionaries please;
He moral truths has taught with classio ease;
Add, that his writings blend, thro' every oage,
The christian hero, and the learned sage .30

A work entitled Ancient Scottish Poems, II, 403,

1786, contained a scathing attack on the Dictionary, in

which some true statements were made about Johnson's er-

rors in compiling it. The writer, however, evidently

despised Johnson so much as a writer and a man that he

overstepped the bounds of criticism and made some ridic-

ulous statements about the Dictionary's lack of merit and

Johnson's lack of ability. An anonymous contributor to

the Gentleman's Magazine, April 1800, resurrected this

attack in order to refute completely the charges brought

in it* Here are the attack and the defense of Johnson*

»Dr* Johnson, the poor copier of Junius and
Skynner, did not even know, it may be inferred,
what he ought to have studied before he wrote a
Dictionary; much less how to write a Dictionary
itself* Next age will pronounce his work, what it

^Charles Jarvis Hill, "The Literary Career of
Richard Graves," Smith College Studies in Modern Lan-
guages. XVI, 117.
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really Is, a disgrace to the language o His examples,
though already allowed his sole merit, are as ill-
chosen as his etymologies; and very many are mis-
quoted or given to wrong authors, so that, such as
they are, they can scarcely be depended upon. Any
schoolmaster might have done what Johnson did. His
Dictionary is merely a glossary to his own barbarous
works. Indeed, that a man of very small learning
(see his works), but confessedly quite ignorant of
the Northern tongues, should pretend to write a
dictionary at allj that a man, confessedly without
taste, should attempt to define the nicer pov/ers of
words, a chief province of taste; that a man, con-
fessedly the very worst writer in the language, save
Sir Thomas Brown, and whose whole works are true pages
of Inanity wrapt in barbarism, should set up for a
judge of our language; are all ideas to excite
laughter*

It was reserved for the superior wisdom! and
sagacity of this annotator, to discover the emptiness
and ignorance of Samuel Johnson, and to tell all the
world they were fools for admiring that raan^ writings;
but It is probable the Works of Johnson will last as
long as the language he has strengthened and helped
to perpetuate; and, so far from his Dictionary having
lost Its credit, It is still more and more admired,
and, except in a few instances where he has failed,
is the only one t!*at can be referred to as an author-
ity. The eagerness and delight with which his other
works are bought and read is a flat contradiction to
this Invidious assailant. 3*

Obviously then, as late as 1800, the idea that Johnson had

"fixed" the language was still prevalent in some circles*

In January 1783 an unsigned article in the Gentle-

man's Magazine purports to have been written to record

pleasure at learning that a new English dictionary had

been undertaken by Croft* The author gives what appears

to be a fairly sensible layman's criticism of Johnson's

aLXX, 335.
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Dictionary * Without wishing to imply any serious reflec-

tion on Johnson, he feels that a good dictionary is needed

more than any other book in English. He thinks justice

could have been done Johnson by praising his Dictionary

for possessing relative rather than absolute perfection,

Johnson omits many English words and admits many improper

ones (especially long ones of Latin derivation).32 If

Johnson was guilty of this, Nathan Bailey, compiler of

the most popular pre-Johnson dictionary, and possibly the

best, was thrice guilty* Johnson did include a great

number of Latinate words (it is surprising how many which

were so strenuously objected to in his day are still in-

eluded in the best modern dictionaries), some cant terms,

and a few obsolete expressions. He did not, however, in-

clude great numbers of specialized terms relating to cer-

tain professions, trades, or subjects; whereas Bailey,

incorporated into his work entire dictionaries of

heraldry, horsemanship and military science, navigation,

cant, obsolete terms, and dialects. It was most certainly

to lexicographers like Bailey that Archbishop Trench had

reference when he complained?

Our early lexicographers. • .from failing to
recognize any proper limits to their work, from the
desire to combine in it as many utilities as pos-

32LVIII, 7.
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sible, present often the strangest medleys in the
books which they have produced. These are not
Dictionaries of words only, but of person, places,
things; they are gazetteers, mythologies, scientific
encyclopedias, and a hundred things more; all, of
course, most imperfectly, even according to the
standard of knowledge of their own time, and with a
selection utterly capriolous of what they put in,
and what they leave out.33

Aocording to Johnson's critic in the Gentleman's Magazine

(and here it may be seen he was a layman) the radical

defect of Johnson's Dictionary is the imperfect or er-

roneous explanation of the meaning of words. These

explanations are in almost every case obscure or indefi-

nite and convey no accurate idea.3*

Eleven months later the same magazine carried an

article not nearly so deferential in treating Dr. Johnson.

It too was occasioned by Croft's intended dictionary. The

author begins:

I was most agreeably surprized to find that Dr.
Johnson's famous Dictionary is at last likely to be
supplanted by what will, I hope, really merit that
epithet, • • • That Dr. Johnson's Dictionary should,
I was almost going to say, have boon endured for so
many years, has long been matter of astonishment to
me.35

He continues. In the case of the Dictionary people have

judged the work from the man: because Johnson was eminent,

they presupposed his Dictionary would be great. In reality

33Starnes and Noyes, The English Dictionary. pp»
109-110.

34LVIII, 7.

33Ibid., 948.
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It is full of defects, such as Anglicized Latin words

(which nobody uses) and continual quotations from the

least respectable of old and modern writers for author-

ities »36 In the Supplement to the Gentleman's Magazine

for 1788 this author objects to Johnson's referring to

planets as stars and lists several other words—hound,

pointer^ cricket (the game), billiards, tennis—»most of

whose definitions are incomplete, ambiguous, or downright

erroneous*

Another contributor wrote in the Supplement to the

year 1788 and quoted "one of the best scholars in the king-

dom" (without naming him) as saying that Johnson's Dict-

ionary is an "imposition" upon England and "words " "the

very worst dictionary extant, • .a paltry catch-penny

work, artfully introduced by a specious, well-written pre-

face." This "scholar" asserts that Johnson knew no one

read dictionaries and thus was not afraid to foist this

off on the world. Our author mentions "one unpardonable

error": Johnson defined Saboath /slo7 to be the Sabbath-

day. He concludes by saying that Croft need have no fear

about the success of his book since he is willing to receive

information. Johnson would not even hear it. If Johnson's

36Ibld «

37Ibid., 1152.
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Dictionary had turned out well, It would have been a

source of wonder, for he is the last man in England who

would have been suspected of compiling a good one, "Dict-

ionary-making was not his forte .
w58 A brief article in

the Oentleman's Magazine for July of the next year vindi-

cates Johnson on some of the above charges. A typical

example is the statement that according to scientists,

planets are stars.39

Anna Seward did not comment much on the Dictionary *

Her interest lay chiefly in Johnson's other work3. When

(writing to T. S. Whalley on April 7, 1789) she paid a

backhanded compliment to the Dictionary , it was really

thrown in to illustrate an opinion on Johnson's criticism:

"I do not think it fair to appeal to Johnson's critical

tribunal for arbitration on any poetic subject, except in-

deed his dictionary, whioh, for verbal authority, may

generally be relied upon," Her only other comment on

the Dictionary is a brief one regarding the omissions.

She wrote Edward Tighe on September 23, 1788. Tighe had

asked her if she knew the word seductive . She answered

that it was not in Johnson's Dictionary, but that it ought

to be there, adding "Johnson's omissions (through

^Ibld ., 1154.

39lb id .. LIX, 613.

40Letters, II, 307.
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carelessness I suppose) are Infinite

.

n4*

Quite frequently, as may have been observed, these

brief criticisms are not general, but specific. This

opinion of Ritson, expressed in his remarks on Johnson's

edition of Shakespeare, is one dealing with a specific

aspect. He charges that

Dr. Johnson is so very imperfectly acquainted
with the nature and derivation of the English lan-
guage (and, in that respect, his dictionary, how
valuable soever it may be on account of the expla-
nation and use of English words, is beneath con-
tempt; there being scarcely ten words properly
deduced in the whole work), that it Is no wonder
to find him making mlnnekln and minx the same
word. 4<i

In reviewing Ritson's book on Johnson's edition of Shakes-

peare, the Gentleman's Magazine, July 1783, remarks the

inappropriateness of this criticism of the Dictionary .

Cavalierly as Mr. R. treats these two learned
prelates ^STarburton and Percy7» Dr. Johnson fares
much worse, and bulky as his Dictionary is, he lugs
it in headlong, merely to bespatter a work which does
honour to its author and to our language.*3

The relation between Johnson's prose style and the

Dictionary is the substance of one article which appeared

in the Gentleman's Magazine for May 1789. The author points

41Ibid., 155,

^Joseph Ritson, Remarks Critical and Illustrative,
on the Text and notes of the Last Edition of Shakespeare
(London, 1733), p. 44.

43LIV, 593.
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out that

It was Impossible that any writer, who professed to
explain our Saxon tongue by a Roman interpretation,
for the benefit of foreigners, through so long and
so laborious a performance as his Dictionary, should
not habitually Inflate his diction by Latinized
expressions; of which It is plain he was not aware.44

A review of Samuel Pegge's Anecdotes of the English

Language in the Gentleman's Magazine for February 1803

quotes a paragraph containing a general criticism of the

Dictionary and something of Johnson's qualifications for

compiling it*

•Lexicography was not ^Johnson's/ forte . He
submitted to It; and we are at present highly obliged
by his labours, painful as they must have been to
him* • • • Dr. Johnson's work great as it is, cannot
be called a perfect, or even a satisfactory work. He
built on old foundations, some of which he pulled down,
which should have remained; and left others standing,
which he was able to have demolished. He worked for
a body of Booksellers, oalled The Trade ; —was paid
generally in advance—and it is very discernible in
many cases wherein he was diligent, and wherein he was
indolent and inattentive. When money was wanting,
sheets were written apace; when money was In his
pocket, ho was more deliberate and investigative.
He had too much vis inertiae, and a want of enthusi-
astic zeal, founded on an independent love of his
subject; and passed things over, because he was not
in a humour to examine them thoroughly, or when some
other object called him from this laborious work to
more pleasing and flattering subjects, bettor suited
to the bent of his great and unbounded faculties*
Dr. Johnson was not at all aware of the authenticity
of dialectical expressions, and therefore seldom
attends them, or considers them as natives, but as
outcasts; whereas they contain more originality than

44Ibid .. LIX, 413-414.
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most words, &c. in com. on use.' 4^

Pegge's criticism, certainly not flattering to

Johnson, is nevertheless not too harsh. The author, it

appears, has put his finger on several features of John-

sons personality which today are known to have been very

operative in his writing. One is the hack-writing aspect

of the work on the Dictionary . Another is Johnson f s

indolence and frequent inattention (self-confessed).

Still another is the lack of love for his subject. In

addition to these features of Johnson 1 s personality, Peg&e

evidently knew something of his dependence on earlier lexi-

cographers for etymological information and his ignorance

of dialects. Pegge did admit the Dictionary's greatness,

but not its perfection.

The comments of Johnson's biographers for the

most part reflect praise of a non-technical variety. With

the exception of Boswell's remarks, these comments are

brief and general. Boswell's are not technical either,

but they are longer than those of the lesser biographers.

One of the earliest of these biographies is that

written by the Reverend William Shaw and published in 1785.

Shaw speaks first of the "Plan."

The plan of the Dictionary, which ^Johnson/

45 Ibid., LXXIII, 146-147.
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displays with so much elegance and dignity in an
address to the late Earl of Chesterfield, was
published so early as the year 1748. This per-
formance* • .was itself so exquisite a specimen of
the happiest arrangement and most polished diction,
that it brought Johnson forward to general attention
with peculiar advantage.46

Some pages later he lauds the "Preface."

^he Dictionary/* which appeared in 1755, was ac-

companied with a preface, in which it is not easy to say,

whether genius, erudition, industry, or taste is the pre-

dominating feature.4^

William Cooked *Life of Johnson, which was pub-

lished anonymously the Same year, contains this extravagant

praises

I have now ^he "Plan" of the Dictionary? before
me, pausing at every paragraph, to give an extract
from so critical, so judicious, and elegant a perform-
ance; but as the nature of this work will not permit
me to give the Letter in full, 1 dare not touch a
part, lest I do 3troy the beauty and symmetry of the
whole It is, as far as my Judgement warrants me to
say, (considering the nature of the subject) one of
the richest critical essays in our language

»

4°

Cooke proclaims regarding the publication of the Diction-

ary itself

|

Nor did his praises rest with his own Country-
men: several of the foreign Academies, and particu-
larly the Academia della Crusca, paid him such
honours on the occasion, as leave all encomiums in

46Uemoirs, p. 75,

47Ibid., p. 106.

48Llfe. pp. 36*-37*.
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this place entirely superfluous**®

The Reverend Joseph Towers concurred with his

predecessors In approving the "Plan" of the Dictionary*

which he says "was very elegantly written, • .well cal-

culated to excite the attention of the public, and to

shew how veil qualified the author was for the execution

of the important work in which he had engaged. w5° Towers'

comments on the Dictionary proper might well serve to

typify the reaction of the educated layman*

His Dictionary was a work of great labour* and
great merit, and has not been praised more than It
deserves* That It has faults cannot be denied; nor
would any man, who was at all competent to Judge of
such a work, suppose it possible that it should be
without* But by the completion of it, with all Its
defects, he might justly be considered as having
rendered a signal service to the republic of
letters* • • •

The preface to his Dictionary contains many
just and acute observations respecting general gram-
mar, and that of the English language in particular:
and the close of his preface is highly eloquent and
pathetic.51

Sir John Hawkins oommented very briefly on how

Johnson came to write the Dictionary and what kind of

performance he turned, out,

By /the Critical Notes on Macbeth7 and other of
Johnson's writings, his reputation as a scholar and
a philologist was so well established, that the

49lbld,, p. 37*.

SQEssay, p. 27.

51lb id ., pp. 38-39.
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booksellers of greatest opulence In the city, who
had long meditated the publication of a dictionary,
after the model of those of France and the Academia
della Crusca, looked upon him as a fit person to be
employed in such an undertaking. He. • .by the offer
of a liberal reward from men of such known worth as
those were who made it. • .accordingly set himself
to compile that work, which. , .does him and all
concerned in it great honour.52

Boswell thought the "Plan" of the Dictionary

entitled a special praise*

It is worthy of observation, that the 'Plan'
has not only the substantial merit of comprehension,
perspicuity and precision, but that the language of
it is unexceptionably excellent; it being altogether
free from that inflation of style, and those uncommon
but apt and energetiok words, which in some of his
writings have been censured, with more petulance than
justice.53

He remarks that Johnson was wise to consult the works of

earlier lexicographers as far as they went, but asserts

that "the learned, yet judicious research of etymology,

the various, yet accurate display of definition, and the

rich collection of authorities, were reserved for the

superior mind of our great philologist. w54

Johnson's care in selecting authorities to illus-

trate the various meanings of words is noted with ap-

proval by Boswell:

It is remarkable, that he was so attentive in the
choice of the passages in which words were authorised,

52Llfe. p. 153.

53Life, I, 183-184.

^Ibid.. 186-187.
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that one may read page after page of his Dictionary
with improvement and pleasure; and it should not page
unobserved, that he has quoted no authour whose
writings had a tendency to hurt sound religion and
morality.56

Regarding the "Preface," Boswell requests i

Let the Preface be attentively perused, in which
is given in a clear, strong, and glowing style, a com-
prehensive, yet particular view of what he had done*
• • • X believe there are few prose compositions in
the English language that we read with more delight,
or are more impressed upon the memory, than that
preliminary discourse* One of its excellencies has
always struck me with peculiar admiration; X mean
the perspicuity with which he has expressed abstract
sclentifick notions.56

Boswell only touches on the etymologies, which Indeed he

was obliged to criticize at least gently, and he speaks

almost as briefly on the definitions but in a different

strain*

The etymologies, though they exhibit learning and
judgement, are not, I think, entitled to the first
praise amongst the various parts of this immense work*

The definitions have always appeared to me such
astonishing proofs of acuteness of intellect and
precision of language, as indicate a genius of the
highest rank. This it is which marks the superior
excellence of Johnson's Dictionary over others equal-
ly or even more voluminous* 5

"

Boswell notices some of the erroneous definitions, but

excuses them es minor defects and cites Johnson's "Pre-

face" wherein he admits to having made many mistakes.

55Ibld .» 188-189.

56Ibid.* 291.

57Ibid** 292-293.
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The Dictionary as a whole, however, had Boswell's com-

plete sanction, and he usually complimented it, as when

speaking of Sheridan's praise of it, he referred to it as

"that wonderful performance which cannot be too often or

too highly praised,

"

58

Arthur Murphy calls attention to the artistic

effectiveness of the "Preface" and the fact that despite

adverse criticism the Dictionary has sustained its pre-

eminence.

He who reads the close of ^the "Preface^* with-
out acknowledging the force of the pathetic and sub-
lime, must have more insensibility in his composition
than usually falls to the share of man. The work it-
self, though in some instances abuse has been loud,
and in others malice has endeavoured to undermine
its fame, still remains the MOUNT ATLAS of English
Literature.59

Archibald Campbell is one of those abusive and malicious

critics to whom Murphy refers. Murphy evidently considered

Lexiphanes an attack on the Dictionary as well as the

Rambler, for he wrote that Campbell tried in vain to blast

Johnson's laurels acquired by the Dlcti onary. "The world

applauded, and Johnson never replied."w

When Boswell's remarks have been extracted from

Anderson's comments on the Dictionary a the following short

58Ibld .. Ill, 115.

59Essay. p. 166.

^Ibld., p. 78.
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passage results:

Having formed and digested the plan of his
great philological work, which might then be
esteemed one of the desiderata of English liter-
ature, lie communicated it to the public, in 1747,
in a pamphlet. • «^ho Dictionary/ was received by
the learned world, who had long wished for Its ap-
pearance, with an applause proportionable to the
impatience which the promise of it had excited.
• • H-HI is * n 9Ver7 body's hands; its utility is
universally acknowledged; and its popularity is
its best eulogium.61

The longest and. most detailed criticisms of John-

eon^s Dictionary* quite naturally, came from philolglsts

and lexioograpaers. Some of their criticism overlaps. A

great deal of it lias to do with omissions, and hence is

unnecessary, for Johnson himself had explained that he

was omitting whole classes of words. A certain amount of

it is frivolous and animated by personal feeling. But

much of it is really significant and plainly points the

way to the scientific descriptive approach to language

and lexicography.

On October 15, 1755, a :r. John Maxwell, who was

also working on an English dictionary, wrote a letter at-

tacking Johnson's work on two main points: the limitations

of his plan (no Chaucerian words, no Scottish words, no

county-diacleots, and no obsolete words found in old

^Life, pp, 74-75, 103-109, 198.
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records) and his exeoution of it* Under this second point

he lists several errors: omissions of words and meanings

(for example, he cites seventy birds not named by Johnson);

omissions of natural history, religious sects, proverbs,

phraseology and idioms, and particles; poor etymologies;

confusion in ranging the senses of the word; vagueness in

senses of words having nearly the same meaning. 62

For twenty years no scholarly criticism of the

Dictionary was made. Then in 1775 the Reverend John

Whitaker published his History of Manchester* wherein he

gives a specimen of an English-British dictionary and shows

that many words in our language are derived from Celtic*

To the exposure and criticism of Johnson's faulty ety-

mologies and ignorance of the Celtic dialects he devotes

nearly a hundred pages* Nonetheless he apologizes for these

defects and attempts to do justice to Johnson's character*

It seems impossible for these commentators to forget John-

son the man for any length of time when they are criti-

cizing his works* Whitaker is no exception* Regarding

Johnson's definition of blttour (a bird ^Tutour, French/),

he states:

62Stanley Rypins, "Johnson's Dictionary Reviewed
by his Contemporaries," P&, IV (July 1935), 281-282*
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For this word Dr. Johnson was not able to afford
us any other etymology, than that shadow and resem-
blance of one, which his too common measure of indo-
lence induces him to give us for the substance;
referring us to the French, and there leaving us.

Whitaker calls Johnaon»s derivation of brick "one of the

strangest and most distorted, that appears in all ety-

mology. n
(brickM Dutch; brlque, French according to

i.lenage . from lmtrex, Latin whence brica.) Johnson's

delinquency as a lexicographer, however, did not keep

Whitaker from calling him the first scholar and first man

in the kingdom. 63

In 1782 appeared a pamphlet entitled the Deform-

ities of Dr. Samuel Johnson, written by a Scot, James Thom-

son Callender, a nephew of the poet Thomson. Callender

was neither a philologist nor a lexicographer, yet he

wrote a detailed criticism of the Dictionary, the major

criticism being concerned with the definitions, the

omissions, the superfluities, and the personality of

Johnson. Despite its abusive language, lb is not com-

pletely without humor. If it reveals nothing else, it

reveals that Callender studied the Dictionary rather

closely with one purpose in mind: to find as many errors

as possible. He was in suoh haste to begin his strictures

63John Whitaker, The History of Manchester

(London, 1775), II, 235-328.
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that he gives one or two before his Introductory state-

ment about the Dictionary

In his Dictionary j temperance is defined to be
moderation opposed to gluttony and drunkenness*

*

And he has defined 'sobriety or temperance' to be
'nothing but the forbearance of pleasure . ' ( Idler
No. 89) This maxim needs no oonrtient.^

Callender thinks Johnson's Dictionary "an effusion rather

than a composition" and that the reader can anticipate the

definitions, which "generally end without conclusion. w6°

He quotes a review from the Weekly Mirror^ No. 12, which

begins by stating the desirability of definitions and the

proper method of defining, and gives a few humorous defi-

nitions which illustrate false principles of defining.

One of these is a certain clergyman's definition of a thief:

a man of a thievish disposition. The review continues:

'Whether Dr. Johnson composed his dictionary,
after hearing the above sermon, or not, I cannot
tell, but he seems very much to have taken him for
a model, even though the said clergyman was a Presby-
terian, and Dr. Johnson has an aversion at Presby-
terians. Thus, when he tells us, that short is not
long, and that long is not short, he certainly might
as well have told us that a thief Is a man of
thievish disposition. I am surprised indeed how the
intellects of a human creature could be obscured by
pedantry, and the love of words, to such a degree,
as to insert this distinction in a book, pretended
to be written for the instruction and benefit of
society. Much more am I surprised how the authors
of all dictionaries of the English language have

^Deformities , p. 15.

^Ibid., pp. 17-18.
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followed the same ridiculous plan, as If they had
positively Intended to make their books as little
valuable as possible* Nay, 1 am almost tempted to
think, that the readers have a natural Inclination
to peruse nonsense, and cannot be satisfied without
a considerable quantity of that Ingredient In every
book which falls Into their hands* Long and short
are terms merely relative, and which everybody knows;
to explain them therefore by one anothor, Is to ex-
plain them by themselves* But besides this ridicu-
lous way of explaining a thing by itself, pedants,
of whom we may justly reckon Dr* Johnson the Prince,
have fallen upon a most ingenious method of explaining
the English by the Latin* or some other language still
further beyond the reach of the vulgar ken*' 66

Two examples which tiiie reviewer cites are fire - the

igneous element; and to water - to irrigate. »But the

most curious kind of definitions are these oenigmatioal

ones of our author, by which he Industriously prevents the

reader from knowing the meaning of the words he explains*

'

Some examples that Illustrate this are hair - one of the

common teguments of the body (this does not distinguish

it from the skin); and dog - a domestic animal remarkably

various in his species (this does not distinguish him from

the oow, the sheep, and the hog); and so on for oat, earth,

and many others* "'When the Doctor comes to his learned

definitions, he outdoes, if possible, his oenigmatioal

ones. 1 " To illustrate this statement, the reviewer lists

network - "anything reticulated or decussated at equal

distances"; nose - "the prominence on the face which is

66Ibld., pp* 48-49.
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the organ of scent and erauctory of the brain"; heart -

"the muscle which by contraction and dilatation circulates

the blood and therefore is considered the source of vital

motion*" The reviewer concludes

I

'Now let any person consider for whom such
strange definitions can poseibly be intended* To
give instruction to the ignorant they certainly are
not designed; neither can they give satisfaction to
the learned, because they are not accurate* • • •

Yet this dictionary is reckoned the best English one
extant* What then must the rest be; or what shall
we think of those who mistake a book* stuffed with
such stupid assemblages of words, for a learned
composition? Definitions undoubtedly are necessary,
but not such as give us no information, or lead us
astray. Neither can any thing show the sagacity,
or strength of judgment, which a man possesses, more
dearly than his being able to define exactly what
he speaks about; while such blundering descriptions
as these, above quoted, shew nothing but the Doctor's
insignificance* '•»

Callender here begins his harangue again*

That the courteous reader may be qualified to
judge for himself, I shall now insert a variety of
quotations from this wonderful, amazing, admirable,
astonishing, incomparable, immortal, and inimitable
book* Too much cannot be said in its praise. • • •

Every page, indeed, is so pregnant with supereacoel-
lent beauties, that in selecting them, the critic's
situation resembles that of the schoolman's ass
between twc bundles of hay; his only difficulty is
where to begin. 68

He gives several definitions which appear to him Inane or

inaccurate* Some of the words are man* woman* boy, girl,

damsel, lass, wench, strumpet , whore* to whore, whoredom*

67Ibld ., pp. 49-51*

^Ibld*. p. 51.
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fornication * Of these last few Callender says: "(Here

follow several other definitions on the same pure subject,

which every body understands as well as Dr. Johnson.

)

n A

great nuntoer of words are now given, many of which are

here listed! young, youngster (younker), yuok, old, of

old, hum, fiddlefadcile, fiddler, fiddlestick, fiddlestring,

sheep is-eye, love, lovenonger, sweetheart, mistress, wife,

runner, husband, shrew, scold, henpecked, strap, whip,

cucking-stool, cuckoldom, cuckold (noun and verb}, cuokoldy,

cuckold maker, arse, to hang an arse, buttock, rump,

thimble, needle, gunpowder, maidenhead (—hode, —hood),

oh, hope, fear. Impatience, virgin, virginity, fart, to

fart, marriage, repentance, kiss, kisser, piss, to piss,

pissburnt, pedant. Callender cites the words underlined

above for special consideration as exemplifying poor

definitions. Others such as whoring, whoremaster, whor»

ishly, etc he says

are as indecent, as they are Impertinent, and seem
only designed to divert school boys. ... Love,
/^hnson/^calls lewdness, and he may as well say
that light is darkness . His admirers will answer,
that he also gives the right meaning; but let them
tell, why he gave any besides the right meaning, and
why he collected such a load of blunders into his
book. Or since he did collect them, why he did not
mark them down as wrong. For in the preface to his
octavo, he tells us, that it is written for 'ex*
plaining terms of soienoe. * But to select twenty
barbarous misapplications of a word, is not ex-
plaining the word, but only confusion worse confounded.

Indeed that whole preface is a piece of the most
profound nonsense whioh ever Insulted the common
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69sense of the world.

Callender quotes a paragraph from the Monthly Review on

Dr. Graham's Pindarics which he seems to think might ap-

ply to his criticism of Johnson.

'There is a certain line, beyond which, if
ridicule attempts to go, it becomes itself ridicu-
lous, and there is a sphere of criticism in that
particular region, in which, if the critio plays
his batteries on too contemptible objects, he must
unavoidably depart from his proper dignity, and
must himself be an object of the raillery he would
convey. 70

Johnson's definitions of music, harmony , melody

,

tune, and tenor Callender finds for the most part er-

roneous, and comments

|

One requires little skill in music to see that
the Doctor knows nothing about that science. He
confounds melody with harmony . ... His account
of a tune is curious, and we may say in his own
stile, that his dictionary is 'a diversity of words
put together* ' His numerous omissions on this head
will neither afflict, nor surprise us; but we must
be mortified and amazed to refleot on the partial
and Injurious distribution of fame. For his book
exhibits in every page, perhaps without a single
exception, a variety of errors and absurdities.
They are clear to the darkest ignorance. They are
level to the lowest understanding, and yet our lan-
guage is exhausted in praise of their author.*

Johnson's definitions of literary terms prove a

great disappointment to Callender, who refers especially

to poem* poet, comedy» farce, elegy, idyl, and epigram.

He declares: "Most of the definitions in this work may

69Ibid., pp. 51-54.

70Ibld.. p. 56.

71lbid.. pp. 56-57.
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bo divided into three classes: the erroneous, oenigmat-

ical, and superfluous •
" In addition to the poor defini-

tions of literary terms, Callender lists beast, reptile,

snail , fish, insects, lily, posteriors, pox, day, natural,

artificial, night, snow-broth, lion, thunder, stone, and

one as words that bear out his assertion* He says:

"Take his book to pieces, put it into the scales of common

sense, and see how it kicks the beams,"'8

Johnson* s definitions of circle and electricity

lead Callender to assert: "From this expression Johnson's

terming electricity a property in bodies/^ and from all he

says on the subject, we may ascertain his ignorance of

that most curious and important branch of natural philo-

sophy." Callender censures the omission of certain terms

regarding Rome, for example, maniple , cohort . He recom-

mends Pardon's dictionary as one cheaper and more useful,

and asks the questions

With what then has Dr. Johnson filled his book?
With words of his own coining, with roots, and
authorities often ridiculous, and always useless;
or with definitions impertinent and erroneous,75

Callender criticizes the Dictionary's anatomical and

medical definitions such as arthritis, gout, gravel,

gonorrhoea, headache , .jaundice, tympany, flatulence,

72lbId ,, pp, 58-62.

73Ibld„ pp, 62-65,
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rickets, rupture . rheumatism^ scrop_hula, dropsy

.

and

acurvy^
He temporarily abandons specific criticism at

this point to launch an attack on the Dictionary as a

whole and on the personality of Johnson*

The Doctor had no great occasion to attest;
that ' the English dictionary was written with
little assistance of the learned* For in almost
every department of learning, from astronomy down
to the first principles of grammar, his ignorance
seems amazing* His book is a mass of words with-
out ideas* Through the whole there runs a radical
corruption of truth and common sense* It is most
astonishing that the Idler has hardly ever been
attacked in this quarter by any of his innumerable
Invidious and inveterate enemies*

I anticipate the answer of his admirers, viz.
That 'the nature of his work did not admit of a
copious explanation for every word* • But let them
first tell why he gave such a strange jumble of
quotations, to support a word of which he himself
knows not the meaning, and are we to be told that
the nature of any work whatever, can entitle its
author to write nonsense, or to write on a subject
of which he knows nothing. «1

Callender cites the "Preface" to the Dictionary to il-

lustrate that Johnson himself declared his book full of

deformities* He finds a contradiction in Johnson's

saying that negligence was responsible for some errors

and in a later passage saying that despondenoy never

depressed him to negligence* After pronouncing the con-

clusion to the "Preface" despicable, he returns to the

74Ibid .» pp. 65-66*

75Ibld *. p. 66.
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Dictionary proper and declares:

The English dictionary is prodigiously defec-
tive——Nervi desunt. It has no force of thought.
This wilderness of words displays a mind, patient,
but almost incapable of reasoning; ignorant, but
oppressed by a load of frivolous Ideas; proud of
its own powers, but languishing in the last stages
of hopeless debility. We have long extolled it
with the wildest luxuriance of adulation, and we
pretend to despise the worshippers of the golden
calf .

76

Callender surmises that Locke would have said of

Johnson's Dictionary by quoting a short passage from

Locke, which he introduces by saying that:

he who feels any respect for Mr. Locke will retain
little for the author of the Rambler . His words are
theses 'If any one asks what this solidity is. I

send him to hie senses to Inform him. Let him put
a flint, or a football between his hands, and then
endeavor to join them and he will know. • • • The
simple ideas that we have are such as experience
teaches them us: but if, beyond that, we endeavor
by words to make them clearer in the mind, we shall
succeed no better, than if we went about to clear
up the darkness of a blind man's mind by talking,
and discourse into him the ideas of light and
colours .'77

Callender refers to Whltaker's History of Manchester^

which he says assures us that there are over three thou-

sand errors In etymology alone in Johnson's Dictionary .

He berates Johnson for including Greek and Saxon roots

which few can understand, and giving detailed explanations

76Ibid », pp. 66-69.

77Ibid., p. 69.
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of simple compounds like porridge-pot

*

which all under-

stand*78

Callender crltioizes Johnson for saying the words

in his Dictionary would be authorized by the names of

writers in whose works they are found, and then failing

to do this* Under the letter "A" there are between four

and five hundred words for which no author is assigned;

one hundred eighty of these are found in "no language

under heaven* n Callender feels that "A purchaser of his

abstract has a title to ask the Doctor* why the work is

loaded with such a profusion of trash, which serves only

to testify the folly of him who collected it 6v created

it* n He declares that "men of eminent learning" disown

all acquaintance with a long list of words beginning with

"A B in the Dictionary * Callender hits at Johnson's

sesquipe lalianisra in the following passage. He says if

a foreigner wero to attempt to compose a page of English

with the aid of Johnson's Dictionary* here would be the

result;

'An admurmuration has long wandered about the
world, that the pensioner's political principles
are anfractuous * Their anfractuousness* their
inslplence* and" their turpitude* are no longer
amphibological * His nefarious repercussion of
obloguy must contaminate, and obumbrate* and who

78Ibld** pp. 69-70*
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can tell but it may even aberuncate his feculent
and excrementitious celebrity * His perspicacity
will see without comity, or hilarity* that his
character as an author and a gentleman, requires
resuscitation, for it is neither lnrnane nor im»
marcesslble * This is a homogeneous truth* Uet
him distend, like the flaccid sides of a football,
his sal» his sapience, and his powers of ratio-
cination * The mellifluous and numerose cadence of
equiponderant periods cannot insure him from a
luxation, a laceration, and a resiliency of his
adminicular concatenation with the rugged mercantile
race* The loss of this adsoitltious adminicle would
make the sage's impeccable, but lugubrious bosom
vibrate with the horrors of dilution and dereliction *

His organs of vision would gush with salsamentarlous
torrents of spherical particles, of equal diameters,
and of specific gravities**^

Callender was able to find only one alteration in

the fourth edition of the Dictionary although Johnson said

he had corrected much.80 That he was not overly fond of

correcting is a part of his character communicated to us

by a more reliable source than Callender—Sir Joshua

Reynolds

•

The drawback of his charaoter is entertaining
prejudices on very slight foundations; giving an
opinion, perhaps, first at random, but from its
being contradicted he thinks himself obliged always
to support /Tt7» or, if he cannot support, still not
to acquiesce Z*n the opposite direction/* Of this
I remember an instance of a defect or forgetfulness
in his Dictionary* I asked him how he oame not to
correct it in the second edition* 'No, 1 says he,
•they made so much of it, that I would not flatter

79Ibid* « pp. 70-73.

^Ibid., P. 74.
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them by altering itl» 81

Throughout Callender f s pamphlet there crop up

evidences of his prudishness which seem insincere and

incongruous when compared with his own numerous scato-

logical remarks. For example, after having once mentioned

piss, whoredom, and whorlsh, he brings them up again saying:

"The reader has seen what a profusion of low, and even

blackguard expressions, are to be met with in the Doctor's

celebrated work." Or, implying that Johnson displayed

prejudice against certain authors even In the Dictionary,

Callender declares

s

Dr. Johnson had certainly no great occasion to
quote Peaoham and Swift before he durst tell us,
(as he does) that a Lily is a flower, and Posteriors
the hinder parts. He forgot to Introduce the Dean
when affirming that a T—d is excrement; but both
Pope and Swift (among others) are cited for P-ss and
F—t.a~

Callender appears to have been in somewhat the same posi-

tion with regard to naughty words as Mrs. Digby and her

sister Mrs. Brooke, two ladies whom Johnson occasionally

visited. On one of his calls shortly after the publi-

cation of the Dictionary, the ladies complimented him and

commended the omission of all naughty words. Upon which

81Charles Robert Leslie and Tom Taylor, Life and
Times of Sir Joshua Reynolds (London, 1865), II, 461.

82Deformities. p. 60.
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Dr. Johnson countered, "'What, my dearsl then you have

been looking for them? 1 "83

Callander lashes the apparent over-simplicity of

Johnson's definitions of numbers and money, listing a

great many words which he feel3 are erroneously defined

and a great number (having to do with nautioal matters)

which are omitted*

The folly of the man, who can scribble such
jargon is eclipsed by the superlative Ignorance of
those who vindicate and admire him. Dr. Johnson
asserts, that Shakespeare 'has corrupted language
by every mode of depravation. • The remark applies
to himself. • • • Indeed I can very well believe
the Doctor when he says, that his book was composed
while he was in a state of DISTRACTION.84

Callender concludes his strictures on Johnson's

Dictionary with this paragraph!

Part of his book has merit; but take it alto-
gether, and perhaps it is the strangest farrago
which pedantry ever produced. It will be said that
these are partial specimens, but we have traced him
through various ramifications of learning, and found
his Ignorance extreme. • .by some unaccountable in-
fatuation, the dictionary has for twenty seven years
been admired by thousands and ten thousands, who
have never seen it. Let us exert that courage of
thought, and that oomtempt of quackery, which to
feel and to display, Is the privilege and the pride
of a Briton. In a country where no man fears his
king, can any man fear the sound of a celebrated
name, or crouoh behind the banner of Dullness, be-
cause it is borne by SAMUEL JOHNSON, A. M. & LL.
D.?85

83Johnsonian Miscellanies, ed. George Birkbeok
Hill (Oxford, I8W, II, *90.

^Deformities, pp. 74-81.

85Ibid.. p. 82.
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In an article characterized as much by moderation

as Callender's book is by exaggeration, the Critical Re-

view for August 1782 gives this account of the Deformities

of Johnson ;

Notwithstanding what is here asserted, the
impartial public is, we believe, with regard to
Dr. Johnson f s Dictionary, of a very different
opinion, and concur with us in admiring it as a
work of extraordinary merit; that there may be
errors and imperfections in it, we are ready with
the author of this performance, to acknowledge

l

we shall not deny that Dr. Johnson may, like other
men, have prejudices and prepossessions, that his
Judgment may sometimes be erroneous, and his criti-
cisms unjust, his style and diction reprehensible:
we cannot at the same time but admire his learning,
candour, taste, knowledge, and extensive abilities;
and may venture to foretell, that his many excel-
lent performances in various parts of literature,
with his honest zeal and assiduity in the cause of
religion and virtue, will be gratefully remembered,
when these Deformities, with every other fruitless
attack on his merit and character, will be totally
forgotten.86

In 1788 the Reverend Herbert Croft wrote a letter

to William Pitt proposing a new English dictionary. He

thinks that a part of the errors in Johnson^ Dictionary

result from its having been composed in so short a time,

with much of that time devoted to the Rambler and other

literary projects (or, as Johnson phrased it, "making

provision for the day that was passing over him"). Croft

says he does not blame Johnson personally for the imper-

fections of the Dictionary, which he feels to be a

86LIV, 142.
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monumental achievement, however faulty. He acknowledges

hi 8 literary obligations to Johnson, renders him high

praise, then proceeds to point out specific errors

•

Yet is this great man's book defective, defective
beyond all belief, and defective far beyond what 1 shall

have time in this letter to assert, much less to prove.
• .1. With regard to Etymology there are not many
people who will refuse to believe the defects of John-
son, because it is partly well known how much he
trusted to Junius and Skinner, and how ignorant he was
of those Languages from which the English is derived;
even so ignorant perhaps as not to be able to read
them. • .2. With regard to the explanations of words,
they who have seldomest looked at Johnson, and only
as a book of reference, well know how so great a mind
as his, in moments of soreness and discontent, suf-
fered some of the dirtiest passions to mingle with
the dignity of a Dictionaryi yet, here again, we are
not to blame the man, but his fate. ...

Besides these explanations. . .there are continu-
ally others which seem almost to prove, that, when he
took up his pen to «rrite them, he laid aside his
understanding. ...

Such blunders and such absurdities, and which are

more numerous than the most malignant critic can hope,

•may for a time, 1 as Johnson foretold, 'furnish folly
with laughter, and harden ignorance into contempt. •

/croft cited three words—group. rook, tether—to il-
lustrate faulty definitions, whloh he said were
extremely numerous^ 3* But there still remains a
third part of Johnson's Dictionary, which consists of

the authorities to support the significations assigned

to the words, His book boasts, that it is a Diction-
ary of authority. This I must venture, in a great
measure, if not entirely to deny. The authorities
amount to nothing more, except in some of those which
are taken from the Bible, than to Johnson's asserting,
that the quotations are to be found, by those who
choose to search, in some one page of some of the

volumes written by this or that author.
And who asserts this and expects to have his as-

sertions believed?
Johnson; whose carelessness of every kind is so

thoroughly known, as well as his dislike to the work

on which he was employed.
And in what circumstances does he assert this?
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In the midst of such slovenly assistance as the
Booksellers provided for him, and in such distraction
of mind as surely excuses a mistake about a quotation,
when we have already allowed it to be a sufficient ex-
cuse for the wildest blunders, and the most risible
absurdities ntfiioh the sourest critic can point out,
from the beginning of the Dictionary to the end. • • •

^Croft says another fault of the Dictionary is John-
son^ failure to give volume and page number when he
is citing an authorityJJ

i-iore than a third of Johnson*s Dictionary of
authorities stands unsupported by any authority what-
ever.

Prom the beginning of this /Dictioriary7> • «to the
end of letter G, there are 6165 words, and signifi-
cations of words, which are not illustrated by examples
from any writer whatever: and such, in the same pro-
portion, is the history of the whole book. ... John-
son^ book, as a Dictionary of the English language,
I take to be, from the beginning to the end, most
completely, radically and incurably defective. It may,
and the fact certainly is that it must, be done all
over again in every respect; but a jury of Johnsons,
and all of them in such circumstances as we must all
wish to see every Johnson, would never be able to make
a Dictionary, co radically bad, what so national a
book ought to be made.®'3

'

Despairing, therefore, of repairing "so radically

bad" a dictionary, Croft proposes to begin at the begin-

ning and compile an entirely new dictionary. He has al-

ready collected nine thousand words not in Johnson's

Dictionary . He says he desires to fix a final standard

of the English language: give an authority for a word or

phrase by giving the character of the book; give a mark

87Herbert Croft, An Unfinished Letter to the
few Dl(

pp. 6-26.
Right Honourable William Pitt. Concerning the New Dict-
ionary of the English Language (London. 1788).
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of disapprobation to every word he thinks bad; and in

all quotations, beautiful or not, to correct any gram-

matical errors and show why they are wrong. The letter

breaks off as Croft promises to give a lecture on errors

like "you was careless •"

About 1780 John Christopher Adelung, a German

philologist, published a subatantlal volume on Kant 1 *

philosophy, in which were included three essays on

philology. One of these was entitled "On the Relative

Merits and Demerits of Johnson 1 s English Dictionary."

This work was translated by Willich in 1798. Adelung

states the cause of his original interest in Johnson's

Dictionarya then proceeds with his criticism. He recog-

nises the imnense popularity of the Dictionary on the

Continent as well as in England and declares his intention

of using it as a model for an English-German dictionary.

Upon examining it closely with this object in mind, he

discovers a great number of imperfections in it, which

would have considerably diminished its utility for his

purpose.89

88Ibld .. p. 42.

89Anthony Plorian Madinger Willich, Elements of
the Critical Philosophy: containing a conoise account of

its Origin and Tendency; a View of all the Works published
its rounder. Professor Immanuel Kant; and a Glossary

for the explanation of Terms and Phrases. To which are
added: Three Philological Essays; ohlefly translated
from the German of John Christopher Adelung (London, 1798 ),

p. cxxl.
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Adelung groups his criticisms under seven general

headings. First, he finds, the Dictionary's weakest point

is the number and practical use of words. With respect to

terms of science and written language it is very complete,

but is defective in social language, the language of civil

life, and terms of arts and manufactures* Under these

last-mentioned branches may be included the names of plants,

fishes, birds, and insects which oocur frequently in com-

mon life* Johnson could have supplied this deficiency

easily, there being plenty of books on botany and natural

history in English* Second, Adelung praises Johnson's

oarefully remarking the value and dignity of every word;

whether it is obsolete or current; and in the latter case

whether it is used in the more elevated, poetical, social,

or vulgar style* Third, Johnson is in most instances very

correct in the grammatical nature of words: orthography,

accentuation, pronunciation, regularity or irregularity

of declension and conjugation, and part of speech* Fourth,

Adelung, like most other commentators, contends that the

Dictionary is very defective in its etymologies* Fifth,

Johnson's lack of etymological knowledge caused him to

make many errors in the significations of words; it did,

however, guard him against many errors to which pseudo-

etymologists are very liable* Sixth, Adelung concurs with

other lexicographers and philologists in declaring Johnson
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a good "definer." The exception to this statement is the

vague and undetermined manner of defining the names of

plants and animals, which are often omitted altogether*

Seventh, Johnson has been extremely accurate in showing

the practical application of words, when in connection

with other words.90

In 1801 George Mason published A Supplement to

Johnson's English Dictionary, which is simply an alpha-

betical arrangement of the omissions and errors in John-

son's Dictionary. Mason in his preface discusses first

the need of exactness in a dictionary, the great number

of errors in Johnson's work, Johnson's unfitness for the

task of compiling a dictionary ("a muddlness of Intellect

• • .sadly besmears and defaces almost every page"), and

finally his specific objections to the Dictionary . First,

Johnson, in assigning the Roman original, is not careful

to observe whether the Latin word was pure or barbarous*

Second, he is not reasonable in his policy of dealing

with proper names. He omits all words having relation to

proper names—Arian, Socinian, Calvinist, Benedictine,

Mahometan; but he retains those of more general nature-

Heathen, Pagan. This might be a good practice if the

omitted words had no other meaning than that of a mere

9QIbld«, pp. cxxll-cxxx.
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possessive adjective of the person whose proper name they

are derived from. Besides, what proper name do Anabaptist

and Quaker belong to that they should be omitted? Third,

Johnson^ selection of technical words is made very ir-

regularly and in the case of legal terms very lgnorantly.

Fourth, Johnson only infrequently notes compounded or

doubled words except when they have a meaning different

from that of the components in a single state* Mason thinks

that this practice gives up the idea of a complete vocab-

ulary. He adds this reason for including themi

Most compounded words, occurring in eminent authors,
ought to be recorded—provided they will bear a gen-
eral explication; for many of the compound kind have
been created (especially in dialogue) on the spur of
an occasion, and would absolutely lose their meaning
by being separated from the context.^

Fifth, Johnson omits many adverbs ending in ly_ and many

nouns ending in ness . Mason says these words are genuine

English, and that for Johnson to claim to make a register

of our allowable words and then to make only a partial

collection of them is defrauding the public. Sixth,

Johnson neglects to list verbal nouns in ing except to il-

lustrate the sense of the verb. Seventh, Johnson pro-

nounces which words are obsolete, an action which only

91George Mason, A Supplement to Johnson's English
Dictionary . • . • (London, 1801), pp. 1-il.
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shows the narrowness of his intelligence *
9^

The Monthly Review in October 1802 took notice of

Mason's Supplement * A part of this review deals mainly

with Johnson's Dictionary *

The plan of his Dictionary is admirable, in
furnishing a mass of authorities by which the sense
and acceptation of words may be ascertained t but the
list of words is very defective and the derivations
and explanations are often incorrect. In forming
the mere vocabulary, he is known to have made great
use of the English part of Ainsworth's Latin Dict-
ionary; and therefore terms omitted by Ainsworth are
frequently deficient also in Johnson* Though, how-
ever, in this respect he placed too much reliance on
an insufficient guide, we must do justice to his
supreme talents and uncommon industry, and must
object to those degrading terms which Dr* Mason
employs.93

A contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine for

March 1804, who signs himself PRTLO-JOHNSON, attempts to

vindicate the Dictionary against some of Mason's criticisms.

He asserts that many of Mason's charges are false; for

example, Mason acoused Johnson of omitting many words

which are in the Dictionary ( acrid, brogue* cannibal*

gully, hobby-horse ) or which Johnson explained in the

"Plan" or the "Preface" that he intended to omit, such as

participles, words formed by a constant and settled anal-

ogy, and terms appropriated to particular occupations

92Ibid.

93XXXIX, 136.
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(duskiness, effeminately . Insecurely, bickering, dis-

placing ),
94

In 1806 the Dictionary was commented on by a man

of colorful and varied background. This was John Home

Tooke (formerly the Rev. John Home), who had incurred

the wrath of the government by his signing of an adver-

tisement asking for a subscription for the relief of the

widows of the Americans murdered by the King's troops at

Lexington and Concord. 95* In 1788 he had published a

"Letter to Mr. Dunning, on the English particle." This

was expanded into The Diversions of Purley, a treatise on

the English language.9® Horne Tooke declares the Dict-

ionary "the most imperfect and faulty, and the least

valuable" of all Johnson's productions, and calls the

grammar, history, and most of the Dictionary "truly con-

temptible performances." He especially lashes Johnson's

language, claiming that it "is as much the language of

the Hottentots as of the English." Although the Diction-

ary appears to be a work of labor, said Horne Tooke, it

is "one of the most idle publications ever offered to the

public; compiled by a man who had not one single requisite

for the undertaking." In his own comments on the English

94LXXIV, 222-223.
95Boswell, Life, III, 314 n6.
96Ibld., 354 and n2.

(Philadelpfta? Sg5ff

,

Tg?^8s^,DlverBions of Purler
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language, he differs with Johnson In several instances in

etymology and definitions, which are the parts of John-

son^ Dictionary he chiefly soorns.^9 After discussing

and scoffing at Johnson's definition of right hand, left

hand, and wrong, he despairs:

But seek no further for intelligence in that
quarter; where nothing but fraud and cant and folly
is to b e found. • .misleading, mischievous folly;
because it has a sham appearance of labour, learning,
and piety."

For one who despises Johnson's lexicographical abilities,

Home Tooke seemed extremely desirous of his endorsement*

Boswell records that Johnson said if he were to revise

the Dictionary, he would adopt several of Home Tooke 1 s

etymologies* This compliment, says Boswell, he magni-

fied in the Diversions of Purley as if Johnson had said

all of his etymologies**00 Home Tooko's misleading

words ares

Immediately after the publication of my letter
to Mr. Dunning, I was informed by Mr. S* (an intimate
friend of Dr. Johnson) that I was not mistaken in
this opinion /that Johnson would be the first to
relinquish a conjecture especially if he noticed
his own self-contradiction/; Dr. Johnson having
declared, that if he lived to give a new edition of
his dictionary, he should certainly adopt my deri-
vations.* *

98Ibld.» 349.

"ibid., II, 4-5*

100Life* III, 354 n2.

101I, 128 n*
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Perhaps the most famous philologist to comment at

length on Johnson's Dictionary was Noah Webster. Although

Webster was some fifty years younger than Johnson and sur-

vived him by almost sixty, the two were contemporaries*

And Webster's interest in lexicography expressed itself

in scholarship as early as 1789, when Johnson's Dictionary

still held a pre-eminent position among dictior.arles. In

his Dissertations on the English Language t published in

1789, Webster says the spelling of some words is author-

ized by certain authors and is superior to that, of John-

son, "whose pedantry has corrupted the purity of our lan-

guage, and whose principles would in time destroy all

agreement between the spelling and pronunciation of words."I02

Webster's letters provide an interesting souroe of

comments upon various aspects of Johnson's Dictionary *

Writing to Matthew Carey on June 14, 1805, he stated that

Johnson's work abounds with mistakes in the orthography,

definitions, structure of sentences, and etymologies, the

last mentioned being so incorrect or imperfectly stated by

Bailey and Johnson that they ought never again to be

pub lishad,*?• In October 1807 Webster wrote a letter to

^°%oab Webster, Dissertations on the English
> (Boston, 1789), wit
"Gainesville, Floridi
i, 1951, p, xi«

103Letters, p. 262.

Language (Boston, 1789)^ with an introduction by Harry R,
Warfel, Gainesville, Florida* Scholars' Facsimiles and
Reprints, 1951, p. xi.
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David Ramsay, which was published as a pamphlet and

entitled A Letter to Dr. David Ramsay. . .Respecting the

Errors in Johnson's dictionary * » This letter is valu-

able, in addition to pointing out what its title implies,

for a testimony as to what Johnson's reputation rested

on—his literary product ions • Webster writes

t

On a careful examination of tho morits of John-
son's Dictionary, it will unquestionably appear that
the blind admiration which would impose it upon the
world as a very accurate and indisputable authority
errs as much upon one extreme as the pointed condem-
nation of the whole work does upon the other* • • •

The great intellectual powers of Dr. Johnson, dis-
played in many of his works but especially in his
Rambler and his Rasselas. have raised his reputation
to high distinction and impressed upon all his
opinions a stamp of authority, which gives them cur-
rency among men, without an examination into their
intrinsic value .10*

Webster praises the "Preface" to the Dictionary as a speci-

men of elevated composition, not entirely free from faults,

but in the main correct. He finds Johnson in error on

several points in his history of the language, and then

proceeds to list the main faults in the Dictionary it-

self. First, Johnson inserts a multitude of words that

do not belong to the language. Second, he makes an

injudicious selection of authorities. Third, he includes

far too many vulgar and cant words. Fourth* a want of

Just discrimination in the definitions is one of the

principal defeots in the Dictionary . Fifth, there is a

l°*Ibld.. p. 283.
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want of discrimination in defining words nearly synonymous.

Sixth, Johnson' 8 passages cited from authors for illus-

tration are frequently taken from writers who did not

write the language with purity, and they often do not

shed any light on the definitions. Finally, the ety-

mologies are almost entirely inaccurate. The merits of

Johnson's Dictionary , says Webster, are that Johnson gave

many definitions of words which his predecessors had

omitted and added illustrations which were often very

valuable.105 Writing to Judge Dawes on July 25, 1809,

about his own projected dictionary, Webster criticized

Johnson again, occasionally repeating old charges and

emphasizing the fact that his own plan would involve at

least twice as much work as Johnson's Dictionary had.10®

Another letter to Dawes two months later contains more

censure of the Dictionary along the some lines with this

addition; Webster says Johnson was injudicious in using

Shakespeare as an authority from which to quote, for the

dramatist in describing low scenes and vulgar characters

used language unfit for decent company.107 On December

12, 1823, Webster wrote S. L. Mitchill a letter which

105Ibid., pp. 283-289.

106Ibld.. p. 323.

107lb id., pp. 320-321.
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contains a harsh stricture on the definitions in the

Dictionary , especially those pertaining to sciences

"mostly cultivated and improved within the last half

century."108

Webster oontinued to give attention to Johnson's

Dictionary . Perhaps his official position regarding that

work is best expressed in the preface to the 1828 edition

of his own dictionary (an opinion reprinted in the 1856

edition also)* In that preface* he asserts:

Dr. Johnson was one of the greatest men that the
English nation has ever produced; and when the exhi-
bition of truth depended on his own gigantic powers
of intellect, he seldom erred. But in the compila-
tion of his Dictionary, he manifested a great defect
of research, by means of which he often fell into
mistakes; and no errors are so dangerous as those of
great men. The authority created by the general
excellence of their works, gives a sanction to their
very mistakes, and represses that spirit of Inquiry
which would investigate the truth, and subvert the
errors of inferior men. It seems to be owing to this
cause, chiefly that the most obvious mistakes of
Johnson's Dictionary have remained to this day uncor-
rected, and still continue to disfigure the improved
editions of the work recently published.

In like manner, the opinions of this author, when
wrong, have a weight of authority that renders thea
extremely mischievous. The sentiment contained in
this single line,

Quid te exempts juvat spinis de pluribus una?

is of this kind; that we are to make no corrections,
beoause we cannot complete the reformation—a senti-
ment that sets itself in direct opposition to all
improvements in science, literature, and morals; a
sentiment, which, if it had been always an efficacious

108Ibld., 410-411.
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principle of human conduct, would have condemned,
not only our language, but our manners and our know*
ledge, to everlasting rudeness. And hence, whenever
a proposition is made to correct the orthography of
our language, it is instantly repelled with the
opinion and ipse dixit of Johnson. Thus, whil^ the
nations on the European continent have purified their
languages, and reduced the orthography to a good
degree of regularity, our enemies of reform contend
most strenuously for retaining the anomalies of the
language, even to the very rags and tatters of bar-
barism. But, what is more extraordinary, the very
persons who thus struggle against the smallest
improvement of the orthography , are the most ready
to innovate in the pronunciation, and will, at any
time, adopt a change that fashion may introduce,
though it may Infringe the regularity of the lan-
guage, multiply anomalies, and increase the dif-
ficulty of learning it. • • •

A considerable part of Johnson's Dictionary Is,
however, well executed; and when his definitions are
correct, and his arrangement judicious, it seems to
be expedient to follow him. It would be mere af-
fectation or folly to alter what can not be Improved.

The principal faults in Johnson's Dictionary are,
1. The want of a great number of authorized

words belonging to the language. ...
2. Another great fault, that remains uncorrected,

is the manner of noting the accented syllable; the ac-
cent being laid uniformly on the vowel, whether it
closes the syllable or not» Thus the aocent is laid
on e in tenant as well as in teacher, and the inquirer
can"~not know from the aocent, whether the vowel is
long or short. ...

3. It is considered as a material fault, that
in some classes of words, Johnson's orthography Js
either not correct upon principle, or not uniform In
the class ^Johnson writes heedlessly, carelesly,
defence, defensible, infer!our, inferiority, publick,
pub 11oation/ .

4. The omission of the participles, or most of
thorn, is no small defect, as many of them, by use,
have become proper adjectives, and require distinct
definitions. ...

5. The want of due discrimination in the
definitions of words that are nearly synonymous, at
other times not, is a fault in all the dictionaries
of our language which I have seen. ^Johnson defines
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permeate : to pass through; yet we do not permeate a
gate or a door* He defines obedience : obsequlousnoss;
yet this is rarely the present sense of the word, obe-
dience being honorable and obsequiousness mean.7 Inac-
curacies of this kind are very numerous.

6. There are in Johnson's Dictionary some pal-
pable mistakes in orthography, such as comptroller^
redoubt, and some others, there being no such legi-
timate words in the language* In other instances, the
author mistook the true origin of words, and has erred
In the orthography, as In chymistry and diocess.

7. The mistakes In etymology are numerous; and
the whole scheme of deducing words from thoir original
is extremely imperfect.

8* The manner of defining words in Johnson, as

in all other dictionaries, is susceptible of improve-
ment. In a great part of the more important words,
and particularly verbs, lexicographers, either from
negligence or want of knowledge, have inverted the
true order, or have disregarded all order, In the
definitions. There is a primary sense of every word,

from which all the other have prooeeded; and whenever
this can be discovered, this sense should stand first
In order. Thus the primary sense of make is to force
or compel; but this In Johnson's Dictionary Is the
fifteenth definition. • • •

9« One of the most objectionable parts of Johnson's
Dictionary, in my opinion, is the great number of pas-
sages cited from authors, to exemplify his definitions.
Most English words are so familiarly and perfectly
understood, and the sense of them so little liable to

be called in question, that they may be safely left

to rest on the authority of the lexioographer, with-
out examples. /Johnson cites Knolles, Milton, and
Berkely for hand; Shakespeare, Bacon, Souta, and
Dryden for hammer.7 Numerous citations serve to

swell the size of a Dictionary, without any adequate
advantage. But this is not the only objeotion to
Johnson's exemplifications. Many of the passages are

taken from authors now little read, or not at all;

whose style Is now antiquated, and by no means fur-
nishing proper models for students of the present
age. ... In this work I have not gone so far as

Johnson has done, in admitting vulgar *%£&*• Some

of them are too low to deserve notice

.

loy

109Noah Webster, An Amerioan Dictionary of the

English Language. Revised and enlarged by Chauncey A.

Goodrich {Springfield, Mass., 1856), pp. lxxv-lxxvi.
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The contemporary comments on Johnson^ Dictionary

reveal some significant facts. Many critics, especially

the earliest ones, but also Johnson^ biographers, praise

it with few reservations. They regarded it as a monument

of erudition, genius, industry, and taste and marveled

that it could be the work of one man. This praise did not

come from insignificant persons, Johnson idolaters, or

people who did not care whether their opinions proved them

fools* It came from noblemen with literary inclinations

like Orrery and Chesterfield; from scholars and professors

like Wise, Birch, Harris, Burney, and Gottsched; from

producers and dramatists like Garrick and Colman; and

from men who hoped for some portion of fame from writing

the life of Johnson. In short, it came from people who

were willing that posterity, as well as their contempo-

raries, should see them in print as endorsing the Dict-

ionary .

In a similar category with these who recorded

emphatic approbation are those who noticed the imper-

fections very briefly or excused them on various grounds.

Foremost in this group are Adam Smith and the critics in

the periodical reviews.

Admiration for the "Plan" and the "Preface" was

near universal. Both were praised for their elegance of

style and composition, the nobility of their sentiments,
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and their clearness* Johns on* s biographers spoke more

of these parts of the Dictionary than other commentators,

although Thomas Warton and various other individuals men-

tioned them favorably* This was naturals these men were

not philologists* hence after having praised the scholar-

ship of the Dictionary in general, they would be more

likely to comment upon those parts which more nearly ap-

proached the province of belles lettres* There was some

general censure of the "Plan" and the "Preface"' mostly,

it may justly be suspected, from critics hostile to

Johnson personally* The brief comments of Kenriok, Hume,

and Lord Karnes illustrate this attitude*

A number of criticisms recur in the contemporary

accounts of the Dictionary * One of these is the charge

that Johnson was not qualified by either temperament or

knowledge to oompile a dictionary, that lexioography "was

not hiB forte," and that it was merely hack work to him*

Answers to this charge have been made to the effect that

he was qualified* as evidenced by the fact that the book-

sellers chose him as the man most fit to execute tba pro-

ject and that in the "Plan" he proved himself qualified

by defining for all time the task of the lexicographer.

He admitted, and the world has seen, that he did not per-

form the task, but he did define it*

Johnson 1 s etymologies, perhaps, drew the heaviest
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fire from his commentators. All of the philologists—

Maxwell, Whltaker, Croft, Adelung, Mason, Home Tooke, and

Webster—found the greater part of them erroneous* John-

son did not know the Germanic languages* This alone would

account for a tremendous number of etymological mistakes,

ani he relied too implicitly on older lexicographers,

especially Junius and Skinner, who were quite defective,

for his etymologies.

The omissions in the Dictionary were reokoned a

grievous fault, and Johnson's explanation in the "Preface"

of what he had omitted and why was rarely taken into con-

sideration by the commentators* When it was, they still

criticized, saying that nothing like completeness or ac-

curacy could be hoped for in such a plan* The omissions

which were most frequently commented upon were those of

social and civil language, terms of arts and manufactures,

proper names, adverbs ending in ljr and nouns in ness*

Chaucerian words, Scottish words, county dialects, and

obsolete words found in old records* The omission of

dialectical words caused some critics to think that John-

son was not "aware of the authenticity of dialectical

expressions*"

Likewise the superfluities were objected to, in

particular long, Latinized words and vulgar and cant

words* The inconsistencies in Johnson's orthography also
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proved a source of vexation to the critics*

Different opinions were registered regarding the

definitions* Boswell seoms to have expressed the culti-

vated layman's opinion when he said it was the defini-

tions which marked "the superiour excellence" of John-

son's Dictionary * And at least one philologist agreed

with him* Adelung praised the definitions. Others, how-

ever, such as Maxwell, Croft, Home Tooke, and Webster,

found much about them to criticize* Tue longest discus-

sion on the definitions came from Callender, much of

whose criticism is casual, trivial, and scurrilous*

Callender, although no philologist, nevertheless antici-

pates the modern development of lexicography. Ho may have

decried Johnson's boast of receiving little assistance

from the learned because he foresaw that thoroughness and

acouraoy in lexicography required laige staffs of spe-

cialists and intensive and indefatigable research* He

criticized especially Johnson's "circular," "oenlgmatioal,

"

and "learned" definitions, the last two of which he felt

led up the ladder of abstractions*

In the matter of authorities for the words in

the Dictionary, opinion is again divided* In general it

may be said that the layman approved them and felt them

to be reliable* Webster declared they had been injudi-

ciously selected; Croft charged that they were vague and
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inexact, and the compiler of Ancient Scottish ?oem3

agreed.

The desire to "fix" the language was undoubtedly

stronger in the eighteenth century than at any other time*

A great number of Johnson »s contemporaries--among them

Chesterfield, Colman, Sheridan, Courtenay, Flood, and

Graves—believed that he had done this and expressed this

belief in their criticism—a belief that persisted in the

minds of some for a brief period in the nineteenth century.

Still others (Adam Smith and Croft, for example) realized

that he had not "ascertained" the language and either

wished that he had, or sought zo do it themselves.

Perhaps the most significant criticism of the

Dictionary was that Johnson had hot been authoritative

enough in it. When Johnson started this venture, no

doubt, he would have liked to "fixn the language! he

undoubtedly regarded that as the "ideal," but he soon

realized its impracticality and its consequent unattain-

ability. Nothing would have suited him better than for

English to attain the purity and permanence of classical

Latin and Greek. But Johnson was a realist. He saw the

language changing before his very eyes and foresaw the.t

it would continue to change. In the "Plan" he had stated

hit idea of an English Dictionary, one "by which the pro-

nunciation of our language may be fixed, and its attainment
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facilitated; by which its purity may be preserved, its

use ascertained, and its duration lengthened* " Admit*

ting the difficulty of the task, he wald it was unavoid-

able to wish it. In the "Preface" he confessed the fu-

tility of "fixing" the language, saying that he had

devoted the Dictionary "in hope of giving longevity to

that which its own nature forbids to be immortal."



CHAPTER IV

RASSELAS

Though often referred to as a novel, Rasselas1 is

not in the ordinarily aocepted sense a novel at all*

Johnson* s contemporaries, however, always spoke of it as

a novel, and when they criticized it, criticized it as

such* They certainly must have recognized the vast dif-

ferences between it and Tom Jones or Clarissa or Roderick

Random, or even Tristram Shandy

*

its exact contemporary;

yet their comments on it show that they want to judge it

on the same basis* It is remarkable that, judging it on

this basis, they found as many features to approve as

they did* If they had judged it as a philosophical tale

alone, stretched over the barest framework of a novel for

the sake of unity, their comments must have been almost

without exception laudatory*

Burke points up both of these features in one of

the earliest reviews of Rasselas* printed in the Annual

Register for the Year 1759 *

The instruction which is found in most works of

^-Johnson's title for the first edition was The
Prince of Abisslniat A tale in Two Volumes *

153
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this kind, when they convey any instruction at all.
Is not the predominant part, but arises accidentally
in the course of a story planned only to please* */~

But In this novel the mornl Is the principal object*
and the story is a mere vehicle to convey the instruc-
tion*

Accordingly the tale Is not near so full of inci-
dents, or so diverting in itself* as the i .genloue
author* If he had not had higher views* might easily
have made it} neither is the distinction of character
sufiloiently attended tot but with those defects*
perhaps no book ever inculcated a purer and sounder
jaor&lllgrj n0 book ever made a more Just estimate of
human life* its pursuits* end its enjoyments* The
descriptions are rich and luxuriant* and shew a
poetic imagination not inferior to our best writers
in verse* The style* which is peculiar and oharao-
terlstlcal of the author* is lively* correct and
harmonious* It has however in few places an air
too exact and studied*8

In his concluding paragraph* when speaking of Johnson's

earlier writings in the cause of morality* Burke mentions

the Dictionary respeotfully and shows that he himself is

an authoritarian in linguistic matters*

Though the author has not put his name to this
work* there is no doubt that he is the same who has
before done so much for the improvement of our taste
and our morals* and employed a great part of his life
in an astonishing work for the fixing the language of
this nation; whilst this nation* which admires his
works* and profits by them* has done nothing for the
author*

i

A brief review in the Gentleman's la^azlne for

April 1759 continues to highlight the .morality in Raasolaa*

saying that its clmpters "abound with the most elegant and

2The Annual Register» . «for the Year 1759
(London. IBM), 11* 477*

3Ibld«* 479.
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striking pictures of life and nature, the most acute dis-

quisitions, and the happiest illustrations of the most

important truths •"*

The Critical Review for the same month has much

the same oriticism to make of Rasselas : Johnson breaks

the thread of the narrative to get in his moral dis-

quisitions* This would seem to be a fault when one con*

siders Johnson's purpose, for narration is the most es-

sential and pleasant vehicle for moral instruction* The

review sums up its opinion of Rasselas by declaring that

Johnson

has in a simple, but elegant tale, couched In the
method of dialogue the most important truths and
profound speculations. No plot, incident, character,
or contrivance is here used to beguile the imagin-
ation* The narrative might have been comprised in
ten lines; all, besides a flowery description of the
happy valley* will please philosophers, but possibly
be laid aside as unintelligible by the readers of
novels* To the former, therefore, we recommend this
little tale, as a beautiful epitome of practical
Ethics, filled with the most judicious observations
upon life, the nicest distinctions upon conduot, and
in every respect worthy of t he learned and sensible
author of the Rambler * • • • Upon the whole, we
imagine the talents of the author would appear to
more advantage, had he treated his different sub-
jects in the method of essays, or form of dialogue*
At present, the title page will, by many readers,
be looked upon as a decoy, to deceive them into a
kind of knowledge they had no inclination to be
acquainted with*5

4XXIX, 184-186.

5VII, 373-375.
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The very next month, the Monthly Review carried

an account of Rasselas. in which the author, after

repeating the idea contained in the Critical Review that

instruction is most effectually conveyed in romance or

fiction, proceeds to criticize Rasr.elas on that score.

He also vigorously attacks Johnson for his style*

To succeed in the romantic way of writing
requires a sprightliness of imagination, with a
natural ease and variety of expression, which per-
haps, oftener falls to the lot of middling writers
than to those of more exalted genius: and there-
fore, we observe with less regret, of the learned
writer of these volumes, that tale-telling is
evidently not his talent. He wants that graceful
ease, which is the ornament of romance; and he
stalks in the solemn buskin, when he ought to tread
in the light sock* His stile is so tumid and pom-
pous, that he sometimes deals in sesquipedalian such
as excogitation, exaggeratory

*

&c* with other hard
compounds, which it is difficult to pronounce with
composed features—as multifarious, transcondontal.
lndlscerptlble. &c. . . .

This swelling language may shew the writer's
learning, but it is certainly no proof of his
elegance. If indeed he had put it into the mouth of
a pedant only, nothing could be more aptj but unhap-
pily he has so little conception of the propriety of
character, that he makes the princess speak in the
same lofty strain with the philosopher; and the
waiting woman harangue with as much sublimity as her
royal mistress .6

Regarding the content of Rasselas, this reviewer sees

little "invention in the plan, or utility in the design"

and enters a complaint concerning the moral content—

a

very early one. He declares that the topics are threadbare,

6XX, 428.
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that the tale does not tend to improve society, but rather

Is calculated to prove that discontent prevails among all

men, and that the Inferences which Johnson draws from

general discontent are not just, for example, the belief

that felicity is never attainable and that every Individ
J

dual is discontented. The conclusion of the review is

extremely harsh*

As nothing is concluded, it would have been
prudent in the author to have said nothing* Who-
ever he is, he is a man of genius and great abilities;
but he has evidently misapplied his talents*
^Readers^ will find themselves hoisted on metaphysical
stilts, and borne aloft Into the regions of syllogi-
stical subtlety, and philosophical refinement.'

Thirty-two years after the publication of Rassolas ,

a book came out entitled Dlnarbus* a Tale* being a continu-

ation of Rasselas* Prince of Abyssinia* The Critical

Review for September 1791 gives credit to the author for

having succeeded so well In Johnson's footsteps and goes

on to praise unstintingly the philosophy of Rasselas .

Johnson's Rasselas Is written with the cool
philosophical discrimination, well adapted to
pourtray the mind struggling with disadvantages,
and gradually expanding by its own efforts. Each
new person with whom he converses, by suggesting
different views, contributes to the more perfect
evolution of ideas, and to their more accurate
precision, while that peculiar clearness of John-
son's own opinions illustrates and finishes the

7Ibid** 4C3-437*
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whole.8

Callender, In his usual vituperative strain, aa-

sails Rasselas on all sides, admitting that the "Abysinian

tale hath many beauties, w yet declaring that

the characters are insipid, the narrative ridiculous,
the moral invisible, and the reader disappointed.
'Intercepting interruptions and volant animals 1 are
above common comprehension* The Newtonian system had
reached the happy valley; for its inhabitants talk of
the earth's attraction and the body's gravity > To tell
a tale is not the Doctor's most happy talent; he can
hardly be proud of his success in that species of
fiotion.9

John Courtenay, describing the effect produced by

Rassolas. aligns himself with the admirers of both content

and narrative.

Impressive truth, in splendid fiction drest,
Checks the vain wish, and calms the troubled breast;
O'er the dark mind a light celestial throws,
And sooths the angry passions to repose;
As oil effus'd illumes and smooths the deep, _

When round the bark the swelling surges sweep

•

xu

Sir John Hawkins, who also thought very highly of

the content of Rasselas. is most lavish in complimenting

the piece as an example of English composition.

Considered as a specimen of our language, it is

scarcely to be paralleled! it is written in a style
refined to a degree of immaculate purity, and dis-
plays the whole force of turgid eloquenoe. • • •

In a work of such latitude as this, where nothing
could be impertinent, he had an opportunity of

8III, (Second Series or New Arrangement), 116.

9Deformities, p. 20.

10Poetical Review, pp. 25-26.
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divulging his opinion on any point that he had
thought om he has therefore formed many con-
versations on topics that are known to have been
subjects of his meditation, and has atoned for the
paucity of his incidents by such discussions as are
seldom attempted by the fabricators of romantic
fiction. • • • A reference to /3bhnson , s dis-
sertation on poetry in Rasselas/ will tend to cor-
rob ate an observation of Mr. Garrick^, that Johnson^
poetical faculty was mechanical, and that what he
wrote came not from his heart but from his head.-11

Hawkins concludes his comments on Rasselas by praising the

passage on the efficacy of pilgrimages*

Boswell, too, held Rasselas in high esteem and

mentioned particularly the beauty of the style and the

"fund of thinking" which the tale contained. He admitted

that it painted a gloomy picture; yet he ibfused to deny L—

the validity of the gloom and spoke of the whole as a

"sublime story."

We cannot but wonder at the very low price which
he was content to receive for this admirable per-
formance ; which, though he had written nothing else,
would have rendered his name immortal in the world
of literature. None of his writings has been so
extensively diffused over Europe; for it has been
translated into most, if not all, of the modern lan-
guages. This Tale, with all the charms of oriental
Imagery, and all the force and beauty of which the
English language is capable, leads us through ohe
most important scenes of human life, and shews us
that tliis stage of our being is full of »vanity and

""^ vexation of spirit. * To those who look no further
than the present life, or who maintain that human
nature has not fallen from the state in whioh it was
created, the instruction of this sublime story will
be of no avail. But they who think justly, and feel
with strong sensibility, will listen with eagerness
and admiration to its truth and wisdom. • • • Ras-
selas, as was observed to me by a very accomplished
lady, may be considered as a more enlarged and more

pp. 325-327.
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deeply philosophical discourse in prose, upon the
interesting truth, whioh in his Vanity of Human
Wishes * he had so successfully enforced in verse*

The fund of thinking which this work contains is
such# that almost every sentence of it may furnish a
subject of long meditation* • • •

I restrain myself from quoting passages from
this excellent work, or even referring to them, be-
cause I should not know what to select, or, rather,
what to omit* • • • I will not maintain that the
•morbid melancholy » in Johnson's constitution may
not, perhaps, have made life appear to him more
insipid and unhappy than it generally is* . • . Yet,
whatever additional shade his own particular sen-
sations may have thrown on his representation of
life, attentive observation and close inquiry have
convinced me, that there is too much of reality in
the gloomy picture*12

Arthur Murphy remarks this gloomy picture of life,

but calls Rasselas "elegant and sublime" and says its

"profound moral reflection" engages and gratifies the

attention. The discourse on the nature of the soul, he

observes, is highly philosophical (yet tinctured with

superstition), and the whole story has a "splendour of

eloquence*"13

The thesis of William Mumford's Critical Enquiry

into the Moral Writings of Dr* Samuel Johnson, like that

of the Monthly Review* is that Johnson's moral works are

too gloomy, teach a false philosophy, and hence are harm-

ful to the minds of youthful readers* He praises Rasselas

for its harmonious language ("Uniformly grand even to a

12Life, I, 341-343.

13Essay* pp* 163-164.
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fault"), acuto arguments, and novel reflections, but

asserts that for all its splendor, it exhibits "a gloomy

and imperfect pioture" of life. His comment on the

object of Rasselas suggests a connection between it and

"The Vanity of Human Wishes." "The plan proposed in

composing Rasselas was to show the vanity of all human

wishes, and how much our most ardent designs may be

frustated by the will of heaven, or by the agency of

their fellow creatures.

"

14 This, he continues, is a

common subject and a useless one when treated in John-

son's manner. Mankind benefits not from being told that

life is all misery. If this were true, all must know it

without being told; since it is false, all must despise

it. Although Rasselas is a pleasing tale with pleasing

ideas, it excites "no tumultuous sensations" and awakens

no sympathy, hence it is soon forgotten. Nothing in it

bears any resemblance to life. Its disquisitions are

valuable, but too literary, and so can have but few

admirers.15 "The idea of requisite qualifications for

a poet is certainly vigorous and sublimei but in many

parts purely ideal."16

14Critical Enquiry, pp. 81-34.

15Ibid.« pp. 84-35.

16Ibid .« p. 88n.
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Mumford declares that»

The history of Imlac Is not the offspring of a
candid moralist who seeks to Inculcate Important
truths beneath the pleasing veil of fiction; it is
the well-connected fable of an amusing novelist,
and bears no more resemb lance to real life than do
the fabulous adventures of Lemuel Gulliver. The
powers of Johnson f s mind were certainly great, but
they were seldom assisted by irradiations of truth,
or directed by the hand of wisdom. He imagines
evils which were never felt, and frequently injures
life by misrepresentations. He was fond of exag-
geratory declamation, which he employed to adorn
and invigorate his prejudices.*"

This critic, writing in 1802, while sharing many

of the views of earlier commentators, may undoubtedly

claim uniqueness in one opinions that Rasselas is "the

well-connected fable of an amusing novelist." Burke,

Towers, and others differ from his criticism that noth-

ing in Rasselas bears any resemblance to life* Towers,

however, concurs that Johnson *s constitutional melancholy

is too much in evidence. He writes

t

RASSELAS. • .is elegantly written, and contains
striking remarks upon the vanity of human pursuits,
and the unsatisfactory nature of human enjoyments;
together with a variety of acute observations on
men and manners. But the representations given in
It of human life are extremely gloomy, and more
gloomy than are warranted by truth or reason. The
character of Imlac is well sustained, and his
enumeration of the qualifications of a poet is
highly eloquent; but in some of the conversations
between Rasselas and Nekayah, the princess is made
too profound a philosopher. The character of the

17Ibid., pp. 84-90.
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Arabian chief, by whom Pekuah was captured, is
well delineated; and the disquisition concerning
marriage is amusing and instructive.^-8

Robert Anderson attests to the popularity of

Kasselas while echoing the themes of earlier critics. He

praises the overall sublimity of the tale.

The applause given to the history of Rasselas,
has been such, as must satisfy an author the most
avaricious of fame. It has been translated into
various modern languages, and received the admira-
tion of Europe. ...

As a novelist, the amazing powers of his
imagination, and his unbounded knowledge of men and
manners, may be plainly traced in the oriental tales ,

in the Rambler, in which he has not only supported
to the utmost, the sublimity of the eastern manner
of expression, but even greatly excelled any of the
oriental writers, in the fertility of his invention,
the conduct of his plots, and the justness and
strength of his sentiments. His capital work of
that kind is Rasselas. • • • Such a reception /as
it received in Europe/ demonstrates great beauties
in the work; and there is no doubt that great
beauties do exist there. The language enchants us
with harmony; the arguments are acute and ingenious;
the reflections novel, yet Just. It astonishes with
the sublimity of its sentiments, and at the fertility
of its illustrations, and delights with the abundance
and propriety of its imagery .1*'

Like most of the critics, both friendly and hostile,

Anderson finds Rasselas defective as a novel.

But it is not without its faults. It is barren
of interesting incidents, and destitute of originality,
or distinction of characters. There is little dif-
ference in the manner of thinking and reasoning of
the philosopher and the female, of the prince and

18Essay_, pp. 40-41.

19Life, pp. 123, 211-212.
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the waiting woman*20

Nor does he approve the moral*

The moral that he seeks to inculcate, that there

is no such thing as happiness, is one ungrateful to

the human heart. If he could succeed in establishing
it, it would cripple everj incitement to virtue, and
palsy every stimulus tc action. It would leave man
contented to be drifted down the stream of life, with-
out an object or an end; to lose attainable excel-
lence for the want of exertion, and sink under sur-
mountable difficulties, without a struggle.*31

Several more of Johnson^ contemporaries chimed

in at various times on these well established critical

theme3. William Shenstone entertained no high opinion of

Kasselas . He wrote to Richard Graves on October 26, 1759

I

"Rasselas has a few refined sentiments thinly scattered,

but is upon the whole below Mr. J ."22 This opinion,

however, evidently improved with time, for he wrote to

Percy in 1761s "Mr Johnson's Rasselas deserves applause,

on account of ye many refined Sentiment b he has expressed

with all possible elegance and Perspicuity."23 Voltaire,

in acknowledging a French translation made and sent to

him by Mne. Belot, wrote on May 16, 1760, "»L1 m»a paru

d»une philosophic aimable, et tres-bien eorit.'"24 Wil-

liam Shaw called it an immortal work, 25 and Boswell,

IXUr^

2 Ibld., pp. 212-213.

21lbjd.. p. 213.

22Letters, pp. 377-378.

23Ibid.» p. 414.
24
Boswell, Life, II, 500.

25i>lemolrs» p. 134.
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recording In his Journal the account of a dinner at Sir

Alexander Macdonald's, affirmed that "Lady Macdonald

said Rasselas was the finest novel she had ever read."

Thomas Tyers recorded in his Biographical Sketch of Dr.

Johnson that "Dr. Young used to say that Rasselas was a

lamp of wisdom, f He there displays an uncommon capacity

for remark, and makes the best use of the description of

travellers. It is an excellent romance. n^ William Cooke

called Rasselas

a beautiful little novel, abounding with moral senti-
ments, and remarkable for a happy imitation of
Oriental writers. ... Among other topics which
this little literary gem treats of, is that of 'Mar-
riage, » which I think is better discussed here than
In any other book I ever read, and as such must af-
ford no inoonsiderable instruction to all married
people .28

Richard Cumberland recognized its shortcomings as a novel

but thought both the moral and the style praiseworthy.

It Is the work of an illuminated mind, and of-
fers many wise and deep reflections, cloathed In
beautiful and harmonious diction. We are not indeed
familiar with such personages as Johnson has imagined
for the characters in his fable, but if we are not
exceedingly interested in their story, we are Infi-
nitely gratified with their conversation and remarks.29

Johnson as a transitional figure in Rtisaelas is

still hard to fit Into any one category. In the content—

g6Bo3well Papers. IX, 60.

27Gent. Mag.. LIV (December 1784), 908.
28Llfe. pp. 48-49.

29I.fomolrs. I, 363.
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morality and philosophy—he seems to be Augustan, as

indeed he is in the language—elevated and pure* In

his treatment of his material* however* it it possible

that he looks forward to the late nineteenth and on into

the twentieth century* when realism and naturalism began

to supplant romanticism*

A rather small number of critical topics engaged

the attention of the critics of Rasselaa * The morality

of the tale was an important one of these* Burke said it

was the principal object and praised it highly* In this

opinion he was Joined by the critics in the periodical

reviews and numerous others* Callender, in a unique

minority decision* pronounced the moral "invisible*"

Mumford and Anderson rejeoted the philosophy as too

stoical and branded it harmful to humanity* Another phase

of Rasselas which was much commented upon was the picture

of human life which it presented* Here* again* opinions

are sometimes diametrically opposed* Burke thought John-

son's estimate of human life a just one* The periodical

reviewers* Towers* Boswell, and Anderson concurred* Mum-

ford is the chief objector to this view* one of his main

premises being that nothing in Rasselas bears any re-

semblance to life*
|

The style of Rasselas was very frequently praised*

Shenstone* Towers. Murphy* Boswell* and Cumberland spoke
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especially of its beauty, force. Imagery, and elegance.

Hawkins declared that as a specimen of the English lan-

guage it was scarcely to be paralleled, so Immaculately

pure was the style* Burke commented on its poetic quality

and correctness* Even Mumford, who criticized much of

Rasselas severely, had nothing but praise for the language*

The Monthly Review alone castigated the style of Rasselas

at some length, pronouncing it tumid, pompous, and sesqui-

pedalian*

The style of Rasselas was not more admired than

the content* Although there is a dearth of action in the

story, It is atoned for, according to Hawkins, by the

excellent discussions on many topics* Two which drew

special praise were marriage and poetry* Hawkins uses

the dissertation on poetry to support Garrick's oharge

that Johnson's poetic faculty was mechanical and that what

he wrote came from his head, not his heart—a trait which

would place him with the Augustans* Boswell said these

topics contained a rich fund of thinking; Cumberland,

Anderson, Towers, Burke, and the reviewers in the peri-

odicals all commended them, calling them valuable disqui-

sitions; and Mumford conceded that they had many good

arguments* He did not, however, approve the content as a

whole, for he felt it was false and harmful, especially

to young people* He also objected to the melancholy tone
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of Rassolas * Murphy, Towers, and Boswell recorded that

It was gloomy, but Boswell felt that gloominess was all

too often the case In life and hence believed It to be

realistic on that score*

Most of the critios Insisted on judging Rasselas

as a novel; thus they were forced to acknowledge Its

obvious faults as an example of that genre: a lack of

incident, little or no character delineation, and an

awkward narrative style* Mumford expressed an odd

opinion on this point, remarking that Rasselas was "the

well-connected fable of an amusing novelist. B

The witness which the critics bear to the wide

popularity of Rasselas, both at home and abroad should

not be discounted. Rasselas elevated Johnson even higher

in the literary esteem of his contemporaries than he

already was, and he was sufficiently high as a result of

his poems, Irene, the Rambler* the Idler, and the Dict-

ionary * Hawkins, Anderson, and Boswell thought Rasselas

a classic from these standpoints: as a specimen of the

English language, as an example of this particular liter-

ary genre (the Oriental tale), and as a production of

Johnson* It need not be doubted that they expressed the

opinion of a great number of their contemporaries, and it

is certain that their view is shared by many modern

critics*



CHAPTER V

THE EDITION OP SHAKESPEARE

Soon after Dr. Johnson's edition of Shakespeare

was published in 1765, critics generally recognized that

it contained some valuable improvements on the work of

earlier editors as well as many original interpretations.

The "Preface" to this edition is probably better known

than the edition Itself and is surely more widely con-

sulted*

Contemporary criticism of the edition centers,

for the most part, around a few points: what kind of

editor was Johnson? how illuminating are his comments?

how significant is his criticism? Much of It. however,

hardly does more than voioe approval or disapproval.

The periodical reviews, who seem to have been

the first to notice Johnson f s Shakespeare

,

gave only

scant praise to this work. The Monthly Review for

October 1765 began its criticism of the edition with a

complaint which was to be often repeated for subsequent

commentators, namely that Johnson's long delay in getting

169
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his work out1 had buoyed up the expectations of the

public* Then* when the work did appear, the public was

much disappointed upon finding that Johnson had been

guilty of many of the editorial shortcomings of his

predecessors, chief among which was a preoccupation with

the "piddling task of adjusting quibbles, and restoring

conundrums" to the neglect of characters, sentiments, and

situations* The reviewers were amazed at Johnson's state-

ment that he has not been very diligent to observe Shakes-

peare's poetical beauties or defects* To them, this

seemed a strange concession from one who proposed to print

this edition by subscription* After referring to an

observation from e. critic in St* James's Chronicle** that

some of Johnson's comments may "lay claim to our admir-

ation, if we refleot on the extreme indolence of the

Writer," the review questions how far such an explanation

would appease the purchasers of the edition, and gives

its own unflattering opinion of Johnson's editing*

^-Charles Churchill did not mince words in up-
braiding Johnson for his delay; he flatly accused him of
defrauding the subscribers to the edition of Shakespeare,
for he wrote in Book III of The Ghost t

He for subscribers baits his hook,
And takes their cash—but whore's the book?
No matter where—wise fear we know,
Forbids the robbing of a foe;
But what, to serve our private ends.
Forbids the cheating of our friends? (The Poeti-

cal Works of Charles Churchill ^London, 1804/, II, 115.)

Undoubtedly Colman's remark on October 10, 1765*
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At the same time, however, we cannot but express
our apprehensions, that every judicious reader, #10
may accompany us through a fair and impartial review
of his preface and commentary, will think, with us,
that there are many evident marks of the want of
ingenuity or industry in the Commentator.^

Incidentally, Johnson's style, so often the sub-

ject of comment, is sneered at in this review*

We find little in the first five pages of Editor's
preface, but trite and common place reflections, on
our veneration for antiquity, and on the general
talents of Shakespeare, delivered in that pompous
style which is so peculiar to himself, and is so much
admired by some kind of readers* In some places, how*
ever, he Is less verbose; and then he is generally
sensible, instructive, and entertaining.4

In some places the author of this review appears

to be in opposition to neoclassical principles and ap-

parently attempts to show that Johnson is their champion*

For example, Johnson's defense of tragi-oomedy he finds

hard to follow, yet he thinks that form too severely

criticized and refers slightingly to its opponents as

"minor critics*" Johnson's preference for Shakespeare's

comedy is deemed a matter of taste. One case wherein

Johnson is made to appear a strict Augustan is his as-

sertion that Shakespeare sacrificed virtue to convenience \_y

and that he seemed to write without any moral purpose.

To this the reviewer counters "Is every writer ox pro-

fesso a parson or a moral philosopher?" He says in effect

3XXXIII, 285-287.

4Ibid.. 287.
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that the moral is not always glaringly apparent in Shakes- \

peare's plays for the same reason that the plays are

neither all tragic nor all comic. In other words, Shakes-

peare is presenting a strict imitation of life and nature*5

The reviewer differs with Johnson in his strictures

on repartee and raillery of jest, citing Benedict and

Beatrice in Much Ado to illustrate his point; in his cen-

sure of Shakespeare ! s apparent quibbling (that is, in-

serting puns or other jests into a grave and elevated part);

and in his statement that Shakespeare »s declamations or

set speeches are cold and weak. Johnson* s knowledge and

qualifications for editing are aspersed In the reviewer's

censure of his discussion of the unities* He begins with

the suspicion that

the critical Reader will, on a due consideration of
what is hereafter advanced, he apt to think Dr.
Johnson too little acquainted with the nature and
use of the drama to engage successfully in a dispute
of so much difficulty as that which relates to the
breaoh or observation of the dramatic unities. 6

This review is of the opinion that Johnson does not under-

stand the function of the unities. According to him, John-

son thought the supporters of the unities believed them

necessary for the actual credibility of the drama - for

5Ibid.. 289-292.

6Ibid.» 292-295.
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Its materiality - and that Johnson proceeded to explode

that position. The reviewer declares that the unities

are directly applied to the form or representation and not

to the materiality of the fable. He says that the spec- !

tator at a drama is unquestionably deceived but that the

deception goes no farther than the passions: It affects

sensibility but not understanding. He assertsi "The

dramatic unities If necessary, are necessary to support

the apparent probability , not the actual credibility of

the drama."7 This idea of the function of the unities,

he continues in the November issue, is, as far as can be

ascertained, what Aristotle and Horace had in mind, rather

than the interpretation which Dacier, Bossu, Rapin, Le

Blano, and Dr. Johnson have put upon it.8

In his discussion of the unities, the reviewer

does not seem to be as interested In making Johnson an

authoritarian9 as in simply showing that Johnson was not

7Ibid., 298-299.

8Ibid.. 375.

9As a matter of fact, he declares, ". • .we can-
not on the principles of common-sense, conceive, how any
dramatic Writer can be justly said to have preserved the
unity of action, who hath confessedly shewn no regard to
those of time and place; with which we apprehend it to be
very strictly connected," (XXXIII, 296) Johnson had
admitted that Shakespeare showed no regard to the unities
of time and place.
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conversant with dramatio principles and hence was hardly

qualified to edit the works of Shakespeare* His last

sentence on the unities reads:

It appears, on the whole, that the unities are
essential to the drama, though not in that degree as
hath been asserted by the critics; so that the result
of Or* Johnson' s enquiries concerning them, is as
erroneous as his supposition of the necessity on which
they were founded*10

After quoting from Johnson's "Preface," especially

the parts dealing with earlier editions, and making inci-

dental comments, the author of this review points out

Johnson's shortcomings as an editors

Our Editor proceeds next to give an account of
what he hath done, or attempted to do himself, and
to apologize for what he hath not done, or confessedly
found himself unable to do* We cannot help being some-
what apprehensive, however, that the readers of t his
part of Dr. Johnson's preface, will be apt to think
he hath, in more plaoes than one, betrayed a con-
sciousness of the want of application in his pretended
endeavours, as well as of the ill success attending
them* There runs, indeed, through the whole of this
preface, such a mixed and inconsistent vein of praise
and censure respecting others; and of boasting and
excuse regarding himself, that we think we discover
it to be the production of a wavering pen, directed
by a hand equally wearied and disgusted with a task,
injudiciously undertaken, and as indolently pursued*11

The Critical Review* ordinarily somewhat partial

to Johnson, printed a review of the edition also in

November 1765 in which Johnson is made to appear rigidly

lOilon* Rev ** XXXIII (November 1765), 381.

n _ - _11Ibld** 387*
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neoclassical. It begins by saying that something better

than what Rowe, Pope, Wurburton, Ilanmer, and Theobald had

done was expected from Johnson, but that Johnson had

disappointed the public. The reviewer cannot help thinking

that Johnson had run into the vulgar practice of estimating

the merits of Shakespeare by the rules of the French acad-

emy. He admits that Johnson's "Preface" is not without

merit and that parts of it are well written, yet he says

it is more In a truly critical spirit than In the spirit

of true criticism. He disagrees with Johnson that Shakes-

peare^ characters are a species rather than individuals.

He also takes issue with him on his statement that Shakes-

peare's real power was not shown in particular passages

but by the progress of his fable and maintains that the

warmest friends of Shakespeare have an opinion directly

opposite to this. He deplores the analogy by which John-

son illustrates his argument: that quoting passages

from Shakespeare is like the Pedant in Hierocles, who,

when he offered his house for sale, carried a brick In

his pocket as a specimen. Johnson's opinion that real

life is found on no stage but that of Shakespeare seems

to the reviewer too dogmatic. He agrees with Johnson on

bhakespeare 's knowledge of human nature, but not that his

tragedy is skill and his comedy Instinct. Johnson on the
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unities draws his praise*1**

This review is surprisingly liberal; it censures

Johnson when it finds him displaying the tenets of neo-

classloism: calling the character in Shakespeare a

species rather an individual and stating that Shakes-

peare's power was shown in the progress of his fable (an

Aristotelian requisite) rather than in particular pas-

sages* The review praisos Johnson when he exhibits

romantic tendencies, such as departing from the unities*

It strangely neglects to comment on Johnson's view of

tragi-oomedy, and reveals a highly debatable point of

view by declaring that Johnson apparently Judges Shakes-

peare according to the rules of the French academy*

Two months later, It commented again on Johnson's

edition of Shakespeare, this time briefly knocking his

editorial ability*

We readily allow that ^Jolinson7 has# in some
passages* vindicated the original of Shakespear
from the mutilations of his former editors; though
we cannot but think him deficient in many quali-
fications of an editor*13

At this point Johnson is accused of inserting absurd notes

of Warburton and Theobald and some ridiculous ones of his

own«

12XX, 321-323*

15Ibld .« XXI, 14-15.
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In February 1766 this review concludes Its ac-

count of Johnson's edition by once more taking note of

his defects as an editor but also by recognizing his

good points and mildly praising the edition as a wholes

The remarks and emendations we have laid before
the public, are but a few of a number too great for
our plan to admit of* Mr* J's chief defect as an
editor* seems to consist in his being too much of
a Martinet (if we may use the expression) in
learning* He consults only the academy and the
portico* without deviating into the narrow turns
and lanes where Shakespeare's words now lie obscure*
tho' undeformed and unaltered* But* notwithstanding
his defects* he has the merit of rescuing Shakes-
peare's meaning* in a multitude of passages* from
the pragmatical efforts of preceding editors, who
have most sacrilegiously presumed to alter his text
according to their own groundless conjectures* We
wish Mr* Johnson had stuck to his own discernment of
Shakespeare's meaning, without attempting any alter-
ation in the reading* He may perhaps, upon a review
of his own notes, be of our opinion; but, as his
edition now stands, with the help of Dr* rVarburton's
notes, Shakespeare appears in it more himself, than
in any other which has appeared since that of Mr*
Rowe*14

Still another review of Johnson's edition of

Shakespeare occurs in the Annual Register for the Year

1765, in which the anonymous author seems to have thought

muoh the same about editing as Dr* Johnson did about lexi-

cography—that it is harmless drudgery* At any rate, he

praises Johnson's work as an editor*

The less abilities seem requisite for a due

14Ibld** 88.
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performance of the tad: Mr* Johnson has undertaken
in regard to Shakespeare's works, or at least of
that part of this task which he has thought proper
to execute, the collating of the old copies in
order to find out the genuine reading, and the
comparing of former commentators on diffioult pas-
sages, and the examining these passages himself,
in order to discover the true meaning, of that
great poet; the more Mr* Johnson seems entitled to
the thanks of the public; since, at that rate, he
might have employed his great talents more to his
own honour, though not more, perhaps, to the
gratification of others.***

The reviewer next registers some general praise of the

edition.

It is therefore* • .that r.lr* Johnson's merit
in this edition of Shakespeare is to be tried;
and* • *we are still of opinion, that notwith-
standing the long delay of the work, and his not
complying altogether with the expectation of the
public, the public will be found considerably
indebted to him* • • • The most, we think, that
can be said of Mr* Johnson on this occasion, is,
that he was rather rash in promising than back-
ward in performing* It is, however, happy for the
republio of letters, that he promised as he did;
since, otherwise, we should, probably, never have
received Shakespeare through his hands* • • •

In these notes /those in Johnson's edition/ it
was expeoted that Mr* Johnson would have been
particular in his examination of Shakespeare's
poetical beauties and blemishes; but he follows
the example he had set himself in his prefaoe to
whole, by doing little else, in this respect, than
giving the general character of every piece* But
in these general characters he is universally al-
lowed to have been peculiarly happy*16

Johnson's "Preface," whloh not infrequently comes in for

a share of attention, seems to have confused this critic.

15VIII, 311.

16Ibld *. 312.
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who apparently cannot understand how lavish praise and

harsh criticism of the same subject can stand In the

same article.

This is far from being the case with regard to
his preface, to which many objections have been
raised; but most of them on such different accounts,
that they serve only to justify the conmon obser-
vation concerning the great difficulty of equally
pleasing all tastes. For our part, we think, that
if there is any fault in this piece, it is the
almost paradoxical manner Into which Mr* Johnson
has contrived to throw his sentiments* Read first,
what he says of Shakespeare's beauties, and you will
be apt to think he can have no blemishes, or only
such as must vanish in the blaze of his beauties*
Read first, what he says of his blemishes, and you
will be equally apt to conclude, that he can have
no beauties, or only such as his blemishes must
eclipse •>"

Johnson's "paradoxical" account of Shakespeare

s

beauties and blemishes was worrisome to many critics* It ^
is perhaps easier for modern readers, examining It from

a distance of years and a fuller knowledge of Johnson's

personality, to understand* That Johnson speaks of

Shakespeare's defects with an almost repellent emphasis

many critics would agree* And perhaps even more would

agree that he was needlessly severe* But Shakespeare V

idolatry had already started, and it is almost as if

Johnson, in his scrupulous honesty and his fear of

betraying a prejudice, for Shakespeare, wrote down every
, \,

17Ibid., 312-313,
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defect he could think of to balance the scales of

criticism*

The Qentleman f 3 Magazine for October 1765 con-

tained the shortest but most favorable general comment on

this edition. "Of this work all oommendation is pre-

cluded by the Just celebrity of the author, and the rapid

sale of the impression, which has already made a second

necessary, though it has not been published a month* "-^

Probably the most caustic and unliterary attack

on Johnson's edition of Shakespeare was that of William

Kenrick, which appeared in 1765* The impression to be

gained from reading it is that Kenrick , s] criticism is\

basically Concerned with Johnson the man rather than \y
Johnson the editor of Shakespeare, although Kenriok uses

the latter to disguise the former* The entire review

reeks of personal animosity toward Johnson* Kenriok

justifies his review by saying that

the Reviewer begs leave to express his motives for
writing in the words of an ingenious author* who
stood exactly in the same predicament* f I thought
it a piece of justice due to the memory of Shake-
speare* to the reputation of letters In general* and
of our English language in particular* to take some
public notice of a performance* which, I am sorry
to say, hath violated all these respects* ilad this
been done by a common hand, I had held my peace}
and left the work to that oblivion, whioh It
deserves; but when it came out under the sanction of
a great name, that of a gentleman, who had by other
writings, how justly I. shall not £nos/ examine,
obtained a great reputation for learning; it became
an affair of some consequence; as chimerical
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conjectures and gross mistakes might by these means
be propagated for truth among the ignorant and
unwary; and that be established for the genuine
text, nay, the genuine text amended too which is
neither Shakespeare's nor English. • • •'

The Reviewer is well aware that Dr. Johnson's
self-sufficiency may suggest a more sinister view
y^Than that avowed in Kenrick's title: to defend the
t"ext of Shakespeare from the persecution of his
commentators/* For, he doubts not, that gentleman
thinks of himself, what he has said of Dr. Warburton,
that he has 'a name sufficient to confer celebrity
on those who can exalt themselves into antagonists';
and hence he may possibly impute the present work to
the motive which he insinuates to have actuated the
opponents of that writer.*9

Kenrick speaks disparagingly of pensions and says

that the fact of Johnson's being a pensioner and Warburton's

being a bishop does not make them immune to critical at-

tacks, that the republic of letters is a perfect democracy,

where merit and ability alone get advancement, and that

even a king may envy in vain the literary talents of lesser

men. Throughout his introduction, Kenrick keeps person^

ality J^_the^ore^round*

Is it. • .then, to be wondered at, that a
private J-ndiYidual, like Samuel Johnson, should be ^^
even preposterously elated at finding that homage
paid to him, whioh ha3 been in vain solicited by
sovereigns, and is refused even to the King on his
throne? Graduated by universities, persloned by his
prince, and surrounded by pedagogues and poetasters,
he finds a grateful odour in the incense of adulation;
while admiring booksellers stand at a distance, and
look up to him with awful reverence, bowing the knee
to Baal.20

19Reyiew, pp. iv-v.

^Ibid., pp. v-xi.
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Kenrick Insinuates that Johnson's high reputation

is unmerited, says It Is perfectly legitimate to criticize

him severely, and continues his diatribe on Johnson's

personality, though he definitely calls attention to

Johnson's deficiencies as an editor*

Ought we to contribute to this injustice, for
fear of depriving an impostor of the reputation
on which he plumes himself, and to which he hath
no well-founded pretensions?. • •

Dr* Johnson, having acted in the outrage he
hath committed on Shakespeare, just like other
sinners, not only by doing those things he ought
not to have done, but by leaving undone those
things he ought to have donej his sins of omission
are not less important, though much more numerous,
than those of commission* • • • The Reviewer, how-
ever, cannot be supposed here to have given a
compleat commentary himself; indeed he hath been
able only to include in the following sheets some
remarks on the glaring blunders and defects that
occur in this new edition; of which such wonderful
things were promised and expected; and to which,
having seen the prophecy fulfilled, we may apply,
with as much justice as ever it was applied to any
thing, that well-known quotation from Horace*

'Quid dignum tanto feret hie promissor hlatu?
Parturiunt montes; nascetur ridioulus musJ '<&

The entire review is written with sarcasm and

irony. Kenrick accuses Johnson of undue severity on

Theobald and other editors of Shakespeare*22 Here, it

is obvious, Kenrick chose not to credit Johnson's state-

ment about his treatment of other editors* Johnson owned

that he was indebted to all of Shakespeare's former

21Ibid,« pp. xii-xvi*

22Ibid ., p. 2.
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editors for "assistance and information"; he also

declared that not one of these editors "has left Shakem

speare without improvement

,

tt23 jf Johnson was unduly

severe on some of these editors, he was not aware of it,

for he wrote, "They have all been treated by me with

candour, which they have not boon careful of observing

to one another. "24 Kenrick wishes Johnson would give his

reasons for deviating from Theobald where that editor

apparently has the correct text* While commenting on

The Tempest

»

Kenrick makes fun of Johnson's belief in

ghosts. He says he believes Johnson was authority-mad

for making alterations in Shakespeare's text without

giving his reasons. He Is hitting at Johnson 1 s Latlnate

diction when he observes that Shakespeare may not have

written grammar, but that he did write English* In an

extremely trivial piece of criticism, he disagrees with

Johnson's note on these lines of Miranda:

" 'The strangeness of your story put
Heaviness in me* '"25

Some of Johnson's notes are needless, Kenrick

contiues* That is, they explain things that neod no

explaining* Here again Kenrick ignores, either

2gWorks of Samuel Johnson * II, 125.

24Ibid *. 126.

25Review* pp* 2-7#
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unwittingly or on purpose, Johnson's acknowledgment In

the "Preface" that

After the labours of all the editors, I found
many passages which appeared to me likely to ob-
struct the greater number of readers, and thought
it my duty to facilitate their passage. It is
impossible for an expositor not to write too little
for some, and <;oo much for others* • .how long
soever he may deliberate, /he/ will at last explain
many lines which the learned will think impossible
to be mistaken, and omit many for which tho ignorant
will want his help.26

Johnson, Kenrick charges, adopts the opinions of Thomas

Edwards, author of Canons of Criticism, and Warburton

without mentioning their names or works. Once more

Kenrick has disregarded the "Preface," wherein Johnson

makes a comprehensive apology if he has failed to give

another editor credit for a note. Kenrick also asserts

Johnson treats Warburton "scurvily" in the "Preface."27

It was doubtless easier for him to say this than to

prove it.

Johnson's oritical remarks almost never appear

apt to Kenrick, who pounces on the slightest ground for

hostile analysis. Commenting on Launce's conversation

with his dog in Two Gentlemen of Verona, Kenrick takes

issue with Johnson's note and complains: "What curst

26Works of Samuel Johnson. II, 127#

27Review, pp, 7, 12.
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curs are crabbed critics, and carping commentators; who

are ever contentious for a bone to pick; yet when they

have got one, cannot help snarling at those who afford

it them*" 28 He also ridicules Johnson's critical ability

on passages in A Midsummer Night's Dream : "It is very

common with Dr. Johnson, when his critical sagacity is at

fault, to suppose a chasm in the text, to excuse his having

lost scent of the poet's meaning."8® He questions whether

Johnson or Warburton read a certain scene through with

any attention, their comments on it being so poor.3**

Various passages in Measure for Measure cause

Kenriok to differ with Johnson. Regarding Warburton 1 s

note on the lines,

"»Thy best of rest is sleep,
And that thou oft provok'st; yet grossly fear'st
Thy death which is no more, ,n

Johnson had written:

Here Dr. Warburton might have found a sentiment
worthy of his animadversion. I cannot, without
indignation, find Shakespeare saying, that death
is only sleep, lengthening out his exhortation by
a sentence which in the friar is impious, in the
reasoner is foolish, and in the poet is trite and
vulgar. I

Kenrick answers with a blast at Johnson's criticism and

character:

88Ibid., p. 17.

89Ibld». pp. 18-19.

5 lbid., p. 21.
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Nor can I, Dr. Johnson, without equal Indignation*
find you misrepresenting Shakespeare, and thenoe
taking occasion to condemn him for what ho is not
culpable; lengthening out your censure with impu-
tations that, being false in themselves, appear as
invidious in the man, as they are contemptible in
the critlo. 31

Kenrick accuses Johnson of expunging some words

because having no sense of humor, he did not perceive the

joke they were involved In. Many of his interpretations,

avers Kenrick, are thus unclear and farfetched, "grub-

street annotations

.

n32 ^
Kenrick loses no opportunity of impressing his

readers with Johnson's plagiarism*

I doubt not but my readers have already observed
that, when Dr. Johnson's sentiments coincide with Dr.
Warburton's, he does not chuse to hazard them for
his own; as he does when they agree with those of
Edwards, and some others. But, for fear they should
be wrong, ho takes advantage of the verb urn sacordotls,
and skulks behind the name of WARBURTON.oo

In his rage to throw aspersions on Johnson's

character as well as his scholarship, Kenrjj^.fxeajaent]^

contradicts himself; as when he says that Johnson is a

careless commentator and then a few pages later says he

is constantly on the watch to catch Shakespeare tripping.34

Kenrick 's next criticism is one which Johnson's

51Ibid., pp. 26-27.

32Ibid., pp. 33, 36.

33lbid., pp. 36-37.

^Ibid.. pp. 37, 44.
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antagonists hurled at him for his Lives as well as his

Shakespeare : "I cannot help remarking, that it is some-

what singular to find our editor so extremely remi3s and

negligent in illustrating the beauties of Shakespeare,

and so very diligent in discovering his faults."35

Johnson's note on a conversation between Lucio

and the Duke in Measure for Measure elicits this slight

from Kenrick on his character: "Surely Dr. Johnson must

have invidiously sought oocasion to depreciate the merit

of Shakespeare, or he could never have laid hold on so

groundless a pretext to cavil either at his inattention

or want of memory. "36 Kenrick objects to Johnson's

calling a "varlet poet" whether in jest or in the

antiquated sense of the word (yoeman).37

In several speeches from The Merchant of Venice

Johnson suggests a reading which Kenrick disagrees with.

The following speech by Launoelot is one source of this

disagreement. "'Launoelot. Looking on his palm. Well,

if any man in Italy have a fairer table, which doth offer

to swear upon a book. I shall have good fortune. Here's

a small trifle of wives, £cc. »" Kenrick snys Theobald's

^Ibid.. p. 44.

^Ibid., p. 44.

37Ibid., p. 48.
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explanation of this speech is more inexplicable than the

speech itself, yet Johnson includes it, either to swell

his book or serve as a foil to the superior sagacity of

Warburton and himself. In his stricture on Johnson's

note on this passage, he calls into question Johnson*

s

general knowledge*

Dr. Johnson, apparently having a confused idea
of a court of Justice in his hand, confounds the
action of a criminal holding up his hand at the
bar, with that of a witness, qualifying himself
by oath, to give evidence against him.3°

Continuing to throw doubt on Johnson's ability

and qualifications for the office of a critic, Kenrick

affirms that Johnson is much too unskilled In the drama

to take upon himself the authority of censuring the

"foremost man of all this world." Kenrick refutes, to

his own satisfaction, Johnson's note on a speech of the

Duke's, and then says that

(A*t
it is plain. • .that Dr. Johnson has very rashly
and unadvisedly presumed to call Shakespeare

,^ (Jut

unskilful* because he wanted skill himself. I 1/ u*,
"

J

r
shall dismiss this note, therefore, with advising j- ^ cZ^t]
our editor never to wade so far out of his depth —

—

for the future. ... I do not say that Dr.
Johnson may not probably be well skilled in some
things; not that I know that he is well skilled
in any; for, though I have read all his works*
I declare he does not appear to me. • .to be
master of any one science* or any one language*
. . . Not that I deny him to be master of the

SQlbld** pp. 49-51.
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whole circle of sciences* and of all languages
ancient and modern* But, if it be so; if it
be really true 3 as his friends inform me* that
he is possessed of such amazing stores of
literary and scientific knowledge, I cannot help
thinking him extremely culpable, not to say very
ungrateful, to keep them all avariciously to him-
self, and fob off the publio with mere shreds and
patches* How dare Dr* Johnson treat that publio
with so much contempt, which hath done him such'
extravagant honour ? How dare he behaveTo that
public with such imparalcll'd ingratitude, which
hath given him such imparalell Td, such avowed,
such unmerited encouragement? It is true, that
its having done all this is sufficient to give
Dr. Johnson a very mean opinion of Its spirit,
taste and Judgment* But he should have been aware
of carrying the imposition too far; he should not
have presumed to think that this public, tasteless
and Ignorant as he may suppose It, could ever be
prevailed on to grace his waving noddle with a
wreath, irreverently torn from the brows of
Shakespeare l"

This bitter and violent denunciation helps substantiate

one Important aspect of this dissertation: that^ Jojhnson's

c^ntjejopprary reputation rested on his writings; for here

one of his most rabid enemies testifies, long before

Boswell's Life came out or Johnson had attained such

prominence as a conversationalist,^ that the publio has

39 Ibid*, pp# 51, 54-55.

*Olt is true that later in the Review Kenrick
also says that for ten years Johnson's bon mots have been
constantly repeated in society* This, however, should
not be mistaken for the reputation which came after
Johnson received his pension and was thenceforth much
sought for in society* In addition, it should not be for-
gotten that Boswell's records of Johnson's conversation
put the final touohes on that aspect of his reputation*
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done him "extravagant honour" ani given him "imparalell'd"

and "avowed" encouragement. Kenrick gives the impression

that he is unaccountably alone in his detestation of

Johnson and his works*

Kenrick now assumes the role of a miles gloriosua

defending Shakespeare and in that guise spews more

splenetic critical venom at Johnson.

The self-sufficient, the arrogant, Dr. Johnson
may possibly conceive, that the zeal, with which the
very name or Shakespeare inspires me, is counter-
feited; and that I express myself thus warmly, to
provoke him to a reply. No, Dr. Johnson, you cannot
reply. I must Join in that deference, which I
think the world hath undeservedly paid you, so far
as to own, that I should never have presumed to
publish anything against Dr. Johnson, that I had not
good reason to think UNANSWERABLE. It is Indeed
prudential in you to make a virtue of necessity,
and previously to give out, that you will not do
what you have so much reason to think you can not
do. Yet you have your satellites, your light-
troops; you may send them out to harass the enemy
whom you dare not encounter. But, as I am no
farther your enemy than as you are Shakespeare's,
send who you will, as many as you will; I will
underTalce, under so gallant a leader, to rout an
army of scribblers, to crush a myriad of cookie-
shell critics in his cause.41

Kenrick frequently ridicules Johnson's notes on

particular passages and attempts to prove him wrong, ap-

parently resenting the slightest insinuation that Shake-

speare might have erred, changed his mind, etc. Con-

cerning Johnson's opinion that the chief error of

41Review, p. 55.
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Warburton was Ills not penetrating to the bottom of Shake-

speare's meaning, Kenrick says that Johnson means to

insinuate that he not only repaired the faults of

Warburton but that he even went beyond the bottom itself,

and attempted to show that Shakespeare's meaning is

always profound,42

Johnson's personality is repeatedly brought into L^

this review. Regarding a passage in As You Like It,

Kenrick says that Johnson's comment on it is made in his

usual indolent and laconic manner, borrowed from Edwards

and not acknowledged. Johnson gives one of Warburton 's

notes"the highest approbation." Kenrick says Johnson's

memory is at least as bad as Warburton »s and his attention

full as little if he credits this particular note.43

So far removed is Kenrick 's review from the strict

province of literary criticism that one finds frequent

derogatory remarks on Johnson's manners #44

If Kenrick sometimes lapses into silence about

Johnson's general fitness for editing, he soon emerges

and resumes his old line* Aspersions are cast on John-

son's knov/lodge of French as displayed in his translation

42Ibid., pp. 55, 58-60.

4gIbld .. pp. 67-68, 77.

44Ibid. . p. 79.
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of a French author for one of his notes • Nor does he

choose to believe Johnson's basic honesty, for he

derides the claim in the "Preface" that n,not a single

passage. In this whole work, has appeared to him cor-

rupt, which he has not attempted to restore! 1 "45 John-

son commented on a passage from Love's Labors Lost: "*I

cannot think the night of dew the true reading, but know

not what to offer.'" Kenrick says he has as much industry

In defending the text of Shakespeare as Johnson does in

pulling it to pieces. Johnson's known respect for rank

(exemplified by his avoiding the name of Edwards so as

not to offend Warburton) is ridiculed by Kenrick, 46

A seemingly minor detail in The Winter's Tale la

seized upon by Kenrick to furnish him with still more

flaws to quarrel about in Johnson's notes. On one of

these speeches, "'AUT. Oh, that ever I was bom! CLEON.

I' the name of me,'" Johnson writes, "'I believe me

should be blotted out.'" Kenrick replies with a broad-

side of invective on Johnson as an editor.

Here we have another article of Dr. Johnson's
critical creed. It is certain that, whether me be
in or out, is, in this place, of very little

~

consequence; but I so much revere the text of
Shakespeare, that, without I see an absolute

^Ibid., pp. 80-82,

46Ibid., pp. 82, 84-85.
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necessity for it, I will never defile it with a
blot* It seems as if the very name of Johnson
was fated to cast invidious reflections on that
of Shakespeare; as if it was malignantly formed to
absorb the rays diffused by superior lustre, and
enviously to sully, with a reflected gloom, the
fountain of its own light* This scheme of blotting
out was originally suggested by a Johnson; who,
when the players made their boast, in honour of
Shakespeare, that he never blotted out a line,
replied, 'Would he had blotted out a thousand*

'

This was BEN Johnson* who only expressed his wish
that Shakespeare had done, what SAM Johnson boldly
determined to do for him* • • •

If it be not owing to some such antipathy or
invidious influence subsisting between the names of
Johnson and Shakespeare, to what else can we impute
Dr. Johnson's objection to the harmless me in the
above passage !*

If Kenrick had cared to put down another comment about

Shakespeare from Ben Jonson's common-place book (from

which the "blotting" comment came), he might have given

a truer picture of the relation between the names of

Johnson and Shakespeare * Ben Jonson also said: " f I

lov'd the man, and doe honour his memory (on this side

Idolatry) as much as any* '"48

In one play Shakespeare used the printing trade

in a metaphor* Johnson's comment was "'I am glad he

has no hint at an editor* 1 " Kenrick calls this an

awkward attempt &t wit and pleasantry, and is somehow

led by it into a harangue not only about Johnson's

47Ibid., pp. 85-86.

48David Nichol Smith, Shakespeare in the
Eighteenth Century (Oxford, 1928), p. 5*
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editorship, but also his character and personality.

Again, why, Dr. Johnson, art thou glad that
Shakespeare hath no hint at an editor? Dost thou
think he would have thrown out any censures that
might reach thee ? No—that incomparable bard was,
as thou sayest the poet of nature, and drew his
characters from the life: and nature had not
produced in that age so arrogant, and at the same
time so dull an animal, as the present commentator
on Shakespeare* There were pedants and pedagogues,
it is true, in his day; he has depicted an Holo-
fernes and a Sir Hugh Evans* But these were slight
excrescences, mushrooms, champignons, that perished
as the smoke of the dunghil evaporated, which reared
them* A modern editor of Shakespeare is, on the
contrary, a fungus attached to an oak; a male agaric
of the most astringent kind, that while it dis-
figures its form, may last for ages to disgrace the
parent of its being*

But, to lay aside metaphor, not Burgerdischius,
Gronovious, nor any one of the whole tri.be of Dutoh
commentators, from the first of them to the last,
hath proceeded through his author with more phlegm
and frigidity, than Dr* Johnson hath gone through
Shakespeare •*»

A footnote at this point drags Warburton into this torrent

of character vilification, inadequately disguised as

literary criticism*

And here lies the difference between Dr* Warburton
and Dr* Johnson, whose commentaries I place both on a
footing with regard to their utility, as they are
themselves pretty equal with respect to that arrogance
with which they have treated the public, the living
patrons of Shakespeare* In the commentary of Dr*
Warburton, however, we have all the fire and spirit
of a restif imagination, bridled in by as perverse
an understandings whereas, in that of Dr* Johnson,
we see but too plainly the waywardness of senescenoe
struggling with the weakness of puerility*

49Keview, pp # 87-80*
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It may be thought strange that I should treat
Dr. Johnson's pretensions to wit so contemptuously,
when it is notorious that Ms bon uots have been
constantly repeated for these ten years past in
taverns and in coffeehouses, at dinners, and over
tea-tables, to the great gratification of his
admirers, and the edification of their hearers. 5^

The footnote ends here, and Kenrick resumes his attack on

Johnson the crltlca

It is hard to say, indeed, who is the dullest
scholiast of the dullest writer of antiquity. But
Dr. Johnson has the singular honour of being the
dullest annotator on the brightest of all those who
have succeeded the revival of letters.**

Occasionally Kenrick speaks specifically of

Shakespeare's text and Johnson's notes. When In The

Winter's Tale Autolycus says, "'Let me pocket up my

pooler's excrement. • • •'" Johnson comments that he

does not know what Shakespeare means by pedler's excrement

.

Kenrick writes: nNol Then, give me leave to tell you, Dr.

Johnson, you know too little, or are much too indolent urh

and inattentive to undertake a commentary on Shakespeare. w52

He then explains this term.

Kenrick criticizes Johnson's note on the following

passage from The Merry WlveB of Windsor .

'MRS. PAGE. • .he will print them out of doubt,
for he cares not what he puts into the press, when

^Ibid., p. 88n.

61lb Id. « pp., 88-90,

52lbId., p. 92.
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he would put ua two.*
Having charged Dr. Johnson. • .with passing

over difficult passages, and displaying ^his/
sagacity on those which are obvious, I cannot pass
over an instance of the latter k,.nd, on the passage
before me. 5**

He then scoffs at Johnson's note on press *

Commenting on a passage in the "Preface" which

describes the nature of Johnson's work, Kenrick makes a

rather startling admission of Johnson's understanding the

job of an editor, but he hastily nullifies it.

We see here that Dr. Johnson knew very well what
was to be done, if he had but had abilities, industry,
or good-will enough to do it. Indeed, he hath some-
times succeeded pretty well in doing all that he hath
here described, except in one little particular, and
that is producing the true reading ; this he hath done
so very seldom, that we could very readily have
excused him, if he had displayed even more ostentation,
had he given us but a proportionate quantity more of
truth. 5*

Kenrick disapproves of Johnson's saying that

Shakespeare took a certain Latin phrase from Lyly rather

than Terenoe, and petulantly accuses him of not adopting

anything that might do the least honor to Shakespeare*55 L**

Johnson says he is afraid that in a certain speech

ln Much Ado Shakespeare intended a poor conceit, upon the

wcrd hero . Kenrick says Johnson is expressing his hope

rather than his fear and is attempting to lessen

53Md., pp. 98-99.

54Ibid., pp. 101-102.

55Ibid., p. 105.
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Shakespeare in the esteen of his readers by misinter-

preting the text.

For my part, I shall think Shakespeare always
innocent, till I can prove him guilty; and it had
better become you, as his editor, to have done so
too; and not to have oloathed thus your injurious
suspicions in the specious garb of tenderness and
friendship,56

Kenrick accuses Johnson of sticking closely to

Warburton f s notes,

^

7 and working over Theobald's so as

to make them appear his own. He declares that

though Dr. Johnson hath made very few discoveries
of his own, he hath discovered the method of making
more of Theobald's at second hand, than ever the
author could do, when they were spick and span new»58

Every one of Kenrick's criticisms has not been

listed here. Even of those that have, many are extremely

picayunish, and Johnson's notes which occasioned them have

often been omitted. On fourteen plays he made seven-five

comments, only one of which was favorable. The comments

included in this chapter seem the most representative,

the lengthiest, and the most important. While it is easy

to see that a very great part of the criticism is of a

non-literary character, the literary objections whioh

Kenrick makes to Johnson's edition may be summed up

briefly: |J_JTohnson misunderstood Shakespeare, failed to O^

56Ibld.. p. 111.

57Ibid., p. 116.

58Ibld., p. 130.
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Illustrate him, and attempted to besmirch his fame; there

Is an air of superiority about the work; and there are

many groundless emendations. That Kenrick went outside

the pale of literary criticism and even common decency

Is but too apparent In his review. Boswell says that he

was not without considerable merit, but that he wrote

with so little regard to decency, principles, and decorum,

and so hastily "that his reputation was neither extensive

nor lasting."59 Two more references will perhaps give

additional credit to this statement. Hannah More received

a letter from J. Langhorne dated February 11, 1776, which

contained this sentence? "I hear you have had the honour

to be abused by Kenrick; I think nothing would hurt me so

much as such a fellow* s praise—I should feel as if I

had a blister upon me." 60 And on January 20, 1774, George

Steevens had written to Garrlck about Kenrlck's lectures

on Shakespeare:

I foresaw It would be Improper for me to attend
at Dr. Kenrick^ lecture, though I have sent to

subscribe to it, in return for the ticket he gave

me. It would not become me to hear any reflections
thrown on Dr. Johnson, who has done me the very
singular honour of permitting my name to stand in

the same title page with his own. 61

I. 607,

53Llfe, I, 498.

^Roberts, Memoirs of. . .Hannah More, I, 24.

61David Garrlck, Private Correspondence (1831),
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This letter illustrates also something of the regard

which Johnson f s contemporaries had for his writing as a

whole and for this particular work. If Johnson were

known only as a great conversationalist and an eccentric

character, an outstanding Shakespearean scholar would

hardly feel "singularly honoured" to have his name appear

on the same title page.

Apropos, when Johnson and Steevens 1 edition of

Shakespeare appeared, the Critical Review for December

1773 paid a special compliment to Johnson for his part

in the work.

On the whole, this edition of the works of
Shakespeare is the most elaborate and explanatory
of any that has hitherto been published; and af-
fords an instance of the happy success resulting
from the united efforts of commentators of distin-
guished abilities. Dr. Johnson has displayed, in
tills revisal, suoh Ingenuity, and accuracy of just / i^
conception, as render the present annotations a /

valuable addition to his former remarks on the
subject.62

An anonymous contributor to the Gentleman *s

Magazine, August 1775, thought Johnson appeared to good

advantage as a critic and commentator in his edition of

Shakespeare*

Dr. Johnson, who lias merited so highly of the
public by an edition of Shakespeare, which does
equal honour to his abilities as a critic and as a

\fc

^XXXVI, 416.
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commentator, has, I think, notwithstanding his
general accuracy, been inadvertently betrayed
into some trivial errors .63

James Callender 's Deformities of Johnson was
| y

primarily a criticism of the Dictionary* but some space

is given to most of Johnson's other works* The criticism

of the edition of Shakespeare is neither extensive nor

profound, but it does serve to demonstrate the type of

criticism which was most often employed by Johnson's

antagonists. Callender quotes Johnson's strictures on

Theobald (Johnson had called him ostentatious, mean,

faithless, petulant, weak, ignorant, etc.) and asserts

that Johnson does not show how Theobald was this way. l^
According to Callender, Johnson contradicts himself in

saying that Theobald rectified many errors and in the

very next line saying that what little he did was com-

monly right. To prove the inconsistency in Johnson's

criticism of Shakespeare, Callender quotes these lines,

then comments on them.

'In his (Shakespeare's) tragic scenes there is
always something wanting . • • • • 'He has scenes
of undoubted and perpe"Eual excellence. • * •

'

'In hie comic beerie s he is seldom very successful,
when he engages his characters in reciprocations
of smartness, and contests of saroasm; their ideas
are commonly £ross_, and their pleasantry licen-
tious.' This accusation is cruel and unjust, as

63XLV, 368-369.
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all the world knows already. But a great part of
that preface in an incoherent jumble of reproach
and panegyrick* If any thing can be yet more
faulty than what we have just now seen, it 1b what
follows: 'Whenever he (Shakespeare) solicits his
invention, or strains his faculties, the offspring
of his throes is tianour (!• e. puffy grandur),
meanness , tediousness . and obscurity » His decla-
mations or set speeches are com aonly cold and weak *

'

The set speeches (as the Doctor elegantly terms""
them)' of Petruohio, of Jacques, of Wolsey, and of
Hamlet, are perhaps neither cold nor weak. The
conclusion of this period is worthy of such a
beginning; he mentions certain attempts from which
Shakespeare 'seldom escapes without the pity or the
resentment of his reader* ' To feel resentment
against so great a man because his writings are not
every where equal, is an idea highly becoming the
generosity of Dr» Johnson. 64

Regarding the passage In Johnson's "Preface"

wherein he derides all stages besides Shakespeare's for

impossible and fantastic situations and actions brought

about by love, Callander writes: "He very fairly denies

every degree of merit, to every dramatic writer, of

every age or nation, Shakespeare alone excepted. What

can be more ridiculous than this? "65 in fine, Callender

says that Johnson plundered everything valuable from all

his predecessors in the editing of Shakespeare but that

his performance was reoeived with general disregard.

Johnson's "Preface" is the particular object of censure.

Callender accuses Johnson of a special malignity towards

Theobald, saying that he persecuted the name of Theobald

with the most rancorous spirit of revenge, even in the

^Deformities, pp. 38-40. ^Ibid.. pp. 46-47.
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Life of Pope *66

Malone wrote to Bishop Percy on September 30,

1783, telling him of an attack on the Johns on-Steevens

edition of Shakespeare, In which Malone, Percy, Johnson,

Steevens, Tyrwhltt, and others were "abused very liberal-

ly. M This attack was Joseph Rltson f s Remarks. . .of the

Last Edition of Shakespeare

»

at the end of which were

proposals for a new edition* Malone calls It a "very

Impudent and scurrilous pamphlet" and a very dull one.

Kits on' s principal charge Is that not a single play has

ever been duly collated and that particularly the Seoond

Folio has been neglected* Malone says he considered

answering him, but Johnson and Steevens thought it better

not to notice him at all, and as it turned out, this was

the best policy, for probably not fifty copies of the book

were sold*67

Ritson begins his attack on Johnson by criticizing

him sharply as an editor*

'I, 1 says dr* Johnson, 'collated such copies as
I could procure, and wished for more (l)J 1 'I

collated* • *all ^Jhe folios7 at the beginning, but
afterwards used only the first (2)* 1 He must be

66Ibld *, p. 82*

67The Percy Letters* ed* David Nichol Smith,
Cleanth Brooks, et al * The Correspondence of Thomas
Percy and Edmond Malone, ed* Arthur Tlllotson (Louisiana
State University Press, 1944), I, 6-11.

V
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very hardy, Indeed, that dares give a flat contra-
diction to such positive assertions as these from
so respectable a character* But the cause of
Shakspeare and truth obliges one to say that the
learned writer is certainly mistaken. The text of
his own edition, the notes of mr. Steevens, and, in
some respect, the remarks In the following sheets,
will prove that he never collated any one of the
folios, no not a single play, or at least that of
his collations he has made little or no use* That
he picked out a reading here and there from the
old editions, is true: all his predecessors did the
same: but this is not collation . So much for dr.
Johnson. 68

Like Kenrick, Ritson also censures Johnson's

treatment of other editors of Shakespeare, implying that

he toadied to the great. U^
Jt were to be wished that dr. Johnson had shewn

somewhat less partiality to pride of place; for ^
though he professes to have treated his predecessors
with candour, Theobald, the best of Shakspeares
editors, experiences as much scurrility and injustice
at hi3 hands, as Hanmer and Vtfarburton, the worst of
them, do deference and respect. For this, however,
the learned critic might have his private reasons,
which, es they could scarcely have justifyed his
conduct, he did right to conceal.69

That Johnson had treated Warburton respeotfully

and deferentially seems to have been the popular opinion,

although the Bishop himself did not think so, if we may

judge from an excerpt of Malone's letter to Peroy on

llarch 21, 1809. Speaking of Warburton and Hurdis cor-

respondence, Malone writes:

^Remarks, pp. iii-iv.

69Ibid., p. vii.
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In both their opinions Johnson's Notes on
Shakespeare are not only very frivolous, but very
impudent in attacking Warburton, while all the rest
of the world thought he was much too lenient and
respectful towards him; and the Bishop writing on
the 28th of October 1765, only three days after
Johnson's book had appeared, had not the candour
to say one word concerning his preface, one of the
finest compositions in our language.'1^

After the general criticisms in his preface,

Rltson turns his attention to Johnson's comments on

individual plays* He deolares that Johnson's statement

that The Merry Wives of Windsor should be read between

the second part of Henry IV and Henry V is wrong; it can-

not be introduced there without the most flagrant impro-

priety,^ Johnson's interpretation of a certain line in

Two Gentlemen of Verona* he brands puerile quibbling*7**

In his analyses of the various readings Ritson frequently

agrees with Johnson. Regarding the various editors'

reading of the folios, Ritson says: "Mr* Theobald does

not appear to have inspected the first folio: dr* John-

son has, evidently, looked neither into that nor into

any of the rest." Ritson says that Johnson has given a

quotation from a stanza of Sir Henry Wotton in an Inac-

curate and corrupted state

»

73 In a passage from A Ilid-

7QThe Percy Letters* I, 249.

^Remarks, p. 3*

^Ibld.. P* 11»

(/

73Ibid*. pp. 36-37.
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summer Night's Dream Johnson says mln lock or mlnnoklna

now mliu:. is a nice trifling girl* Ritson thinks the

quarto should road mamuock. a huge misshapen thing*?*

Certain of Johnson's interpretations incur the

critical wrath of Ritson., who thinks it a pity Johnson

does not bettor understand tho language upon which he

professes to comment*'7*' Ritson continues* In one place

Johnson increases the absurdity of a nonsensical passage

by transferring some linos to another speaker*?6 He

conjectures that several lines of a certain passage in

Macbeth wore interpolated by a player* Later he feels he

has perhaps erred in this judgment* YJhy then did he con-

tinue to reprint it? His interpretation of the speech of

the three murderers of Banquo is MA comment which there

are few besides the learned author that would not have

been ashamed to repeat*"77

Commentators like Ritson connot concern them-

selves with the business at hand, but must drag in other

of Johnson's works* Ritson had expressed contempt of tho

Dictionary when quarreling about mlnapkin .
73 He now

makes a sarcastic reference to Johnson's statement in

U

74Ibld*. pp. 43-44.
75Ibld.* p. 69.
76Ibld*. p. 70.
77Ibld *. pp. 73-75.
78Ibld*. p. 44.
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A Journey to the Western Islands of Sootland that when

the Scotch had not dail to eat, they probably have

nothing.79

Ritson hammers away at Johnson's criticism.

Regarding a comment on a line in Love's Labors Lost , he

says: "The learned critic seems to think himself intitled

to an exclusive privilege of corrupting the authors lan-

guage. ,,ao Johnson censures Shakespeare for UBing rapier

in Richard II since it was not introduced into England

until two centuries later. He should offer proof of this,

asserts Ritson.8* One of Johnson's alterations in Henry

IV Part I, according to Rltson, is made with very little

reason and against all authority.82 Another speech in

the Bame play ("K. Henry, such a plain king") draws this

from Ritsom

»I know not,' says dr. Johnson, 'why Shakepeare
now gives the king nearly such a oharaoter as he
made him formerly ridicule in Percy . ' It would be
much less difficult for the reader to remove the
cause of the learned commentators ignorance, than
it would be for him to point out the passage in
which Peroy is ridiculed.Q3

A number of minor details keep Ritson quibbling \^y

about Johnson's commentary. Johnson states in his notes

79 lbId., p. 78,

80Ibid., p. 82.

81lb id ., p. 86.

82lbId., p. 91.

83Ibid., p. 113.
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on Henry IV Part I that the Temple was an asylum from

violence, revenge, and bloodshed. RItson observes,

"The learned commentator deals more In words than In

knowledge* The Temple was thon, as it is now, the

residence of students in the law."84 Ritson writes of

a Johnson interpretation in the first part of Henry VI :

"Such nonsense as no one but dr. Johnson would have been

confident enough to produdej and whioh not even dr. John-

son could understand.

"

85

Johnson ! s change of the reading of a passage in

Rioaard III causes Ritson to laments "And thus are the

words and meaning of Shakspeare altered, corrupted, and

injured through the indolence and presumption of his

editors and commentators."8^

On the line from Henry VTII. "'Our content is our

best having, 1 " Johnson says having means here possession

—in Spanish hazienda. This apparently well-intended

note evokes from Ritson the harshest reproof.

People generally Introduce scraps of a foreign
language to shew their knowledge: the commentator
brings this merely to display his want of it. • • •

Indeed, 'the professed critic, in order to furnish
his quota to the bookseller, may write notes of

84lb id ., pp. 114-115.

85Ibid., p. 116.

86Ibld.. p. 134.
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nothing » that is notes which either explane things
which do not want explanation, or such as do not
explane matters at all, but merely fill up so much
paper: a canon, of which dr. Johnson has availed
himself pretty much in the manner of his predecessor
dr. Warburton, who sagaciously observes, that friends
of my soul is a Spanish phrase: Amlgo de mi alma .

Query, which of these two professed critics has dis-
played the most learning and acuteness?87

Regarding Johnson's criticism of Julius Caesar*

Ritson avov/s:

The characters or dogmatical criticisms sub-
joined by the above learned philosopher at the end
of each play are generally (as in the present
instance) as unjust in theirselves, as injurious to
the immortal author; and, in many cases, could only
proceed from one who either had not read t he drama
reviewed, or, from some natural defect, was insen-
sible of its beauty and merit.88

Ritson observes that when Johnson wishes to write

a note on a passage whereon a much better note has al-

ready been written, he begins by ridiculing the note of

his predecessor.89 Of a particular Johnson note, Ritson

remarks: "The ingenious and occult annotation is grounded

on and supported by CANON XV. which allows the professed

critic to *explane a difficult passage by words abso-

lutely unintelligible."190

A passage in Hamlet draws Ritson 1 s fire on the

87Ibid., pp. 138-139.

88Ibid ., p. 146.

89Ibld .. p. 147.

90Ibld.. p. 172.

f
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commentaries of both Johnson and Warburton.

To any one acquainted with the language of
Shakspeare and of nature, the sense of this pas-
sage was sufficiently clear* Bishop Warburton
and dr. Johnson, out of the abundance of their
misunderstanding, have done every thing in their
power to confound it. 9*

Johnson states that no writer has heretofore pointed out

the Immoral tendency of Hamlet's character* Rltson says

this statement is groundless, unwarrantable, and unjust. 9^

Speaking of a passage in Othello, Rltson writes* "Dr.

Johnson, according to his usual custom when there is real

difficulty in a passage, has nothing to propose.

"

93

In the same volume with these Remarks, Rltson

has a supplement, which Is entitled The Quip Modest *

Perhaps the only part of it which is pertinent to this

study is a paragraph which discusses something touched

on in the Remarks, Johnson's criticism of Shakespeare for

introducing a rapier in Richard II *

If Dr* Johnson had been possessed of any
authority, there can be no doubt that he would
have produoed It; but, however confident he may
be in his assertions, no one was ever more igno-
rant of the manners either of Shakspeare 's age or
of the ages preceding it* But ignorant as he was.
It would not have been difficult for him to have
found authorities, which make as little in his
favour as those brought forward in the revised

91Ibid*, p* 191.

92Ibld*, p* 217.

93lbld*. p. 225.
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edition. 94

The Critical Review for August 1783 carried the

following account of Ritson's book:

The reader of this volume must soon observe the
petulance and illhumour of the author* He is anx-
ious to discover the errors of the last editors, and
eager to expose t hem; an established reputation seems
the chief object of his satire; and to have deserved
praise is the most probable method of attracting his
vengeance* The merit of Dr* Johnson is too well
established to be hurt by his unnerved arm* The
learning and the judgment of this respectable com-
mentator are unquestionable; his taste alone seems
deficient; and his comments on Shakespeare, in this
respect, frequently deserve some censure*9

*

In addition to the reviews in the magazines and

books devoted entirely or to some considerable degree to

criticising Johnson's edition of Shakespeare* the opinions

of individuals registered in various other ways provide

considerable information concerning Johnson's contempo-

rary reputation* One of the earliest commentators on

Johnson's editorial ability was Warburton* Johnson had

published some Miscellaneous Observations on Macbeth and

proposals for a new edition of Shakespeare* Warburton*

in the prefaoe to his edition of Shakespeare in 1747,

openly recognizes them as being the work of a capable

94The Quip Modest; a few words by way of Sup-
plement to Remarks. . . . (London* 1780)* p* 20,

(ofltof

95LVI, 83.
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scholar.

'As to all those things which have been pub-
lished under the titles of Essays, Remarks, Obser-
vations, &c. on Shakespeare, if you except some
critical notes, given as a specimen of a projected
edition, and written, as appears, by a uan of parts
and genius, the rest are absolutely below notice.'

Boswell records Johnson's reception of the compliment:

"Of this flattering distinction shewn to him by Warburton,

a very grateful remer.ibranee was ever entertained by John-

son, who said, 'He praised me at a time when praise was

of value to me. 1 "9** This praise probably accounts in

part for the respectful treatment accorded Warburton in

Johnson 's edition of Shakespeare.

There appears in St. James's Chronicle for October

10, 1765, an article by George Colman, on Johnson's edition

of Shakespeare, which came out that morning. After citing

some remarks which he imagines wits will say about John-

son's tardiness in getting his work out, Colman remarked

that "the appearance of any production of Mr. Johnson can-

not fail of being grateful to tho literary world." 1/
Granting Johnson's natural indolence, Colman thinks it

wonderful he lias produced the Dictionary^ the Rambler.

the essays in the Adventurer, the edition of Shakespeare,

and other works.97 He approves Johnson's stand on the

96Life« I, 175.

97Prose, II, 59.
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unities:

There is much good sense, sound criticism, and
fine writing in those observations on the Unities*
• *yet it were to have been wished, that Mr. J* had
in this, as in all other instances rather main-
tained the character of a reasoner, than assumed
that of a pleader*98

Colman thinks Johnson might have endeavored in some

measure to show how far the unities may allowably be

transgressed* "Such an investigation by Mr* J# would

have still enhanced the value of this excellent Preface,

and must have been agreeable to all readers* " He cor-

rects Johnson^ quotation that Shakespeare had little

Latin and no Greek*99 These comments are scant: Colman

had not had a chance to read t he notes on individual

plays*

Boswell f s account of the year 1765 in the Life

bears witness to Dr* Burney's regard for the "Preface" to

Shakespeare and its high rank among Johnson's works* J^-

Mr* Burney having occasion to write to Johnson
for some receipts for subscriptions to his Shak-
speare, which Johnson had omitted to deliver when
the money was paid, he availed himself of that op-
portunity of thanking Johnson for the great pleasure
which he had received from the perusal of his Pre-
face to Shakspeare; whioh, although it excited much
clamour against him at first, is now justly ranked
among the most excellent of his writings #100

L^

98Ibid *. 67.

"ibid ,, 68.

l°°Life, I, 499.
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David Garriok's Private Correspondence contains

letters from two rather obscure commentators respecting

Johnson's edition of Shakespeare. James Clutterbuck wrote

on November 9, 1765; "The blasphemer Johnson shall never I

more be officer of mine; it was like yourself to send me

his preface, for I had rather make ducks end drakes with

my money, than buy his book,"101 On October 27, 1765,

Dr. J. Brown wrote to Garrick expressing a decided anti-

pathy for the coldness of Johnson's criticism.

I have seen some extracts from Johnson's Pre-
face to his 'Shakspeare.' In my humble opinion,
he is as improper a critic for that great poet as ±1^ ^
any that have yet appeared. No feeling or pathos^/ ^/ t

about him I Altogether upon the high horse, and
blustering about Imperial Tragedyl How is this
work relished by the public?102

One prominent literary figure of the eighteenth

century, Mx& Montagu, mentions Johnson's edition of

Shakespeare several times in her correspondence with Mrs.

Carter. In her first comment, made in February 1766, she

praises Johnson's style in the "Preface," suggesting that

its beauty may cause many of his erroneous criticisms to

be credited.

I cannot say I am convinced that Mr. Johnsons
criticisms are just, but I am afraid his talents will
the scale preponderate, as I cannot put into mine the

101I, 207.

102Ibid., 205.
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weight of authority or that prevailing charm of
writing wliioh he can throw into his. • • • He
seems to me to judge amiss when he says this
author has greater genius for comedy than tragedy,
and likewise when he says he wants the pathetick
powers* Johnson begins his preface admirably, but

f
. ,

I think it flags.103 I

^
Another letter in the same year reveals that Mm Montagu

thought Johnson had not properly performed the office of

a critic:

I do not agree with this crltick in some of his
opinions of Shakespear, and when I do not, it will
appear presumption/ to oppose a name of such au-
thority; where we agree he will have express 'd this
opinion with so many more graces of manner and style
that I had better hold my tongue* Both Mr* Pope and
Johnson have written the prettiest essays imaginable
on Shakespear, but I think they have done very little
in shewing his excellencies in particular circum-
stances, and either general encomium or invective, is
to me not properly criticism; both these writers aim
to please rather than to teach* • • • Mr* Johnsons
remarks at the end of Henry the 4th are very short
and by no means such as one should expect from such
a critick* When 1 have put Mr* Popes and Johnsons
essays together I do not mean to represent them as
perfectly similar. Mr* Popes is by far I think the
best composition, but he has only gathered the

i \y/
finest flowers in the Field, Johnson has more nearly
glean»d it, but his preface is not so beautiful as —
the other* His language is laboured, rather too
fine for my taste, who love the negligence of
genius better than the ornaments of study* 104

On October 21, 1766, she elaborates her earlier comments

about Johnson as a critic, this time pronouncing him

lQ5Mrs. Montagu. ..Her Letters and Friendships
from 1762 to 1800 , ed* Reginald Blunt (Boston, n, d.J,
11, 144.

104Ibid., 145.
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qualified for the duties but deficient in their execution.

It is strange that Mr. Johnson should so super-
ficially examine the merits and faults of his authors
plays; he should have said more or said nothing. If ^
he had given attention to the dramatic genius of
Shakespeare he might have done him justice, and I
wonder that he did not enter with pleasure into a
task that seem'd particularly suited to him; he has
taste and learning, therefore is a capable critlck,
he wants invention, he wants strength and vigour of
genius to go through a long original work. I will
own he gives smart correction to former commentators,
but the last commentator deserves the least indul-
gence, as he had more opportunity of seeing the
futility of the thing.lOo

Then, in a letter not dated, she continues on this same

point:

What appears to me deficient is /Johnson's/
examen of the plays , in which he neither enters into
the conduct of the drama nor characters of the per-
sons in a critical manner, and sometimes ascribes
things to them which seem to me totally unjust.^6

Joseph Warton evidently made a disparaging remark

about the edition of Shakespeare, for he wrote to his

brother Thomas on January 22, 1766j "Johnson. • .seemed

cold and indifferent, and scarce said any thing to me;

perhaps he has heard what I said of his Shakespear."107 ^

In commenting upon Hamlet, Voltaire had objected to

Claudius^ being portrayed as a drunkard. Johnson called

105Ibld.. 148.

106Ibid.. 149.

107VVooll. Biographical Memoirs of. .Joseph
Vtarton, p. 312. I have not been able to find out what
this was.
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such objections the "petty cavils of petty minds,"108

Voltaire replied in the Dictionaire Phllosophique,109

This translation of his reply is from the Gentleman's

Magazine , September 1771; in it Voltaire criticizes

Johnson because he apparently sanctions the lack of

decorum on Shakespeare's stage,
i±o /

I have cast ray eyes on an edition of Shake-
spear by the Sieur Samuel Johnson. 1 there find
that he treats as fools those foreigners who are
astonished, that, in the pieces of this great
Shakespear, A Roman Senator should act the buffoon,

and a King appear o.i the stage like a drunkard,

I am loath to suspect the Sieur Johnson of
being an arch wag, and of loving too much wine; but
I think It very extraordinary, that he should reckon
buffoonery and drunkenness among the beauties of
tragedy* the reason which he gives for it is no
less singular. The poet, he says, disdains ac-
cidental distinctions of situations and countries,
like a painter, who, satisfied with having drawn"
the figure neglects the drapery . The comparison
would be more just, if he spoke of a painter, who,
in a noble subject, should introduce some ridiculous
fancies; who, in the battle of Arbella, should draw
Alexander the Great mounted on an ass, and the wife
of Darius drinking with some suttlers in an ale-
house ,-LJ.u

George Steevens, who revised Johnson's Shake-

speare, sent to Garrick on Deoember 3, 1772, some papers

"which are to announce the birth, or (not to speak pro-

fanely) the regeneration of Dr, Johnson's Edition to the

1Q8Works of Samuel Johnson, II, 84,

109Boswell, Life, I, 499 n. 1.

110XLI, 392,

i rji~»-^
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world."*11 Three years later he wrote Garrick again

regarding the same work and its important position in

Shakespearean scholarship* He readily acknowledges that

to say the truth, the errors of Warburton and
Johnson are more often meritorious than such cor-
rections of them as the obscure industry of Mr.
Parmer and myself can furnish. Disdaining crutches,
they have sometimes had a fall; but it is my duty
to remember, that I, for my own part, could not have
kept on my legs at all without them,11**

An earlier letter to Garrick mentions Jolinson's praise of

Hamlet for variety and Steevens* assertion that variety

is often impertinent and always languishing on the stage*

Steevens adds that in spite of all Johnson has said on

the subject of tragi-comedy, he can never be thoroughly / /-

reconciled to it.113

Tom Davies, in his Life of Garrick. expresses the

opinion that Johnson is the best commentator on Shake-

speare,

A gentleman, supposed to be an intimate friend
of Mr, Garrick, and a professed admirer of Shake-
speare, one who, by a careful perusal of all the
old dramatic writers, and other authors who lived
in the days of Elizabeth and James the First, has
very happily restored, in numberless places, the
genuine text of the admired poet; but even this is
not doing him justice; for, by uncommon sagacity of
discernment and quickness of apprehension, he has
explained some of the most obscure and desperate

iiiaarrick, Private Correspondence * I, 501,

112Ibid., II, 130,

113Ibld., I, 451,
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passages in the same writer: this commentator is
second only to Dr. Johnson; he indeed, by the force
of his genius, and without the assistance of old
writers and old plays, has given a fuller and better
interpretation of his author, and rendered his text
more beneficial to the common reader than all the
interpreters of Shakespeare put together.*!4

Malone, the unnamed "gentleman" to whom Davies

was probably referring, in the Preface to his edition

of Shakespeare, 1790, praises Johnson's edition in the

highest terms and calls special attention to the "Preface"

and the commentary.

At length the task of revising these plays was
undertaken by one, whose extraordinary powers of mind,
as they rendered him the admiration of his contempo-
raries, will transmit his name to posterity as the
brightest ornament of the eighteenth century; and
will transmit it without competition, it we except a
great orator, philosopher, and statesman /^urke/, now
living, whose talents and virtues are an honour to
human nature. In 1765 Dr. Johnson , s edition, which
had long been Impatiently expected, and was given to
the publick, His admirable preface, (perhaps the
finest composition in our language,) his happy, and
in general Just, characters of these plays, his
refutation of the false glosses of Theobald and
Warburton, and his numerous explications of involved
and difficult passages, are too well known, to be
here enlarged upon; and therefore I shall only add,
that his vigorous and comprehensive understanding
threw more light on his authour than all his predeces-
sors had done .115

Adam Smith is another who speaks of the "Preface" \y^

in extremely complimentary terms; he calls it "the most

manly piece of criticism that ever was published in any /_-,

114II, 215-216.

ed. Edmond
lxix.

115The Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare.
nd Malone \ London, 1790 J, I, part I, lxvili-
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country* "116

Samuel Peggo, author of Anecdotes of the English

Language (reviewed In the Gentlonan ' a Magaz ine

.

February

1803), does not entertain a high opinion of Johnson's

scholarship and gives this harsh general estimate of

his criticisms "'Criticism is equally {with, lexico-

graphy/ out of Dr. Johnson's line. His Notes on Shak-

speare are trifling and unsatisfactory, compared with

those of Mr. Steovens. •***"

In his Memoirs Percival Stockdale praises John-

son's "Preface" but censures his failing to mention Gar-

rick in it.

The living, and flourishing, and the departed
GARRICK, were almost equally objects of that envy,
with which Dr. JOHNSON owned that he was tormented.
In a very fine, and masterly preface to his edition
of SHAKESPEARE (a preface, however, which is ex-
tremely discredited by a malignant silence) be makes
not the least mention of that :;reat actor, to whom
SHAKESPEARE owed the complete exhibition, and display
of his glory.118

Johnson's biographers register differing opinions

about the edition of Shakespeare, most of which contain

praise In a greater or lesser degree. One of the earliest

116William Seward, Anecdotes of Some Distinguished
Persons, chiefly of the Present and Two Preceding Cen-
turies {London. 1795-97). V. 151.

*

H^Gent. Mas .. LXXIII, 146.

118Peroival Stockdale, Memoirs (London, 1809), I-
298-299.
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of these opinions is Thonas Tyers*s, which appears in

his Biographical Sketch* Tyers does not consider John-

son a first-rate editor or commentator, but does record

commendation of the "Preface."

/Johns on7 was able to do a great deal In a
little time* Though for collation he was not fit*
• • •

Dr* Campbell* • .pronounced, that the preface
and notes were worth the whole subscription money*
You would think the text not approved or adjusted
by the past or present editions, and requiring to
be settled by the future* It is hoped that the
next editors will have read all the books that
Shakspeare reads a promise our Johnson gave, but
was not able to perform*-*--*-9

William Shaw praises Johnson's commentary*

Johnson's/ notes in various parts of the work*
his explanation of difficult passages* his dovelope*
ment of hidden beauties, his Interpretations of
obscurities, and his candour and ingenuity In re-
conciling inconsistencies, discover no superficial
acquaintance with either men or books* Many think
the text not deserving the commentary, few who are
judges think the commentary at least not equal to
the text.120

Joseph Towers accords both the "Preface" and

the criticism a somewhat guarded commendation*

His edition of SHAKESPEARE. * .perhaps* • .did
not fully answer the expectations of the public; but
many of his notes are valuable, and the short stric-
tures at the end of the several plays are written
with his usual vigour. His preface Is also a com- ^
position of great merit; though there are parts of

119Gent* Mag .* LIV, part II, 905*

120Memoirs, p* 138*

V
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it which have somewhat of affectation, and some-
what of inconsistency; but it contains many fine
passages; and some of the remarks respecting the
unities of time and place are original, acute, and
rational*121

Towers thinks Johnson unjust to Theobald as an editor of

Shakespeare and too partial to Warburton* He also says

Johnson bestows contempt on Warburton's enemies which

they do not deserve*

Sir John Hawkins declares that Johnson's editing

of the plays was below his ability, but gives the "Pre-

face" unqualified praise*

The year 1765 gave to the world an edition of
Shakespeare's dramatic works by Samuel Johnson, the
greatest proficient in vernacular erudition, and one
of the ablest critios of his time* Much had been
expected from it, and little now appeared to have
been performed; a few conjectural emendations of the
text* and some scattered remarks on particular pas-
sages* were all that was presented to our view that
had any pretense to novelty* except some general
observations, which serve to illustrate the beauties
and mark the defects of the several plays* and are
inserted at the end of each*

For the apparent meagreness of the work, the
paucity of the notes, and other evidences of the
editor's want of industry* and indeed unfitness for
the office of a scholiast, so far as it regards the
illustration of the text, some atonement, it must be
confessed, is made by the preface, wherein, as if
the author had reserved himself for one great ef-
fort of his genius, all the powers of eloquence and
critical erudition are displayed* In truth, it is
an essay on dramatic poesy in general, in which, l*-""

with a degree of perspicacity that has never before
been exercised on the subject, he has exhibited the
perfections of his author in a blaze of splendour
that distraots us with its radiance* To attemper
our admiration, he has, however, thought fit to

^J-Essay * pp. 43-44*
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note the slumbers of even tills great genius, his
violations of historical truth, his deviations from
dramatic regularity, his low conceits, and the fre-
quent recurrence of scenes that suspend actions of
importance, and wherever interposed, are excres-
cences; and tills not in a style of perfunctory
disquisition, but with such a degree of asperity
as critics discover when they are criticizing the !

works of a rival* • • •

We are not to suppose that the publication of
Shakespeare* • .would greatly add to the literary
reputation of Johnson| yet such was the character
he had aoqulred by his dictionary, and other of his
writings, that the heads of the university of Dublin
thought him worthy of the highest academical hon-
our**22

Boswell gives a more attractive pioture of John-
i

son's editorial contributions than Sir John, although

he, too, makes some reservations in praising them, while

he corroborates and augments the earlier biographer *a

superlatives on the "Preface •"

In the October of this year ^T765/ he at length
gave to the world his edition of Shakspeare, which,
if it had no other merit but that of producing his
Preface, in which the excellencies and defects of
that immortal bard are displayed with a masterly
hand, the nation would have had no reason to com-
plain* A blind indiscriminate admiration of Shak-
speare had exposed the British nation to the ridi-
cule of foreigners* Johnson, by candidly admitting
the faults of his poet, had the more oredit in
bestowing on him deserved and indisputable praise;
and doubtless none of all his panegyrists have done
him half so much honour* Their praise was, like that
of a counsel, upon his own side of the causex John-
son »s was like the grave, well considered and impar-
tial opinion of the Judge, which falls from his lips
with weight, and is received with reverence* What

122Life. pp. 391-395,
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ho did as a commentator has no small share of
merit, though his researches were not so ample,
and his investigations so acute as they might have
been, which we now oertainly know from the labours
of other able and ingenious criticks who have fol-
lowed him. He has enriched his edition with a
concise account of each play, and of its character-
istick excellence. Many of his notes have illus-
trated obscurities in the text, and placed passages
eminent for beauty in a more conspicuous light;
and he has, in general, exhibited such a mode of
annotation, as may be beneficial to all subsequent
editors.^23

In praising George Steevens' revision of Johnson's edition,

1773, Boswell takes the opportunity again to commend John-

son's work.

His Shakspeare, Indeed, which had been received
with high approbation by the publick, and gone
through several editions, was this year re-pub-
lished by George Steevens, Esq. a gentleman not only
deeply skilled in ancient learning, and of very ex-
tensive reading in English literature, especially,
the early writers, but at the same time of acute
discernment and elegant taste. It is almost unneces-
sary to say that by his great and valuable additions
to Dr. Johnson's work, he Justly obtained consider-
able reputationt

•Divisum imperlum cum Jove Caesar habet. 1124

Arthur Murphy] saw Johnson's edition as a mile-

stone in the history of Shakespearean scholarship, calling \_

it the ground where every subsequent editor had chosen

to build. He especially compliments the eritieiam, de- V^

daring that the general observations at the end of each

play were elegant and precise and that the "Preface" was

123Life, I, 496-497.

124Ibld.» II, 204.
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erudite and full of philosophical criticism.*25

A3 he so frequently did, Robert Andersoh availod

himself of Boswell^ Life for his critical comments.

Interspersed with those of Boswell are some wliioh appear

to be his own. Like so many other writers, Anderson

expresses the highest approbation for the "Preface"; he

is less enthusiastic about Johnson as an editor, but

considers him the best commentator to date on Shakespeare*

It is to be admitted, that he has neither so
fully reformed the text, by accurate collations of
the first editions, nor so fairly illustrated his
author, in his notes, by quotations. • .as has been
done by other able and ingenious critics. ... In
the sagacity of his amendatory criticisms, and the
happiness of his Interpretations of obscure passages,
he surpasses every editor of this poet. ... His
Preface has been pronounced by Mr. Malone, to be the
finest composition in our language; and having regard
to its subject and extent, It certainly would be dif-
ficult to name one possessing a superior claim to
such superlative praise. Whether we consider the
beauty and vigour or its composition, the abundance
and classical selection of its allusions, the just-
ness of the general precepts of criticism, and Its
accurate estimate of the excellencies or defects of
his author, it is equally admirable. He seems to
raise his talents upon a level with those of his
poet, upon whose works he sits as a critical judge,
to rival, by the lustre of his praises, the splen-
dours of the original, and to follow this eagle of
British poetry through all his gyres, with as keen
an eye, and upon es strong a wing. The Preface of
his Dictionary, correct as it is, must yield the
palm of excellence to that prefixed to Ms Shak-
speare; but It yields it only because the subject
was less favourable to the full display of his
powers.*26

^Sfissay. pp. 166-167.

126Life, pp. 141-143.
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There are perhaps several distinct points in

Johnson's Shakespeare which'"drew criticism; two of the

most conspicuous are the editing and the commentary

(including, of course, the "Preface"). The editing had

its detractors and its supporters. Many critics claimed

that Johnson too often adopted the notes of earlier

editors, that he included groundless and absurd emenda-

tions, that he wrote notes where none were needed, that

he had n5t_j^pjpejp^^pJLlated the earliest editions of

the plays, and many more like objections. Other critics

felt that he clarified many passages, illustrated Shake-

speare's beauties better, furnished subsequent editors

with a foundation to build on, and rendered the text of

Shakespeare more beneficial to common readers than all

the Interpreters of Shakespeare put together*

Johnson's criticisms of Shakespeare were fre-

quently attributed to ill-will, envy, Ignorance, and K
similar reasons. Most of the comments on the criticism

dealt with the "Preface." While it is always dangerous

to make generalizations, perhaps it will not be incor-

rect to say that the "Preface" was more admired than any

other feature of the edition. It had its idolators; it

also had its adverse oritios. Chief among the criticisms

of it are the "mixed and inconsistent vein of praise and

censure"; Johnson's opinion of Shakespeare's characters;
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his assertion of Shakespeare's dramatic forte; and the

treatment accorded earlier editors* The admirers of the

"Preface" are lavish in their praise* One calls it the

most manly piece of critioism ever written anywhere; anoti>-

er calls it the finest composition in the English lan-

guage. In particular Johnson's objectivity in examining

Shakespeare* his discussion of the unities* of tragi-

comedy* and of dramatic poesy in general were praised*

If Johnson has been remiss in performing all the

duties of a commentator on Shakespeare* that remissness

cannot be attributed to Ms Ignorance of these duties*

In 1756 he issued Proposals for Printing the Dramatiok

iVorks of William Shakespeare* which set down clearly* and

for the first time, according to Walter Raleigh, 127 the

duties of a Shakespearean commentator and critic: the

complete collation of early editions; the traoing of

Shakespeare's knowledge to its sources; the clarification

of obscurities by carefully studying the language and

customs of Shakespeare's time; the comparison of Shake-

speare's work with that of other great poets* ancient and

modern; and others*128 There are several reasons why

Johnson failed to perform his promises* He himself has

S^Slx Essays on Johnson* p. viii*

128Works of Samuel Johnson, II. 68-76*
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given in the Life of Pope a general statement to cover

failure at any literary task of extended nature.

Indolence, Interruption, business, and pleasure, I

all take their turns of retardation; and every long
work is lengthened by a thousand causes that can,
and ten thousand that cannot be recounted* Perhaps
no extensive and multifarious performance was ever
effected within the term originally fixed in the
undertaker's mind. He that runs against Time has
an antagonist not subject to casualties.!29

For all his failure on these points, the edition

was and has continued to be a significant one. It is

true that with the nineteenth century there came the

romantic approach to criticism and a subsequent neglect

of Johnson's more matter-of-fact, substantial comments .130

Nevertheless, when Macaulay said "it would be difficult

to name a more slovenly, a more worthless, edition of any

great classic, "131 he was by no means expressing the unan-

imous opinion of the period's experts. The Cambridge

Shakespeare. 1863,*32 praised Johnson's "Preface" and

notes as being distinguished by clearness of thought and

diction and by masterly common sense.133 Johnson pre-

ferred drama that was not overloaded with "romantiok

absurdity, or Incredible fictions." But this does not

129Ibid.. XI, 82.

l30RalelGh. Six Essays, p. 84.

131Ibid ., p. 81.

l32
I, xxxvi.

133Boswell, Life. I, 497 n.3.
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mean that ha was blind to romantic beautios: his praise

of the wildness of romance in The Tempo 3

t

and A Midsummer

Mights Dream and the witches' scenes in Hacboth. and Ills

defense of tragi-comedy and Shakespeare's neglect of the W
unities prove tills***

If Johnson had followed his own advice in matters

of textual emendation, he would have incurred considerably! L^

less oriticism than he did. He declared in the "Preface"

8

It has been my settled principle that the reading
of the ancient books is probably true, and therefore
is nob to be disturbed for the sake of elegance,
perspicuity, or more improvement of the sense* • • •

As I practised conjecture more, I learned to
trust it less; and after I had printed a few plays,
resolved to insert none of ray own readings in the
text. Upon this caution I now congratulate myself,
for every day encreases ray doubt of my emendations

.

13&

A good part of Johnson's work on Shakespeare's text con-

sisted in restoring the original readings instead of 1

—-"

Pope's and Warburton's conjectures* Yet sometimes his

admiration for their ingenuity led him to leave their

readings in. Thus he broke his own rule and erred in the

emendation.*56

No definitive study of Johnson's work as an

editor has been done. The best critical opinion today is

that his edition of Shakespeare, with all of its obvious

i

<--

^Raleigh, Six Essays, p. 90.

155Works of Samuel Johns on, II, 131, 134.

l36Raleigh, Six Essays, p. 91.



defects, Is a creditable one* Walter Raleigh In the

twentieth century has observed that a reader of the new

Variorum edition of Shakespeare will soon fall into the

habit of checking Johnson's notes to clear up obscure

passages*13? This may seem strange, for Johnson did not

know as much about Elizabethan literature and manners as

some of the other editors of Shakespeare, nor had his

reading for the Dictionary caused him to examine the

lesser Elizabethan authors who might have displayed more

of the contemporary idion* But his strong attention to

the main idea in the dialogue, his common sense, and his

knowledge of humanity led him straight to Shakespeare's

meaning in many obscure passages, where the philological

and antiquarian commentators missed the meaning in the

maze of their knowledge*138

Johnson was a creative individual* The research

involved in editing Shakespeare did not appeal to him

nearly so much as writing criticisms of Shakespeare's

work* Noah Webster, in criticizing the Dictionary^ said

that when the exhibition of truth depended upon Johnson's

own gigantic powers of intellect, he seldom erred, but

that in the compilation of his Dictionary* he displayed

137Ibid., p. 83.

ls8Ibld** pp. 82-83*
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J a great defect of research,139 This was also the tenor

of mucfcTof the criticism of Johnson's edition of Shake-

speare* His contemporaries realized that he had not

properly collated the earlier editions and that his

knowledge of the Elizabethan period was defective* But

they also recognized the accuracy and aptness of many of

hisLoritical interpretations^ which they felt atoned in

large measure for his mechanical faults as an editor*

We know what Johnson believed to be his chief

literary talent* He told Sir Joshua Reynolds;

'There are two things which I am confident
I can do very well: one is an introduction to any s^
literary work, stating what it is to contain, and
how it should be executed in the most perfect man-
nerj the other is a conclusion, shewing from various —

i

causes why the execution has not been equal to what \x
the authour promised to himself and to the publiokjUQ

\
^

The first of these he did in the Proposals ; the second,

in parts of the "Preface*" He realized and confessed the

imperfection of his work* In the "Preface" he wrote:

"In many /[passages/ I have failed like others /to restore

and Illustrate the text/; and from many, after all my ef-

forts, I have retreated, and confessed the repulse, "1-41

138American Dictionary, p, lxxv.

i^OBoswell. Life. I, 292.

141Worka of Samuel Johnson, II, 137,



CHAPTER VI

THE POLITICAL PAMPHLETS

Of all Johnson's writings, It nay safely be said

that none caused his friends and admirers more uneasiness,

if not actual pain, than his political pamphlets and that,

with the possible exception of the Lives, none brought

down such a torrent of abuse on his head* The one notable

exception to this statement is the Critical Review, which

steadfastly and consistently upheld Johnson's views and

praised these pamphlets* The Critical Review, Johnson told

the King, was done "upon the best principles, nlmeaning

that it was a supporter of the constitution both in church

and state* The very staunchest Tories, of course* agreed

with the principles in these pamphlets, but the vast ma-

jority of commentators disagreed with them, and men who

would never have dreamed of contradicting Johnson on

questions of literature and morality now rushod to get

into print on political issues, where they were unques-

tionably on surer ground.

In the criticism of these political pamphlets, as

in some of the criticism of the Lives, Johnson's person-

ality enters all too frequently, and often completely

^•Boswell, Life, II, 40.

251
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overshadows the literary aspects* Suoh criticism it is

easy to spot and judge accordingly* But as it is cer»

tainly true that Christians may admire Homer and the

Nibelungenlied despite their pagan elements* so was it

equally true that Whigs could admire Johnson's political

pamphlets despite their monarchical pronouncements*

Boswell, though no Whig, gives an account of the

earliest of these pamphlets which shows that he differs

from Johnson on the issues involved*

In 1770 he published a political pamphlet,
entitled 'The False Alarm, • intended to Justify
the conduct of ministry and their majority in the
House of Commons, for having virtually assumed it
as an axiom that the expulsion of a Member of
Parliament was equivalent to exclusion* and thus
having declared Colonel Lutterel to be duly elected
for the county of Middlesex, notwithstanding Mr*
Wilkes had a great majority of votes* This being
Justly considered a gross violation of the right of
election, an alarm for the constitution extended
itself all over the kingdom* To prove this alarm
to be false, was the purpose of Johnson's pamphlet;
but even his vast powers were inadequate to cope
with constitutional truth and reason, and his ar-
gument failed of effect* • • • It was wonderful
to see how a prejudice in favour of government in
general, and an aversion to popular clamour, could
blind and contract such an understanding as John-
son's, in this particular case; yet the wit, the
sarcasm, the eloquent vivacity whioh this pamphlet
displayed, made it be read with great avidity at
the time, and it will ever be read with pleasure,
for the sake of its composition* That it en*
deavoured to infuse a narcotick indifference, as
to publick concerns, into the minds of the people,
and that it broke out sometimes into an extreme
coarseness of contemptuous abuse, Is but too
evident.2

2Ibid*. 111-112.
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The author of a review in the Gentleman's Maga-

zine, January 1770 says that the False Alarm had "a

strain of masculine eloquence in it, that has seldom

been equalled, never exceeded, in our language* "3 Robert

Anderson observed: "This pamphlet has great merit in

point of language; but it contains much gross misrepre-

sentation, and much malignity, and abounds with such

arbitrary principles, as are totally inconsistent with a

free constitution"4 Even Callender admits that this pam-

phlet was well written though he naturally disagrees with

everytiling in it. Referring ironically to Johnson the

"patriot," he declares that

in his False Alarm, he affirms, that our government
approaches nearer to perfection, than any other that
fiction has feigned, or history recorded . This is
going pretty far; but the peevish, though incor-
ruptible patriot, proceeds a great deal farther.5

Something of the Toryism of the Critical Review

may be gathered from its review of the False Alarm in

January, 1770. In elaborate metaphorical strain the

review states that Johnson "marches against the Goliah

of sedition, clad in the simple, but impenetrable armour

of truth and philosophy. He fortifies himself with few

or no precedents from the journals, nor does he rear the

3XL, 36.

4Life, p. 148.

5Deformltles . p. 14.
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ponderous spear of law, but the weapons he employs are

keen and Irresistible." His character of Wilkes, how-

ever, would have been better left out. The review com-

mends Johnson's reasoning, especially on the powers of

the House of Commons, and, in short, is entirely sympa-

thetic to Johnson's cause.6 A month later, it describes

a letter to Johnson which opposes his views expressed in

the False Alarm as "mere raving."7

In 1771 Johnson wrote a second pamphlet, Thoughts

on the Late Transactions respecting Falkland's Islands ;

it was directed in general against the advisability of

a war with Spain over these Islands. Except for his

scathing attack on the opposition, this pamphlet was

more generally admired than other of his pamphlets be-

cause it contained an excellent disquisition on war.

Boswell says that

upon materials furnished to him by ministry, and
upon general toplcks expanded in his richest style,

he successfully endeavoured to persuade the nation
that it was wise and laudable to suffer the ques-
tion or right to remain undecided, rather than
involve our oountry in another war. • .every humane
mind must surely applaud the earnestness with which
he averted the calamity of war. • • • His descrip-
tion of its miseries in this pamphlet, is one of the
finest pleoes of eloquence In the English language.
Upon this occasion, too, we find Johnson lashing the

party in opposition with unbounded severity, and

GxXIX, 54-55.

7Ibid., 139,
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making the fullest use of what he ever reckoned a
most effectual argumentative Instrument, contempt*
His character of their very able mysterious cham-
pion, JUNIUS, is executed with all the force of his
genius, and finished with the highest care*°

Johnson himself thought more highly of the False Alarm*

for he said to Boswoll, "Sir, there Is a subtlety of

disquisition In /The False Alarm/* that is worth all the

fire of /Thoughts. . .respecting Falkland's Islands/*"9

Anderson's criticism of this piece is neither detailed

nor lengthy, but It is decisive. He asserts that Johnson

appears to have followed the direction, and adopted
the opinions which a pusillanimous administration
wished to inculcate. They were certainly erroneous
in a political view; and if they were his own, show,
that on such subjects he was incapable of forming a
just opinion. His description of the miseries of
war. • .Is a fine piece of eloquence; and his char-
acter of Junius is executed with all the force of
his genius, and with the highest care.^Q

Anderson's debt to Boswell is but too evident here.

The Monthly Review for April 1771 compliments the

"literary merit" of the pamphlet on Falkland's Islands,

but criticizes Johnson's personality as it appeared there.

Though perhaps there is no great force of
argument, or strength of reasoning in the pages be-
fore us, we must, however, be candid e^jogh to re-
mark that their literary merit is very considerable.
... The present publication is not entirely freo
from that disgusting petulance and affectation, which

8Llfe* II, 134-135*

9Ibid.* 147.

10Llfe* pp. 148-149.
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generally characterize the performances of its
Author* Filled with that little vanity, which so
frequently attends on contemplative and retired
men, he delivers his oracles with an air of the
utmost authority, and seems to consider himself
as seated on the pinnacle of the temple of wisdom,
from whence he looks with a sapient disdain on the
reptiles that crawl below him.ii.

Even this dubious praise is negated in a line on a

"Refutation" of Johnson's pamphlet on Falkland's Islands*

"This publication fully refutes the fallacious reasonings

employed in Dr. Johnson's pamphlet, and exposes the disin*

genuity of its Author."12

To this cool and unfavorable reception may be

contrasted the encomiums of the commentator in the Criti-

cal Review, who observes that, though Falkland's Islands

is a hackneyed subject, Johnson, in his pamphlet, main-

tains that originality peculiar to himself and that

splendor of diction which illuminates all his other

works. He states further that Johnson

has attacked ^Junius/ with that conscious super-
iority of spirit, which a just cause alone can sup-
port, and that elegance of satire which nothing less

than the most intimate acquaintance with polite
literature could Inspire. • • We may fairly say

of this performance, after having perused it with

an uncommon degree of diligence and attention, that

It will bring conviction home to all those whose
judgments are neither warped by party, nor seduced
by interest. To this we may add, that the author
of the Rambler never loses the moralist in the

1XXLIV, 330-332.

12Ibid.. 417.
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politician, but still oontinues to blend the benevo-
lent effusions of a mind impregnated with a thorough
sense of every civil and religious duty with such
salutary advise, as may best instruct us how to pre-
serve the internal happiness and political interests
of our native oountry*A3

Regarding the pamphlet which the critio in the Monthly

Review contends completely refuted Johnson's positions,

the Critical Review calls it an impudent attack, destitute

of any foundation in argument or fact, and dismisses it

by saying that it would be prostituting criticism to pay

it further^ attention*1^

Boswell's description of Johnson's next political

production, The Patriots 1774, is a continuation of his

method of treating these pamphlets: to recognize literary

merit despite political differences. It is a method which

was apparently infectious, for many other commentators

who disagreed violently with Johnson on political questions

were not backward in praising his style* According to

Boswell, Johnson

wrote a short political pamphlet, entitled 'The
Patriot, * addressed to the electors of Great-
Britain; a title, which, to factious men, who
consider a patriot only as an opposer of the
measures of government, will appear strangely
misapplied* It was, however, written with onor-
getick vivacity; and except those passages in which
it endeavours to vindicate the glaring outrage of

13XXXI (?4arch 1771), 193-196*

14Ibld.* 318.
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the House of Commons In the case of the Middlesex
election, and to Justify the attempt to reduce our
fellow-subjects in America to unconditional sub-
mission* it contained an admirable display of the
properties of a real patriot, in the original and
genuine sense; a sincere, steady, rational, and
unbiassed friend to the interests and prosperity
of his King and country. It must be acknowledged,
however, that both in this and his two former pam-
phlets, there was amidst many powerful arguments,
not only a considerable portion of sophistry, but
a contemptuous ridicule of his opponents, which was
very provoking•15

William Cooke differs from Boswe11 in this last

respect, in that he could see Johnson's acrimony to the

opposition in other pamphlets but not in The Patriot . He

points out that The Patriot "partakes of no party, no

malevolence, but is a faithful draught of what an English-

man should be, according to the laws and rights of the

Constitution.

"

16

In commenting on a pamphlet entitled "Remarks on

the Patriot," an attack on Johnson's position, the Montlily

Review remains unchanged in its attitude toward Dr. John-

son.

In the execution of this design, the reraarker

has not been unsuccessful. If he is inferior to
the Doctor in style, and the dignity of decla-
mation; he is a match for him in reasoning: In
the capacity of a ministerial writer, the learned
author of The Patriot , we may venture to predict,
will never add a wreath to the laurels he acquired

15Life, II, 286,

16Life, p. 51.
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by his moral and poetical productions.^

This opinion, as might toe guessed, was not

unanimous among commentators. The Critical Review for

October 1774 affirms that The Patriot Is a sensible pro-

duction. Though written late (that is, late for it to

have much effect in a contemporary political situation),

the reviewer maintains it still may be productive of good

results by teaching how to estimate the merit of politi-

cal characters and distinguish signs of genuine patriotism

from that which is spurious and affected. The review con-

cludes in the usual complimentary vein.

This little tract comprehends, either expressly
or in allusion, a view of the most conspicuous public
transactions of this country for some years. Through
the whole, the author addresses himself to the under-
standing of his readers. The pictures which he has
drawn both of real and pretended patriotism, are just
and characteristic; and it would greatly conduce to
the tranquillity of the nation, that the features
were more generally known. 18

Taxation no Tyranny» written in 1775, the last

of Johnson's political pamphlets, was more violently and

frequently attacked than any of his other three. This is

understandable, for the principles it advocates are more

arbitrary, If possible, than those of the former pamphlets.

Boswell openly admits his opposition to Johnson on this

17LII (February 1775), 184.

183QaVIII, 296-300.
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point.

Of this performance I avoided to talk with him;
for I had now formed a clear and settled opinion,
that the people of .America were well warranted to
resist a claim that their fellow-subjects in the
mother-country should have the entire command of
their fortunes, by taxing them without their own
consent; and the extreme violence which it breathed,
appeared to me so unsuitable to the mildness of a
Christian philosopher, and so directly opposite to
the principles of peace which he had so beautifully
recommended in his pamphlet respecting Falkland's
Islands, that I was sorry to see him appear in so
unfavourable a light. Besides, I could not perceive
In It that ability of argument, or that felicity of
expression, for which he was, upon other occasions,
so eminent. Positive assertion, sarcastic severity,
and extravagant ridicule, which he himself reprobates
as a test of truth, were united in this rhapsody.**

Thomas Moore, in his Memoirs of the Life of Richard

Bringley Sheridan, records the fragments of a projected

answer by Sheridan to Taxation no Tyranny . Moore observes

that apparently Sheridan's intent was to attack Johnson

on the point of his pension and show that that was the

chief Incentive for his zeal.

'It is hard when a learned man thinks himself
obliged to commence politician* Such pamphlets will
be as trifling and Insincere as the venal quit-rent
of a birth-day ode. ... The easy quit-rent of
refined panegyric, and a few grateful rhymes or
flowery dedications to the immediate benefactor. • . •

Men seldom think deeply on subjects on which they
have no choice of opinion: they are fearful cf
encountering obstacles to their faith (as In reli-
gion), and so are content with the surface.'20

19Life. II, 312-313.

^Thomas Moore, Memoirs of the Life of the Right
Honourable Riohard Brinaley Sheridan (London. 1826). I.
151-152.
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Sheridan then takes up what he considers to be some of

the most objectionable opinions which Johnson advances*

Regarding Johnson's statement that as all men are born

subjects of some state, they may be said to have teen all

born consenting to some system of government, Sheridan

says:

•This is the most slavish doctrine that ever
was inculcated. If by our birth we gave a tacit
bond for our acquiescence in that form of govern-
ment under which we were born, there never would
have been an alteration of the first modes of
government—no Revolution in England. '21

To Johnson's argument derived from the right of

conquest, Sheridan replies: "'This is the worst doctrine

that can be with respect to America* If America is ours

by conquest, it is the conquerors who settled there that

are to claim these powers* • "22 Sheridan resents the ar-

rogance by which such a man as Montesquieu is described

as "the fanciful Montesquieu* • *by an eleemosynary poli-

tician, who writes on the subject merely because he has

been rewarded for writing otherwise all his lifetime*

"

Regarding Johnson's arguments against the claims of the

Americans founded on the small proportion of the popu-

lation that is really represented even in England,

Sheridan declares:

21Ibid .» 152-153.

22Ibld.* 153.
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In fact, every man in England is represented—
every man can Influence people, so as to get a
vote* and even If in an election votes are divided,
each candidate is supposed equally worthy—as in
lots—fight Ajax or Agamemnon. This an American can
not do in any way whatever*

The votes in England are perpetually shifting}
were it an object, few could be excluded. Wherever
there is any one ambitious of assisting the empire,
he need not put himself to much inconvenience* His
pamphlet shows that he thinks he can influence some
one; not an anonymous writer in the paper but con-
tributes his mite to the general tenor of opinion.
At the eve of an election, his Patriot was meant to
influence more than the single voice of a rustic*
Even the mob, in shouting, give votes where there is
not corruption* » 23

The Reverend William Johnson Temple, an intimate

friend of Boswell's, wrote Boswell a letter in 1775, in

which he deplored the seeming cruelty of some of Johnson's

assertions*

'How can your great, I will not say your pious*
but your moral friend, support the barbarous measures
of administration, which they have not the face to
ask even their infidel pensioner to defend. ,24

An anecdote involving criticism of Taxation no

Tyranny occurs in Thomas Campbell's Diary of a Visit to

England in 1775* By an Irishman* Dr* Campbell was in

company with some friends (Scots all) at a coffeehouse

in March 1775. He records the incident thus:

Day humorously gave money to the waiter, to bring
him Johnsons Taxation no Tyranny—one of them desired

23lbid*, 153-154*

^Boswell, Life* II, 316-317*
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him to save himself the expense for that he sh$ have
It from him, & glad that he wv take It away as It was
worse than nothing—another said It was written in
Johnson's manner but worse than usual for that there
was nothing new in it*2

*

Callender does not dwell long on Taxation no

Tyranny in his Deformities of Johns on* He contents him-

self with remarking on two of Johnson's most unhappy

statements*

We have seen with what tenderness Dr Johnson
speaks of the dead ^that is, Milton, Gray, and others/,
we shall now see his tenderness to the living* 'Let
us give the Indians arms, and teach them discipline,
and encourage them new and then to plunder a planta-
tion* Seourity and leisure are the parents of sedi-
tion* * The Doctor seems here to be serious* The pro-
posal must reflect infinite honour on his wisdom and
humanity*

'No part of the world has yet had reason to re-
joice that COLUMBUS found at last reoeption and
employment* ' This wild opinion is fairly disproved
by Dr* Smith, a philosopher not much afraid of
novelty*26

The Monthly Review for March 1775 in its account

of this pamphlet expresses the usual regret that Johnson

entered the field of political writing* It then proceeds

to a refutation of his major premises. In the same volume

are five brief reviews of five articles attacking Taxation

no Tyranny *2?

This pamphlet, nevertheless, had its admirers,

25Dr* Campbell's Diary of a Visit to England In
1775 * ed. James L* Clifford (Cambridge, 1947), p. 49.

2cDeformlties* pp. 32-33.

27LII, 253-261*
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among them James "Hermes" Harris,28 Lord Mansfield,29

and Sir John Hawkins*• Sir John, of coarse, was an

arch Tory and agreed with almost everything Johnson said

on political subjects* Hannah More wrote to her family

in 1776 of another admirer of these pamphlets j
MDe L'Olme

told me he thought Johnson's late political pamphlets were

the best things he had written; but I regret that such

men should ever write a word of politics."31

The most extravagant praise of Taxation no

Tyranny, as might be expected, is to be found in the Criti-

cal Keviewj will oh stated in March 1775:

Prom the multiplicity of publications respecting
American affairs* with which we have been pestered
for several months, we must confess, that it was with
some reluctance that we resumed the subject; yet we
have seldom received greater pleasure in the perusal
of any production, than has been afforded us by this
pamphlet* Equally rational and ingenious, it strikes
at onoe with force of argument and the poignancy of
ridicule; and the author appears with all the novelty
of an original, in a controversy that seemed to be
exhausted*

3

2

The reviewers commend Johnson's manner of prosecuting his

subject! the discussing of the principles of colonization

and general maxims of government* They say that he treats

the Philadelphia Congressional resolutions with decisive

2QBoswell Papers, VI, 46*

29Ibid., X, 149.

^Life, pp. 409ff., 436ff.

31Roberts, Memoirs of Hannah More. I, 50.

32XXXIX, 191.
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reasoning and exquisite raillery.

When we compare this production with those which
have been previously published on the subject, the
superiority of the author's talents appears remark-
ably conspicuous. His sentiments are every where
distinguished with peculiar energy; and he seems to
have given the deepest wound to the American pre-
tensions which either argument or ridicule can in-
flict.33

What seemed the most important contemporary criti-

cism of Johnson's individual pamphlets has been presented.

It was not possible to examine firsthand every answer to

J
them; just to list them would have been tedious and not

necessarily valuable. Some of the critics record the

contemporary opinion of these writings as a whole. The

Reverend Joseph Towers has commented in two works more

at length than any other writer on Johnson's political

pamphlets. The earlier of these works was A Letter to

Dr. Samuel Johnsonj occasioned by his late political

Publlcationsj published in 1775, before Taxation no

Tyranny came out* In It Towers loses no time in coming

to the point. On page one he regrets that

unhappily, your political productions have been
chiefly remarkable for bitterness of invective,
unjust and uncandid representations, the most
bigotted prejudices against those whom you op-
pose, and the highest strains of contemptuous
insolence. You have written in a manner which
must degrade you in the judgment of the impartial

^Ibid., 191-196.
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public, in a manner utterly unworthy of a great

,

or liberal, or philosophic mind, and for which
even your being a royal pensioner cannot apologize.^*

Towers lists various incivilities and impolite and

abusive utterances in Johnson 's pamphlets, which he says

are not the language of men refined by literature, schol-

ars, gentlemen, and philosophers* He accuses Johnson of

gross falsehood and, from various things said of England

and Englishmen, of not loving his country overmuch* He

affirms that these pamphlets have degraded Johnson's

character without rendering much service to his employers*

This letter is not just a blanket condemnation of Johnson's

political writings. To refute specific positions is also

Towers 's business, and it is this which consumes most of

his letter. He takes excerpts from Johnson's writings,

including poems, in which may be found complaints of

governmental measures during George II »s reign. He then

proceeds to show that these measures or conditions still

exist under George III, yet Johnson thinks all Is well in

this reign. This, of course, he attributes to Johnson's

having now got a pension. To summarize briefly, Towers

deplores the following things In Johnson's political

pamphlets: his references to Chatham, the citizens of

34Joseph Towers, A Letter to Dr. Samuel Johnson*

occasioned by his late political Publications (London,

1W5), PP. 1-S.
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London and Middlesex, the opposition to the Court, and

such democratic proceedings as elections; his opinion of

long parliaments; his idea that Members of Parliament are

not obliged to obey the constitution; his vindication of

the Quebec Act; and his attitude toward dissenters and

the American colonists .55 Towers closes his letter by

saving:

I would, however, wish you to remember, should
you again address the public under the character of
a political writer, that luxuriance of imagination
or energy of language will ill compensate for the
want of candour, of justice, and of truth. And I
shall only add, that should I hereafter be disposod
to read, as I heretofore have done, the most excel-
lent of all your performances, "THE RAMBLER," the
pleasure which I have been accustomed to find in it
will be much diminished by the reflection that the
writer of so moral, so elegant, and so valuable a
work, was capable of prostituting his talents in
suoh productions as 'The False Alarm, 1 and •Thoughts
on the Transactions respecting Falkland's Islands, 1

and 'The Patriot* » 36

The Monthly Review. February 1775, contends that

Towers in this letter clearly refuted some of Johnson^

principal arguments.3? it Is interesting to note that

of a broadside of answers which these pamphlets brought

on, only two apparently disturbed Johnson. One was this

letter. Boswell records that when he read It to Johnson,

it appeared, both from his silence and his looks, to

^Ibid.. pp# 1-46.

36Ibid.. pp. 47-48.

37LII, 184-185.
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Impress him much. The other Instance was a paragraph

from Temple's letter to Boswell, 38 which was quoted

earlier In this chapter.

In his Essay on the life of Johnson* Towers

ventures the following opinions: "Of the POLITICAL

WRITINGS of Dr. Johnson, it would be Injurious to the

Interests of truth, and the common rights of human nature,

to speak in terms of much commendation. In any other view

except as to their style." 2© He continues. Johnson has

laid down many positions In admirable language and highly

polished periods, but they are inconsistent with the

English constitution and the common rights of mankind.

He has used rhetoric more than logic, and high-sounding

declamation Instead of fair argument. When criticizing

his opponents, he has little regard for truth. Few party

pamphlets have appeared in England which contain more

malignity of representation. Johnson states that peti-

tions and public assemblies are the business of the

profligate, the idle, and the dissolute. In Taxation no

Tyranny he speaks of Americans and their cause in terms

"grossly indecent, and unworthy of a man of letters, a

Christian, or a philosopher. They reflect dishonour only

SQLlfe. II, 316.

^Kasay , pp. 44-45.
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on himself ; and we are grieved that such sentiments should

be oouQhed in such language; and should proceed from such

a man."40 Johnson's statement that Parliament could taz

America under air/ circumstances and bind them by statutes

in all cases whatsoever is called by Towers ridioulous and

unjust. Also Johnson's ^;rong love of arbitrary princi-

ples of government is regretted by Towers.

But on this subject, the strength of his lan-
guage was not more manifest than the weakness of his
argument* • • • In all his political writings, the
passages which are, perhaps, the most worthy of
regard, and the best supported by principles of
reason, are those in which he has Introduced such
arguments, as should prevent nations from being too
ready to engage in war«41

Towers concludes in his general estimate of Johnson's

works that "His political writings will probably be lit-

tle read, on any other account than for the dignity and

energy of his style."42

The Critical Review for December 1786, realizing

that Towers was a Whig, comments on the severe strictures

on Johnson's political pamphlets when reviewing his Essay :

Yet our author's candour will allow, that some
of Johnson's political tracts contain clear reasoning
in a perspicuous style; that he gives a force and
energy to his arguments, a brilliant lustre to his
presentations, which seldom fail to convince those

40Ibid., pp. 45-49.

41Ibid., pp. 50-51.

48Ibld.» p. 124.
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who allow of his first positions.43

It must have been an effort for anyone who dif-

fered from Jolincon on polltlos to praise any aspect of

these pamphlets because they were written in such a

positive and abusive strain. Some of the critics, like

those quoted above, however, screwed their impartiality

to the sticking point and complimented the style and

rhetoric when they abhorred the sentiments* Callendor,

much of whose pamphlet is little more than raving,

confesses that Johnson's

political pieces have great elegance and wit; yet,
if the tenth part of what he advances in them be
true, liis countrymen are a mob of Ignorant, un-
grateful, rebellious ruffians. Every member in
Opposition is a fool, a firebrand, a monster; worse,
if that were possible, than Havillac, Hambden, or
Milton.44

James Anderson affirms in the Bee, 1791, that Adam Smith

"was averse to the conflict with America, yet he spoke

highly of Johnson's political pamphlets. But, above all,

he was charmed with that respecting Falkland's Islands,

as it displayed, In such forcible language, the madness

of modern wars. "45 William Shaw restricts his comments

to style alone and states that Johnson

adopted the ministerial side of the question with

43LXII, 430.

^Deformities* p« 14.

43Johnsonian Miscellanies, II, 424,
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all that promptitude of Invention, that ardour of
genius, that brilliancy of imagination, and that
energy of expression which characterise his writings*
And £these political pamphlets^. • .will be read and
admired, when the heat 3 which occasioned them are
forgotten*46

Johnson's good friend, Arthur Murphy, agreed that

they are written in a harmonious style and in dignified

language, but he was not so optimistic about their future

reputation. He observes that they failed completely to

support the cause they undertook iand laments th&t they

advanced positions repugnant to m common rights of man-

kind**?

In one paragraph William Cooke admirably sums up

the results which these pamphlets have wrought* He sug-

gests that

perhaps it would be more for the credit of his
memory that ^tfhe political pamphlets/ were never
undertaken, as too many are inclined to think (and
in other respects his admirers) he has sacrificed
his talents to the support of Ministerial errors
and corruption* I cannot entirely agree in this
opinion; as, however, the positions he laid down
may be politically vyronfu all those who knew his
heart must give him credit for his thinking them
right; perhaps the acrimony with which he has
treated some of the leaders and measures of Op*
position was his greatest fault, and this un-
doubtedly should preclude him the character of an
impartial politician*48

46I.lomolrs* p. 142.

47Ecc£2> P« 167,

48Lifo, pp. 50-51.
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Of a surety those productions of Johnson* s wore

of a nature to strain Impartiality to the breaking point.

It is usually diffioult to render impartial criticism on

works which are avowedly propaganda. The ideas in these

pamphlets were execrated by all the Whigs, praised by

some Tories. To those who could quiet their political

passions temporarily, it was evident that Johnson's liter-

ary style and power were in no way diminished, Johnson

had an unpopular cause, and, as in any controversy which

he ever entered, he exerted his full argumentative abil-

ities. His reasoning impressed only those who were

naturally inolined to agree with him; his manner struck

even his enemies with awe. Perhaps the bulk of this

criticism calls Johnson's character into question rather

than his literary ability. Without however bad a grace,

most of the critics went on record as oomplimentlng the

execution of these pamphlets. This particular fact

should not go unnoticed when one is attempting to deter-

mine the contemporary opinion of Johnson's works. To

praise a piece of literature with whose ideas one agrees

is always easy if the piece be written with any degree of

correctness. But to praise from any standpoint a piece

of literature that contains ideas the most obnoxious to

the critic is a task. In the eighteenth century the

writer who failed stylistically might be said to have
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failed altogether. Hal must have been the merit of

Johnson's writing in these pamphlets to elicit even

grudging acclaim from his enemies?



CHAPTER VII

A JOURNEY TO THE WESTERN ISLANDS OP SCOTLAND

Though an entertaining and Interesting book, the

Journey was long neglected until the twentieth century

revival of Interest In Johnson and Boswoll. When Bos-

well's narrative of the same trip was edited from the

original manuscripts by Professors Pottle and Bennett In

1936 and published under the title, The Journal of a Tour

to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson, LL. P.. It was quite

natural for purposes of comparison that Johnson's aocount

should be re-read. While it is generally conceded that

Boswell's book is more entertaining, it Is just as gener-

ally oonoeded that Johnson's book has in no way merited

the neglect which has been its lot*

Contemporary criticism reveals that it was any-

thing but neglected. When Johnson wrote this book, he

was enjoying the literary acclaim of a nation. Whatever

he wrote was bound to be read. But it would not neces-

sarily be admired or praised, as witness the political

pamphlets. The Journey, though unquestionably reflecting

many of Johnson's prejudices and containing some Incorrect

Information, presents an instructive and engaging picture

of the country and the people. An early reooranendation of

254
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the Journey occurred in the Critical Review for January

1775.

The narrative of a journey written by a person
of great abilities proves universally Interesting.
Not only curiosity is then gratified with new scenes,
and the imagination pleased with lively description,
but the understanding likewise receives its share of
entertainment. In attending the progress of such a
traveller, we pass the wildest and most uncultivated
regions with a degree of complacency. Amidst a defi-
ciency of the works of art, or the improvements of
industry, he can still amuse us with the genuine
representations of nature, and attract our attention
with philosophy and sentimental recreation, when all
around is rude sterility and solitude. Of this
distinguished class is the writer with whom we are
now engaged, whose excursion to the Hebrides will
probably hereafter be regarded as the epoch of val-
uable information with respect to those remote is-
lands. *•

Regarding the passage in the Journey where Johnson des-

cribes the place in which he first conceived the idea of

writing tills book, the review says:

We congratulate the public on the event with
which this quotation concludes, and are fully per-
suaded that the hour in which the entertaining
traveller conceived this narrative will be considered,
by every reader of taste as a fortunate event in the
annals of literature. Were it suitable to the task
in which we are at present engaged, to Indulge our-
selves in a poetical flight, we would invoke the winds
of the Caledonian mountains to blow for ever with
their softest breezes on the bank where our author
reclined, and request of Flora that it might be per-
petually adorned with the gayest and most fragrant
productions of the vernal year.8

The review takes notice of Johnson^s judicious reflections

1XXXIX, 33.

8Ibid ., 37.
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on mountainous countries and the fact that he always

enlivens his narration with a striking description of the

islands, manner, customs, and traditional anecdotes*

A bare description of the Hebrides would prove
a very Jejune and uninteresting work. To render it
agreeable as well as instructive, it is necessary
that the writer* • .Investigate the remote sources
of the genius and character of the inhabitants*
Such an enquiry can only be conducted by a person
who is conversant in moral speculations, and is
endowed with intellectual penetration capable of
tracing the peculiarities of manners and action,
through their various modifications, to the uni-
versal principles of human nature* In the learned
author of this Journey every talent was united which
could gratify the most inquisitive curiosity, or
give elegance and dignity to narration* and the work
which he has now presented to the public is, there-
fore, the most perfect account of the Western Islands
that we have ever seen; though it must be confessed
that there are some passages which rigid criticism
might censure—But such slight imperfections ought
to be overlooked in works of uncommon merit*

3

The qualities mentioned in the above criticism are not

usually emphasized in travel literature; hence, they serve

to set Johnson 1 s book apart from typical productions in

this genre* Johnson»s concern for the Horatian maxim,

waut deleotare* • . . aut prodesse," illustrates his

close association with the first part of the century*

The Gentleman's Magazine for the same month is in

a similar key* "Of this Journey, which posterity will

consider as no less classical, and is. In truth, far more

Slbld., 37-44.
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interesting, than that of Horace to Brundlsium, we shall

give a short epitome

•

n4 A brief description of the journey

concludes with a remark, recommending the moral reflections.

Of 'the things' here described, we have thus
endeavoured to give a brief epitome, a mere skeleton
as it were, of the work; but, as for ! tho reflections, '

which may be considered as its flesh and blood, its
life and spirit, for them we must refer to the origi-
nal, which, though the author may, porhaps, 'disclaim
a pedant's praise,' we cannot help saying it is
worthy the author of the Rambler»°

In its next month's issue the Gentleman ' s Magazine compli-

ments this work and quotes many of its outstanding des-

criptive passages, explaining that the novelty of Johnson's

turning travel-writing justifies a close attention to this

aspect*

The extracts which we shall now insert we- chuse
to seleot rather from the descriptive than the moral
parts of tliis work, as this is the first time that
our author has appeared in the character of a travel-
ler, having hitherto been a Rambler only In his study.
Besides, common occurrences related by him seem uncom-
mon, and dross, by his touch, is turned into gold. 6

The review goes on to aay that the book contains many

excellences of sentiment and diction, that it is a

masterly performance, and that it is a faithful represen-

tation of men and manners, and thus is highly acceptable

•

The' review voices the conviction that whatever Johnson has

*XLV, 35,

5Ibld.« 37-38.

6Ibid., 83-84.
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described will now be perpetuated. It also expresses the

belief that the Soots In general and the Highlanders in

particular will be offended at much of the book.7

The Monthly Review compares Johnson's Journey with

a more conventional travel book. Tour of Scotland, pub-

lished sometime earlier. The review observes that the

chief difference between the books is that Johnson includes

moral and philosophical discussions which suggested them-

selves in certain occurrences during the journey, whereas

Pennant gives a more mechanical, factual report of what

he saw*

Dr. Johnson* s book may be regarded as a valuable
supplement to Mr. Pennant's two accounts of his
northern expeditions, the more properly supplemental,
as it is a very different performance, on the same
subjeot; both Writers concurring in the general repre-
sentation, where the track in which they proceed, and
the subjects they view, happen to be the same (which
is not very frequently the case), and disagreeing in
no circumstance of importance. ...

Dr. Johnson gravels chiefly in the character/
of the moralist and observer of men and manners. • •

^hg7 gives us his observations on the common ap-
pearances and productions of the soil and climate,
with the customs and characteristics of the inhabi-
tants, just as particulars and circumstances chanced
to present themselves to his notice. • .the learned
English Rambler seems. • .to confine his views to the
naked truth, to moralize on the occurrences of his
journey, and to illustrate the characters and situ-
ation of the people whom he visited, by the sagacity
of remark, and the profundity of reflection.8

7lb id ., 85-86,

8LII, 57.
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The commentator in the review comments jestingly on the

odd season at which Johnson made his tour (late fall and

early winter) and on his passages betraying religious and

political prejudices, but he compliments the narrative as

well written and accurate*9 Whore Johnson^ remarks seem

to be malignant, they take notice of the malignity briefly

and pass oa "to matters of higher curiosity. They con-

clude their remarks with an unusually generous (for them)

recommendation of the book*

We must now, for the present, take leave of
this very able and entertaining writer; but not
without expressing our thanks for the pleasure we
have received in the perusal of his animated and
instructive narration.

As to any little defects that may possibly be
espied in this work, by the microscopic eye of a
minute critic, we have not, at this time, either
leisure or inclination to engage in the search of
them. Indeed the modesty, and dignity of simpli-
city, with which this philosophic traveller con-
cludes his volume, are sufficient to turn the edge
of all true and liberal criticism.*

The offense which Scottish nationalists took at

certain passages in the Journey had little weight with

the Critical Review. Andrew Henderson wrote "A Letter to

Dr. Samuel Johnson; on his Journey to the Western Isles,"

which the Critical Review took a brief and contemptuous

notice of in its March 1775 issue. The reviewer said

9Ibid., 58-65.

10Ibld., 158-162.
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that Henderson asserts upon his own authority that his

knowledge is superior to Johnson 1 s on several subjects.-^*

In June of the same year the Critical Review aclaiov/ledges

in its Monthly Catalogue of Books an anonymous "Remarks

on a Voyage to the Hebrides, in a Latter to Samuel John*

son, LL* D*, "which they say is not destitute of foundation

but is dictated as much by acrimony as by acutenoos*12

Perhaps the longest answer to Johnson^ enti-F.cotch

assertions and attack on the Journey in general was Remarks

on Dr. Samuel Johnson's Journey to the Hebrides * This 371-

page book came out In 1779 and was written by Donald M»

Nlchol, a Presbyterian minister* tt'Nichol mentions two

circumstances which ought to have caused Johnson to give

a fair account of Scotland, untinged with his early preju-

dices: his advanced age and the favorable reports of

earlier travelers like Pennant. M»Nichol declares*

Neither of these considerations, however, had
any weight* The Doctor hated Scotland; that was
the master-passion* and it scorned all restraints

•

He seems to have set out with a design to give a
distorted representation of every thing he saw on

the north side of the Tweed; and it is but doing
him justioe to acknowledge, that he has not failed
in the execution**^

M»Nlchol continues* Johnson is inconsistent in his

UXXXDt# 255*

12Ibid*, 511

•

^Donald M» Nlchol* Remarks on Dr* Samuel Johnson's
Journey to the Hebrides ( 1779), pp. 4-5

*
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narrative: he denies what he has earlier asserted. He

Is not always wrong when he finds faults, but he empha-

sizes faults and conceals merits. He discredits oral

tradition except when It is derogatory to the Scots.

Edinburgh is scarcely notloed, while insignificant places

are exhaustively written about. Johnson gives a trifling

and contradictory account of the island of Inch Keith.

He says it is a barren rock where there was formerly a

fort j then later he says it was never intended as a place

of strength and that cows graze there annually in the sum-

mer. He is mistaken about the scarcity of trees on his

way to Cowpar, for there are several plantations which

occur along that way. He observes on arriving at St*

Andrew's at 2t00 A.!', that though this is the most popu-

lous part of Scotland, he met few passengers on the road.

Yet what is unusual about this at that time of night?

Johnson's statement that not enough of the cathedral at

St. Andrew's remains to give a sufficient specimen of its

architecture is certainly erroneous. A great part of one

of the side walls with a spire at each end and the main

entry entire remain. Jolinson says that Cardinal Beaton

was murdered by "the ruffians of reformation." An ac-

count of Beaton's crimes will show that this action was

justified. Johnson asserts that all civilization in

Scotland is due to the English. But the truth is that
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Scottish intercourse with the French had been going on for

many centuries prior to the period Johnson alludes to. To

refute Johnson's insinuation that the Scots were savages

and barbarians and to illustrate the esteem in which they

were held by other nations may be cited the honorable and

responsible positions they have held with the French

monarchy. Johnson's remark that Scottish universities are

mouldering into dust must certainly be considered extra-

ordinary since "a great part of St. Salvator's college

was built from the foundation not above twenty years ago. n^

Johns an is frequently addicted to a vague and

indefinite way of speaklng# as when he says the library

at St* Andrew's is "not very spacious, 11 That statement

is too general; it is not as big as St. Paul's, but it is

sufficiently large and elegant. The expenses of students

at St. Andrew's have been given by Johnson erroneously

and uncandidly. His calculations In general fall short

of the neoessary expenses by more than one-half* John-

son often makes confident assertion stand for authority

when he should have made minute inquiry. This patronizing

attitude toward Scottish universities stems in part from

the fact that they have produced so many eminent men15

(more than some English universities is M'Nichol's impli-

cation)*

14Ibld., pp. 5-32.

I5lbld., pp. 34-39.
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Johnson's gloomy Idea of St* Andrew's being the

picture of a university declining and filling the mind

with mournful images may be attributed to his distempered

fancy, and the reader should not be unduly impressed; for

it Is not the first time he has amused the public with a

False Alarm* His statement that the traveler sees "a

church profaned and hastening to the ground" raises the

question: how profaned? unless by the fact that Presby-

terian rit(es supplanted Romish ones* His account of the

barrenness of the Scottish landscape may not be trusted*

His unwillingness to comment upon flourishing commerce*

Industry, and the fact that the poor have bread, especial-

ly in Dundee is very noticeable and is attributable to

England's not having progressed much in this respect and

Johnson's hatred of admitting the English outdone in

anything by the Scots* Curious subjects are touched on

3lightly or not at all, but the most trifling excuse for

obloquy is tediously displayed* Johnson oven complains

that Scottish beggars solicit silently and modestly, and

he advocates clamor and perseverance, This shows he Is

determined not to be pleased* He admits he saw no robbers

In Scotland but adds, where there are so few travelers,

why should there be robbers? He evidently means that

poverty makes the poorer sort honest* This Is sophistry.

Riches and poverty are relative* Poor oountrles will have
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robbers just like rich ones. Principle, and not penury

or paucity of people, exempted the traveler in Scotland

from robbers .-^

Whatever Johnson meets with but once, he makes

universal, for example the method of keeping windows open

by hand or a nail in a hole. His extreme Anglican preju-

dices are exceptionable throughout the book. Hi3 state-

ment that Cromwell conquered Scotland is grossly inac-

curate, as is his account of the introduction of shoes

and kail into Scotland by Cromwell^ soldiers. As a mat-

ter of fact, ancient and modern authorities, both Latin

and British, may be quoted to prove that the Scots had

many of the benefits of culture and civilization before

the English, but Johnson »s prejudices as an Englishman

warped his veracity as a man; hence he rarely records any-

thing that is likely to show the Scots in a better light

than the English. His description of the Scottish court

is a case in point. The Scottish court was never inferior

to the English court, as witness the historians Rapln,

Lindsay, et al . It is difficult to reconcile Johnson's

character of the Highlanders. He says civility seems a

part of their national character, and yet they are, ac-

cording to him, rude, gross, barbarous, and savage. Even

16Ibid.. pp# 36-48.
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k*3 Dictionary , that "perverter " of the English language,

does not contain any definition of the foregoing terms

to make them hang together. His peculiar gift from nature

is to compile vocabularies and compound hard words. He

actually attempts to dissuade travelers from visiting

Scotland by stating

that uniformity of barrenness can afford little
amusement to the traveller; that it is easy to
sit at home and conceive rocks, and heath, and
waterfalls; and that these journeys are useless
labours, which neither impregnate the imagination
nor enlarge the understanding •*»

If rocks, heath, and waterfalls equal uniformity, wherein

does variety oonsist? M^Niohol says that Johnson's rea-

soning in this and the following passage saves him the

trouble of refutation.

But these ideas are always incomplete, and,
till we have compared them with realities, we do
not know them to be just. As we see more, we be-
come possessed of more certainties, and conse-
quently gain more principles of reasoning, and
found a wider basis of analogy. Regions moun-
tainous and wild, thinly Inhabited, and little
cultivated, make a great part of the earth; and
he that has never seen them, must live unac-
quainted with much of the face of nature, and with
one of the great scenes of human existence*!8

This is inconsistent. Johnson seems to be above canceling

anything he has once set down; or else he is too indolent

to give himself the trouble of correction. After speaking

17Ibid., pp. 48-97,

18Ibid.. pp. 97-98.
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of the wildneas and the mountains of the Glennorison

region, he says: M,Yet what are these hillocks to the

ridges of Taurus, or these spots of wildness to the

desarts of America? 1 " On this M'Nichol comments: "This

ohurlish author will not allow us to excel even in wild-

ness*" Writing of the same spot, Johnson says: "'We

have no evils to suffer or to fear. 1 " He later says the

Highlanders live by theft and robbery* Thus it is impos-

sible to gain a consistent idea of the people from John-

son's vague Kttl contradictory accounts **•
I

He says that thirty years ago no herd was ever

driven through the mountains without paying tribute to

the clans* This is a gross misrepresentation, which can

be refuted by many living people. Johnson's statement

that the Highland Chiefs were lawless and capricious*

wanton and cruel, even to their own vassals, shows him

to be totally ignorant of the ancient law of chieftainry*

Sinoe the security and importance of the chiefs depended

upon the attachment of the people, they were under t he

necessity of acting humane and mild* Johnson himself

admits "that the laird was the father of his clan."

Again it is hard to reconcile a cruel oppressor and a

kind father* Johnson believes an anecdote told him at

19Ibid., pp* 98-101.
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Sir Alexander Maodonald^ table relating to a barbarous

effect of feuds existing between clans and recommends

such narratives to travelers as the only records of a

nation with no historians. In other words, he here

credits Highlanders with telling the truth if it makes

against their favor. But he is mistaken about the High-

landers having no particular historians, for they have many:

acaulay, the Macphersons, Martin, Buchanan, St. Ninian#

St. Patrick.20

Johnson hears two different stories about brogue-

making: one, that each man makes Ms own; two, that it

is a trade.. He proceeds to infer and discourse upon the

fact that the Highlanders are extremely lax in conver-

sation and more often tlian not give contradictory and

false answers to persistent inquiry, lie admits both

stories may be true, but says that one meets with such

information on every side. To make a silly story about

bro ue-maklng "the test of national oandour and sincerity"

is too ridiculous for any pen but Johnson^. He has at-

tempted to traduce a whole people, but by endeavoring to

prove too much, he proved nothing, "as such indiscriminate

abuse can never obtain credit, even with the most credulous."

Johnson repaid Highland hospitality by lying in wait for

80Ibid. , pp. 101-109.
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the simple folk»s answers, catching at every trifling

Incoherence* Ills own Inconsistencies and self-oontra-

dlctions are Innumerable. He says there are no inns In

the Hebrides. Yet what are at Broad-ford, Port-ree, and

Dunvegan? And some pages later he says that he dined at

a public house • He says the military ardor of the High-

landers is extinguished. This is certainly false as may

be seen by their conduct in the last war and the testi-

mony of a number of outstanding men: Prince Ferdinand,

every general they served under, Parliament, and Pitt.21

Johnson's attacks on the Scots are those of an

envious and malicious pedant. He calls Culloden a late

conquest of Scotland. Actually it was the defeat of a

handful of rebels; the majority of Scots were loyal to

the crown. His constant harping on Scottish poverty oon-

fliots with liis account of the elegant breakfasts In

Scotland. All too frequently he makes use of the adjec-

tlves rude, barbarous, and savage and insinuates that

Scottish-bred ladies are not as accomplished as English-

bred ones. He says a Highland laird makes a trial of his

wife, and if she does not please him, he sends her away.

He tells this as though it were customary and gives one

instance where it really happened. There never was a law

glIbid. M pp* 109-128.
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authorizing such a custom, and the feud occasioned by

this instance proves that the practice could never have

been common. "There is such an unfortunate contrariety

in most of the Doctor's narratives, that he generally

furnishes an antidote against the poison which he means

to communicate* 11**2 He attempts to explain away a Dun,

or Danish fort, into a fence for securing cattle from

thieves • This attempt is from an anxiety to annihilate

every vestige of antiquity in the Highlands. His ex-

planation is chimerical and absurd; the area described is

too small to contain the number of cattle which would

compensate the trouble of rearing it. Also Johnson's

dimensions are erroneous. He omits mentioning Mr.

Llacpherson of Ostig in Sky, whero he was hospitably

entertained, or Dr. llacpherson f s writings on Scottish

antiquities.23

Speaking of minerals, Johnson says common ores

would be of no great value in Scotland if they were found,

because there is no fuel for a smelting-house or a forge.

This is false. Charcoal is found on the west coast of

Scotland, and Piiglish companies bring ore from England to

be smelted there. Johnson fails to mention the many

22Ibld., pp. 122-129.

23Ibid„ 1 pp. 130-137,
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monuments of ancient masonry and the hieroglyphics on

tombs. This Journey is a deluge of falsehood and abuse*

Johnson says that n, the martial character cannot prevail

In a whole people, but by the diminution of all other

virtues.' n He here tries to rob the Highlanders of every-

thing valuable but their bravery. He confounds parochial

and charity schools. The former he says are supported by

a stipend paid by the lord of every manor, and as they

teach only English, the natives read a lSiiguage they may

never use or understand. He does not tell that these

schools may teach Gaelic. He says the Highland schools

are more frequented in summer than In winter. Just the

reverse of this is true. It seems to be Johnson* s uniform

Intention to misrepresent facts. His account of the

mediocrity of a Scottish university education conflicts

with Ms description of a Scottish minister's education

there. He speaks disparagingly of the Presbyterian

religion and respectfully of the Romish. He writes*

"•The ancient spirit that appealed only to the Bword is

yet among the Highlanders .

'

w He had earlier said that

their military ardor was extinguished and "'that all

trials of right by the sword are forgotten."* All this

is, of course, a gross and palpable contradiction. Another

feature of the Journey worthy of ridicule is Johnson's

belief in second sight. His reasonings on the subject—
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they cannot be called arguments—may atiuse, but they can-

not convince* They are too obscure for comprehension by

the illiterate, and they lack strength to impress men of

knowledge* It is certainly a daring piece of insolence

on Johnson's part to introduce Bacon and Boyle to give

credit to such ridiculous nonsense*24

To summarize or categorize this rambling indict-

ment, one may say that M'Nichol has accused Johnson of

contradicting himself or falsifying on the following

points: the national character of the Scots, general

learning in Scotland, the character of chiefs, poverty,

the progress of arts and handicrafts, and primitive customs

and the ancient manner of life* M'Nichol says that John-

son praises the Scots individually, but slanders them

collectively* Johnson's reasoning on many subjects seems

inconclusive to M'NIchol; for example, he gives no au-

thority for the facts on which he bases his opinion on

the authenticity of ancient compositions in the Gaelic

language* He cites two gentlemen, both unnamed, for his

facts; one gentleman, he simply states. Is "'ger^rally

acknowledged the greatest master of Hebridlan antiquities. •"

M'NIchol labels false Johnson's assertion that Scotch Bards

and Seannaciiies could neither read nor write* He says that

^Ibid., pp. 138-140, 152, 161-162, 181-198.
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Johnson attempts to disprove all traces of Highland

learning by resting upon the answers of the ignorant

and rejecting the assistance of those best able to

inform him* M'ftiohol concludes his book by charging:

That /Johnson/ set out with an intention to
traduce the Soots nation, is evident; and the
account ho gives of his Journey shews, with what
a stubborn malignity he persevered in that pur-
pose* Every line is marked with prejudice; and
every sentence teems with the most illiberal
invectives**^

There is undoubtedly a great deal of truth in the

complaints of M'Nlohol against Johnson's record, but it

must be evident that he was unusually sensitive and

Imagined that offense had been given in many plaoes where

none was intended*

James Thomson Callender's Deformities of Johnson

deals for the most part with the Dictionary* but a few

pages are devoted to the Journey * Callender's usual

critical method is employed; pick out isolated details

that are susceptible of misinterpretation and subject

them to a microscopic examination from several view-

points*

*A man will, in the hour of darkness and fatigue,
be content to leave behind him every thing but him-
self . ' Here the Doctor supposes, that a person can
leave himself behind himself* • • •

25Ibid*» pp* 198, 218, 234, 240-243, 259-260, 301,

371.
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Form, he explains to be, 'the external ap-
pearance of any thing, shape; f but, when speaking
of hills in the North of Scotland, he says, 'the
appearance is that of matter incapable of FORM! 1

He has seen matter, not only destitute but incapable
of shape He has seen an appearance which is inca-
pable of an external appearance • And yet, in the
same book, he seems to regret the weakness of his
vision. • . •

Speaking of Scotland, he says, 'The variety of
sun and shade is here utterly unknown. There is no
tree for either shelter or timber. The oak and the
thorn is equally a stranger. They have neither
wood for palisades, nor thorns for hedges. A tree
may be shown in Scotland as a horse in Venice. 1 An
English reader may, perhaps, require to be told, that
there' are thousands of trees of all ages and dimen-
sions, within a mile of Edinburgh; that there are
numerous and thriving plantations in Fife; and that,
as some of them overshadow part of the post-road to
St. Andrew's, the Doctor must have been blinder than
darkness, if he did not see them. But why would any
man travel at all, who is determined to believe
nothing which he hears, and who, at the same time,
cannot see six inches beyond his nose?. . •

•We are not very sure that the bull is ever with-
out horns

a

though we have been told that such bulls
there are.' Who are the we he refers to? and who but
the Doctor ever started so weak a question? His ig-
norance is below ridioule. ... For the performance
which contains this profound remark, this agglomerated
ramification of torpid imbecility, be it known, that
we have paid six shillings, which verifies the proverb,
that a fool and his money are soon parted *

'We found a small church, clean to a degree un-
known in any other part of Scotland I

' Here the fact
may be true; but Dr Johnson must be ignorant whether
it is or not,26

Callender quotes Rambler, No. 79, on "suspicion,"

then accuses Johnson of an excess of it. He resents

Johnson's assertion that the Scots attempted to sell things

26peformities, pp. 15-21,
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for more than they were worth, and complains of John-

son^ using the word "kail," which is not in his Diction-

ary * Johnson had said that when the Scotoh did not eat

kail, they probably ate nothing. Callender says Johnson^

definition of oats contradicts this statement, and affirms

that "Any thing el se had surely been better than to fill

up his heavy folios with such peevish nonsense*" He goes

on to say that

in his ever memorable Tour, the Rambler says, 'I

found several (Highland Ministers), with whom I

could not converse, without wishing, as my respect
increased, that they had not been presbyterions.

'

Here a critic has very properly interrogated the
Doctor, what he would have said or thought, if the
Highland ministers had lamented that he was not a
presbyterian? This man has no tincture of the
liberal and humane manners of the present age; and
yet, with his peculiar consistency, he laughs at
the dissenter who refused to eat a Christmas pye.27

Johnson^ belief in the Cooklane Ghost is held

up as illustrative of his superstitious nature. His

objections to large slices of Cheshire cheese on the tea-

table causes Callender to allude to his supposed unclean-

lines s. Callender also picks at diction*

»M»Leod left them lying dead by families as they
stood. • This is profound; for no man can stand and
He at the same time. The line ought to be read
thus* 'M'Leod left them lying dead by families as
they HAD stood .

,28

27lb id., pp. 21-22,

28Ibid.» pp. 22-24,
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For saying that some of the spoons he ate with were

of horn, Johnson is called impolite. His statement that

Cardinal Beaton was murdered by the ruffians of Reforma-

tion elicits from Callender a defense of the Reformation

and tyrannicide and an indictment of Johnson as a "pen-

sioned traitor to the rights of mankind,"

Callender quotes a vindictive passage from the

Edinburgh Review29 for a brief account of Johnson's trip.

'It must afford peculiar entertainment to see a
person of ^Johnson's/ character, who has scarcely
ever been without the precincts of this metropolis
(London), and who has been long accustomed to the
adulation of a little knot of companions of his own
trade, sallying forth in quest of dis cover!es—
Wither the people nor the country that he has
visited will perhaps be considered as the most
extraordinary part of the phaenoraena he has des-
cribed* The Doctor has endeavoured to give an
account of his travels; but he has furnished his
readers with a picture of himself. He has seen very
little, and observed still less. His narration is
neither supported by vivacity to make it enter-
taining, nor accompanied with information, to render
it instructive. It exhibits the pompous artificial
diction of the Rambler with the same vacuity of
thought . The reader Is led from one Highland family
to another merely to be informed of the number of
their children, the barrenness of their country, and
of the kindness with which the Doctor was treated.
In the Highlands he is like a foolish peasant
brought for the first time into a great city, staring
at every sign-post, and gaping with equal wonder at
every object he meets, '30

M'Nichol and Callender did not speak for the

entire Scottish nation; in fact, there are quite a

^Deformities, pp. 27-28.
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surprising number of favorable Scottish comments on the

Journey * George Dempster, in a letter to Boswell from

Dunnichen on February 16* 1775, completely absolves John-

son from any ulterior motive toward the Soots and compli-

ments many parts of the book*

I was well entertained /by the Journey, that is7«
His descriptions are accurate and vivid* He carried
me on the Tour along with him* • . •

There is nothing in tho book, from beginning to
end, that a Scotchman need to take amis*s* Whet he
says of the country is true, and his observations
on the people are what must naturally occur to a
sensible, observing, and reflecting inhabitant of
a convenient Metropolis* • • •

In regard to the language, it has the merit of
being all hie own* Many words of foreign extraction
are used, where, I believe, common ones would do as
well, especially on familiar occasions* Yet I be-
lieve he touXd not express himself so forcibly in
any other stile. I am charmed with his researches
concerning the Erse language, and the antiquity of
their manuscripts* • • •

Upon the whole, the book cannot displease for
it has no pretensions* The author neither says he
is a Geographer, nor an Antiquarian, nor very learned
in the History of Scotland, nor a Naturalist, nor a
Possilist* The manners of the people, and the face
of the country, are all he attempts to describe, or
seems to have thought of* Much were it to be wished,
that they who have travelled into more remote, and of
course more curious, regions, had all possessed his
good sense* Of the state of learning, his obser-
vations on Glasgow university shew he has formed a
very sound judgement* He understands our climate
too, and he has accurately observed the changes, how-
ever slow and imperceptible to us, which Scotland has
undergone, in consequenoe of the blessings of liberty
and internal peace* • • • He has taken the opportu-
nity of ingrafting into the work several good obser-
vations, which I dare Bay he had never made upon
men and things, before he set foot on Scot oh ground,
by which it is considerably enriched* l3-*.

3lBoswell, Life, V, 407-408.
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William Tytler, author of The History of Mary

Queen of Scots» in writing to James Elphinstone about the

Journey, sees no ulterior motive in Johnson's narrative.

•I read Dr. Johnson's Tour with very great
pleasure. Some few errours he has fallen into, but
of no great Importance, and those are lost in the
numberless beauties of his work. ... It is plain
he meant to speak well of Scotland; and he has in
my apprehension done us great honour in the most
capital article, the oharacter of the inhabitants. '32

Another Scot, Sir Alexander Dick, wrote a grate-

ful acknowledgment of the Journey to Johnson on February

17, 1777:

•As there are many things to admire in both
performances ^Johnson's Journey and Boswell's
Journey to Corsica/. I have often wished that no
Travels or Journeys should be published but those
undertaken by persons of integrity and capacity to
judge well, and describe faithfully, and In good
language, the situation, condition, and manners of
the countries past through. Indeed our country of
Scotland, in spite of the union of the crowns, is
still in most plaoes so devoid of clothing, or cover
from hedges and plantations, tha\* It was well you
gave your readers a sound Monitoire with respect to
that circumstance. The truths you have told, and
the purity of the language in which they are expressed,
as your "Journey" is universally read, may, and al-
ready appear to have a very good effect.'«o

Dick goes on to cite the industry of several Scottish

gentlemen in planting large numbers of trees on their

estates.

David Dalrymple, Lord Hailes, wrote to Boswell on

32Ibid ., II, 305.

55Ibid.. III, 102-103.
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February 6, 1775, and spoke of the "pleasure and In-

struction" conveyed in the Journey :

•I have received much pleasure and instruction,
from perusing "The Journey" to the Hebrides.

I admire the elegance and variety of descrip-
tion, cnil the lively picture of men and manners. I
always approve of the moral, often of the political
reflections. I love the benevolence cf the authour.

They who search for faults, may possibly find
them in this, as well as in every other work of
literature. '34

John Knox, author of a Tour through the Highlands

of Scotland and the Hebride Isles in 1786. in general

agrees with Johnson's accounts

»I have read. • ./Johnson's Journey/ again and
again. • .but have not been able to correct him in
any matter of consequence. I have often admired
the accuracy, the precision, and the Justness of
what he advances, respecting both the country and
the people.

The Doctor has every where delivered his senti-
ments with freedom, and in many instances with a
seeming regard for the benefit of the inhabitants,
and the ornament of the country. His remarks on the
want of trees and hedges for shade, as well as for
shelter to the cattle, as well founded, and merit
the thanks, not the illiberal censure of the natives.
He also felt for the distresses of the Highlanders,
and explodes, with a great propriety, the bad
management of the grounds, and the negleot of timber
in the Hebrides. ... His observations on the
country and people ^Tetween Inverness and the
Hebrides^ are extremely correct, Judicious, and
instructive. ,35

Any number of people commented on the Journey

in briefer form. Boswell records many of these comments.

34lbid ., V, 406.

55Ibid.. II, 304-305.
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For example, Johnson says:

'Mr. Richard/ Jackson (the all-knowing) told
me there was more good sense upon trade In /jTho
Journey/% than he should hoar In the House of Com-
mons in a year, except from Burke, /sir Wllliam/r

Jones commended the part which treats of language;
Burke that which describes the inhabitants of
mountainous countries. '36

At Mr. Cambridge's villa on April 18, 1775, James "Hermes"

Harris complimented Johnson highly on the Journey, 5*7 Bn&

at one of his levees Lord Mansfield said, "'He speaks 111

of nobody but Ossian.'"38 Writing to Mrs. Gwatkin

shortly after the Journey's publication, Hannah More is

impressed by Dr. Johnson's ability to enrich his subjects

I wish I could oonvey /Johnson 's7 'Journey to
the Hebrides' to you; Cadell tells me he sold 4000
of them the first week. It is an agreeable work,
though the subject is sterility Itself s he knows
how to avail himself of the commonest circumstances,
and trifles are no longer trifles when they have passed
through his hands. He makes the most entertaining
and useful reflections on every occurrence, and when
occurrences fail, he has a never-falling fund In his
own accomplished and prolific mlnd.3^

Twenty years alter the Journey was published, Anna Seward

is likewise delighted with its styles

Johnson's Tour to the Hebrides shows us the
possibility of giving, by the graces of language,
an exquisite charm to many observations and descrip-
tions, which, without those verbal graces, would

36Ibid., Ill, 137.
37Ibid.. II, 365.

^Ibid.. 318.

^Roberts, i;emoirs of. . .Hannah More. I, 32.
The record in Boswell's Life for April 28. 1778. shows
that Johnson thought the Journey had not had a great sale.
Boswell says "the fact is, that four thousand copies of
that excellent work were sold very quickly."
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disgust by their want of essential importance. • •

But who, that is not insensible to the magic of
fine style, can read the information without
delight, as he thus Imparts It?40

But Lord Monboddo, in a letter to Boswell on September 19,

1777, disapproves the style of the Journey . A resume of

the letter's content is given In the Life :

I read to ^Johnson/ a lettor which Lord Monboddo
had written to me, containing some critical remarks
upon the style of his 'Journey to the Western Islands
of Scotland. ' His Lordship praised the very fine
passage upon landing at Icolmkill; but his own style
being exceedingly dry and hard, he disapproved of
the richness of Johnson's language, and of his fre-
quent use of metaphorical expressions.4*

Johnson owned that this criticism would be Just if super-

fluous words or words too big for the thought had been

used, but said this was not done. He also said meta-

phorical expression is an excellence in style when used

with propriety, as it gives two ideas for one: it "con-

veys the meaning more luminously, and generally with a

perception of delight."42

Johnson's biographers spoke, for the most part,

in praise of this performance. In 1784 Thomas Tyers

declared that

his Journey into the Western Islands Is an original
thing. He hoped, as he said, when he came back,

^Letters. IV, 54.

41Life, III, 173.

42Ibid., 173-174.



that no Scotchman had any right to be angry with
what he wrote* It is a book written without the
assistance of books* • • • His book was eagerly
read. One of the first men of the age /g. B. Hill
says "perhaps Burke" ( John Mlsc, II, 368 n.7.^/
told Mr. Garrlck, 'that he wmld forgive Johnson
all his wrong notions respecting America, on ac-
count of his writing that book* ,43

William Cooke praises the book, and one gathers that he

is In complete accord with anything censorious which

Johnson says of the Scotch*

Tliis Journey, though performed thro 1 some of
the most uncultivated parts of Scotland, he has
made very entertaining* • • • He shows beside
an accurate account of the country, tho eye of a
philosopher piercing through the manners, customs,
and wants of uncivilized people; and then comparing
them with the luxuries and artificial wants of more
refined life* He has paid his debts of hospitality,
by several honourable and grateful accounts of the
Lairds and leading men at whose houses he was
entertained; and even in lower life, he has condes-
cended to give some pleasing portraits of virtue
and rural simplicity*44

William Shaw for some reason contented himself with a

very brief comment on the Journey: "His account of this

journey Is written with his usual attention to men and

things, the ideas he conceived of the country, and his

satyrical turn of thinking*"45

Hawkins evidently did not think the Journey a

V
first-rate travel book, although he compliments certain

^Gent, Mag ** LIV, 908.

44Life» pp. 52-53.

45;,letnoirs* p. 144.
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parts of it*

The islands which Johnson and his friend saw,
though few in comparison with the whole number,
were some of the most considerable of the Hebrides;
and his manner of describing them and the inhabi-
tants, as also his reception, is entertaining; but
it is not enough particular to render it intel-
ligible to a stranger* In the relation of histori-
cal facts, and local circumstances, Johnson delighted
not i whatever intelligence came in his way, fur-
nished him with matter for reflection, and his book
is rather a disquisition on Hebridian manners, than
such a description of the islands and the people as
it was in his power to give**®

Hawkins thinks the much-admired passage on lona too

abrupt: Johnson does not elaborate enough on those

historical particulars on which his reflections were

founded*

The volume which this tour gave birth to may
properly be called a dissertation, for it has
scarcely any facts, and consists chiefly in pro-
positions which he hunts down, and enlivens with
amusing disquisition* As he says himself, on
another occasion, the negative catalogue of
particulars is very copious: what he did not see,
what he could not learn, what he would not believe,
what he did not enquire about, and what he is not
sure of, altogether form a considerable enumeration.
Yet the merit of this tract is great; for, though I

will admit that no one going his route could derive
from him direction or intelligence; though no remem-
brance could be refreshed, nor remarks corroborated!
because his web was spun, not from objects that
presented themselves to his view, but from his own
pre-existent ideas: I am convinced, that every body
must have regretted the omission, had he, for any
reason withheld so entertaining a series of reflec-
tions.47

46Life, pp. 423-424.

47Ibld*. pp. 424, 426.
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Hawkins says that same of the inaccuracies in

Johnson's hook are due to defective sight and hearing.

He also notices a certain evenhanded justice in John-

son's writings. For example* in speaking of the scarcity

of trees in Scotland, Johnson says it would not take much

time or trouble to plant a seed and nurture a young plant

for a short time. At the conclusion of this paragraph,

when the reader is wondering why the planting of trees is

neglected, Johnson says it must be allowed difficult, since

there is neither *|ood for palisades nor thorns for hedges.

Hawkins criticizes Johnson's remarks on the Scots col-

lectively and his prejudice against their Church, but

praises his compliments to individuals, which are

judicious, elegant, and well conceived. He censures

Johnson for the close of his book, which did aot contain

an expression of gratitude for all the courtesies extended

him, but was "frigid and unanimated to an excess of af-

fectation. "4Q

It is somewhat surprising that the political

notions in the Journey did not call down the wrath of the

Reverend Towers on Johnson's head, but they did not.

Towers is generous, though brief, in his praise

I

His /Journey/ is a very masterly performance;

48Md., pp. 427-431.
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for, besides a very pleasing account of his journey,
it also contains a variety of acute observations on
human life, and many curious incidental remarks
relative to the history of literature, with which Dr.
Johnson was very intimately conversant.49

Arthur Murphy reoords that the Journey was extolled

by some people for the elegance of the narrative and the

depth of the observation on life and manners and condemned

by others as hostile to the Scots. The praise. Murphy

says, was beyond all question fairly deserved; the censure

was hasty and ill-founded.50 He concludes that the

Journey

is a model for such as hereafter shall relate their
travels. • • • His remarks are so artfully blended
with the rapidity and elegance of his narrative, that
the reader is inclined to wish, as Johnson did with
regard to GRAY, that to travel, and to tell his
travels, had been more of Ms employment .01

Robert Anderson would not excuse Johnson for his

remarks on the Scots, nor would he deny the merits of the

book. He declares "This elegant narrative has been

variously praised and abused. • • « That it is written

with an undue prejudice against both the country and the

people of Scotland, wxbz be allowed."52 At this point

in a clause stolen from Boswell, Anderson praises the

Journey.

49Essay. pp. 51-52.

SQEssay. p. 105.

51Ibld.» pp. 169-170,

52Life, p. 155.



Boswell thought highly of this particular per-

formance of Johnson's. Shortly after It was published

(January 19, 1775), he wrote Johnson: "I shall only

say that your book has afforded me a high gratification,"53

In the Life he gives the following account:

His 'Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland*
Is a most valuable performance • It abounds In
extensive philosophical views of society, and in
ingenious sentiments and lively description. A
considerable part of it, indeed, consists of specu-
lations, which many years before he saw the wild
regions whljoh we visited together, probably had
employed his attention, though the actual sight
of those scenes undoubtedly quickened and augmented
them. Mr. Orme, the very able historian, agreed with
me in this opinion, which he thus strongly expressed*
'There are in that book thoughts, which, by long
revolution in the mind of Johnson, have been formed
and polished like pebbles rolled in the oceanl'54

Boswell defends Johnson's statement about the scarcity of

trees in Scotland by saying that it was made after John-

son had ridden two hundred miles along the eastern coast,

where trees are not to be found near the road. Boswell

admits that Johnson had a prejudice against the Scots and

Scotland, but gays It was a prejudice of the head and not

the heart, and that Johnson really had no ill will to the

Scots, otherwise he would have never journeyed Into Scot-

land's remotest parts. Boswell also submits this pieoe

55Letters of James Boswell . I, 207,

^II, 300.
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of evidence to bolster up his argument

I

Johnson's grateful acknowledgements of kind-
nesses received in the course of this tour, com-
pletely refute the brutal reflections which have
been thrown out against him, as if he had made an
ungrateful return.55

Bowell confesses himself utterly astonished that John-

son's "admirable" Journey should have been misapprehended

by so many Scots.56 He wishes that Johnson had let him

read the Journey before it was printed. lie would have

changed little, but he would have attempted to omit or

soften the assertion that "a Scotsman must be a sturdy

moralist who does not prefer Scotland to truth.~ Bos-

well deplores the flood of vilification which descended

upon Johnson after the Journey was published.

It is painful to recollect vd.th what rancour he
was assailed by numbers of shallow irritable North
Britons, on account of his supposed injurious treat-
ment of their country and countrymen, in his 'Journey 1

.... Johnson treated Scotland no worse than he
did even his best friends, whose characters he used
to give as they appeared to him, both in light and
shade. ...

All the miserable cavillings against his 'Journey,'
in newspapers, magazines, and other fugitive publi-
cations, I can speak from certain knowledge, only
furnished him with sport. At last there came out a
sourillous volume ^M»Nichol's7, larger than Johnson's
own, filled with malignant abuse, under a name, real
or fictitious, of some low man in an obscure corner
of Scotland, though supposed to be the work of an-
other Scotchman ^laopherson/, who had found means

55Ibld.» 303.

56Ibld., V, 20.

57Ibld.» 109 n.6.



to make himself well known both in Scotland and
England, 58

In another place in the Life,, Boswell remarks that the

great bundle of Scottish magazines and newspapers in which

the Journey was attacked in every form merely entertained

Johnson* 59

When Johnson praised Thomas Pennant's Tour in

Scotland, Boswell thought he overdid It, and gave what

seemed to him to be the chief difference between the two

works* He calls Pennant

a writer, who at best treats merely of superficial
objects, and shows no philosophical investigation
of character and manners, such as Johnson has exhib-
ited in his masterly 'Journey, 1 over part of the
same ground; and who* • .has flattered the people
of North-Britain* • .with so little discrimination,
that the judicious and candid amongst them must be
disgusted, while they value more the plain, just,
yet kindly report of Johnson* 60

Regarding the passage in the Journey on Iona, which so

little impressed Hawkins, Boswell declares:

Had our Tour produced nothing but this sublime
passage, the world must have acknowledged that it
was not made in vain* The present respectable
President of the Royal Society /sir Joseph Banks/
was so much struck on reading it, that he clasped
his hands together, and remained for some time in
an attitude of silent admiration. 61

58lbld*. II, 305-308.

59lbid*. 363,

^Ibld., Ill, 274.

61lb id., V, 334.
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Boswell considered this book so highly that he

was proud to claim a certain amount of credit for Its

composition*

Had It not been for me, I am persuaded Dr.
Johnson never would have undertaken such a Journey;
and I must be allowed to assume some merit from
having been the oause that our language has been
enriched with such a book as that which he published
on his return; a book which I never read but with
the utmost admiration, as I had such opportunities
of knowing from what very meagre materials it was
composed*®*

Prom the matter presented above, it may be seen

that the Journey was criticized for a number of reasons:

illogical inferences based on Incorrect information about

the country and people, insinuations uncomplimentary to

country and people, failure to record more facts and

objects seen, failure to record at the end of the book

gratitude for favors received from the Soots, religious

and political opinions, and many others* On the other

hand, it was praised for its pictures of men and manners,

its language, the moral tone, and other reasons* The

most vituperative comments oame from obscure Scots,

probably of humble origin and hence easily offended by

Johnson's descriptions and observations on the life of

the lowly* The more cultivated Scots and those of a

literary turn saw little in the Journey to give offense*

^Ibld.* 405.



This was partly due to their realizing themselves not

included in the unflattering pictures drawn and aocounts

given. Others who did not realize this feared that

readers might interpret oertain uncomplimentary remarks

about illiterate mountaineers as applying to the whole

Scottish nation; consequently, many were vociferous in

"answering" Johnson's book*

Johnson's close relation with the Augustans ap-

pears clearly in the Journey . His primary purpose is to

instruct and delight. The contemporary criticism

expresses on the whole a ooraplete sanction of this pur-

pose. Over and over the adjectives entertain!nc» agree-

able , instructive ^ and moral occur. Critics speak of

"intellectual penetration," "moral speculations,"

"animated and instructive narration," and a "philosophio

traveller." They emphasize that the Journey is more than

a "bare description of the Hebrides." It is probably safe

to say that the reflective aspects of the Journey were

more often praised than the descriptive* This is not to

say, however, that it vras not considered a good travel

book. One review called it "the most perfect account of

the Western Islands that we have ever seen." Scots

themselves asserted that the "descriptions are accurate

and vivid" and commented upon "the elegance and variety

of description," and "the accuracy, the precision, and
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the Justness of what Johnson/ advances, respecting both

the country and the people,"

Aa Rassolas was not strictly a novel, neither was

the Journey striotly a travel book—it was too full of

philosophical disquisitions. And yet, this is the kind

of travel book many people (usually erudite, speculative,

or discriminating in literary matters) care for. If the

unfavorable notices which the Journey received were to be

balanced against the favorable ones, the former would

probably outweigh and outnumber the latter. But if the

content and the authors of this criticism were to be

examined, perhaps the superior caliber of the Journey^

admirers would be revealed*



CHAPTER VIII

THE LIVES OP THE POETS

That Johnson was asked to write the lives of the

most eminent English poets for an edition of their works

is ample testimony to the literary rank he held in the

minds of his contemporaries. In addition to this fact,

there is yet another which will support the contention

that Johnson's works were highly valued by his contempo-

raries* It is that there is more criticism on the Lives ,

which after all is his main contribution to literature,

than on any of Johnson's other works* It may be asked

how this proves him a major literary figure* First, a

great amount of the criticism was highly laudatory; more-

over, the vast amoung of criticism of all kinds shows that

the work was widely read; finally, the works of an insig-

nificant writer do not elicit much criticism of any kind:

they are ignored, Johnson's reputation was at its highest

point; Instead of tapering off as he advanced In years,

his genius asserted itself, in what many believe his

greatest work, in the last major literary undertaking of

his life.

It is a truism to say that Johnson's personality

291
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often manifests itself In his works. The Lives il-

lustrate this better perhaps than any other of Johnson's

works, for, with the possible exception of his essays,

they treat of a wider variety of subjects* This excess

of Johnson in the lives of his subjects will be seen to

figure largely in the criticism, a great deal of which

will be preoccupied with Johnson's politics, religion,

personal prejudices, etc. One of the strangest impres-

sions to be gained from reading the orltiolsm is that

while many of the oritios censure Johnson's biographical

method, that of according praise and blame, it is the
1

method they use when writing of him.

Johnson's own theory on biography was stated as

early as 1750 in Ramblor, No. 60, an essay which contains

the classic definition of the biographical genre. It is

interesting to note that Johnson's position is at once

neoclasslc and romantic: neoclasslo in that he says

"there is such a uniformity in the state of man. • .that

there is scarce any possibility of good or ill but is

common to human kind"; romantic in that almost every life

could be the subject of a useful biography and that

"domestic privacies" and "minute details of daily life"

are proper biographical materials. Regarding the notion

that nothing uncomplimentary ought to be written in a

biography, Johnson said "If we owe regard to the memory



of the dead, there is yet more respect to be paid to

knowledge, to virtue, and to truth."

Host of the significant criticism on the Lives

may be subsumed under two main headings; Johnson as a

biographer and Jonnson as a critic. The Monthly Review

points up both of these headings in July 1779, as soon as

the Lives appeared.

The long-expected beautiful edition of the
English poets has at length made its appearance.
Promises that are delayed too frequently, end in
disappointment; but to this remark the present
publication is an exception. Yte must ingenuously
confess, that, from the first of its being adver-
tised, we considered Dr. Johnson's name merely as
a lure which the proprietors of the work had ob-
tained, to draw in the unwary purchaser; taking it
for granted that he would have just allotted, as he
owns he originally intended, to every poet, an adver-
tisement, like those which are found in the French
miscellanies, containing a few dates, and a general
character; an undertaking, as he observes, not very
tedious or difficult; and, we may add, an under-
taking also that would have conferred not much
reputation upon the Writer, nor have communicated
much information to his readers. Happily for both,
the honest desire of giving useful pleasure , to
borrow his own expression, has led him beyond his
first intention. This honest desire is very amply
gratified. In the walk of biography and criticism,
Dr. Johnson has long been without a rival. It is
barely justice to acknowledge that he still main-
tains his superiority. The present work Is no way
inferior to the best of his very celebrated pro-
ductions of the same class.

1

A month later the criticism is resumed. The reviewer

criticizes Johnson for the political and religious

Hxi, 1.
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prejudices which he feels the Life of Milton to contain.

He remarks also Johnson's "no great partiality for Milton

as a man," observing that Johnson is willing to allow him

every merit to which he is entitled as a poet. Regarding

Johnson's opinion of Milton's works, he says*

Of this truly excellent analysis and criticism,
it is scarcely hyperbolical to affirm that it is
executed with all the skill and penetration of
Aristotle, and animated and embellished with all
the fire of Longinus. It is every way worthy of
its subject: the Paradise Lost is a poem which the
mind of Milton only could have produced; the criti-
cism before us is such as, perhaps, the pen of
Johnson only could have written,**

Two years later the Monthly Review gives a bit of very

general praise for volumes V through X of the Lives, de-

claring that Johnson has "amply fulfilled his engage-

ment to the Public. " The author of the review notices

various striking, just, and candid passages and deplores

certain faults, for example, Johnson's harshness to Colley

Cibber, who is a stale topic.3 In the February 1782 issue,

after questioning Johnson's ability to criticize scenes

of rural elegance, for which he manifestly had no taste,

the reviewer calls attention to the dogmatic and neo-

classic qualities in Johnson's criticism.

It may not, however, be unnecessary to observe,
notwithstanding they contain a fund of profound and
original cirticism, which, perhaps, no other pen but

2Ibid., 81-92.

5Ibld.. LXV, 100.
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the Doctor's could have supplied, that some
caution Is, nevertheless, required to peruse them
with advantage. Instances too frequently occur,
in which the critic's judgment seems altogether
under the dominion or predilection or prejudice.
To think for himself in critical, as in all other
matters, is a privilege to which every one is
undoubtedly intitled* this privilege of critical
independence, an affectation of singularity or
some other principle, not immediately visible, is
for ever betraying him into a dogmatical spirit of
contradiction to received opinions. Of this there
need no farther proofs than his almost uniform at-
tempt to depreciate the writers of blank verse,
and his rough treatment of Gray. He observes of
Shenstone, that he set little value upon those
parts of knowledge which he had not cultivated him-
self; his own taste of poetry seems in some degree
regulated by a similar standard; method, ratio-
cination, and argument, especially if the vehicle
be rhyme, oftentimes obtaining his regard and com-
mendation, while the bold and enthusiastic, though
perhaps irregular, flights of imagination, are past
by with perverse and obstinate indifference. It is
not, then, to be : wondered at, that the panegyrist
of Blackmore should withhold from Collins and Gray
what he has bestowed upon Savage and Yalden. Through
the whole of his performance the desire of praise,
excepting in the case of some very favourite author,
is almost always overpowered by his disposition to
censure; and while beauties are passed over 'with
the neutrality of a stranger and the coldness of a
critic, ' the slightest blemish is examined with
microscopical sagacity, ^he truth of this obser-
vation is particularly obvious when he descends to
his cotemporaries; for whom, Indeed, he appears to
have little more brotherly kindness than they might
have expected at Constantinople. And so visibly does
the fastidiousness of his criticism increase as his
work approaches to a conclusion, that his Headers
will acarcely forbear exclaiming, with honest Candide,
Vi/hat a wonderful genius is this Pococurante i Nothing
oan please him.4

The Critical Review for Hay 1779 deals with the

4Ibld., LXVI, 126-127.
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first of Johnson^ biographies. According to this account

the Lives are both amusing and instructive like the rest

of Johnson f e works. No one but him could have written

them so well. He has proved that genius, penotration,

and sagacity can always make something new and entertaining,

even from old and worn-out materials. The Lives are well

written in Johnson's best manner. He has been censured

for pompous phraseology, but there is little of that in

this work, and for that little, readers are made ample

amends by a variety of judicious reflections on men and

manners, sensible and lively observations and excellent

criticism, just and impartial. Johnson is not handing out

undeserved panegyric (if anything, he erred on the other

side, especially in the lives of Milton and Waller, whose

politics differed from his own). His criticism on Para-

dise Lost is masterly.5 Two later issues, June 17796 ^
August 1781# reflect these goneral commendations and

praise in particular the lives of Dryden, Addison, Thomson,

Gray and Pope. The review concludes:

The quotations above given, and the remarks
already made, render it almost needless to say what
justice demands of us, that this performance is one
of the most acute, agreeable, and entertaining works
that has passed under our inspection: and we lament

^LVII, 355.

6Jbid., 451.
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that tho collection Is not larger, as we should
then have had more lives of the English poets by
Dr. Johnson*'

If time somewhat dimmed this early enthusiasm of

the Critical Review, It did not change its impression of

the Lives ae a whole, for in reviewing Boswell^ Life of

Johnson in March 1791, it compliments them highly, yet

not indiscriminately.

Tho Lives of the English Poets formed a memor-
able aera In Johnson's life. It is a work which has
contributed to Immortalize his name; and has secured
that rational esteen which party or partiality could
not procure, and which even the injudicious zeal of
his friends has not been able to lessen* We mean
not to say tliat they are perfect, or that on the
whole they are executed with propriety. Johnson, as
we have already had occasion to remark, brought to
the production of this work ideas already formed,
opinions tinctured with his usual hues of party and
prejudice, and the rigid unfeeling philosophy, which
could neither bland to excuse failings, or judge of
what was not capable of a dispassionate disquisition.
In general, it may be observed, that though there are
many opinions erroneous, and many observations
improper, a great part of the work is such as no one
but himself could have executed, and in which he will
not be followed with success*

^

In June 1779 the Crontleman'a Magazine published a

review of the first volumes of tho Lives The reviewer

points out Johnson^ superiority as a moralist and a

critic:

Prom such a critic and biographer as Dr. Johnson,

7Ibid .. LII, 81-92.

8Ibld.. IV (Seoond Series), 259,
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much on this occasion has been expected by the pub-
lic* and, we may add, their expectations will not be
disappointed. He has the art of working up old
materials so as to make them appear new; and, though
he cannot give us much new information as an historian,
that deficiency is compensated by his sagacity as a
moralist and critic.

•

The author of this was not backward in praising and recom-

mending the Lives* but in his own words, "we have not

scrupled to point out the small blemishes observed in those

elegant productions of the great luminary of literature • "1°

It is singularly noteworthy that a great number of these

flattering epithets pointing up Johnson's literary repu-

tation were bestowed upon him before Boswell's Life was

ever written. It is no accident that he is referred to

as "the great luminary of literature, n the first scholar

and the first man in the kingdom, the brightest ornament

of the eighteenth century, an author without a rival in

biography and criticism. Except for critics who will al-

low no merit to the Lives (which is as ridiculous as

declaring them perfect), even commentators not sympathetic

to Johnson render him high praise in their analysis of

the whole. One anonymous reviewer in the Gentleman's

Magazine for October 1781 typifies this statement. After

criticizing Johnson for literary, critical, biographical,

9XLIX, 312-313.

10Ibid., 505.
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logical, and linguistic faults in the Lives, he highly

recommends the work to discerning readers:

Having now gone through the first volume of this
pleasing Biography, as it is to be hoped that every
one who makes the most distant pretensions to reading
will purchase the entertaining labours of a writer to
whom all lovers of polite literature, his countrymen
in particular, are so greatly Indebted; I am not
afraid of being taxed with flattery, if I describe
him, in poetical terms, as armed with the twoedged
sword of knowledge (the gift of all the Muses)
sharpened by wit, embellished by language, and
directed by Judgement.11

For the two months following, the Gentleman *s Magazine

continued to note small defects and to render general

praise. One passage from the December issue contains a

high compliment to Johnson.

These lives, in the ease and familiarity of the
manner, much resemble those of Plutarch; and much
exoeed them by the vein of pleasantry interspersed.
If we may judge by the numerous paltry sayings of
his heroes, the Greek biographer had but an indif-
ferent idea of bon mots; the few recorded by Johnson
are greatly superior. It is remarkable, that one
Immortal writer Immortalises numbers, and even his
enemies whom he corrects.1*

A large number of articles having to do with the

Lives occur in these periodicals. Many are quite brief.

Some are reviews of books criticising the Lives ; others

deal with various aspeots of them or of one particular

life; still others are compxime.its to Johnson and the

11Ibid > . LI, 463-467.

12lb Id.. 561-564.
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Lives .

Some of the criticism of the Lives was comprised

in books devoted entirely to that subject. In 1780, the

Rev, Francis Blackburne, Prebendary of York, published

Remarks on Johnson's Life of Milton, Like other of his

contemporaries Blackburne accuses Johnson point-blank of

deliberately attempting to depreciate Milton 1 s reputation.

He cites two reasons for Johnson's doing this: political

differences and the William Lauder episode.13 Many of

Johnson's statements about Milton's career at school ap-

pear to Blackburne to lack the validity of reliable infor-

mation. Others seem to be the result of misquoted and

mutilated citations. As typical examples of these, Black-

burne oltes the stories of Milton's being the last student

at Cambridge or Oxford to receive oorporal punishment, his

expulsion from school for a term, his dislike of the uni-

versities, and his objections to plays at the university.

Regarding these "most reprehensible" remarks, Black-

burne wonders whether

slander and misrepresentation then only lose their
malignity when delivered by the pen of Dr. John-
son?

l3/Prancis Blackburne/, Remarks on Johnson's
Life of Milton. To which are added. Milton's Tractate
of Education and Areopagitioa (London, 1780), pp. 3-12.
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Every pas® of the new narrative is full of mean
slings and malevolent surmises on Milton's most
indifferent actions, which it would be endless to
remark with a proper reproof of each.14

Blackburne defended Milton's character against various

charges by Johnson* Throughout Blackburne 's pages there

are frequent references to Johnson's pension, his incon-

sistent views regarding the houses of Stuart and Hanover,

and some of his other political and religious beliefs and

actions. Blackburne did not bother to include any of John-

son's praise of Milton's works but damns the whole of his

criticism saying that critics

will observe that /Johnson's strictures on Milton's
poetry/ are tainted throughout with the effects of
an Inveterate hatred to ililton's politics, with which,
as the Biographer of a Poet the author of Paradise
Lost, the Critic had very little to do.

His comparison of Shakespeare and Milton, in his
poetical scale, is with respect to their capital
performances contemptibly childish. • • •

We should perhaps be degraded into the class of
such cavillers should we express our dislike of Dr.
Johnson's style; but candour itself must allow, that
there are periods in it which require to be trans-
lated into intelligible English, even where the senti-
ment is trivial enough for tho conception of an
honest John Trot. ...

Let Dr. Johnson however enjoy his reputation of
fine writing, and the praises of his admirers, even
to adulation, but let him and then remember and remark,
that no sublimity of style, no accuracy of expression,
can ennoble the meanness, or atone for the virulent
malignity of his political resentment against Milton,
exhibited in this HEW NARRATIVE. 15

l4Ibid .. pp. 27-44.

15Ibid., pp. 44-131.
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The Rev. Robert Potter published in 1783 An

Inquiry into some passages In Dr. Johnson 1? "Lives of the

Poets •" He is particularly interested in Johnson's ob-

servations on lyric poetry and Gray's odes* He introduoee

his comments with a word about the benefits which just

criticism bestows on literature and about that superior

critic, Addison. He acknowledges Johnson's ascendant

position in the world of literature and the infallibility

which many people reposed in his opinions. The Life of

Savage is cited for special praise. Potter pays tribute

to the many merits of the Lives, but says even Johnson's

warmest friends must wish some passages unwritten or

obliterated. He mentions particularly in this connection

the political prejudices so evident in many of the Lives

and so disgusting in Milton's. He proposes to state his

own opinions freely and firmly but with great respect to

Johnson's understanding and virtues. He takes issue with

one phase of Johnson's biographical method: the inclusion

of seemingly trivial domestic information, such as how many

pairs of stockings Pope wore or how he cooked his eels.

Some of Johnson's statements whloh seem superfluous to

Potter are labeled "levities" which the ourrent "passion

for anecdotes may make, , .pardonable." Johnson's author-

its for statements which reflect on an author's character
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is called into question by Potter*-*-6

Potter thought that though Johnson's criticism of

"the quatrain of ten syllables" was apparently directed to

Hammond, it was in reality aimed at Gray. He accuses John-

son of deliberately recording a false tale which reflected

dishonor on Lord Lyttelton. Emphasis is laid on Johnson*s

overreadiness to censure and reluctance to praise the

works of these poets. Potter insinuates that Johnson lacked

taste by his inclusion of Pomfret, Yalden, Y/atts, and Black-

more into this collection. Johnson did gain Potter's ap-

proval by his strictures on Pindaric Odes, but not by his

opinion of Dryden's poem on the death of Mrs. Killigrew

or his cold criticism of Collins. Potter defends Gray

against Johnson's criticism on the "Ode on the Spring,"

"Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College," and "The

Bard." He objects to Johnson's lack of poetic imagination

by stating that

Dr. Johnson says 'the Prospect of Eton College
suggests nothing to Gray, which every beholder does
not equally think and feel. ' How great is that
sagacity, which discovers the thoughts and feelings
of others before they are declared. • • • The Critic
proceeds, 'His supplication to Father Thames to tell
him who drives the hoop or tosses the ball, is use-
less and puerile. Father Thames has no better means

l6Robert Potter, An Inquiry into some passages in
Dr. Johnson '3 "Lives of the Poets " (London, 1783 J. pp.
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of knowing than himself. Criticism of this nature
breathes a frigid air, which chills all the faculties
of genius.*"

Potter asserts that these addresses to streams, mountains,

etc* constitute one of poetry's great beauties* lie asks J

Shall we lop from Milton that sublime address
of Satan to the Sun as useless and puerile, beoause
the sun had no means of hearing his call? Or rather
shall we not, without regard to the opposition of
this arbitrary Critlo, leave the free people of
Parnassus their antient right of addressing the kings
of the floods, and other poetical sovereigns?*8

Potter affirms that "The Bard" was Gray's own invention,

though some thought it an imitation of Horace* Concerning

the matter, he argues that the mere supposition was enough

for Johnson to introduce his "cold and tasteless Criticism*"

»To copy, says he, is less than to invent, and
the copy has been unhappily produced at a wrong time*
The fiction of Horace was to the Romans credible;
but its revival disgusts us with apparent and uncon-
querable falsehood* To select a singular event, and
swell it to a giant's bulk by fabulous appendages of
spectres and predictions, has little difficulty, fox
he that forsakes the probable may always find the
marvellous* • *in the third stanza we have the
puerilities of obsolete mythology* When we are told
that Cadwallo hush'd the stormy main, and that Moored
made huge Pllnlimmon bow his cloudTop'd head, at-
tention recoils from the repetition of a tale that,
even when It was first heard, was heard with scorn*

'

The misfortune is, this critic is for regulating
poetic imagination by the standard of methodical
argumentation and philosophical truth; as if the
excursions of Shakespear's fancy were to be measured
b^ the theorems of Euclid.*9

17Ibld*» pp. 7-19.

18Ibld,, pp. 19-20.

19Ibid., pp. 30-31*
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It Is obvious that Potter regarded Johnson as a staunch

advocate of neoclassical principles in poetry: the pas-

sage from Johnson which he has quoted appears to confirm

this view* And yet In two points, the superiority of

Invention and the obsolescence of mythology, it may be

seen that Johnson departed from the conventional eight-

eenth century viewpoint*

Potter's conclusion about Johnson's criticism of

Gray voioes an opinion which prevailed among people of a

meeker and less masculine temperament than Johnson*

What could induce Dr* Johneon, who as a good man
might be expected to favour goodness, as a scholar
to be candid to a man of learning, to attack this
excellent person and poet with such outrage and
indecency, we can only conjecture from this obser-
vation, 'there must be a certain sympathy between
the book and the reader to create a good liking*

'

Now it is certain that the Critic has nothing of
this sympathy, no portion nor sense of that vivida
vis anlmi, that etherial flame which animates the
poet; he is therefore as little qualified to judge
of these works of Imagination, as the shivering
inhabitant of the caverns of the North to form an
idea of the glowing sun that flows over the plains
of Chili.80

Potter is the author of another book on the Lives ,

The Art of Criticism; as exemplified in Dr* Johnson's

Live 3 of the Most Bainent English Poets* 1789. It is a

circumstantial examination of Johnson's critical dicta,

with a long and interesting imaginary conversation

20Ibid*, pp. 37-38.
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between Johnson and Joseph Warton. It possesses particu-

lar interest, for its defense of Gray and its revenge for

the "attack" on Lyttelton. Before examining the individu-

al lives, Potter calls Johnson's defining abilities to

account and disputes with him on his use of genius and

wit * He then passes to the Life of Cowley * Regarding

Cowley's line, n, Do thou but threat, '" Johnson says:

"'Every reader finds himself weary with this useless talk

of an allegorical being. '" Potter comments: "Many have

but an indifferent opinion of the usefulness of any

poetry." He confesses, however, that "Cowley is, on the

whole, pourtrayed with ingenuity and penetration, and

with justice; so that indeed it is not easy to add much

to that which our author has said of him." Potter makes

carping comments on minute parts of Milton's life. He

avows that in his remarks on "L'Allegro" and "II Penser-

oso" Johnson has, "from singularity and caprice," at-

tacked the whole freternity of poets while writing their

lives t he evidently wished "to persuade that he had a

general aversion to nature. If he mentions love, it is

to ridicule it} If the country, it is to sicken at it."

He had "no taste for a garden, grove, or a spring. • .the

darkling dell and the nightingale had no charms for him."

Potter declares that "the elements of poetry were uncon-

genial" to Johnson "and only exoited his laughter." He
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says that, "according to one of his Ramblers, a swept

hearth, fire-pan and tongs were ^Johnson's7 inspirers"^

"the smoke of London was as pleasant to him as a coal-

pit to a neighbor of Newcastle. w2l

Potter inclines to agree with Johnson's ranking

of Paradise Lost in design and production and his idea

that perusal is a duty rather than a pleasure. 22 He

praises Johuson's use of antithesis, but thinks the

plan of the Lives a Jumble and asserts that the work

would have been more perfect if the criticisms had been

completely separated from the lives.23 Potter finds

Johnson quibbling and contradicting for contradiction's

sake in the Life of Dryden,
2^ also making use of un-

authentic biographical information.23 His final estimate

of the Life of Dryden is one favorable to Johnsont "Our

author has written this great poet's life with candour,

analized his character with much ingenuity, and dismissed

him with a genteel and just eulogium« w2®

Potter deprecates Johnson's insertion of the story

of Addison's reclaiming a loan to Steele by an execution,

21Art of Critlolsm. pp. 1-10.

22Ibid.. pp. 11-13.

2gIbid.» pp. 26, 43.

24Ibid., p. 49.

23Ibid.. p. 52.

26Ibid.. p. 66.
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differs with him on Addison's "Essay on the Georgics"27

and his learning,28 and says that lie misrepresents the

parting of Addison and Steele.29 Potter contrasts

Johnson's sesquipedalianism with Addison's simpler style

and concludes his comments on the Life of Addison with

an admission of the basic justness of Johnson's account:

Though Johnson deals out the praise of Ms
predeoessor essayist with a rather grudging hand,
his character of him is altogether just, and not
uncandid; and more favourable to his unaffected
poetry than has been the general opinion thereof;
and whatever suggestions he may have thrown out
elsewhere, the Spectator will always have more
readers than the Rambler, which, weighty as is its
matter, perhaps falls short in animation and alure-
ment, of the Adventurer . 30

Potter speaks highly of the Life of Savage

.

and

compares the style of It to Plutarch's colloquial-like

manner. 31 He feels that Johnson's concluding criticism

of Shenstone is cruel, that he libeled Hammond and Gray, 32

and that the lives of Gray and Lyttelton are diffused

throughout with venom.33 potter sums up the Lives by

saying:

g 'ibia«,
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These Lives* which furnish the literary of a
century, and contain many good morsels of criticism,
&c» may be ranked with Plutarch's, on account of the
veins of pleasantry interspersed} but if we compare
the numerous apothegms recorded by Plutarch, with the
few recited by Johnson, we shall find our author's
greatly superior, and be apt to conclude that both
Plutarch's heroes and himself entertained but an
indifferent notion of repartee. These two great
biographers also resemble each other in possessing
a considerable spice of the old woman.

The characteristics of Dr. Johnson were general
and extensive classical erudition, strong sense and
accurate observation; which seasoned with dry humour
and sly detraction, rather than Dryden's free, and
Pope's pungent wit, have rendered his classical
erudition equally immortal. Strange, and a pity it
was, that with bis great qualities, he, or rather his
posthumous editors, should make the world the confes-
sor of his weaknesses, and of his methodism, commixed
as they were with literary butchery and savageness.34

The Lives figures prominently in the epistolary

correspondence of the eighteenth century, particularly in

that of William Cowper, Horace Walpole, Mrs. Montagu, Anna

Seward, and Hannah More. Most of Cowper's letters which

dwell at any length on the Lives are addressed to the

Rev. William Unwin. Cowper, of course, felt that there.

was a good deal of material in the Lives which would have

been better omitted. He does not specify, but as the

sweetness of his teoper is generally known, it may be

surmised that he refers to Johnson's harsher strictures.

He thought some of the poets which Johnson Included in

34lb id., pp. 189-190.
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this collection had but a disputable right to such a place.35

He compliments Johnson 1 s "good sense and sufficiency,"

but deplores the treatment accorded Milton, which he

declares is "unmerciful to the last degree." He agrees

that "the childish prattlement of pastoral compositions"

is ridiculous enough, but cannot perceive how Johnson con-

siders "Lycidas" the prototype and pattern of them all*

He is convinced, he says* that Johnson ha|l no ear for

poetry, or that hi3 ear was stopped by prejudices against

the harmony of Milton*56 Cowper acquiesces with Johnson

in his comparison of Pope and Dryden, but disagrees with

him on his evaluation of Prior* He says he admires John-

son at> a man of great erudition and sense, but not as a

Judge of love-poems such as Prior* 3* inasmuch as Johnson

probably never felt the passion of love in his life*37

It is well known that Horace Walpole did not like

Johnson* He also did not like his writings and expressed

his dislike in the strongest terms* Walpole and Gray were

good friends* and it is natural that Walpole should regis-

ter some disapproval of Johnson f s criticism of Gray* On

January 27, 1781, he wrote to the Rev. William Mason,

35v.'illiam Hayley* The Life and Letters of William
Cowper. Esq * (London, 1812), I, 211-212.

36Ibid., 215-216.

^Ibid., 346-349.
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another writer with no love for Johnson, that Johnson's

Life of Gray had come out and called It "a most wretched,

dull, tasteless, verbal criticism,—yet, timid too." 38

On April 14, he criticizes to Mason, Johnson's Life of

Pope» calling It "a most trumpery performance, and stuffed

with all ^ohns on I a/ crabbed phrases and vulgarisms, and

much trash as ane&ootes." He cites some of these anecdotes

which Johnson believed enlivened the narrative and contri-

buted to a fuller picture of the subject, but which many

of his contemporaries thought irrelevant. Johnson's

diction comes in for special criticism. After listing a

few phrases which appeared stilted to him, Walpole com-

plains:

Was poor good sense ever so unmercifully overlaid
by a babbling old woman? How was It possible to
marshal words so ridiculously? He seems to have read
the ancients with no view but of pilfering polysyl-
lables, utterly insensible to the graces of their
simplicity, and these are called standards of biogra-
phy l

39

Writing on September 25, to Mason, he remarks that the

Life of Gray is. "still unchastised, w and that Johnson's

character of Warburton in the Life of Addison is "ten times

more like to himself than to the bishop, and expressed in

the same uncouth phrases which he satirizes."40 He wrote

5eThe Letters of Horace Walpole. ed. Mrs. Paget
Toynbee (Oxford, 1903 J, XI, 376.

39 Ibid.. 427-428.
40

Ibid.. XII, 58.
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Mason again on November 13, and refused to agree with

Johnson on the great ability of Drayton.43" In several

other letters Walpole decries Johnson's orltlclsm of Gray

and ridicules his literary taste and critical ability.

The recurrent theme in Anna Seward 1 s letters is

Johnson's envy, malice, and prejudice, which she asserts

permeate the Lives . On Januaiy 3, 1785, she wrote a

letter to T. S. Yftialley containing a character of Johnson

which she had sent to the General Evening Post * This

character sums up in general terms Miss Seward's attitude

toward an opinion of the Lives, which she expressed over

and over specifically in her letters.

•As a moralist, Dr. Johnson was respectable,
splendid, sublime j but as a critic, the faults of his
disposition have disgraced much of his fins composi-
tions with frequent paradox, unprincipled misrepre-
sentation, mean and needless exposure of bodily
infirmities—as in the "Life of Pope"—with irrecon-
cilable contradictions, and with decisions of the
last absurdity. Dr. Johnson had strong affections
when literary envy did not interfere 5 but that envy
was of "such deadly potency" as to deform his con-
versation, as it has deformed his biographic works,
with the rancour of party violence, with national
aversion, unjust, and unchristian-like Invective.'4*

In other letters to Whalley, Anna Seward mentions particu-

larly Johnson's attempt to defame the reputation of Ad-

dison, his incredible preference of Pope's "luxurious

41Ibid .. 92#

42Whalley, Journals and Correspondence, I, 416.
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Eloisa" to Priori "chaste and. tender Emma,"4' and his

contempt of Gray*s odes and Milton* a "Lyclda3," She al-

so states that the biographical material shows the most

glaring malice toward Milton*44 In 1782 she engaged in

a public exchange of letters with William Hayley (the

letters were published in the Gentleman * s Hagaz 1ne ) in

whioh both correspondents expressed the strongest distaste

for the content of the Lives mixed with admiration for the

sublimity of the language,4^ jn numerous other letters

Hiss Seward accuses Johnson of injustice, malignity,

nonsense, and absurdity. She accuses him of reprobating

the best poem of the poet he is reviewing so that the poet

will appear in a bad light in the work his fame must rest

on. This, she says, is especially true in the case of

Prior and Lyttelton, 4^ Miss Seward's strictures on the

Lives are too numerous to quote in full. In condensing

and selecting the quotations, however, it is possible that

the picture may not have been painted dark enough. Miss

Seward admitted that there was a great deal of fine and

just criticism in the Lives but that it v?as nullified by

45Ibld.. 356-357

•

^Anna Seward, Letters, II, 307

•

45Gent, Mag., LXIII, 197-198.

46Anna Seward, Letters, IV, 52,
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an overwhelming amount of trash.4? For Johnson's other

works and his style, she had unbounded praise 5 for the

LivesM a passionate hatred* She called Johnson "the

Champion of Poetlo Defamation"48 and. "the greatest enemy

the poetic science ever had. "49 Her efforts to detract

from the Lives were not confined to prose opinions of

her own. She tried in verse to incite others to attack

the Lives . In her Poetical Works we find these 11 nest

VERSES to the Rev. WILLIAM i'ASON, On His Silence
Respecting Dr. Johnson* s Unjust Criticism Upon Mr.

Gray's Works, in the Lives of the Poets.--Written in
1782.

LONG have I seen the injured muse of GRAY,
Angry and mournful, before ilASON stand,
With asking eyes, that flash »d th» indignant ray,
A pen extending, with impatient hand.

I hear her awful voice reproach the bard.
That rude malicious hands, permitted, tear
Prom her fair brows, the wreath 'twas his to guard
With gratitude, and friendship's sacred care.

That unrepell'd the brazen faulchion flies,
Whose blade is steep 'd in Envy's venom'd dews.
Prom that Philistine critic, who defies
The chosen armies of the heavenly muse.

Blush, Loiterer, blush, that from thine able arm
Truth's victor pebbles were not slung ere now,

The Giant's vaunting prowess to disarm.
And sink, deep buried in his haughty browl

47Ibld., 57-58.

48Qent. Mag** LXIII (March 1793), 198.

49Anna Seward, Letters. II, 144-145.
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MASON, canst thou the vulture-talons spy,
Mark the dead eagle's noble bosom gor'd,
That taught thy muse to build her aerie high,
And on whose guardian wing aloft she soar'd,—

To glory soar'd, in sun-bright fields of fame!
01 canst thou mark, and let illiberal dread
Unnerve thy arm, and quench thy spirit 's flame?
Then shall ingratitude her mildew shed,

And stain thy garlands, to remotest years,
With the disgraceful spots of cold and selfish fears .50

The Gentleman's Magazine for December 1792 printed a letter

from Anna Seward to Boswell, in which she called Johnson

the finest prose writer in the English language but still

censured the Lives harshly,5*

The letters of Mrs. Montagu contain many references

to Johnson's malignity and envy in the Lives, and both she

and her correspondents cry up Potter's Inquiry for taking

Johnson to task for his unjust criticism,^ An opinion

was evidently current that Mrs. Montagu was in some way

responsible for Potter's book, for the editor of her let-

ters writes:

So far as I am aware, there is not a tittle of
evidence that Mrs. Montagu in any way instigated Mr.
Potter to this Inquiry. Indeed, as is shown in her
letter to Mr. Pepys, she deprecated the attaoks upon
the Doctor which the Lives produced.53

^II, 144-145,

51LXIII, 1099-1100.

52Letters and Friendships, II, 134, 164.

55Ibid., 134.
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Most especially did Mrs. Montagu's circle deplore John-

son's treatment of Lord Lyttelton, which they felt unjust

in the extreme.54

Hannah More differs from these other letter-

writers in her estimate of the Lives * Writing from

Bristol to Mrs. Boscawen in 1780, she speaks in particu-

lar of Addison's life, which displays "the same exquisite

discrimination of character, the same exactness of criti-

cism, and moral discernment, which have distinguished and

dignified the other writings of this truly great biographer."

She objects to Johnson's mentioning and quoting John Dennis

at great length in the Life of Addison because in doing so

he has deprived his readers of many pages of his own

elegant writing. 55 In a letter to her family in 1781,

she expresses the opinion that Johnson did not do Justice

to "L'Allegro" and WI1 Penseroso."56

There are a great number of miscellaneous comments

on the Lives. Some of these occur in conversations, dia-

ries, memoirs, biographies, books of critioism, etc. Some

of them are by people prominent in literary circles* others

are by people eminent only In society. Boswell mentions

in the Life that Dr. Porteous, the Bishop of Chester,

S^Ibid., 110, 157, 163.

55Roberts, Uemoirs of. • .Hannah More , I, 111-112.

56Ibid., 125.
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praised the Lives highly to him.57 rialone declared the

Lives had all the Rambler's good points and none of its

bad ones.58 Mrs* Thrale wrote in her diary on July 14,

1780, that Johnson's Lives were delightful, but that he

was too hard on Prior's Alma; also that he would be

"keenly reproached for his Toryism."59 On October 5,

1780, she wrote that Johnson's criticism of Gray dis-

pleased many people. Sir Joshus Reynolds in particular*

On this point she observes that Sir Joshua

professes the Sublime of Painting I think, with the
same Affectation as Gray does in Poetry, both of
them tame quiet Characters by Nature, but forced
into Fire by Artifice and Effort: the time will
come v/hen some cool Observer will see, or some daring
Fellow venture to say, of Sir Joshua's Ugolino: all
that Johnson has been telling of Gray's Bard. 6"

On December 7, 1748, she records that Johnson in his Life

of Addison contradicted Warton about Addison's ability as

a poet and a critic (actually it was Warburton rather

than Warton), and adds that Johnson "could not bear to

leave unoffended a cotemporary Scholar—or pass without

Censure the Works of a Deceas'd Whig." 61 She later adds

that she has heard Mr. Evans remark that all Johnson says

57Llfe. Ill, 413.

58Prior, Life of Malone. p. 341.

59Thrallana. I # 448.

60Ibid., 459.

61lb id .. II, 621 and n.3.
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of Addison's prose (the model of the middle style, etc.)

would, if reversed, form an exact description of his

own. 62 After she became Mrs. Piozzi, she published her

Anecdotes* in which she commented upon Johnson's intimate

knowledge of an incredible amount of literature and the

pleasure he received in displaying it in the Lives*6S

Tom Davies in his Life of Garrick referred to

Johnson's Lives as "a work which can never be too much

read and admired. nQ& Burke's only comuient upon the

Lives, it seems, was the observation that in the Life of

Dryden Johnson gave too much consideration to Dryden's

antagonists. Johnson himsolf said in a letter to Mr.

Hector dated March 21, 1782; "I know not that I have

written any thing more generally commended than the

Lives of the Poets .
m65 The following anecdote occurs in

Rebecca Warner's Original Letters i

Mr. Fowke ^Joseph Fowke, an East Indian Company
official/ once observed to Dr. Johnson, that, in his
opinion, the Doctor's literary strength lay in
writing biography, in which line of composition he
infinitely exceeded all his contemporaries. 'Sir,

'

said Johnson, 'I believe that la true. The dogs

62lb id . B 621.

63HeBter Lynch Piozzi, Anecdotes of the late Dr .

Samuel Johnson. LL. D . (London, JLYUbj, p. ana, r~

6*1, 12.

SSBoswell, Life. IV, 146.
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don't know how to write trifles with dignity*' 66

i.lr. James Allison asserts that volume two of

Joseph Warton 1 s Essay on Pope was written in reply to

Johnson's Lives * The two men had quarreled, and Warton

realized that Johnson had challenged his essay, the

first volume of which had come out in 1756. Mr, Allison

shows how Warton subtly and deviously refutes many of

Johnson's points and shows him in a bad light. 6'' Warton

ranked Pope above Dryden whereas Johnson had done just

the opposite. 6® Johnson was extremely hard on Pope's

translations of Horace; Warton said none of Pope's other

works had been more admired.69 For all Warton' s praise

of the Life of Cowley , he wanted to stress Johnson's laok

of originality; so he wrote of Donne: "He was the cor-

rupter of Cowley. Dryden was the first who called him a

metaphysical poet. "TO Johnson's had refuted Warton'

s

criticism of Addison's Campali^i s Warton therefore

criticized Johnson's style (and, of course, Johnson him-

71
self, who had recommended Addison as a model of style).

66Rebeoca Warner, Original Letters (Bath, 1817),
pp. 204-205.

67james Allison, "Joseph Warton's Reply to Dr.
Johnson's Lives, " JEGP . 51 (1952), 186-191.

66Joseph Warton, An Essay on the Genius and
Writings of Pope (London, 1782)/ II, 410-411.

69Ibid,, 273.

7 Ibid.. 354.

71Ibid.. 205-206.
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Johnson had devoted twenty-five pages to Pope f s Epitaphs ,

Warton gives them a short paragraph, saying, "THE fifteen

Epitaphs, which conolude our author's poetical works, do

not seem to merit a particular discussion,"72

Much of Warton's criticism of Gray's odes is to

refute Johnson's harsh opinion of them. He concerns him-

self mainly with "The Bard," Gray's poem which Johnson

most severely criticized. Knowing that the last sentence

of any book is likely to be the strongest and most memor-

able, he concludes his Essay by saying* 73

The preference here given to POPE, above other
modern English poets, it must be remembered, is
founded on the excellencies of this work in general ;

and taken all together; for there are parjbs and pas-
sages In other authors. In Young and in Thomson, ror
instance, equal to any of POPE; and he has written
nothing in a strain so truly sublime, as the Bard of
Gray , 74

Warton did not leave off this insidious criticism

when he finished his Essay , In 1797, he edited Pope's

works, in the notes of which he continued to criticize

Johnson, now more boldly sinoe Johnson was dead; for

example, he wishes that all Johnson's critical opinions

were "as solid and judicious" as those in the Life of

72Ibid., 402.

73Allison, 189-190, "Joseph Warton's Reply to
Dr. Johnson's Lives," JEGP, 51 (1952).

74II, 411.
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Cowley * He again makes the point that Johnson used the

term "metaphysical" after Dryden had done so**75 He quotes

Johnson's description of Addison's prose and comments:

"Very different, therefore, from the style of Dr. Johnson

himself."76 Johnson's opinion of pastoral poetry, Warton

says, is "delivered with a surprizing want of taste and

judgment."77 Commenting on "Windsor Forest," Warton can-

not forbear to bring up Johnson's strictures on a passage

in Gray's "Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College."

He regrets that

Whenever the river Thames is mentioned, I am
afraid the disgraceful and impotent criticism of
Dr. Johnson on a passage in Gray's Odes, will recur
to the mind of the reader. I heartily wish, for the
sake of its author, who had more strong sense than a
just relish for true poetry, that this strange and
unwarrantable remark of his, could be sunk into
oblivion.78

In his Memoirs of Whitehead. William Mason bluntly

asserts that Pope's "Epistle of Eloisa to Abelard" con-

tains many passages which are morally misleading to young

minds,

actuated usually by strong passions, and .vaioh by
no means will suffer us to agree with the Doctor,
that Abelard and Eloisa (the latter especially)

75The Works of Pope. VI, 235n.

76Ibid.. VII, 276n,

77lbid.. I, 46n.

78Ibid., 134n.
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found quiet find oonsolation In retirement and piety J79

Having said that Gray*s elegy is bettor than any

of Whitehead's, Ilason adds ironically in a note: "Dr.

Johnson had not then led readers of this cast to make a

proper estimate of that celebrated poem,"80

In 1782 Mason published anonymously hiB Archaeo-

logical Epistle, a poetic satire written in the language

of Chatterton's "Rowley" poems. His primary purpose in

this epistle is to ridicule Dean Milles for believing in

those spurious poems, but he also attackB Johnson for his

censure of Gray's poetry:

'Yette, giffft thou /Gratf sojourned in this earthly
vale,

Johnson atte thee had brochedD no neder° stynge;
Hee, craventd, the ystorven® dothe assayle,
Butte atte the quyckf ne dares hys venome flynge.
Quyck or ystorven, giff I kenne aryghte,
Ne Johnson, ne Deane Mylle, scalle e'er agroseS

thie spryte.

'

aIf topointed cadder dcoward ethe dead fthe living
Sgrieve or trouble8*

Johnson's biographical method as v/ell as his

personality is attacked by Mason in the following passage

from the Memoirs of Whitehead:

79pp. 36-37.

^Ibld., p. 84n.

**rtnnil Mason/, An ArchaaaLogioal Epistle to the

Reverend and Worshipful Jeremiah Mllles. D. P., Dean of

Exeter. President of the Society of Antiquaries. * . .

(London, 1782), p. 14.
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Conscious* • .that to avoid writing what is un-
necessary is, in these days, no just plea for silenoe
in a biographer, I have some apology to make for
having strewed these pages so thinly with the tittle-
tattle of anecdote. I am, however, too proud to make
this apology to any person but my bookseller, who will
be the only real loser by the defect. Those readers,
who believe that I do not write immediately under his
pay, and who may have gathered, from what they have
already read, that I am not so passionately enamoured
of Dr. Johnson's biographical manner, as to take that
for my model, have only to throw these pages aside,
and wait till they are new-written by some one of his
numerous disciples, who may follow lis master's
example; and should more anecdote than I furnish him
with be wanting, (as was the Doctor's case in his
life of Mr. Gray) may make amends for it by those
eructations of vituperative criticism, which are
generated by unconoocted taste and intellectual
indigestion.92

The Critical Review reprimanded Mason for this

indiscriminate condemnation of Johnson, Q3 and. the Monthly

Review charged him specifically with using the life of

Whitehead as "a vehicle for the abuse of Dr. Johnson." It

also asserted that

On the whole it is manifest that Mr. M. is not
only angry with the good people of England for talking
so much and so long about Johnson, but that he owes
the Public a grudge for the cool reception given to
his dramas in representation. ***

James Callender sought to prove in his Deformities

of Johnson that the Lives reflect the malignity and il-

logicality of Johnson's mind. He deplores Johnson's

82pp. 128-129.

83LXV (March 1788), 177-182.

^LXXVIII (March 1788), 177ff.
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treatment of Colley Clbber, saying,

That great ornament of the stage was a man of
genius, at least equal to Dr. Johns on--but they had
a quarrel, and though Clbber has been more than
twenty years buried, the Doctor, in his life of
Pope, studies to revenge it. His expressions are
gross. 85

Callender goes back to Idler No. 85 to cite a sentence

which he uses to show Johnson's erroneous idea of a

biographer.

•He that writes the life of another, is either
his friend or his enemy, and wishes either to exalt
his praise, or aggravate his infamy. ' The Doctor
betrays a degree of inconsistency incompatible with
his reputed abilities. After such a confession, what
have we to hope for in his lives of English poets?

Having th'-is denied veracity both to Plutarch and
himself , this Idler, in the very next page, leaps at

once from the wildest scepticism to the wildest
credulity. The paragraph is too long for Insertion;
but the t enor of it is, that 'a man's account of
himself, left behind him unpublished, may be depended
on; 1 because, 'by selflove all have been so often
betrayed, that (now for the strangest flight of
nonsense ) all are on the watch against its artifices. l86

Callender cites the Life of Lyttelton as evidence

of Johnson's ill nature. Johnson had written of Lyttelton's

history of Henry II: w, It was published with such anxiety

as only vanity can diotate.'" He had pronounced the

nonody to the memory of Lady Lyttelton "long" and the

Dialogues of the Dead the productions rather of leisure

than of study. Of Lyttelton's Persian Letters, Johnson

85Deformltles, p. 13.

86Ibld., p. 15.
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had said that they "'have something of that Indistinct and

headstrong ardour for liberty which a man of genius always

catches when he enters the world, and always suffers to

cool as he passes forward. *
" He declared that Lyttelton's

poems "'have nothing to be despised, and little to be

admired,

'

w87 Callender finds many inconsistencies in the

Lives and quotes especially passages from the Life of

Dryden. where Johnson wrote that the "Ode on the Death of

Mrs* Killigrew" is "'undoubtedly the noblest ode that our

language ever has produced'"; that the "Ode on St. Cecilia's

Day" is "'allowed to stand without a rival '"; and that

"Alexander 1 3 Feast 'may, perhaps, be pronounced superior

to the ode on Killigrew. *

"

Q8

Although many of Butler^ works merit attention,

says Callender, Johnson examined only Hudlbras. probably

because It tends to ridicule dissenters. 89 He differs

vehemently with Johnson's criticism of the Memoirs of

Scrlblerus. declaring that "all the volumes of English

criticism cannot produce a poorer page." 9** The following

paragraph bears witness to the close scrutiny which Cal-

lender gave to the Lives in order to catch Johnson in an

87Ibld., pp. 17-18.
88Ibid., p. 19.
89Ibid., pp. 22-23.
90Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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error, and also to his perverse interpretation of John-

son*

'His ^Fope's7 version uay bo said to have timed
the English tongue; for, since its appearance, no
writer, however deficient in other powers, has wanted
melody . ' This is wild enough; but, of Gray's two
longest Odes, 'the language is laboured into harsh-
ness • » Hammond's verses 'never glide in a stream of
melody. * The diction of Collins 'was often harsh,
unskilfully laboured, and injudiciously selected*
His lines* commonly, are of slow motion, clogged and
impeded with clusters of consonants* * Of the style
of Savage, 'The general fault is, harshness* f The
diction of Shonstone 'is often harsh* improper* and
affected* • • •

I

Of these five poets, some were not born when
Pope's version was publishedj and, of the rest, not
one had penned a line now extant* They are all here
charged, in the strongest terms, with harshness ; and
yet, (mirabilc diotu t) since the appearance of Pope's
version, 'no writer, however deficient in other
powers, has wanted melody * 1 93.

Acknowledging the validity of Johnson's criticism

in some minor details, Callender says that Johnson was the

last man who ought to have it, "for a very great part of

his life has been spent in corrupting and confounding

/pur language/7
* " More of this minute examination and

hasty generalization may be seen in this next passage*

The Dootor says, 'That Cowley having when very
young, read Spenser, became Irrevocably a poet*

'

And he adds a remark that shows his good sense

t

'Such are the accidents which, sometimes remembered
and sometimes forgotten, PRODUCE that particular
designation of mind and propensity for some certain

Qllbld., p* 26.

92Ibid.
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science or employment, which is commonly called
genius. The true genius is a mind of large general
powers, accidentally determined to some particular
direction^ The great painter of the present age
had the first fondness for his art excited by a
perusal of Richardson's treatise, ' This drawling
definition contradicts common sense. Does the
Doctor mean that Cowley would have become a painter
by perusing Richardson? or that Reynolds would have
become a poet by perusing Spenser? This is clear
inference from his words, and its absurdity is 'too
evident for detection, and too gross for aggravation.'93

Several points in the Life of Gray caused Cal-

lender to censure Johnson, among them the story of Gray

and Walpole f s quarrel at Florence, Gray's refusal of the

laureateship, Johnson's strictures on Gray's notion that

he could write only at certain times, and his remark on

the "Ode on Spring," the "Bard," the "Itymn to Adversity,"

the Sister Odes," the "Elegy," and the "Ode on a Distant

Prospect of Eton College."

After decrying Johnson's statements on Rowe and

Milton, Callender writes:

Dr. Johnson's sycophants have asserted that 'in
the walks of criticism and biography he has long
been without a rival.' And they are no doubt willing
to support their idol in his infamous assertion, that
Swift 'exoites neither surprise nor admiration. The
Doctor's disregard for the unanimous sentiments of
mankind often excites surprise but never admiration. 95

Callender fails to see what "truth, moral or political"

93Ibid., pp. 36-37.

94Ibld., 29-32.

95Ibld.. p. 38.
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Is promoted by Johnson's relation of such biographical

facts as that Thompson's first need when he came to London

was a pair of shoes and that Pope 'wore a kind of fur

doublet, under a shirt of very coarse warm linen, with

fine sleeves* ' Callender's penchant for vulgarity is

evidenced in the sentence which oocurs at this point in

his book. nHad Dr. Johnson been Pope's apothecary, we

would certainly have heard of the frequency of his pulse,

the colour of his water and the quantity of his stools. n

In this same category he counts the Information that
I

though Pope seemed angry when a dram was offered him, he

did not forbear to drink it. Callender calls these

"tiresome and disgusting trifles," which make the nar-

rative seem ridiculous. In addition to this, he asserts

that there is a conflicting picture of Pope given by

Johnson, who said that Pope's chief objeot of ridicule was

poverty and that he seemed to think that to laok money was

to lack everything. Callender contradicts this, saying

that the crimes Pope satirized were slander and forgery,

that he ridiculed bad men as well as bad writers and

that Johnson himself recorded that Pope was very chari-

table. Callender calls Johnson's criticism of "Chevy

Chase" scandalous. Callender holds up to ridicule John-

son's critioism of Pope's Essay on Man ("Never was penury

of knowledge and vulgarity of sentiment so happily
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disguised.") and speaks of the "venomous eloquence"

which this criticism contains. Ho also cites Rousseau's

and Voltaire's praise of the poem, as if to show that

Johnson was a fool for judging contrary to the opinion

of these great minds.9**

Johnson on pastoral poetry evokes Callender's

censure of Johnson 1 s logic:

'It has been maintained by some, who love to
talk of what they do not know, that pastoral is the
most antient poetry. f &ut in the next period, 'pas-
toral poetry was the first employment of the human
imagination. l97

Callender labels as nonsense Johnson's statement that

pastoral poetry pleases because it represents scenes

familiar to almost every imagination, and which all can

judge of the aocuracy of description. Such scenes,

declares Callender, are not familiar to almost every

imagination, and all are not able to judge of the ac-

curacy of description. For example, there are the poor

city dwellers, who are grossly ignorant of rural life.

Callender objeots to Johnson's recording in the life of

Thomson that much opposition to Sir Robert Walpole filled

the nation because Johnson himself had violently abused

Walpole. Johnson's political prejudices lead Callender

96lbid .» pp. 40-41.

97Ibid.« p. 42.
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to remark in another place that he is unable to recon-

cile Johnson's high regard and praise for Walmsley with

his statement about Walmsley' s being a Whig with all the

virulence and malevolence of his party. Likewise he

questions the value of Johnson's anecdote about Shen-

stone's chagrin at Lyttelton's conducting visitors to

points of his garden where Shenstone's garden would ap-

pear to disadvantage.98

Johnson's personality seems to be Callender's

chief target in this paragraph criticizing Johnson's

comments on Milton's style;

With all his affectation of hard words, the
Doctor becomes at once intolliglble when he wishes
to reprobate a rival genius, or insult the ashes
of a benefactor. In defiance of Addison, and a
thousand other shallow fellowa» be asserts that
Milton 'both in" proso and verse had formed his
stile by a perverse and pedantic principle.'"

Without specifio illustrations, Dr. Thomas Newton

wrote in 1782 a brief but comprehensive criticism of the

Lives, which is valuable as expressing the sent5.ments of

a writer not hostile to Johnson, nor yet an idolater.

All in all, however, he finds the Lives disappointing.

Dr. Johnson's Lives of the poets afforded more
amusement, but candor was much hurt and offended at
the malevolence that predominates in every part.

98Ibld., pp. 42-44.

"ibid., p. 44.
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Some passages, it must be allowed, are judicious
and well written, but make not sufficient compen-
sation for so much spleen and ill humor. Never
was any biographer more sparing of his praise, or
more abundant in his censures. He seemingly de-
lights more in exposing blemishes, than in recom-
mending beauties, slightly passes over excellencies,
inlarges upon imperfections, and not content with
his own severe reflections, revives old scandal, and
produces large quotations from the long forgotten
works of former critics. His reputation was so
high, in the republic of letters, that it wanted not
to be raised upon the ruins of others. But these
essays, instead of raising a higher idea, than was
before entertained of his understanding, have
certainly given the world a worse opinion of his
temper.100

Vloesimus Knox, in 1784, accused Johnson of

indulging his spleen in the Lives .

The public is also indebted to the author of
the Rambler for many masterly pieces of biography.
His portraits would be more universally pleasing,
if he had not too often indulged his spleen, and
converted a harshness of feature into absolute
caricature. I never could admire either the
writings or the life of the chief object of his
panegyric, the unfortunate Savage.101

Richard Graves in his elegy on the death of

Johnson, however, praises Johnson for the impartiality of

his criticism in the Lives *

Our Poet's works with critic skill he weigh'd,
Their faults, their beauties, and their lives displayed.
Prom him, to judge with freedom we may loarn,

10QThe Works of the Right Reverend Thomas Newton,
D. D. . • .with Some Account of his Life, and Anecdotes
of several of his Friends, Written by Himself (London,
mSti i, i3o-i3i,

—
lOlviceslmus Knox, Essays iloral and Literary

(London, 1784), II, 51.
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And solid sense from empty sound discern.
Himself correct, he hardly knew to spare
Those bards, who boldly vend unfinish'd ware*
Unaw'd by names, if by too rigid laws
Some bards he judg'd, who merit just applause,
With" casual candour, by a gentler test,
He others tried, whom rivral wits oppress 'd*
E'en Watts and Blaokmore, whose flat strains abound
With pious traits, in him a patron found.!02

John Courtenay in his Poetical Review mentions

what seemed to be an ever-present thorn in critics'

sides: Johnson's glorification of minor poets and

casual acknowledgment of great ones* As a case in point

Courtenay notices his hardly deigning to praise Gray, yet

inserting in the Lives Blaokmore 'a "sleeping lays,"

Pomfret's "dismal ohlmes," Yalden's "hymns," and Watts 's

"holy rhimes." Other parts of the Lives drew Courtenay's

comments*

By subtle doubts would Swift's fair fame invade.
And round his brows the ray of glory shade;
With poignant taunt mild Shenstone's life arraigns,
His taste contemns, and sweetly-flowing strains;
At zealous Hilton aims his tory dart.
But in his Savage finds a moral heart. • • •

In judgment keen he acts the critic's part,
By reason proves the feelings of the heart;
In thought profound, in nature's study wise,
Shews from what source our fine sensations rise;
With trutn, precision, fancy's claims defines,
And throwB new splendour o'er the poet's lines*103

George Column wrote an interesting note in St *

James's Chronicle on May 25, 1786, in which he paid

102C. J. Hill, Literary Career of Riohard
Graves, pp. 117, 118.

l°3poetlcal Review, pp* 1-4, 14*
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tribute to Johnson's biographical powers and lamented the

numerous attacks on his reputation since hie death.

Were we to analyse the Literary Merits of Dr«
Johnson, perhaps an accurate Critlck would ascribe
his highest praise to ills labours in Biography. In
that branch, one of his first, and most splendid ef-
forts, was the Life of Savage. This idea might be
perused with no small degree of entertainment and
instruction. At present, however, I shall only say,
that this train of thought gave birth to the fol-
lowing Epigram, which (if you please) you may hitch
into your Poet's Corner.

EPIGRAM

THEE, Johnson, both dead and alive we may note
In the fam'd Biographical lines

When living the Life of a Savage you wrote,
Now many a Savage writes thine.^^

Johnson's style in the Lives particularly impressed

Charles James Pox, for he wrote to J. B. Trotter on October

28, 1802, that "Johnson in his Lives of the Poets, Gold-

smith, Blackstone, and Sir Joshua Reynolds, are the best

of our later prose-writers. n^05

Richard Cumberland's brJ^f comment on the Lives

deals more with the criticism than with the biography.

He affirms that Johnson was an acute and able critic.

His selection of a certain passage in the
ourning Bride of Congreve, which he extols so

rapturously, is certainly a most unfortunate
sample j but unless the oversights of a critic are

104?rose, III, 162.

105Walter Savage Landor, Charles James Fox.
Stephen Wheeler (London, 1907), p". 2<J£}.
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less pardonable than those of other men, we may pass over
this in a work of merit, which abounds in beauties
far more prominent than its defects, and much more
pleasing to contemplate .106

Percival Stockdale's Memoirs exhibit many com-

ments on individual lives and the Lives in general.

Most of the faults and most of the beauties which earlier

critics had written about are to be found in Stockdale #

Johnson's Life of Hilton particularly roused ire.

Amongst the many other gross absurdities,
injuries, and insults, with which Dr. JOHNSON has
violated the memory of tho first of poets, he tells
us, that the PARADISE LOST oan only be interesting,
and entertaining, to boys, and girls; and that it
must always be read by persons advanced in llfs, with
coldness, and indifference* This remark teems with
palpable errour, and incongruity* which aro com-
pletely refuted by himself; in a former passage of
the highest praise, in his life of our immortal
poet; which I shall here communicate to the reader.
He asserts that the plan, and the objects of HILTON'S
poem were the greatest that could enter into the mind
of man; and that the performance was worthy of these
objects, and of that design. Must not then such a
poem be necessarily read with more Judgement, and
pleasure, by maturity of life, and by age, than by
boys and girls? Does not this extorted, yet un-
equivocal, and decisive tribute, condemn, and an-
nihilate, all his extreme injustice to one of the
most virtuous, as well as greatest characters, that
ever lived? Does it not, with a critical; does it
not, with a mathematical precision, and demonstration,
exalt HILTON above all other poets; and consequently,
even above his favourite H0?B3R?*OT

Nor did the Life of Lyttelton set well with Stookdale, who

flouts Johnson's opinion in these words: "I sent a copy

106Memoirs, II, 362.

107I, 107-108.
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of my translation of the AMINTA, to the good, and not-

withstanding JOHNSON'S unjust, and contemptuous treatment

of him, I will add, to the great lord I$rttelton. ttl08 Some

of the views expressed In the following passage from

Stockdale were prevalent among Johnson's contemporaries;

others were in direct contrast to the general tenor of

both public and expert opinion.

In Dr« JOHNSON'S most eminent english poets, are
comprehended many inferiour, and feeble pretenders to
poetry, who dishonour the Illustrious names with
which they they are associated. Yet In his lives of
our great luminaries of PARNASSUS, we meet with much
ingenious, and fine criticism; though the celebrated
author often discredits his noble passages, by his
prejudice against a particular species of writing; or,
what is more reprehensible, by his prejudices against
a particular man* It was the interest of many book-
sellers to puff this performance, which they did most
egregiously, and hyperbolically; and as it is the way
of an unthinking and fawning world, to take any thing
upon trust; when it comes from great power of any
kind; the irresistible name of JOHNSON, gave an
implicit, and complete sanction to the extravagance
of commercial praise* For It must be evident to
every impartial, and judicious reader; that these
lives of the english poets, are not only, in many
places deformed with party-zeal; and even with
malignity; but that, in vigour, and elegance; in
short, in the perfection of composition, they are far
below the atchlevements of his maturer age. They
often, indeed, betray marks of haste, and negligence;
of a confidence in long acquired, and established
fame* The force of a great mind, drooping with time,
who would not warmly regret, and compassionate? An
inaccurate, and indolent manner of exeouting a
literary task; from a security in a splendid character,
or from whatever cause, it not altogether venial* The
evidence of the decay of strength, and beauty, in

108Ibid .» II, 43*
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JOHNSON'S writing, which time had effected, will
almost force itself upon the Judgment of any one,
who will calmly compare his life of the unfortu-
nate SAVAGE, with his comparatively recent lives
of our other poets. The life of his unhappy
friend, preceded his latter biography, by thirty-
six years. • .the life of SAVAGE deserves a decided
preference to his other lives. • .for. • .candour*
• .tender, and amiable benevolence, • .elegance of
narrative, and force of sentiment .1°9

Stockdale himself had written a life of the

poet Waller, hence it was somewhat immodest of him to

assert that Johnson's life of that poet was written "in

a remarkably superficial, and careless manner," especial-

ly when Johnson had referred to hint as Waller's "last

ingenious biographer." Stookdale quotes John Wilkes on

both these lives:

'I wish to GODI « (said he) 'that you /JTtockdale7
would determine to do yourself Justice with the
world; by publishing together, his life of WALLER,
and yours: or by exerting your abilities in writing
the life, and critical observations on the poetry of
the elegant, and injured AKENSIDH; and bringing them
out with JOHNSON'S illiberal, and malignant account
of the life, and genius of that true, and great
poet; whoa, with his usual, and gloomy political,
and religious bigotry, he has treated with the
grossest injustice; nay, with scurrility. •***

Stockdale brands Johnson's criticism of Thomson's

Seasons "unjust, and futile, "»•* and accuses him of

making "most illiberal, unjust, and absurd observations,

109Ibld. . 197-199.

110Ibid., 200.

U1Ibid., 274.
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and strictures" on Gray*** In thanking Hayley for

quoting Ms moral defense of Milton "against the immoral

virulence of Johnson," Stockdate adds, "What a pity it

is that the genius, and critical powers of that great

man should have so often been shaded, perverted, and

disgraced by political, and religious principles

j

nH3

Regarding his projected series of lectures on the English

poets, Stockdale explains that he does not think John-

son^ Lives preclude what he proposes to do,

for though I am warmly sensible of the extraordinary
talents, and splendid productions of that justly
celebrated writer; and though he has favoured the
world with a great deal of vigorous, and masterly
criticism on the .vorks of those poets; yet impar-
tiality, and unprejudiced discernment must own,
that it is largely interspersed, and deeply shaded
with much fastidious, and malevolent detraction
from their merits**--"-*

The earliest account of the Lives by one of John-

son's biographers is that of Thomas Tyers. Tyers expresses

the highest respect for Johnson's critical ability, but

does not hesitate to mention what he considers defi-

ciencies in this ability. He observes that Johnson was

fitted by nature for a critic.

His Lives of the Poets (like all his biographical

112Ibid., 322.

^Slbid., 282.

n4Ibid., 236,
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pioces) are well written* He gives us the pulp
without the husks* He has told their personal
history very well* But every tiling is not new.
Perhaps what Mr. Steevens helped him to, has
increased the number of the best anecdotes* But
his criticisms of their works are of the most
worth, and tho greatest novelty* His perspi-
cacity was very extraordinary* He was able to
take measure of every intellectual object; and to
see all round it* If he chose to plume himself
as an author, he might on account of the gift of
intuition*

'The brightest feather in the Eagles wing* 1

lie has been censured for want of taste or good
nature, in what he says of Prior, Gray, Lyttelton,
Hammond, and others, and to have praised some
pieoes that nobody thought highly of* It was a
fault in our critic too often to take occasion to
shew himself superior to his subject, and also to
trample upon it* * • • Of Gray, he always spoke
as he wrote, and called his poetry artificial* •

* * He made some fresh observations on Itfilton,

by placing him in a new point of view: and if he
has shewn more of his excellencies than Addison
does, he accompanies them with more defects.11^

This quotation ends with a recognition that Dr* Johnson

was subjective rather than authoritarian in his criticism*

lie took no critic from the shelf, neither
Aristotle, Bossu, nor Boileau* lie hardly liked to
quote, much more to steal* He drew his judgements
from the principles of human nature, of which the
Rambler is full, before the Elements of Critioism
by Lord Kalms made their appearance*116

William Cooke accords the Lives high praise, taking

note of the objectionable, non-literary aspects, and

expressing special delight that Johnson expanded his

115Gent* Mag.* LIV, 909.

116Ibid*
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original plan, which was to include a few dates and a

general oharaoter for each poet, similar to what is

found in the French Miscellanies*

But the flowers of English poetry sprung up so
agreeably under the cultivation of the Doctor's hand,
that he voluntarily enlarged his plan, both in regard
to the lives and critical-remarks. • • •

When the life of Cowley (which was the specimen)
was published, the great variety of matter and ac-
curate criticisms, which he bestowed on that author,
astonished and pleased every body—the Doctor's
powers had belen thought to be rather on the decline,
but by this and the subsequent lives, the public saw
him flourish In a green old age, adding fresh vigour
to his fancy* and additional experience to his judg-
ment* His style too, which in his Rambler more
particularly, was thought turgid* was admitted to be
much mended; so that, when the Booksellers published
the whole of the Lives in four quarto volumes, (inde-
pendent of the works of the British Poets) the sale
became universally rapid, and the book is now become
as a great a favourite in the libraries of Europe,
as any of the Doctor's most celebrated pieces*

That there is much learning and great reach of
mind in this performance, I readily admit; but yet
there are some few passages that I wish, for the
Doctor's memory, he had left out**!7

Cooke says he has referenoe here to such things as John-

son's calling Milton "' the zealot of rebellion '"118 and

his saying of Milton's brother, who was a Judge, that

"•his constitution being too weak for business, he retired

before any disreputable compliance became necessary * '"

As Johnson admitted that he had not read Congreve for

117Llfe* pp. 60-62*

118Cooke is, of course, in error here. The
"zealot of rebellion" was John Hampden*
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many years, Cook© deems some of his strictures out of

plaoe and charges that, wIn the life of Congreve, he

commits himself to criticism with a looseness unbecoming

the general chastity of his pen." Cooke also records

that the great success of the Lives induced the book-

sellers to give him an additional present of a hundred

pounds.119 The defeots which Cooke found in the Lives

did not prevent his stamping with approval the work as a

whole. He actually considered the Lives as a definitive

study.

His criticisms /Jxi the Lives7» • •came forward
with all the depth of erudition, aided by a most
powerful and discriminating genius; and though he
is the first that undertook this work generally,
he has left nothing for his successors to do.1***

In commenting upon the popularity of the Life of

Savages William Shaw Baid that for a series of years

Johnson continually enriched the annals of English liter-

ature with biographical articles.121 Shaw is, of course,

referring to such works as the lives of Father Paul

Sarpi, Boerhaave, Admiral Drake, Admiral Blake, Philip

Barretier, Peter Burraan, Sydenham, Cheynel, Edward Cave,

Sir Thomas Browne, Frederick III of Prussia, and Ascham.

119Life, pp. 62-63.

120Ibid., p. 97.

121Hemolrs. p. 72.
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These lives, though little read today by any except

scholars, were quite popular in their own day. Shaw

judged that

The Lives of the Poets is one of his greatest,
and perhaps was the best finished of his works. • •

• His account of the metaphysical poets, his
Memoirs of Dryden, and especially his Critique on
Paradise Lost, are, in my opinion, among the hap-
piest efforts of his pen; and written with all the
beauty and elegance of which our language is
susceptible*

Thus, by a most fortunate choice of his subjects,
has this great man in giving at once stability to
our tongue, and formation to our taste, established
a basis for his own fame, which shall last while a
vestige of the one or the other remains.*-22

One of the longest pieces of criticism on the

Lives was written by Joseph Towers in his Essay on Johnson,

Towers states that the Life of Savage had been thought by

some too favorable to Savage, but calls it an excellent

piece of biography, adding that it had great merit as a

composition.*2** This comment occurs early in the Essay .

Later Towers begins forty pages of criticism on the Lives

by declaring that they

seem to have been the most popular of all his
productions. These, considered as compositions,
and as abounding with strong and acute remarks, and
with many very fine, and some even sublime passages,
have unquestionably great merit; but if they be
regarded merely as containing narrations of the
lives, delineations of the characters, and strictures

122Ibid.« pp. 170-173.

123pp. 25-26,
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on the works of the authors concerning whom he wrote,
they are far from being always to be depended on; the
characters are sometimes partial, and there is some-
times too much malignity of misrepresentation; to
which, perhaps, may be added, no inconsiderable
portion of erroneous oriticism**2^

A consideration of the major lives is then given* The

Life of Cowley, says Towers, is "favourably written and

embodies an "elaborate criticism" of his works* Johnson

is too indulgent of Cowley's false taste in his poems and

is "unjustly partial" to Cowley in preferring his Latin

poetry, but his observations on the raetaphysicals are

"novel and ingenious*" Towers the Whig differs with

Johnson the Tory on the latter* s comments on Waller's

poetry, and these political differences result in further

disagreement over the Life of Milton* Towers acknowledges

that Johnson had spoken for the most part in the highest

terms of Milton's poetic abilities, but he charges h.'.m

with gross misrepresentation of Milton's charaoter and

conduct as a man* Among the specific points which Towers

takes up and answers or refutes are Milton's leaving

Cambridge, his noncombatant status during the Revolution,

the motives for Milton's politioal tenets, Milton's

religion, and his role in the execution of Charles I*

After thus animadverting at some length on the biography

12*Ibid*, p* 53.
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of Milton, Towers concludes his criticism by praising

Johnson' 8 account of Hilton's works:

But though. In his life of Milton, a propensity
to represent his actions in a very unfavourable light
is manifest throughout, yet when he comes to treat of
his principal poetioal productions and especially his
Paradise Lost, he has displayed their excellencies in
the most animated and elevated language .125

Towers comments briefly and generally on the lives of

Butler and Dryden, declaring the one to be "highly valuable"

and the other "curious, copious, and favourable to Dryden."

To Towers, Johnson's treatment of Addison seems to coincide

in many particulars with that of other writers: still he

observes Johnson's tendency to censure:

In his account of ADDISON, the general represen-
tation given of his merit as a writer is very just,
and very happily expressed. But he seems sometimes
too much inclined to speak disparagingly of him as
a man, and too ready to admit stories to his pre-
judice, without sufficient evidence. Addison is too
much degraded in the business of his marriage, and
the circumstances related concerning it are probably
exaggerated. Some particulars, which are disadvan-
tageous to Addison's memory, are. • .perhaps, taken
too implicitly from Spenoe's account of his conver-
sations with Pope .126

Towers also is of the opinion that Johnson relied too

much on the testimony of Pope regarding his and Addison's

quarrel, and he asserts that Pope's aocount "is far from

being entitled to implicit credit." The Life of Pope.

lg5ibid.. pp. 54-83.

126Ibid.. pp. 84-85.
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Towers states, "contains a variety of Interesting infor*

matlon concerning that celebrated poet; many particulars

In his character are nicely and accurately discriminated;

and the comparison between Pope and Dryden Is finely

written." Towers feels that Johnson was prejudiced

against Swift's character and his writings* He also

believes that Prior is critiolzed too severely and his

merit underrated by Johnson. The Life of Lyttelton ap-

pears to have been written with a certain amount of

personal prejudice. Johnson's critical, stylistic, and

biographical abilities are examined by Towers in the

following passage:

Mr. Tyers says of Dr. Johnson, that 'he was fitted
by nature for a critic' That he had great powers of
discrimination, and often displayed great critical
abilities, must be acknowlodgedt but it is at the
same time true, that his criticisms were very far
from being always Just. It may, perhaps, be doubted,
whether his various personal and systematical pre-
judices did not, in a considerable degree, disqualify
him, at least in many instances, for properly dis-
charging the office of a Judicious and Impartial
critic. ... Whatever the conceptions of Johnson
were, he could express them with aouteness and with
vigour; and his criticisms were often important, not
by the justness of the remarks which they contained,
but by the strength of the language in whioh they
were delivered. In his Lives of the Poets, he has
not done justice to the productions of HAMMOND, GAY,
or AKENSIDE; and his rude and arrogant criticisms on
the sublime odes of GRAY, can be perused by a reader
of true poetical taste only with disgust. Nor do
Johnson's remarks on Milton's LYCIDAS do any honour
to his critical abilities.

I

27

127Ibid., pp. 86-96.
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Towers proposes that Johnson^ chief fault as a biographer

"seems to have been, too great a propensity to introduce

injurious reflections against men of respectable character,

and to state factB unfavourable to their memory, on slight

and insufficient grounds."128 In his final estimate of

the Lives* Towers admits that their merits must recommend

them to "any reader of taste.

"

NOTWITHSTANDING the errors, and instances of
partiality and misrepresentation, which occasionally
occur in the Lives of the Poets, they contain so many
accurate and just observations on human nature, such
original and curious remarks on various literary sub-
jects, and abound with so many beauties of style, that
they oannot be perused by any reader of taste without
a great degree of pleasure. Besides their general
merit as compositions, they also contain many particu-
lar oassages of distinguished excellence* The character
of Gilbert Walrasley, in the life of Edmund Smith, is
finely drawn; the account, in the life of Addison,
of the rise and progress of the Tatler, Speotator,
and Guardian, and of the effects produced by these
admirable essays on the manners of the nation, is just
and curious; and there are many excellent observa-
tions on the modes of study, and on literary
composition*129

Sir John Hawkins praises the Lives in an extrava-

gant strain; nevertheless he does not scruple to reoord

what he considers Johnson^ critical shortcomings.

The book oame abroad in the year 1778, in ten
small volumes, and no work of Johnson has been more-
celebrated. It has been said to contain the soundest
principles of criticism, and the most judicious examen

128Jbid., p, 101.

129lb id . , p. 102.
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of the effusions of poetlo genius, tliat any country,
not excepting Prance, has to shew; and so much of
tlxis is true, that, in our perusal of it, wo find
our curiosity, as to facts and circumstances, ab-
sorbed in the contemplation of those penetrating
reflections and nice discriminations, which are far
the greater part of it.*30

Hawkins questions whether Johnson possessed the true poetic

faculty, that is, the power which is the result of a mind

stored with beautiful images. Johnson's defective vision,

Hawkins implies, prevented his having this power in a great

degree, and thus caused the "frigid commendations" on

Thomson arid other descriptive poets, on many fine oassages

in Dryden, and on Prior's "Henry and Emma." Hawkins, too,

notes the morality and the lack of impartiality in the

Lives .

I.ioral sentiments and versification, seem
chiefly to have engaged his attention, and on these
his criticisms are aocurate, but severe and not
always impartial. His avowed fondness for rhyme is
one of the blemishes in his Judgment: he entertained
it in opposition to Milton, and cherished it through
the whole of his life; and it led him into many
errors.*31

Hawkins declares that if Johnson is one of those poets

whose power of understanding exceeds their power of

imagination,

we have a reason for that coldness and insensibility
which he so often discovers in the course of this work;
and, when we recollect that he professed himself to

130Life, pp. 472.

^Ibld.. pp. 472-473.
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be a fastidious critic, we are not to wonder, that
he is sometimes backward in bestowing applause on
passages that seem to merit it* In short, he was a
scrupulous estimator of beauties and blemishes, and
possessed a spirit of criticism, which by long
exercise, may be said to have become mechanical.
So nicely has he balanced the one against the other,
that, In some Instances, he has made neither scale
preponderate; and, In others, by considering the
failings of his authors as positive demerit he has
left some celebrated names in a state of reputation
below mediocrity.13**

Sir John does not dwell upon the individual lives, except

to notice very briefly those of Lyttelton, Gray, Swift,

Cowley, Dryden, and Pope.

The way in which Johnson surpassed his intentions

in the Lives provides Boswell with a subject of enjoyable

study.

To those who delight in tracing the progress of
works of literature, it will be an entertainment to
compare the limited design with t he ample execution
of that admirable performance, 'The Lives of the
English Poets, ' which is the richest, most beautiful,
and indeed most perfect production of Johnson's pen
• • • • I shall here insert from a letter to me
from my late worthy friend Mr. Edward Dilly, though
of a later date, an account of this plan so happily
conceived; since it was the occasion of procuring for
us an elegant collection of the best biography and
criticism of which our language can boast .133

This letter is dated September 26, 1777; a short excerpt

from it is here given.

'The edition of the Poets, now printing, will

15sIbid ., p. 474.

133Life, III, 109-110.
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do honour to the English press; and a concise ac-
count of the life of each authour, by Dr. Johnson,
will be a very valuable addition, and stamp the
reputation of this edition super! our to any thing
that is gone before.'134

Boswell himself had written Johnson on June 9, saying,

"Your edition of the 'Enjllsh Poets* will be very

valuable, on account of the 'Prefaces and Lives.*"

Maione's footnote on this reads t Dr. Johnson was not the

editor of this Collection of the English Poets; he merely

furnished the biographical prefaces with which it is

enriched. "135 The basic assertion here is almost cer-

tainly true; however, the Gentleman's Magazine footnotes

a statement to that effect in the January 1786 issue in

these words: "^Johnson/ saw many of the sheets; corrected

some of them; was consulted on the works of every individual

poet; and suggested many improvements throughout the whole."156

Boswell's announcement of the publication of the

Lives dispels any apprehensions that this was t he work

of a senile mind.

In 1779, Johnson gave the world a luminous proof
that the vigour of his mind in all its faculties,
whether memory, Judgement, or imagination, was not
in the least abated; for this year came out the
first four volumes of his 'Prefaces, biographical

134Ibid., 110.

155lb id.. 117 and n.3.

136LVI, 22n.
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and critical, to the most eminent of the English
Poets. '137

In his discussion of the Lives, Boswell gives

first a general opinion, which contains only superlative

compliments*

/The Lives7 is the work which of all Dr# John-
son's writings, will perhaps be read most generally,
and with most pleasure. Philology and biography
were his favourite pursuits, and those who lived
most in intimacy with him, lieard him upon all oc-
casions, when there was a proper opportunity, take
delight in expatiating upon the merits of the
English Poetsa upon the niceties of their characters,
and the events of their progress through the world
which they contributed to illuminate. His mind was
so full of that kind of information, and it was so
well arranged in his memory, that in performing what
he had undertaken in this way, he had little more to
do than to put his thoughts upon paper, exhibiting
first each Poet's life, and then subjoining a criti-
cal examination of his genius and works. But when
he began to write, the subject swelled in such a man-
ner, that instead of prefaces to each poet, of no more
than a few pages, as he had originally intended, he
produced an ample, rich, and most entertaining view
of them in every respect. In this he resembled
Quintllian, who tells us, that in the composition of
his Institutions of Oratory, ' Latlus ae tamen
aperlente materia, plus quam imponebatur oner'is
sponte suscept .' The booksellers , justly sen-
sible of the great additional value of the copy-
right, presented hitn with another hundred pounds, over
and above two hundred, for which lis agreement was to
furnish such prefaces as he thought fit.

This was, whoever, but a small recompense for
such a collection of biography, and such principles
and illustrations of criticism, as, if digosted and
arranged In one system, by some modern Aristotle or
Longinus, might form a oode upon that subject, such
as no other nation can shew. As he was so good as

137Life , III, 370.
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to make mo a present of the greatest part of the
original, and Indeed only manuscript of this
admirable work, I have an opportunity of observing
with wonder the correctness with which lie rapidly
struck off such glowing composition**-^

Boswell continues his account with observations on

particular lives*

It is not my intention to dwell upon each of
Johnson's fLives of the Poets, 1 or attempt an
analysis of their merits, which, were I able to do
it, would take up too much room in this work; yet
I shall make a few observations upon some of them,
and insert a few various readings*

The Life of COfrLEY he himself considered as the
best of the whole, on account of the dissertation
which it contains on the Metaphysical Poets * Dryden,
whose critical abilities were equal to his poetical,
had mentioned them in his excellent Dedication of
his Juvenal, but had barely mentioned them* Johnson
has exhibited them at large, with such happy illus-
trations from their writings, and in so luminous a
manner, that indeed he may be allowed the full merit
of novelty, and to have discovered to us, as it were,
a new planet in the poetical hemisphere*

It is remarked by Johnson, in considering the
works of a poet, that amendments are seldom made
without some token of a rent; » but I do not find
that this is applicable to prose* We shall see
that though his amendments in this work are for
the better, there is nothing of the pannus assutus;
the texture is uniform: and indeed, what had been
there at first, is very seldom unfit to have
remained* • • •

In the Life of WALLER, Johnson gives a distinct
and animated narrative of publick affairs in that
variegated period, with strong yet nioe touches of
oharacter; and having a fair opportunity of displaying
his political principles, does it with an unqualified
manly confidence, and satisfies his readers how nobly
he might have executed a Tory History of his country*139

J-gQlbld** IV, 34-36.

159Ibid** 37-39.
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The easiness of Johnson's style In the Lives impressed

Boswell, who says he cannot recollect more than three

"uncommon or learned words* M (He mentions turned for

swelled; emitted for published; and veracious for true,

honest

»

or faithful ,)

Yet it must be owned, that none of these are
hard, or too big words; that custom would make them
seem as easy as any others; and that a language is
richer and capable of more beauty of expression, by
having a greater variety of synonimes«^*0

Boswell thinks it natural for such an ardent Tory as

Johnson to speak against Milton's politics but implies

that no other critic has praised Milton as a poet In the

manner that Johnson has. He also asserts that when

Johnson maintains the excellence of rhyme over blank

verse, he is expressing not only his own but the general

opinion of that tine. Boswell considers the Life of

Drydon and the Life of Pope among the best of the bio-

graphies*

I could, with pleasure, expatiate upon the
masterly execution of the Life of DRYDEN, which we
have seen was one of Johnson's literary projects at
an early period, and which It Is remarkable, that
after desisting from It, from a supposed scantiness
of materials, he should at an advanced age, have
exhibited so amply.

His defence of that great poet against the
Illiberal attacks upon him, as If his embracing the
Roman Catholick communion had been a time-serving

140Ibld .. 39.
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measure, is a piece of reasoning at once able and
candid* • . «

The Life of POPE was written by Johnson con amore.
both from the early possession which that writer had
taken of his mind, and from the pleasure which he
must have felt, in for ever silencing all attempts to
lessen his poetical fame, by demonstrating his excel-
lence.141

Commenting on Johnson's statement that Pope was not known

to have excelled in conversation, Boswell writes: "In

this respect, Pope differed widely from Johnson, whose

conversation was, perhaps, more admirable than even his

writings, however excellent." Boswell lightly censured

Johnson for "culpable inattention" to a nobleman who had

treated him very courteously. He was referring to John-

son^ assertion that "'Except Lord Bathurst, none of

Pope's noble friends were such as that a good man would

wish to have his intimacy with them known to poster!ty.»"

This, said Boswell, could not apply to Lord iMarchmont.

Also, despite Boswell f s informing him to the contrary,

Johnson included Marchmont with Bolingbroke in a charge

of neglect of the papers left by Pope's will. Of these

and similar oases of inattention, Boswell explained,

"These particulars I mention, in the belief that there

was only forgetfulness in my friend."148

Regarding Johnson's story of Addison's having

141Ibid., 40-44, 46.

142Ibld., 49-51.
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reclaimed a hundred pound loan to Steele by an execution,

Maione told Johnson that some people thought Addison's

character so pure that the story, though true, ought to

have been suppressed. Johnson responded that he saw no

reason for this, and gave the following answer, which

shows how important a literary genre he thought bio-

graphy was, how nearly akin it was to philosophy, and

hence how essential truth was to it. He reasoned*

•If nothing but the bright side of characters should
be shewn, we should sit down in despondency, and think
it utterly impossible to imitate them in any thlnn .

The sacred writers. • .related the vicious as wo11 as
the virtuous actions of men; which had this moral ef-
fect, that it kept mankind from despair, into which
otherwise they would naturally fall, wore they not
supported by the recollection that others load of-
fended like themselves, and by penitence and amend-
ment of life had been restored to the favour of
Heaven.* 1*3

Boswell comments only briefly on the lives of Lyttelton

and Swift.

In the Life of LYTTELTON, Johnson seems to have
been not favourably disposed towards that nobleman
• • • • I can by no means join in the censure
bestowed by Johnson on his Lordship, whom he calls
•poor Lyttelton, ' for returning thanks to the
Critical Reviewers, for having 'kindly commended 1

his 'Dialogues of the Dead 1
• • • •

In the Life of SWIFT, it appears to me that John-
son had a certain degree of prejudice against that
extraordinary man, of which I have elsewhere had
occasion to speak. Mr. Thomas Sheridan imputed it to
a supposed apprehension ia Johnson, that Swift had

143Ibid. , 53.
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not been sufficiently active in obtaining for him an
Irish degree when it was solicited, but of this there
was not sufficient evidence. • • • Yet that he had
an unfavourable bias is evident, were it only from
that passage in which he speaks of Swift»s practice
of saving, as, 'first ridiculous and at last detest-
able. »144

Boswell mentions the lives of Blackmore, Broome,

Young, and Parnell very briefly and gives various readings

in the lives of a few others. He categorizes much of the

contemporary general criticism in one short paragraph.

While the world in general was filled with admi-
ration of Johnson*s 'Lives of the Poets, 1 there were
narrow circles in which prejudice and resentment were
fostered, and from which attacks of different sorts
Issued against him. By some violent Whigs he was ar-
raigned of injustice to Milton; by some Cambridge
men of depreciating Gray; and his expressing with a
dignified freedom what he really thought of George,
Lord Lyttelton, gave offence to some of the friends
of that nobleman, and particularly produoed a
declaration of war against him from Mrs. Montagu,
the ingenious Essayist on Shakspeare, between whom
and his Lordship, a commerce of reciprocal compliments
had long been carried on.145

Arthur Murphy shared Boswell 1 s general viewpoint

that the Lives represented the best example of Johnson*

s

genius. In his Essay he leads his readers into an

examination of this work by saying.

We come now to the Lives of the Poets, a work
undertaken at the age of seventy, yet the most bril-
liant, and certainly the most popular, of all our
autiaor's writings. For this performance he needed

144lbid., 57, 61,

145Ibld.» 63-64.
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little preparation. Attentive always to the history
of letters, and by his own natural bias fond of
Biography, he was the more willing to embrace the
proposition of the Booksellers. He was versed in
the whole body of English Poetry; and his rules of
criticism were settled with precision. The dis-
sertation, in the Life of Cowley, on the meta-
physical Poets of the last century, has the at-
traction of novelty as well as sound observation*
The writers, who followed Dr. Donne, went in quest
of sometiling better than truth and nature. As
Sancho says in Don Quixote, they wanted better
bread than is made with wheat. They took pains to
bewilder themselves, and were ingenious for no other
purpose than to err. In Johnson's review of Cowley's
works, false wit is detected in all its shapes, and
the Gothic taste, for glittering conceits and far-
fetched allusions, is exploded, never, it is hoped,
to revive again.l*^

Murphy opposes Towers' charge that the narrations of the

Lives cannot always be depended upon, arguing that,

In the first place, the facts are related upon
the best intelligence, and the best vouchers that
could be gleaned, after a great lapse of time.
Probability was to be inferred from such materials
as could be procured, and no man better understood
the nature of historical evidence than Dr. Johnson;
no man was more religiously an observer of truth.
If his History is any where defective, it must be
imputed to the want of better information, and the
errors of uncertain tradition.147

To Towers' assertion that there is much erroneous criti-

cism in the Lives. Murphy counters:

If the strictures on the works of the various
authors are not always satisfactory, and if erroneous
criticisms may sometimes be suspected, who can hope
that in matters of taste all shall agree? The

146pp. 171-172.

147Ibld.. p. 173.
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Instances, In which the public mind has differed
from the positions advanced by the author, are few
in nuntoer.i*8

Murphy admits that Johnson was prejudiced against Swift,

that he undervalued Gray and Prior, and that he was often

severe and dogmatical when writing of Pope and Gray* But

he upholds Johnson 1 s criticism of Milton as a man and as

a poet.149 i.iurphy calls the Life of Savage a beautiful

and instructive biography and declares it to be written

with great elegance and depth of moral reflection.150

Robert Anderson in his Life of Johnson begins his

criticism of Johnson* s biography by quoting Fielding on

the Life of Savage .

'This pamphlet is, without flattery to its
author, as Just and well-written a piece of its kind
as ever I saw. It is certainly penned with equal
accuracy and spirit, of which I am so much better
the judge, as I knew many of the facts to be strictly
true, and very fairly related. It is* • .a very
instructive and valuable performance. The author's
observations are short, significant, and just, as

his narrative is remarkably smooth, and well disposed.
His reflections open to all the recesses of the human
heart; and, in a word, a more just or pleasant, a
more engaging, or a more Instructive treatise on all
the excellencies and defects of human nature, is

scarce to be found in our own, or perhaps any other
language • • 151

l*8Ibld.

l*9Ibld ., pp. 174-186.

150lbid., pp. 54, 32.

151pp. 70-71.



In commenting on tho Lives In general, Anderson joins the

ranks of those who wondered at Johnson's literary powers

at this stage of his life. Anderson places the Lives

high in the scale of Johnson's works, assorting that

Johnson had produced an "ample, rich, and entertaining

view of /the poets/ in every respect ."

Tiiis was the last of Johnson's literary labours;
and though completed when he was in his seventy-first
year, shows that Ms faculties were in as vigorous a
state as ever. His Judgment and his taste, his
quickness in the discrimination of motives, and
facility of moral reflection, shine as strongly in
the narratives, as in any of his more early perform-
ances; and his style, if not so energetic, is at
least more smoothed down to the taste of the
generality of critical objectors. • • • (It is a
work which has contributed to immortalize his name,
and has secured that rational esteem which party or
partiality could not procure, and which even the
injudicious zeal of his friends has not been able to
lessen.) (a) 152

When he comes to examine the Lives more olosely,

Anderson increases his praise of them as whole, while

still calling attention to defects. He divides them,

quite naturally, into biography and criticism.

As a biographer, his merit is of the highest kind.
His narration in general is vigorous, connected, and
perspicuous; and his reflections numerous, apposite,

( & )to indicate the parts of this passage from
other authors which Anderson used without acknowledgment,
I have added parentheses and cited the souroe of his
information. Taken almost verbatim from the Critical
Review. IV (Second Series), 259*

152Ibld., pp. 163-165,
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and moral* But it must be owned that he neither
dwells with pleasure or success upon those minuter
anecdotes of life which oftener show the genuine
man, tnan actions of greater importance* Sometimes
also, his colourings receive a tinge from prejudice,
and his Judgment is insensibly warped by the particu-
larity of his private opinion. • • •

As a critic, he is entitled to the praise of
being the greatest that our nation has produced* He
has not, like his predecessors, triod merely to learn
the art, and not to feel it* He has not gone to
Dacier or to Bossu, to borrow rules or fetter genius
by examples, and import distinctions, which lead to
no end; but, possessed of two qualities, without
which a critic is no more than a caviller, strong
sense, and an intimate knowledge of human nature, he
has followed his own Judgment, unbiassed by authority,
and has adopted all the good sense of Aristotle,
untrammelled by his forms* This praise he has merited
by his Preface to Shakspeare. and the detached pieces
of criticism which appear among his works* But his
critical powers shine with more concentrated radiance
in the Lives of the Poets * Theso compositions,
abounding in strong and just illustrations of criti-
cism, evince the vigour of his mind, and that happy
art of moralization, by which he gives to well-known
incidents the grace of novelty and the force of
instruction; and "grapples the attention," by expres-
sing common thoughts witn uncommon strength and
elegance* Of many passages, (it is scarcely hyper-
bolical to affirm, that they are executed with all
the skill and penetration of Aristotle, and animated
and embellished with all the fire of Longinus*) if I

The Lives of Cowley* Milton* Butler. Waller* Dryden.
Addison, and Pope, are elaborately composed, and
exhibit the noblest specimens of entertaining and
solid criticism, that ancient or modern times have
produced* (The dissertation. • .on the metaphysical
poets* • *has all the attraction of novelty, as well
as sound observation* • • *)l°' (The 'Paradise Lost, 1

is a poem which the mind of ydIton only could have

to)Taken from the Monthly Review. LXI, 81-92.

< c )Taken from Murphy's Essay, pp. 171-172.
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produced; the criticism upon it is such as, perhaps,
the pen of Johnson only could have written.)

v

d )

His estimate of Dryden and Pope s challenges Quintilianfe
remarks upon Demosthenes and Cicero, and rivals the
finest specimens of elegant composition and critical
acuteness in the English language* (Some caution,
however, is required to peruse these admirable compo-
sitions with advantage. The present writer means not
to say that they are perfect, or that, on the whole,
they are executed with propriety.) 1*1 (If they be
regarded merely as containing narrations of the lives,
delineations of the characters, and strictures of the
several authors, they are far from being always to be
depended upon. )\£) (Johnson, as he has had occasion
to remark, in reviewing his judgments of the several
poets who have fallen under his consideration, brought
to the production of this work ideas already formed,
opinions tinctured with his usual hues of party and
prejudice, and the rigid unfeeling philosophy, which
could neither bend to excuse failings, or judge of
what was not capable of a dispassionate disquisition.

)

Anderson maintains that Johnson's critioal independence

frequently betrayed him into a dogmatical spirit of

contradiction to received opinion, mm

(Of this there need no further proofs, than his
almost uniform attempt to depreciate the writers of
blank verse, )(i) and his degrading estimate of the
exquisite compositions of Prior, Hammond, Collins,

( fl )Taken from the Monthly Review. LXI, 81-92.

' e 'Taken almost verbatim from the Monthly
Review. LXVI, 126-127 and the Critfcal Review. IV (Second
Series), 259.

(f)Taken from Towers ' Essay, p. 53.

(g)Taken from the Critical Review. IV (Second
Series), 259.

153Ibid., pp. 199-203.

<h)Taken from the Monthly Review. LXVI, 126-127.

(*)Taken from the Monthly Review. LXVI, 126-127.
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Gray, Shenstone, and Akenside. • • • In his judg-
ment of these poets, he may be justly accused of
being inflamed by prejudice, resolutely blind to
merit. His rigorous condemnation, and puerile
oriticisms upon Gray, and his fastidious judgment
of Shenstone, have drawn down upon him the united
censures of those who admire poetry in her most
daring attitudes and gorgeous attire, and those who
are pleased with her modest beauties, most humble
steps, and least adorned guise.154

Johnson had said that Shenstone valued little those

parts of knowledge he had not cultivated himself. Ander-

son retorts that Johnson 1 e

(own taste of poetry seems in some degree regulated
by a similar standard; method, ratiocination, and
argument, especially if the vehicle be rhyme, often
obtaining his regard and commendation, while the bold
and enthusiastic, though perhaps irregular flights
of imagination, are passed by with obstinate and
perverse indifference. It is not, then, to be
wondered at)(j). • .that his praises of the whole
olass of desoriptive poets are parsimoniously
bestowed, and too frigid to make an impression. • .a

certain Inelegance of taste, a frigid churlishness
of temper, unsubdues and unqualified by that melting
sensibility, that divine enthusiasm of soul, which
are essential to a hearty relish of poetical compo-
sition, too often counteracted and corrupted the
other poetical virtues of his intellect. ... He
who has never delighted in the silent beauties of
creation, can feel no emotions, as they are reflected
to him in description. Accustomed to dogmatize in
his closet, and swelter in some alley in the city,
Johnson's mind never throbbed with poetic thrills,
as nature expanded her rural glories to his eye; and
he preferred the dust of Fleet-Street, or the winding*
of the Strand, to the air of Hempstead, or the
beauties of Greenwich. ... (Through the whole of

I5*Ibid. , pp. 204-205.

U>Taken from the Monthly Review, LXVI, 126-
127.
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his work, the desire of praise, except in the case of
some very favourite author, is almost always over-
powered by his disposition to censure; and while
beauties are passed over. • .the slightest blemish is
examined with microscopical sagacity. The truth of
this observation is particularly obvious, when he
descends to his contemporaries)^' • ... ^The
present writer^ has uniformly praised /Johns on , s/r

genius, his learning, his good sense, the strength
of his reasonings, the sagacity of his critical
decisions, the happiness of his illustrations, and
the admiration and energy of his style. • .and. . •

makes no scruples to declare, that, (though there
are many opinions erroneous, and many observations
improper, a great part of his Lives of the Poets is
such as no one but himself could have executed, and
in which he will not be followed with success. )(D 155

I

In 1792 Anderson had also edited the works of the

English Poets and written brief lives for each poet. In

these lives he makes frequent reference to Johnson*

s

Lives, both for comment and quotation. Some few of the

lives by Johnson he criticizes mildly, his stock phrase

being that so and so*s "character, as given by Dr. Johnson,

cannot be generally allowed. 1
' (Dyer's,156 shenstone^,^5^

and Mallet^,153 for example.) But most of the lives

(k>Taken from the TJonthly Review, LXVI, 126-
127.

V^Taken from the Critical Review* IV (Second
Series]^ 259

•

155Ibid., pp. 205-203.

156Poets of Great Britain, ed. Robert Anderson
(London, 792), IX, 550.

157Ibid .. 591.

1582bid., 678.
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written by Johnson he accords high praise. This is

especially true of the Life of Dryden, which he says has

been written by writers of distinguished ability, but

most happily "by the classical pen" of Johnson*!5^

The contemporary commentators on the Lives

represent many different points of view. One of the most

important themes in their criticism is biography. An

opinion current among many was that in biography Johnson

had long heen without a rival. The earliest reviewers

of the Lives expressed delight that he had expanded the

practice of the Pranch miscellany writers (who gave a few

dates and a character of their subject), even though this

was all that was expected of him. Thcmas Tyers said that

the personal histories of the poets were well written and

that Johnson "gives us the pulp without the husks." John-

son's judicious reflections on men and manners were ap-

proved; he was given credit for refusing to dole out

undeserved panegyric, ills style was accounted pleasing

by many and was frequently compared to Plutarch's. On

the other hand, it still had its detractors, who found it

wordy, vague in reference, confused in grammar, awkward,

illogical, and replete with sesquipedalian words. Perhaps

the chief objections to the Lives as biography are two-fold.

159 Ibid., VI, iii.
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Towers expressed the first succinctly when he said the

principal fault of Johnson as biographer was that he had

"too great a propensity to introduce reflections against

men of respectable character. • .on slight and insuf-

ficient grounds." Somewhat akin to this is the charge

that Johnson had included incorrect biographical infor-

mation and that he had relied too Implicitly on question-

able sources for his information. The other major objec-

tion to the Lives as biography was Johnson's inclusion of

many anecdotes. Potter complained of the trivial domestic

information; Callender asked, what "truth, moral or polit-

ical" could be promoted by trivial anecdotes; and Mason

spoke of the "tittle-tattle of anecdote. " Johnson him-

self, as he explicitly and fully states in Rambler. No.

60, felt that such material was useful in showing his

subject completely and said the trouble with other bio-

graphers was that they did not know how to "write trifles

with dignity." Several critics thought the Lives the best

of Johnson f s writings, and at least one considered them

definitive.

Another outstanding aspect of the Lives which is

continually recurring in the contemporary comments is the

criticism. Johnson's superiority as a critic is a common

theme. Just as he was aocounted by many supreme in the

writing of biography, so was he considered supreme in the
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province of literary criticism, Boswell compared his

criticism to that of Aristotle and Longinus. Cooke felt

that he had written the last word on the works of the

poets whom he treated. Tyers declared that his criticism

was better than his biography. Quite often, however,

Johnson* s critical method, and henoe taste and fitness

for the office of a oritic, was called into question*

This significant objeotion was made: Johnson's taste in

poetry was regulated by "method, ratiocination, and argu-

ment •" Robert Potter voiced the same complaint when he

accused Johnson of a desiccated neoclassic rationalism.

He said Johnson is for "regulating poetic imagination by

the standard of methodical argumentation and philosophical

truth. " This opinion is fairly prevalent. Its adherents

felt that Johnson was definitely unreceptive to the sub-

lime, as evidenced by his critioism of Gray and Collins.

They complained that "bold. • .enthusiastic. • .irregular

flight 3 of imagination" are "past by with perverse and

obstinate indifference" and that any praise of descriptive

poets is "parsimoniously bestowed." Hawkins thought

Johnson's defective vision partly responsible for his

not appreciating descriptive poetry.

Another objection to Johnson's criticism is that

he emphasized the blemishes in poems and passed over the

beauties with little or no comment. That he brought to
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the production of the Live

a

certain prejudices and opinions

already formed was generally conceded* Some of these are

his depreciation of blank verse and partiality for rhyme,

his condemnation of pastoral poetry, and his general

aversion to nature. Potter notes that Johnson's judg-

ment not infrequently seems to be under the domination of

"predilection or prejudice*" And Towers doubts whether

these prejudices do not disqualify Johnson for the office

of a critic* Johnson's Inclusion of a number of minor

or inferior poets caused some critics to accuse Mm of a

lack of taste* I

Certain of the Lives wore commented upon much more

frequently than others* One of these was the Life of

Hilton, which elicited much censure of Johnson for his

severe criticisms of Milton's religion, politics, and

private life* It was acknowledged by most comm»ntators

that Johnson certainly had "no great partiality for

Milton as a man," but that he did him ample justice as a

poet* Johnson's remarks on Paradise Lost were considered

especially praiseworthy and the overall criticism of

Milton's works was sometimes compared with the criticism

of Aristotle and Longlnus* This comparison became almost
>

a cliche in the period.

The opinion was well nigh universal that Johnson

undervalued Gray and accorded him uncommonly rough
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treatment. The consensus seems to be that Gray is one of

those "sublime" poets, whom Johnson was incapable of ap»

predating and hence criticizing. Many of the critics

berate Johnson for lauding lesser ^oets like Blacknore,

Yalden, and Pomfret and barely commenting on much of

Gray's poetry.

The Life of Savage was often singled out for

praise and was called by many Johnson's best biography.

His style in it was compared to Plutarch's "colloquial-

like manner." The Life of Cowley was another of the

Lives which were greatly admired. Johnson himself

considered it the best because of the dissertation on

the Metaphysicals.

One Horatian aspect of the Lives was frequently

commented upon by the critics: aut delectare. . .aut

prodesse . An early review quoted Johnson's own words on

his purpose in writing the Lives : the "honest desire of

giving useful pleasure." Johnson did not fail in this

purpose, for, interspersed throughout the criticism are

found comments which will call the Lives amusing and

instructive and "most acute, agreeable, and enterta5ning"j

and which compliment Johnson's "sagacity as a moralist."

The reception of the Lives testifies to the

contemporary regard of Johnson as an author. Even the

adverse criticism would indicate that he was widely read,
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and the favorable that he iras highly thought of. Tyers

painted a graphic picture of the public regard for John-

son's literary opinions.

He did not choose to have his sentiments general-
ly known; for there was a great eagerness, especially
in those who had not the pole-star of Judgement to
direct them, to be taught what to think or to say on
literary performances. "What does Johnson say of
such a book?* was the question of every day.^-oO

Some three years earlier Anna Seward had written

Whalley a letter criticizing the Lives which also demon-

strates the tremendous weight Johnson* s critical opinions

had with the generality of readers.

From the publication of 'The Lives of the Poets,*
I date the downfall of Just poetic taste in this
kingdom. The splendour of Johnson's literary fame,
and of his Ignis fatuus reasoning, co-operating with
the natural envy of the ignorant, or rather half-
learned, will enlist a numerous army under his ban-
ners, overpowering by their numbers and by their
clamour the generous few who have perceptions of
excellence, and who dare think for themselves.161

Quite frequently the critics who most loudly

lamented Johns on *s harsh verdicts in the Lives are the

most complimentary on the work as a whole. It is as if

they concurred with Johnson in some of these opinions,

but because these opinions were unpleasant or painful,

they regretted that they should be made public. Nonetheless,

160Gent. Mag .. LIV, 901.

16J-Whalley, Journals and Correspondence. I, 346.
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when called upon to make a final judgment, these critics

felt impelled not only to sanction but to recommend the

Lives *

fthon one considers the scanty materials from which

Johnson had to write his biographies, it is amazing that

they should be as readable and as like to modern bio-

graphy as they are. Time and subsequent critics and

literary historians have corroborated the majority of

Johnson's critical opinions.



CHAPTER IX

MISCELLANEOUS

A significant amount of the contemporary criticism

of Johnson^ works dealt not with individual major produc-

tions but with his minor works, his style and his writing

as a whole. This is a valuable part of the total critical

evaluation, for, as most of it was written after the publi-

cation of the Lives of the Poets« it could consider all of

Johnson's works and make a more accurate observation on

them and their place in English literature.

Contemporary criticism of Johnson's minor works

is almost non-existent. Most of them were unsigned hack

writings; those that were not do not approach his major

productions in either interest or composition. They are

nevertheless, not altogether unworthy of some notice.

Anderson pays them a brief but comprehensive tribute*

In his original essays, he displays extensive
political knowledge, expressed with uncommon energy
and perspicuity. Some of his reviews are very
short accounts of the pieces noticed; but many of
them are examples of elaborate criticism, in the
most masterly style.*

^•Llfe, p. 118,
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Johnson»s review of Soame Jenyns 1 Inquiry Into the Origin

of Evil is one of these examples. This piece is often

overlooked. Boswell calls it his most exquisite critical

essay.2 Courtenay praises it in the following couplets:

When specious sophists with presumption scan
The source of evil, hidden still from man;
Revive Arabian tales, and vainly hope
To rival St. John, and his scholar. Pope;
Thou£>i metaphysicks spread the gloom of night,
By reason^ star he guides our aching sight;
The bounds of knowledge marks, and points the way
To pathless wastes, where wilder^ sages stray;
Where, like a farthing linkboy, J——s stands,
And the dim torch drops from his feeble hands. 3

Anderson also praises the "Prologue" for the

opening of Drury Lane, saying that "for just and manly

criticism, as well as for poetloal excellence, /l\ij is

unrivalled in that species of composition."4 Towers says

all Johnson's lesser works had considerable merit and

declares the Latin compositions to be elegant and clas-

sical.5

Neither Johnson^ letters nor his prayers ware much

commented upon in the eighteenth century. The letter to

Chesterfield was, of oourse, much admired for its style and

manly sentiments. Anderson ranks Johnson among the best

2Life , I, 315,

g?oetical Review, p. 15,

4Life. p. 77,

5Essay. p. 103.
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English letter-writers: "He writes always In his own

style. His words are now and then too pompous for

familiar letters; but his skill In letter writing comes

out fully in this collection, and entitles him to rank

with the best epistolary writers of our nation.

"

6

What collection this was Anderson does not say, except

that it was a post-humous collection. Publication of

Johnson's letters began soon after his death: the first

was John Nichols ', printed in the Gentleman f s Magazine ;

and next, Mrs. Piozzi's; some letters were included as

a supplement to the 1787 edition of his works; and then

Boswell published a large number in the Life *
7 Mr. R. W.

Chapman has done the definitive edition, which appeared

in 1952. Anderson has undoubtedly exaggerated Johnson's

place as an epistolary writer, as subsequent years have

proved. Boswell nowhere makes such a claim for Johnson's

merit as a letter-writer. Anna Seward wrote to Mrs.

Piozzi on March 7, 1783, and spoke highly of the "force,"

"majesty, 11 and "fire" of Johnson's eloquence, but said

that his ability as a letter-writer was negligible.9

Like his letters, Johnson's prayers a:ne worthy

of consideration because they are the expressions of a

6Llfe» pp. 217-218.

7The Letters of Sami

, 1952), I, v.

8Anna Seward, Letters. II, 39-46.

7The Letters of Samuel Johnson^ R. W. Chapman
(Oxford, 1952), I, v.
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great Intellect, a great writer, and a sincere Christian.

Anderson's account of them seems contradictory;

Language affords no finer expressions than those
In which the Prayers of Johnson are conceived. They
are short, simple, and unadorned. They bear some
resemblance to the Collects in the •Common Prayer-
Book, » without that dignity which Is derived to the
latter, from the venerable antiquity of the style
and expression. They have no particular method, no
display of genius, and no beauties that should
characterize the man under whose name they apoear.
They have nothing that might not have been produced
by any man of plain common sense. At the same time
they contain few traces of weakness or absurdity.
Never did there exist a greater disparity between
the performances of the same author, than between
this publication and the Lives of the Poets, or the
numbers of the Rambler .**

The Critical Review for November 1785 expresses disap-

pointment at Johnson's Prayers and Meditations .

Let those who look for Johnson's intellectual
character to disadvantage through the medium of this
book, recollect his weight and magnitude as a
philologist, his profoundness and discernment as an
estimator of human life and manners, his fascination
as a biographer, and his lustre as a poet. Let them
not forget that Achilles, with his vulnerable heel,
was still the mightiest of the Greeks.*

In any overall consideration of Johnson's writings,

an analysis of his style would be bound to figure promi-

nently. Comparing Dr. Johnson and Sir William Scott,

John James, Jr., wrote to his father in 1779 that Scott

has a good deal of the Doctor's manners elevated
stile, pointed antithesis, rounded periods, moral

°Life. p. 224.

10LX, 310-311.
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and penetrating remarks • Hometiraes, however, he
copies the Doctor's faults, such as his turgid
expressions, and that care to avoid tho mention of
anything mean or familiar toy its common name.*^

Percival Stookdale records in his Memoirs that Lord

Lyttelton regretted the too frequently uniform and

elaborate structure of Johnson's style***

In his burlesque of Chatterton's "Rowley" poems,

William Mason; also toitterly attacks Johnson's style and

motives foir writing* Regarding the possibility of

Johnson's compiling an "Anglo-Gothlco-Saxiconico-

Chattertonlc Dictionary" for the study of "Archaeological

poetry," Mason writes

t

On hinting this scheme to one of my friends, he
told me it was not likely that Dr# Johnson would
undertake tho task, because were this style to
become the fashion, It would eclipse his own* The
objection seemed plausible at first, but, on reflec-
tion, I can see little weight In It* The merit of
the Doctor's style is known to consist in his long
words, hard words, and stiffly-constructed sentences.
Now the style which I have the honour to recommend,
although there are a few lon^ words In it, such as
amenused, cherisaunled. &c.&e. yet they are not
nearly so long, or so numerous, as those of the
Doctor's own coinage* Hard words too, I own, are to
be found In it; but these only because they arc
obsolete, and not like hie, brought in through af-
fectation, but from sheer necessity* • • «

Another reason, which my friend gave, why the
Doctor would probably not undertake this employment,
was, that he entertained heterodox notions concerning

^Letters of Richard Radcliffe and John James of
queen's College. Oxford 1755-83. Margaret Evans (Oxford,
1883), pp. 92-93.

12II, 43-44#
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Archetype, the immortal Rowley. But what then? Did
not the Doctor once entertain heterodox notions con-
cerning the right of the Ilanover succession? And if
a pension from the Treasury could cure him of the
latter* why may not e. pension from my bookseller cure
him of the former? Wf money Is as good as a Prime
Minister's, and as (according to the old proverb)
money makes the mare to go, so will It make hia
spavined pen flounder over any ground, di:-ty or clean,
provided only that it be excused from taking that road,
wliich leads to the real interests of his Sovereign,
or the constitutional liberty of his fellow-subjects.
Taking it. • .for granted, that, If we come up to his
price. • .the Doctor will engage In the task, I shall
point out. • .a few of the. • .advantages that will
accrue to the rising generation of poets.1

*

In the Gentleman's Magazine for June 1790 appears

an article devoted mostly to Johnson tho man, but containing

a brief comment on his profound thought expressed in

stilted style. "The dictatorial language his writings

assumed, the affected pomposity of his language, could

not fail of giving disgust to those who admired the

elevation of thought, tho energy of expression, and tho

eleganoe of dloti^n they contained."1* Stoekdalo, on the

other hand, 3peaks of Johns on 1 s propriety In using big

words and others* misapplication of the same words.15

Noah Webster asserts that the moral content of Johnson's

•l-Spp. 5-7. A footnote to the first sentence of
of the second paragraph saysj "His reason for this
heterodoxy is probably this, that Rowley having never had
any life at all, there was no probability that any book-
seller would ever pay him for beooming his biographer."

14LX, 511.

SAlemolrs. I, 50-51.
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writing is not a sufficient counterbalance for his hard

style:

Johnson's stile is a mixture of Latin and
English; an intolerable composition of Latinity#
affected smoothness, scholastic accuracy and
roundness of periods* The benefits derived from
his morality and his erudition, will hardly counter-
balance the mischief done by his manner of writing.

M

Mrs, Montagu wrote to Mrs. Carter of Johnson's

style: "He always writes as if he was a parnassian beau,

his language is wonderfully dress f d and finical, and I

own, I think if he was fashionable enough to be copied,

he would ruin the english language • *" Another review in

the Gentleman's Magazine observes that there could not be

a harsher censure of Johnson's turgid style than his own

recommendation of the easy language of Addison as a model

of purity and elegance.*8

Vlceslmus Knox thought Johnson's style resembled

Bacon's but that his manner of expression was like that

of Sir Thomas Browne's. ^ Malone thought Johnson's style

Improved as he grew older:

I should be glad to see some of his very earliest
prose productions before he came to London, in order
to ascertain whether from the first he adopted the

^Dissertations, p. 32.

*7Letters and Friendships, II, 146.

18LIX, 414.

19W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., Philosophic Words (New
Haven, 1948), p. 82.
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style by whicli he has been so much distinguished.. •

• • I imagine there are three periods or epochs in
his style. At first he was certainly simpler than
afterwards* Between the years 1750 and 1758 his
style was, I think, in its hardest and most laboured
state. Of late, it is evidently improved*20

Richard Cumberland also noticed an improvement in Johnson's

style:

Johnson's first style was naturally energetic,
his middle style was turgid to a fault, his latter
style was softened down and harmonized into periods,
more tuneful and more intelligible* His execution
was rapid, yet his mind was not easily provoked into
exertion; the variety we find in his writings was not
the variety of choice arising from the impulse of his
proper genius, but tasks Imposed upon him by the
dealers in ink, and contracts on Ills part submitted
to in satisfaction of the pressing calls of hungry
want*21

Boswell records an incident in which another of

Johnson's contemporaries was aware of a change In his

style. Though Dr. Hugh Blair, had once declared John-

son's style too pompous, he later changed his opinion,

according to Boswell:

When Dr. Blair published his 'lectures 1 ^/>n

Rhetoric and Belles Lettres/, he was invidiously
attacked for having omitted his censure on John-
son's style, and, on the contrary, praising It
highly. But before that time Johnson's 'Lives of
the Poets' had appeared, in which his stylo was
considerably easier than when ho wrote the 'Rambler.

'

It would, therefore, have been uncandid in Blair,
even supposing hlSgCriticism to have been just, to
have preserved it.22

^Prior, Life of Malone. p. 341.

21;,lemoirs. I, 355.

22Llfe. Ill, 172 and n.2.
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George Colman evidently had mixed feelings about John-

son^ style, for he advises young readers to admire and

study Johnson's "strength of argument," "richness of

imagery," and "variety of sentiment" without being daz-

zled with the splendor of his diction.23

According to his contemporaries, the faults of

Johnson's style were turgidityj affected smoothness;

and over-tise of Latinisms, hard words, and long words.

These contemporaries, however, also testify to its

merits. Anna Seward, a lady who had grown to detest

Johnson the man, stands out as one of the most ardent

defenders of his style. In her private correspondence

Miss Seward always expressed the very highest praise for

Johnson's prose although she disagreed violently with his

criticism, which she imputed to envy and other flaws in

his character. Numerous excerpts from her letters will

substantiate this statement. Writing to T. S. Whalley

shortly after Johnson's death, she mourns

that mighty spirit. • .that enlightened the whole
literary world with the splendours of his imagination,
and, at times, with the steadiest fires of judgment*
... Indiscriminate praise is pouring, in full tides,
around his tomb, and characteristic reality is over-
whelmed in the torrent .24

2gProso« II, 99.

^Anna Seward, Letters. I, 13.
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On March 25, 1785, she declares to Boswell that Johnson's

writing is highly poetic J

livery thing Johnson wrote was poetry; Tor the
poetic essence consists not in rhyme and measure,
which are only its trappings, but in that strength,
and glow of the fancy, to which all works of art
and nature stand in prompt administration.2**

She elaborates this in writing to Dr. Darwin on Liay 22,

1789 j

Johnson appears to me to have been the first
introducer of that style in prose, which expresses
much in little, by using the abstract term fre-
quently, instead of characterizing an individual
or individuals, by his or their peculiar disposition;
as 'Indolence reposes,' instead of 'the indolent man
reposes;' 'Criticism pronounces,' Instead of 'critics
pronounce, ' &c.

It must certainly be allowed, that these are
personifications; and that, by their perpetual
recurrence, the style approaches nearer to poetry;
but so long as it boccmes more nervous and condensed,
instead of more diffuse by the habit, surely its
excellence is increased, provided care be taken,
which Johnson always took, that it shall not run into
blank verse; which, except as quotation, has always
bad effect in prose. Our historians, our philosophers,
our orators, have all adopted this habit, and I con-
fess I like the strength and majesty it gives to
their language. Written language ought surely to
be laore elevated than that of common conversation!
and what might wear too pompous an air from the lip,

becomes the superior dignity of the pen; yet Johnson
talked thus, and awed the world.26

A week later Bliss Seward repeats herself in another letter

to Dr. Darwin. "Johnson's best prose, so justly admired,

strikes me as highly poetic, from his habit of using

25lbid.. 43.

26rold.. II, 267.
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abstract expressions, which at once elevate his language,

and compress his sense. "*7

The following passage from one of Miss Seward 1 s

letters to George Hardinge, dated November 15, 1736, is

valuable as a panygyric on Johnson's style and a statement

of the contemporary opinion of Johnson's literary produc-

tions as a wholo—all this from one who, it cannot be too

often emphasized, despised Johnson as a man.

Now as to your prejudices against the style of
Johnson, wnlch you possess in common with two more
men of genius, who are of my correspondence* You
have said great writers have great faults, and often
extremely ill. Nothing can be more true; and who
oftener writes ill than Shakespeare? But let me
observe, that nothing can be less fair, than to
produce a turgid, or any way ill written passage
from a great writer, and, by its defects, pronounce
upon Ills general style. I am not blind to the
Johnsonian turgidities, and find them, now and then,
extremely ridiculous. Whr.t of that? They, like the
bombast of Shakespeare, are but spots in the sun.
Where they do not arise, and they are far from
arising frequently, strength, grace, and harmony,
combine to rendor Ills prose what the world has at
length pronounced it, the most perfect example of
eloquent writing.

Voltaire has done by Shakespeare exactly what
you do by Johnson: repeated passages, which are
rendered absurd by his own misconceptions of their
sense, and then triumphed over the supposed b£ d
taste of the English In admiring such fustian.

Is it possible you can ask me who are they that
consider Johnson as a fine writer? My starsl What
a question I Was ever any nan's literary fame more
splendid and universal? Are not the vices of his
envy and malevolence hid in the blaze of his genius

I

27Ibid .. 273-274,
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Why, but on account of his superior eloquence, do
the epithets ^reat and illustrious so constantly
precede his name? Many man have been more learned,
many more virtuous, but few indeed so eloquent.28

During her literary altercation with Boswell,

Miss Seward wrote him an answer on December 14, 1793,

which was published in the Gentleman ' s Magazine . In it

she again defends Johnson 1 s style against its detractors.

Against the prejudice or envy or those who call
his admirable style florid, turgid, stiff, and
pedantic, I have ever maintained that he is the
finest prose-writer in our language. • • • I have
uniformly said, that, while the flowers of poetic
imagination luxuriantly adorn his style, it is never
e nfeebled by their plenitude; that no periods are
so harmonious, > none so nervous; that there is no
satiety in the delight they inspire on moral and
religious themes .29

Her quarrel with Doswell did not affect this high opinion

of Johnson^ prose, for she continued to speak in flat*

tering tones of it to William Seward on May 17, 1795

|

Dr Johnson, whose sophistry in criticism has
been fatal to the general poetio taste of this
period, elevated the style of prose composition
much above the water-gruel mark. His splendid
example demonstrates, that efflorescence and
strength of language united, are necessary to
perform the perfection of writing in prose as
well as in verse; and the brilliant diction of
Gibbon and Berrington, equally proves the dull
mistake of supposing a plain unornamented style
necessary, even to history itself. 30

g8Ibld.« I, 212-213.

^LXIII, 1099-1100.

30Anna Seward Letters. IV, 54.
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Robert Anderson recounts Johnson»3 stylistic

trademarks # which were so often objected to, but never-

theless approves their net effect.

That he has innovated upon our language by his
adoption of Latin derivatives and his preference of
abstract terras, cannot be denied* But. • .few pas-
sages can be pointed out from his works, in which
his meaning could be as accurately expressed by such
words as are in more familiar use. • • • His
sentences have a dignified maroh, suitable to the
elevation of his sentiments, and the pomp of his
sonorous phraseology. And it is to be remembered,
that while he has added harmony and dignity to our
language, he has neither vitiated it by the insertion
of foreign idioms, or the affectation of anomaly in
the construction of Ms sentences. • • • ^SLs style/
is close without obtenebration, perspicuous without
languor, and strong without impetuosity. ... He
has laboured his style with the greatest attention;
pernaps its elaborateness is too apparent. It has,
perhaps, too unwieldy and too uniform * dignity. He
seems to have been particularly studious of the glit-
ter of an antithesis between the epithot and the
substantive. This. .to the more experienced reader
• • .will often prove tiresome. It is remarkable
that Johnson's early performances bear few marks of
the style which he adopted in his Rambler . ... As
Homer gave a peculiar language to his gods, to
express their divine conceptions, let us allow to
Johnson, and to men like him, a style such as he has
used; for we have as yet found none more grand and
energetic. 21

Anderson goes on to name a few of the imitators, inten-

tional or otherwise, of Johnson's style: Dr. Robertson,

Dr. Blair, Gibbon, Dr. Leland, Dr. Ferguson, Dr. Knox,

Dr. Stuart, Ur m Parr, Dr. Thomson, Dr. Gillies, Mr.

Mackenzie, and Mr. Chalmers.

^Life, pp. 227-233.
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Several of the critics comment on Johnson^

literary productions as a whole. A fairly MWM
practice in the eighteenth century was to collect the

best passages from an author and incorporate them into a

pamphlet or a book entitled the Beauties of the author*

This accordingly was done for Johnson in 1731. The un-

known editor of this pamphlet says that Johnson* s works

have occasionally been much the object of his reading for

fancy, judgment, and interesting and moral observations

on life and manners. In order to impress these obser-

vations on the nind# he selected them under the proper

heads and arranged then in alphabetical order. Seeing

the unquestioned benefit the world could derive from suoh

a compilation, the editor felt it incumbent to publish.

He calls Johnson

an author, who, though unsupported by the patronage
of too great, and who has boe.-i obliged to spend much
of his life In uaklrr; provision for tho day that was

passing over hia, yes ka3 ever scorned to aocom-
iiodate himself to the licentiousness and levity of
the nrosent age, but uniting the greatest learning
with" the greatest talents, has uniformly supported
the cause of morality, «by giving an ardour to vir-

tue, and a confidence to truth. 132

This little collection may well have called forth

Calender 1 s Deformities of Dr. Samuel Johnson. Callender's

52 'jL'ne Beauties of Johnson. . . . (London, 1781),

pp. ili-Iv.
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preface gives notice that Johnson-lovers are to expect no

panegyric, but all in all it is not more severe than

other criticisms.

Most of hJs verses were among his early pro-
ductions, and they merit abundant praise. His ac-
oount of Savage compelled our approbation, and
discovered a species of excellence but very little
known Is the annals of English literature. The
force of language and of thought which he displayed
in the Rambler, extended his reputation, and atoned
for his imperfections. • .we can have no doubt that
much of /the Dictionary 's/ success was owing to
^Ehe booksellersj/ vigorous but extended exertions.
... Of ^Garrick and Chesterfield/ it may almost
be affirmed that their influence was universal, and
when supported by the weight of the booksellers,
opposition /to the pictionary7 sunk before it. . •

• His edition of Shakespeare was with difficulty
forced upon the world by every artifice of trade.
His political pieces have long since insured the
detestation of his countrymen, a few individuals
excepted. His Tour, considered as a whole, is a
ridiculous performance. His lives of English Poets
abound with judicious observations; but the great
misfortune is that our historian can very seldom
conceal the narrowness of his soul .33

This preface is, of course, not a true sample of the

abuse which the pamphlet itself contains. Most of it is

devoted to attacking the Dictionary, but a fair amount

deals with the Lives, and nearly all of Johnson^ works

receive some censure. The concluding page, which

categorizes the deformities, is more representative than

the preface.

I have not arrested a few careless expressions,

55Deformities. pp. lv-vi.
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which. In the glow of composition, will sometimes
escape, but by fair, and copious quotations from
Dr Johnson's ponderous abortions, have attempted
to Illustrate his oovetous and shameless prolixity;
his corruptions of our language; his very limited
literature; his entire want of general learning;
his antipathy to rival merit; his paralytick rea-
soning; his solemn trifling pedantry; his narrow
views of human life; his adherence to contradictions;
his defiance of decency; and his contempt of truth. •

To collect every partlole of inanity which may
litbe found in our patriot's works is infinitely beyond

the limits of an eighteen-penoe pamphlet • I stop at
present here, but the subject seems inexhaustible I

54

Robert Potter gives a particularly harsh verdict

on Johnson's works, a verdict which seems to be baaed more

on Johnson's physiology than on his literary product! ons.

Of liis works; though they have little of origi-
nality, and his style has a certain atrabiliousness,
and his tissue of paragraphs an unpleasing qualntness,
it must be confessed that his Dictionary, Rambler^
and the two imitative translations of Juvenal, &c»
are very excellent; and that these Lives of the
English Poets contain a fund of very valuable general
criticism, and that his remarks of Pope's Epitaphs
are singularly acute, and, for the most part, just*
But the coarseness of his constitution, his vigorous
mind being perhaps vitiated or degraded by the gross-
ness of his body, vibrated not bo the delioate touches
of a Shenstone and a Hammond, nor even to the
stronger hand of a Gray, but gravitated by the weight
of that in which it was inclosed to earth. Johnson's
feelings were more ordinary than fine, which Indeed
accounts for his popularity; more nervous than
elevated; and I take Hawkesworth to have been at
least his equal in sublimity, and that the author of
the Adventurer deserves one history of his life.

Johnson was in literature what the first Pitt was
in politics, both being alike rough and overbearing.

54Ibid., p. 88,
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Johnson seldom writes to the fancy; nor visibly
ironically so as to discover such a purpose to the
reader; but in a continual jog-trot of didactic, al-
lowing no holiday* He constantly addresses hlnself
to the understanding; makes no excursions into
regions of spirits, beyond 'this visible diurnal
sphere, ' nor essays knowledge denied to 'ears of flesh
and blood; ' nor even wishes to stray beyond the walks
of mere modern life, back to the regions of Gothic
fancy • Ills timid impalpable, dreary religion permitted
him not to expatiate in the field of hypothesis and
conjecture; reveries, vain, perhaps, yet amusing; the
food of the soul, and a refuge from the miseries and
calamities of life* Terribly afraid of free-thinking,
though not hostile to free-eating, he immersed in
dogma and superstition, fearing to make us of reason
as a mediator between extremes* He had the anxiety
and yearning of the Psalmist without the joy and
exultation; such as repel from a pleasant contem-
plation of the Deity, and Instead of imparting
delight, make men shrink back from eternity, and
exhibit the idea of death terrible; such as pluck
away the rose buds of hope from the hour of the
separation of soul and body, and point it only with
thorns* But these maladies, and his other defects and
faults, candour will partially set down to his frame
of body, ill adapted to a perfect mind, and acknow-
ledge him, with whose anecdotes the press teemed, to
have been so inconsiderable person, but a great author,
notwithstanding his Dictionary Is imperfect, his
Rambler pompous, his Idler inane, his lives unjust,
his poetry inconsiderable, his learning common, his
ideas vulgar, his Irene a child of mediocrity, his
genius and wit moderate, his preoepts worldly, his
politics narrow, and his religion bigoted* 3**

Dr* Towers gave In 1775 an early opinion of

Johns on *s works as a whole, an opinion divides them into

two periods and two classes: B* P. and A. P*, before

pension and after*

SSArt of Criticism* pp. 191-194.
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Uhen I first heard that a pension had been
conferred upon you by those In power, I hoped that
It might have been given as the reward of merit.
I knew that your literary labours, your elaborate
Dictionary, and other works, In which you had
displayed great force of genius, extensive know-
ledge, and uncommon powers of language, had given
you a just claim to public support and encouragement
• • • • Not one truly valuable piece has Issued
from your pen, since you received the royal bounty
• • .your latter pieoes are far from breathing that
virtuous spirit, by which your former writings were
generally distinguished. 36

Alter commenting on the popularity of Johnson f s

poems, RicWrd Cumberland sums up Johnson^ other

writings:

He was a writer of tragedy, but his Irene gave
him no conspicuous rank in that department* As an
essayist he merits more consideration. . .about
/his Ramblers7 opinions vary, and I rather believe
the style of these essays is not now considered as
a good model; this he corrected in his more advanced
age, as may be seen in his Lives of the Poets, where
his diction, though occasionally elaborate and highly
metaphorical, is not nearly so Inflated and pompous,
as in the Ramblers. He was an acute and able critic
• • • . His selection of a certain passage in the
Mourning Bride of Congreve, which he extols so
rapturously, Is certainly a moot unfortunate sample;
but unless the oversights of a critic are less pardon-
able than those of other men, we may pass this over
in a work of merit, which abounds in beauties far
more prominent than its dei«*cts, and much more
pleasing to contemplate.^7

William Mason despised Johnson as a critic and,

in his life of Whitehead, in a disoussion of erroneous

sentiments about the office of Poet Laureate, manages

^Letter, pp. 2-3.

37Memolrs, I, 362.
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to drag Johnson In, saying that ho had no comprehension

of arts and tastes, and that his opinions were like the

blind man's description of scarlet, "which, according to

his no idea, was like the sound of a trumpet."^

Offsetting this adverse criticism, there are a

number of comments which speak of Johnson in only the

highest terms. The anonymous editor of Tracts by War-

burton and a Warburtonlan compliments Johnson as a critic

for paying tribute to Warburton.

•In two immortal works /The edition of Shake-
peare and the Life of PopeTa Johnson has stood
forth in the foremost ranks of ^Warburton , s7
admirers. By the testimony of such a man,
impertinence must be abashed, and malignity itself
must be softened. Of literary merit, Johnson, as we
all know, was a sagacious but a most severe judge.
Such was his discernment, that he pierced into the
most secret springs of human actions; and such was
Ms integrity, that he always weighed the moral
characters of his fellow-creatures in the "balance
of the sanctuary." He was too courageous to pro-
pitiate a rival, and too proud to truckle to a
superior. f 39

A letter frctn one of Hannah More f s sisters to

the family at home in 1774 will give some idea of the

hero-worship whioh Johnson received from the younger set.

We have paid another visit to Miss Reynolds.
She had sent to engage Dr. Percy (?ercy»s col-
lection, now you know him), quite a sprightly
modern, instead of a rusty antique, as I expected.

SSpp. 90-91.

SQQent. MaK #« LIX (March 1789), 248.
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He was no sooner gone, than the most amiable and
obliging of women (Miss Reynolds) ordered the
coach to take us to Dr. Johnson's very own house ;

yes, Abyssinia' 3 Johnsonl Dictionary Johnson

i

Rambler's, Idler's, and Irene's Johnsonl Can you
picture to yourselves the palpitation of our hearts
as we approached his mansion?*

Many well known literary figures of the period

spoke only in superlatives of Johnson as an author. The

Times Literary Supplement carried an article in 1777, in

which Mrs. Montagu, writing about Dr. Dodd, the clergy-

man who was hanged for forgery, said:

When the verdict and sentence were no longer
in doubt, the greatest writer in England gave his
powerful support to the popular cry for mercy.
The speech which Dodd delivered in the Recorder's
Court, when sentence of death was about to
pronounced, was written by Samuel Johnson.41

Mrs. Piozzl included in her Anecdotes another compliment

to Johnson's works by firs. Montagu: "Mrs. Montagu once

observed, That were an angel to give the imprimatur^

Dr. Johnson's works were among those very few which would

not bo lessened by a line."42

John Courtenay's Poetical Review contains com-

ments on specific characteristics of Johnson's writings.

For o'er his soul sad Superstition threw
Her gloom, and tlng'd his genius with her hue. • .

^^Roberts, of. . . . Hannah More. Memoirs I, 37,

^Letters and Friendships* II, 26.

42p. 182.
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Whoso works console the good, Instruct tho wise,
And teach the soul to claim her kindred skies* •

• •

For all Ills works with Innate lustre shine,
Strength all Ms own and energy divine:
While through life's maze he darts his piercing

view,
His mind expansive to the object grew«43

Tom Davies called Johnson in 1780 "the first name In the

literary world"44 and "the first man of the age."4^

Richard Cumberland pays a high tribute to Johnson's

abilities in his account of Garrick's funeral:

I &aw old Samuel Johnson standing beside
^Farrlck's/ grave, at the foot of Shakespeare's
monument, and bathed in tears: a few succeeding
years laid Mm in earth, and though the marble
shall preserve for ages the exact resemblance of
Ms form and features, Ms own strong pen has
pictured out a transcript of Ms mind, that shall
outlive that and the verv language, which he
laboured to perpetuate »*6

Joseph Towers expresses a similar idea when he declares:

"Ms Dictionary, Ms moral Essays, and Ms productions

in polite literature, will convey useful instruction, as

long as the language in which they are written shall be

understood.

"

4?

Callender, in the middle of reviling Johnson and

Ms works, quotes sarcastically an admirer of Johnson:

43pp. 5, 10, 14#

44Life of Qarriok . I, 5.

45Ibld.. II, 143,

46Homolrs, II, 210,

47Essay> p. 124 #
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nDr* Smollett says, that 'Johnson, inferior to none In

philosophy, philology, and poetry, stands foremost as an

essayist, justly celebrated for the strength, dignity,

and variety of his stile, fcc.'"48 Anderson says, nAs an

author, Johnson has distinguished himself as a philo-

logist | a biographer

.

a critic* a moralis t* a novelist*

49
a political writer* and a poet ." William Cooke said

that in literature Johnson could perhaps be considered as

the first man of his times he read most of the learned

or polite languages—Hebrew, Greek, French, Latin, and

Italian—and was an expert on Greek and Latin; his Diction-

ary and the Lives of the Poets bear honorable testimony

to his unique position as a philologist; and he pos-

sessed an intimate knowledge of ancient and modern history

and theology.50

Writing to Court Dewes on April 9, 1788, Anna

Seward declared. "Amidst all Johnson's faults, the

greatness of his abilities has amazed and dazzled the

whole literary world,

"

51 This point is a strong argument

that Johnson's tremendous popularity rested in large

^Deformities, p. 08n.

49Llfe, p. 198.

^Life, p. 96*

51Anna Seward, Letters* II, 87,
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measure on his writings. It is true that the public are

delighted with eccentricities in a literary figure, and

Johnson did not disappoint them on that score—carrying

orange peels in his pocket, puffing out his cheeks and

blowing out the air, audibly n \ttaring the Lord's Prayer

in a salon full of literati, and others too numerous to

mention. But two of the strongest features in Johnson 1 a

personality were his dogmatic opinions on religion and

politics, which he never took care to conceal* On these

subjeots it is extremely easy to give serious offense,

and the public are not nearly so indulgent with the of-

fender. And yet on the word of others besides Miss

Seward, Johnson 1 s writings were such as to compel admi-

ration and acclaim, whatever their author* s faults were*

According to most of his contemporariea, Johnson's

minor literary productions had "considerable merit," yet

not so much as to warrant extended criticism* The few

comments on his letters and prayers reveal that in

general he showed no unusual talent in either of those

genres. His lesser essays and prologues received more

emphatic approbation* Johnson's style was always a sub-

ject of controversy* The charges most often brought

against It were pomposity and hardness. The most out-

spoken advocate of Johnson's style was Anna Seward, who

mentioned it many times and pronounced it "the most
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perfect example of eloquent writing* w Johnson's works as

a whole were highly regarded by his contemporaries. There

is reason to think that the exceptions to this statement

represent bias and partisan spirit* For example, Cal-

lender is angry with Johnson f r making certain remarks

about Scotland and the Scotsj Potter and Mason resent

his censure of Gray and other poets in the Lives; and

Towers differs from him in politics* Even among these

exceptions, however, one finds isolated compliments, and

in some Instances extravagant praise (like Towers 1 )•



CONCLUSION

The contemporary criticism of Johnson's works

is voluminous. It occurred in almost every conceivable

form—lengthy reviews and brief articles in the monthly

periodicals, entire books and pamphlets devoted solely

to the subject, poems, letters, memoirs, diaries, bio-

graphies, dictionaries and supplements to dictionaries,

editions of an author's works. There Is more criticism

on the Dictionary and the Lives than on any of the other

works, and less on the poetry and Rasselaa .

Although most of the major documents (Campbell's

Lexiphanes, Kenrick's Review. Ritson's Remarks* Black-

burne's Remarks

.

Callender's Deformities* Potter's

Inquiry and Art of Criticism, Mumford's Critical Enquiry,

Towers' Letter and Essay, and M'Nichol's Remarks ) are

unfavorable, Johnson's most vituperative critics

expressed amazement and disbelief that the works they

were attempting to blast should be so universally admired

and, as one critic expressed it, the English "language. •

.exhausted in praise of their author. "* Another commentator

recorded proof of the high contemporary regard for

•^Callender, Deformities, p, 57,
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Johnson's works by asking, "Was ever any man's literary

fame more splendid and universal ?"2 While some of John-

son's contemporaries utterly abhorred his writing and

were conspicuous because they published complete books

attacking him, they were eque:13y conspicuous by the very

fact of their differing from the vast majority of their

fellows, who regarded him as one of the greatest writers

England had produced* The opinion that the contemporary

criticism of his works was "for the most part anonymous,

scurrilous, and nugatory" seems completely erroneous. 3

Perhaps few literary figures have lived whose

personality influenced the criticism of their works more

than Johnson's did. So much is this true that nearly all

of the adverse criticism contained harsh attacks on his

character. It might be eapeoted that this would be the

case with his political writings, and indeed it was*

His critics called his veracity into question when they

accused him of "unjust and uncandid representations," and

Ms personality and character when they charged him with

"bitterness and invective," "contemptuous insolence,"

and "the most bigotted prejudices."^

2Anna Seward, Letters, I, 213.

3Anonymous, "Dr. Johns

i

3X1 (1921), 86.

^Towers, Letter, p. 2.

3Anonymous, "Dr. Johnson's Reputation," Living
Age, CCCXI (1921), 86.



Despite the fact that many Scots saw nothing

intentionally offensive in Johnson* s Journeym those who

did protested vociferously. One commentator assumed that

a hatred of Scotland and the Scots was the "master-pas-

sion"** f the book and centered his attack on that idea#

Kenriok and Rltson, who censured the edition of

Shakespeare with the greatest asperity, kept Johnson *s

personality in the forefront of all their remarks. Ken-

riok and Callender both tried to show that Johnson will-

fully attempted to sully Shakespeare f s fame. Ritson

branded him with "indolence and presumption"^ as an

editor, and Kenrick suggested that his very name was

"fated to cast invidious reflections"^ on the name of

Shakespeare*

But it is in the criticism of the Lives of the

Poets that Johnson's personality came in for the

greatest portion of abuse. This was in large measure

the result of his comments on religion and politics,

which reflected his own particular persuasion, but it was

also the result of his biographical method, which to some

of his critics did not seem sufficiently factual, to

others not sufficiently impartial. Anna Seward deplored

&M'Nlehol* Remarks, p. 5«

^Remarks, p« 134»

7Review. p« 86,
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the faults of Johnson's disposition which filled the

LIves t "'unprincipled misrepresentation, '" meanness,

envy, Htranoour of party violence, '" "'national aversion, '"

and "'unjust and unchristian-like invective. »"8 Thomas

Newton evidently felt this was true, for he declared that

"malevolence • • •predominates in every partB of the

Lives,9 Johnson's taste and intellect as well as his

personality were ridiculed by the writer who implied that

the Lives were "eructations of vituperative criticism* •

•generated by unconcocted taste and intellectual ln-

«10
disgestion."

The Life of Milton especially evoked censorious

comments on Johnson's personality* One author decided

that "no sublimity of style, no accuracy of expression,

can ennoble the meanness, or atone for the virulent

malignity of /Johnson's/ political resentment against

Milton,"11 Another spoke of his "immortal virulence"

toward Milton.12 Yet another lamented that Johnson had

"Injuriously misrepresented" Milton as a man. 12*

8Whalley, Journals and Correspondence* I, 416.

9Account of his own Life* I, 130,

10Mason, Memoirs of Whitehead, p. 129*

^Blaokburne, Remarks* p* 131*

^Stookdale, Memoirs* II, 282.

13Towers, Essay* p* 56*
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Another of the Lives for which Johnson's person-

ality was castigated was that of Gray, wno was treated

with "outrage and indecency, "-^ whose "sublime odes"

received a "rude and arrogant" oritioism,^ and whose

biography in general abounded with the "most illiberal,

unjust, and absurd observations, and strictures. "H>

Johnson's character was assailed to a considerably lesser

degree in various other lives, among them Lyttelton's,

Pope's, and Addison's. F.fuch of tills criticism apparently

was motivated by personal animosity or antipathy, for It

is oftentimes more abusive than the remarks which called

it forth, and thus loses much of its effectiveness as

literary criticism.

Not all of the references to Johnson's personality

were disparaging, however, although the viciousness and

vehemence of those references might lead readers to

believe so. One of the most pronounced and laudable

features of his personality was his virtuous morality,

which also manifested itself in everything he wrote* His

poetry revealed how "his morals and manners are. • .ill

suited with loose opinions, and thoughtless dissipation.'^

14Potter, Inquiry , p. 38,

^Towers, Essay_, p. 95

•

16Stockdale, Memoirs m II, 322.

17Colman, Prose, II, 98,
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His essays exhibited him in a "character for which he was

eminently qualified, a majestick teacher of moral and

rellgi: 3 wisdom.

"

18 His "Piety. . .dictated the serious

papers in the Rambler," a work which "breathes indeed the

genuine Emanations of its Author »s Mind."19 Rasselas,

"a beautiful epitome of practical Ethics," was "in every

respect worthy of the learned and sensible author of the

Rambler. "^O Even in his Dictionary, he "quoted no authour

whose writings had a tendency to hurt sound religion and

morality."21 and one of the salient aspects of the Lives

was his "sagacity as a moralist."22

On the whole, Johnson* s contemporaries ranked

him high as an author. In the genre of poetry, despite

a myriad of encomiums, the consensus was that he had "not

the essentials of a poet of the highest order."23 That

is, he lacked sublimity and the power to thrill Ms

readers with emotion or flights of fancy. In commenting

on certain parts of "The Vanity of Human Wishes," Boswell

asserted that "the moment they are read, they bring con-

viction to every thinking mind."24 This statement woiild

18Boswell, Life, I, 201.

19Thraliuna, I, 207.

^Crit. Rev.. VII, 373.

21Boswell, Life, I, 189.

^Gent. Map., XLIX, 312.

ggThe Works of the English Poets

.

ed. Chalmers,
XVI, 570.

^Life, I, 194.
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fit the rest of Johnson's poetry, according to most of

his contemporaries. It definitely appealed to the mind

rather ian to the feelings. He was a neoclassical poet,

and he was a good one* Had he continued tc write pooms

as good as his imitations of Juvenal, "he would certainly

have been called by the election of the criticks to the

Poetical Chair, where Pope sat without a rival till his

death."^ Comparisons with Pope which are favorable to

Johnson are the most pronounced and recurrent themes in

the contemporary criticism of Johnson's poetry.

As he was compared favorably with the leading

poet of the eighteenth century, so was Johnson compared

favorably with the leading essayist, Addison. Whereas

sublimity as a poet was denied Johnson, it was accorded

to him as an essayist. The Rambler was called "a work

that exceeds any thing of the kind ever published in

this kingdom, some of the SPECTATORS excepted—if indeed

they may be excepted. fl26 Addison's essays had a wider

audience, but Johnson's had a more select one. Both men

were moralists, but Johnson In his essays was ths more

effective because of the dignity of his style and the

awful power of his exhortations. Addison adopted ridicule

25Colman, Prose^ II, 98,

g6qent. Mag .. XX, 465,
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for hi3 weapon; consequently he "often amused only";

Johnson^ essays* minus "unseasonable mirth," created a

uniforc- effect, "make a constant and equable impression,

and rarely fade off the memory,"27 Addison 1 s "moral es-

says are beautiful; but in that province nothing can

exceed the Rambler."28

Several themes present themselves repeatedly in

the criticism of the Dictionary . One of these is the

authoritarian theme* Lord Chesterfield wanted Johnson to

compile a dictionary based on authoritarian principles.

In recommending Johnson's, he stated positively that the

English "language Is at present in a state of anarchy. •

• • Toleration, adoption, and naturalization have run

their lengths. Good order and authority are now neces-

sary,29 Johnson would have liked to comply with Chester-

field's wishes, but soon realized It was impossible to

"embalm the language." 5^ Nevertheless, a surprising

large number of people thought that ho had done this,

and expressed their gratification in their criticism.

On all sides were heard praises for "'THE HAND THAT BIDS

27Mumford, Critical Enquiry. pp, 52-53.

2QI.!urphy, Essay, p. 160.

^Fits-Adam, The World, III, 266,

^Oy.'orks of Samuel Johnson, II, 60,
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OUR LANGUAGE LIVE.*"31 It 1b Johnson "Whose sterling

touch has fix's the English tongue."32 and given it

"Immortality* 1133 Johnson is the man "Who first from

fashion's laws our language freed. • • • And fix'd the

standard of that wavering tongue."3* In his review of

Rasselas. Burke said that Johnson "employed a great part

of his life In an astonishing work for the fixing the

language of this nation."35 Adam Smith reoommended

Johnson's Dictionary to those who want "to improve and

correct their language" and asserted that it was useful

in providing a "standard of correct language."3*5 When

the authoritarian principle In Johnson's Dictionary was

commented on. it was not condemned. Rather, Johnson's

contemporaries thought he had not been authoritative

enough. For example. Adam Smith wished that Johnson

"had trusted less to the judgment of those who may

consult him. and had oftener passed his own censure upon

those words which are not of approved use."37 And Noah

31Boswell, Life, III, 115.

^Courtenay, Poetical Review, p. 10.

SSBoswell, Life. IV, 424.

5*0 . J. Hill, "Literary Career of Richard Graves,"
Smith College Studies in Modern Languages. XVI, 117.

^Annual Register. II, 479.

36European Magazine. XLI, 254.

37Ibid ., 249.
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Webster complained that "while the nations on the Euro-

pean continent have purified their languages, and reduced

the orthography to a good degree of regularity, our

enemies of reform contend most strenuously for retaining

the anomalies of language, even to the v»ry rags and tat-

ters of barbarism."38

One significant aspect of the criticism on the

Dictionary is that a great deal of it is superficial, and

Johnson's personality enters into It too much. Still, a

large amount of it reveals that people had come to expect

in dictionaries that meticulous and Indefatigable research

which characterize modern lexicography, Johnson's wsb not

the first "modern" dictionary, but it was one of the first,

and was certainly the best of the early ones. All of

Johnson's faults in the Dictionary may be comprehended

under three headings: the limitation of his plan, 59 Ma

great defect of research,"40 and ignorance. These cate-

gories overlap to some extent, but under them may be cited

the omissions; the selection of words; the errors In

definition, authorities, etymology, and orthography; and

^American Dictionary, p. lxxv.

S^Rypins, "Johnson's Dictionary
>raries," PCfc, IV, 282.

*°8febster, American Dictionary, p. lxxv.

^Rypins, "Johnson '8 Dictionary Reviewed by his
Contemporaries," Pg, IV, 282.
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the superfluities* Johnson's contemporaries, neverthe-

less, found much in the Dictionary which was worthy of

admiration* A common opinion regarding it was that

when "the prodigious extent of this undertaking, and the

numerous difficulties necessarily attending it" were

taken into consideration, it was astonishing that it

could be the "labour of one single person.

"

4* While

recognition of the faulty etymologies in the Dictionary

was general, the definitions and the authorities were by

no means universally censured. Prominent philologists

thought Johnson's genius for refining had resulted in

one of the most outstanding features of his Dictionary.4**

and praise of "the various, yet accurate display of

definition"4 "* was widespread. Compliments were bestowed

on the "rich collection of authorities,"44 wherein all

the meanings of "each English word /were? justified by

example fron; authors of good reputation,"4** Admiration

for both the "Plan" and the "Preface" to the Dictionary

was frequently expressed. Despite its many defects,

Johnson's Dictionary was considered by many of his

41'ion. Rev ,. XII, 322-325.

42Willich, Elements of the Critical Philosr,/-?.
p, cxxviii.

43Boswell, Life, I, 186-187.

^Ibid., 137.

45European Magazine. XLI, 249,
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contemporaries as "the only one that can be referred to

as an authority, "46 and though abuse and malice "endeav-

oured to undermine its fame, ££^/ still remains the

MOUNT ATLAS of English Literature."47

Johnson^ reputation as a novelist rests entirely

on Rasselas. a work that is not in the most correct sense

a novel at all* Still, the commentators for the most

part criticized it as such, the tenor of the hostile

remarks being that "tale-telling is evidently not ffiihn-

son»s7 talent*"48 of the friendly that the instruction,

rather than the narrative, was the most important part of

the book*49 The adverse critics found that the language

°^ Hassolas was "tumid and pompous, n5 that Johnson had

"little conception of the propriety of character,

"

5* that

the story was "barren of Interesting incidents,"52 and

that it exhibited a "gloomy and imperfect picture" of

life. 53 A more prevalent view asserted that Johnson

"atoned for the paucity of his incidents by such

46Gont* Mag.. LXX, 335.

47idurphy, Essay, p. 166.

48Mon. Rev.. XX, 423.

49Annual Register. II, 477.

SQjlon. Rev.. XX, 428.
51Ibid *

52Anderson, Life, p. 212.

55l.lumford, Critical Enquiry* p. 81.
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discussions as are seldom attempted by the fabricators

of romantic fiction," that the style of Rasselas was

"refined to a degree of immaculate purity," and that

"considered as a specimen of our language, it is soarcely

to be paralleled."54

The edition of Shakespeare is another of John-

son^ works which evoked diverse critical opinions from

iiis contemporaries. As in his Dictionary» perhaps the

chief fault of his Shakespeare is a great defect of

research. For example, Ritson*s main charge Is that

Johnson has not duly collated a single play with the

earliest editions. Not everyone, however, regarded this

lack of scholarly research as a defect. Some felt that

Johnson "by the force of his genius, and without the as-

sistance of old writers and old plays, has given a fuller

and better interpretation of his author, and rendered his

text more beneficial to the oocaaon reader than all the

interpreters of Shakespeare put together."55

The two principal attacks on Johnson *s Shake-

speare, those by Kenrlok and Ritson, were both preoc-

cupied with his personality, which they had a decided

aversion to, and hence are not as valuable as literary

^Hawkins, Life, p, 326,

55Davies, Life of Garrlok. II, 216.
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criticism as other comments which are less concerned

with Johnson the man. One of Kenrick's strongest ob-

jections to Johnson's edition is that Johnson altered

Shakespeare f s text without sufficient reason. Kenriok

did not voice the popular belief, however, for many

considered that Johnson's edition was closer to Shake*

speare's text than any others: "Johnson/ has the merit

of rescuing Shakespeare's meaning, in a multitude of pas-

sages, from the pragmatical efforts of preceding editors,

who have tniost sacrilegiously presumed to alter his text

according to their own groundless conjectures*"5**

Much of the criticism found fault with Johnson's

neoclassic qualities as a commentator* It was claimed

that his chief defect was that he was "too much if a

Martinet. • .in learning* He consults only the academy

and the portico, without deviating into the narrow turns

and lanes where Shakespeare's words now lie obBCure, tho»

undeformed and unaltered."57 Johnson was said to estimate

the merits of Shakespeare by the rules of the French

Academy, to dogmatize, and to err in saying that Shake-

speare's real power was shown In the progress of his fable

rather than the particular passages.58 He was criticized

56Crit. Rev.. XXI, 88.

57Ibid.

^Ibid., XX, 321-323.
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for wanting Shake spear to be more moral and accused of

having "no feeling or pathos about him,"59 In his under-

standing of the unities, his name was linked with Dacier's,

Bossu's, Rapin's, and Le Blanc's, as opposed to Horace's

and Aristotle 's, 6^ on the other hand, his romantic

tendencies were noted* His observations on the unities

were allowed to contain "much good sense, sound criticism,

and fine writing"6^ g^ to be "original* acute, and

rational, n6^ Voltaire criticized his sanctioning the lack

of decorum in Shakespeare's plays

«

63

The "Prefaoe" to Shakespeare received extravagant

praise. One critic declared that it and the notes "were

worth the whole subscription money, n64 Ualone said it

was "perhaps the finest composition in our language,"65

Hawkins conceived of it as more than the preface to an

edition of Shakespeare, He pronounced it to be "an essay

on dramatic poesy in general," in wliioh Johnson exhibited

Shakespeare's beauties "with a degree of perspicacity that

has never before been exercised on the subject,"66

59Garrick, Private Correspondence. II, 145.

^Mon. Rev*. XXXIII, 375-381.

61Colman, Prose* II, 67.

62Towers, Essay , p, 44,

65Gent, .lag.. XLI, 392.

64lb id,, LIV, 905.

65Plays and Poems of Shakespeare, I, Part I, lxviii.

66Life. p. 392.
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A number of minor themes run through the criti-

cism of Johnson* s Shakespeare* The short characters of

each play usually met with approbation, Much mention was

made of Johnson^ "paradoxical manner" of commenting on

Shakespeare's beauties and blemishes.6? Pie was aocused

of being "remiss in illustrating the beauties of Shake-

speare" and "diligent in discovering his faults."68 In

the final analysis it is Boswell who epitomizes Johnson*

s

shortcomings as an editor, declaring that "his researches

were not so ample* and his investigations so acute as they

might have been. "69 in short, the day of "arm-chair"

editing was over» A creditable editorial job involved

more than brilliant criticism. But Johnson's contempo-

raries did not consider that his edition fell altogether

into the class of "arm-chair" editing. The best critical

opinion of the day insisted that "In the sagacity of his

emendatory criticisms, and the happiness of his Inter-

pretations of obscure passages, he surpasses every editor

of this poet."70 The greatest Shakespearean scholar of

the period, Malone, had an opinion similar to this. He

^Annual Register. VIII, 312*

^Kenriok, Review, p. 44.

^Llfe, I, 497.

70Anderson, Life, p. 142.
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affirmed that Johnson's "numerous explications of

involved and difficult passages" and his "vigorous

and comprehensive understanding threw .ore light on his

author than all his predecessors had done."7*

Johnson's political pamphlets were severely-

criticized by Whigs and other persons with "democratical"

notions. These pamphlets demonstrated Johnson's "preju-

dice in favour of government in general, and /J)1b/

aversion to popular clamour*"72 It was charged that they

were replete with "gross misrepresentation," "malignity,"

"arbitrary principles,"73 "fallacious reasonings,"74

"sophistry"75 and "extreme violence."76 The Tories

supported these pamphlets, but the flood of adverse

criticism was overwhelming. Johnson's character was

vigorously assailed in the comments on these works* The

style, however, was admired by almost all the critics,

hostile and friendly alike. One reviewer stated that

there was "a strain of eloquence in it, that has seldom

71Plays and Poems of Shakspeare. I, Part I, lxix.

72Boswell, Life, II, 112.

73Anderson, Life, p. 148.

74
I.ion. Rev. , XLIV, 416.

75Boswell, Life. II, 286.

76Ibid.. 312.
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been equalled, never exceeded In our language*"77

William Cooke has probably best expressed the opinions

of those who loved Johnson as a man but deplored th»

sentiments in these pamphlets* He suggested that though

Johnson's positions were politically wrong, "those who

knew his heart must give him credit for Ms thinking them

right."78

Many Soots took offense at Johnson's Journey, and

attacked him in lengthy publications, at least one of

which (M'Nichol's) was longer than the Journey Itself*

Their chief complaint was the "unfortunate contrariety"

in most of Johnson's accounts and his uniform intention

to misrepresent facts.7**

On the other hand, a great number saw nothing

in the book which should be taken amiss by Soots and

expressed this conviction in letters to both Boswell and

Johnson* The author of the Critical Review's account

praised the work in the highest terms, declaring that it

may be regarded as the "epoch of valuable information"

on the country Jolinson toured^ and that it was "the most

77Gent* Mag*, XL, 36.

78Llfe. pp. 50-51.

79M'Nichol, Remarks, p. 129.
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perfect account of the Western Islands" which he had

seen#80 The moral quality so evident in most of John-

son's writings was present in the Journey and was

praised accordingly. Most readers were aware of the dif-

ferences in the Journey and an ordinary travel book. The

Journey contains so many philosophical discussions and

profound reflections that in the opinion of many it was

"rather a disquisition on Hebridian manners, than such a

description of the islands as it was in /Johnson's/

«81
power to give. Johnson's ability to animate uninter-

esting subjects was frequently a topic of contemporary

criticism. Anna Seward said that "by the graces of

language" he gave "an exquisite charm to many observations

and descriptions, which, without those verbal graces, would

disgust by their want of essential importance."8**

The contemporary criticism of the Lives centers

around two major points--Johns on as a biographer and as a

critic. Johnson himself spoke of biography as the part

of literature which he loved most.8^ one of the recurring

^XXSIX, 33, 44.

81Hawklns, Life , I, 425.

^Letters. IV, 54.

S^Boswell, Life. I, 425.
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Ideas in the criticism of the Lives is that "an accurate

Crltlck would ascribe ^Johnson *s/r highest praise to his

labours in Biography* w84 Shaw Intimated this when he said

that the Lives were "perhaps. « .tho best finished of his

works."95 Towers recorded that they "seem to have been

the most popular of all his productions."86 Murphy called

them "the most brilliant, and certainly the most popular"

of Johnson »s works. 157 Boswell declared they were "the

richest, most beautiful, and Indeed moat perfeot" produc-

tions of Johnson 1 s pen.88

Johnson's excellence (if not superiority) as a

biographer was the subject of much of his criticism. One

review declared: "In the walk of biography and criticism.

Dr. Johnson has long been without a rival ."8^ ?o compare

him with Plutarch became a cliche. Joseph Fowke told

Johnson that he infinitely exceeded all his contemporaries

In the writing of biography.9** Robert Anderson asserted

^Colman, Prose. Ill, 162.

^Llemoirs. p. 170.

86Essay. p. 53.

87Sasay. p. 171.

88Life. Ill, 109.

"r.lon. Rev., LXI, 1.

^Warner, Original Letters, pp. 204-205.
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that as a biographer Johnson* | "merit is of the highest

kind*" 9-** Boswell r s opinion of the Lives as a whole was

even higher* According to him, they formed "such a col-

lection of biography and such principles and illustrations

of critioism, as, if digested and arranged in one system,

• • .might form a code upon that subject, such as no

other nation can shew."92

The Lives were admitted to contain many judicious

reflections on men and manners, many sensible and inter-

esting observations, and, in general, "exquisite dis-

crimination of character." 3 Various aspects of Johnson*s

biographical method were questioned, however. One criti-

cism was that in some of the Lives he was "too much

inclined to speak disparagingly of ^£his subject/ as a man,

and too ready to admit stories to his prejudice, without

sufficient evidence."9* Johnson's defenders on this

point, however, reminded readers that his information was

"the best intelligence, and the best vouchers that could

be gleaned, after a great lapse of time." It was recol-

91Llfe , p. 199.

92Life, IV, 35-36.

111.

93Roberts, uemolrs of. ... Hannah More. I,

94Towers, Essay, p. 85.
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lected that "no man better understood the nature of

historical evidence" than Johnson and that "no man was

more religiously an observer of truth." His defects were

due to "want of better information, and the errors of

uncertain tradition.

"

95

The hostile critics harped on one feature of the

Lives which Johnson thought enhanced biographical nar-

ration—the inclusion of incidents of a domestic or

seemingly trivial nature to illustrate character* These

stories were called "levities" which the "current passion

for anecdote may make, « .pardonable,"96 "much trash as

anecdotes,"97 "the tittle-tattle of anecdote,"98 and

"tiresome and disgusting trifles."99

Many commentators deplored Johnson^ recording the

bad as well as the good actions of his subjects, but this

procedure was also a basic part of his method. Emphasizing

the moral and didactic end of biography, he said to Malono*

"»If nothing but the bright side of characters should be

shewn, we should sit down in despondency and think it

95:iurphy, Essay, p. 173.

96Potter, Inquiry^ p. 5.

^Letters of Horace Walpole, XI, 427,

98Mason, Memoirs of Whitehead, p. 128,

"callender. Deformities, p. 40,
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utterly impossible to imitate them in any thins*'"!00

He cited as a precedent the Scriptural writers.

Certain of the Lives appear to be written with

considerable acrimony, notably those of Milton and Gray*

Johnson's opposition to Milton's politics and religion

explained his "no great partiality" for Milton as a man,

but no reason could be given for his harsh treatment of

Gray. Many critics accused Johnson of malignity, envy,

and various other vices in the Lives *

Contemporary opinions of Johnson's criticism

differ widely. In general, he seemed to display to most

of the critics definite neoclassic tendencies: "a gen-

eral aversion to nature,"101 a dislike of blank verse,

an Indifference to "bold and enthusiastic. • .flights of

imagination," a poetic taste regulated by "method, ratio-

cination, and argument."102 He also manifested a dispo-

sition to censure and a reticence to praise. There ap-

peared to be a "spirit of detraction diffused. • .uni-

versally" through the Lives . "If the Man has the good

fortune to escape, the ^oet is almost sure to be condemned. 03

100Bosw©ll, Life . IV, 53.

101Potter, Art of Criticism, p. 9.

^Mon. Rev., LXVI, 126.

103Potter, Inquiry, p. 9.
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There were those, however, wno spoke highly of

Johnson as a critic* His crlticiso. of Hilton's poetry

especially olicitod praise. It wa3 said to be "executed

with all the skill and penetration of Aristotle, and

animated aoi embellished with all the fire of Longinus.'G-04

This comparison with Aristotle and Longinus (like that

with Plutarch) also almost became a cliche among com-

mentators. In the opinion of Hawkins the Lives embodied

the "soundest principles of criticism" and the "most

judicious examen of the effusion of poetic genius" that

any country could show.*05 Anderson acclaimed Johnson

"the greatest /[critic/ that our nation has produced."10**

Johnson's contemporaries noticed a number of

distinguishing characteristics which occurred in almost

all of his literary productions. One was the Impact of

Ills writing on tho mind rather than on the emotions.

Ilany critics recorded that he could be pathetic, but by

and large the general opinion was that "Ratiocination

prevailed In Johnson much more than sensibility."107

This statement was made about his poetry as a whole. Its

author went on to say that Johnson had in his poetry "no

104lion. P.ev., LXI, 81-92.

105Llfe, p. 472.

106Llfe. p. 199.

107Ibld., p. 235.
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daring sublimities" and that he never kindled "a sympa-

thetic fire in the bosoms of his readers."1^8 Irene

.

his only drama, partook of the same faults as his other

poetry. It "abounded more in strong and just sentiments,

than in pathetic incidents,

"

10^ and "came from the head

of the writer, and reached not the hearts of the hearers."1"*

Its "diction. • .was cold and philosophical."111 It was

"a tragedy which excited no passion.

"

112

The predominance of reason also marked Johnson*

I

essays. The Ramblers were full of "manly sense" and

"well-founded reflections."113 In them Johnson eradi-

cated vice by "reason and argument"; 11* he presented

"more bark and steel for the mind";115 and when he ap-

pealed to the heart, he did so, "without exciting the

passions."116 "The piety /w&a/ in general rational,"11
"

and all in all the Ramblers were "rational entertain-

ments."118 Rasselas was an excellent portrayal of "the

108Ibld., pp. 235-236.

109Towers, Essay, pp. 30-31.
11X)Hawkins, Life , p. 178.

113-Ibld .

112Ibid., p. 179.

115Crit. Rev.. Ill, 315.

114IIumford, Critical Enquiry, p. 52.

116Boswell, Life. I, 215.

116Mumford, Critical Enquiry, p. 53.

117Towers, Essay, p. 33. 118Gent. Mafe.. XX, 465.
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mind struggling with disadvantages, and gradually ex-

panding by its own efforts."119 The "fund of thinking"

in it was suoh "that almost every sentence* • .may fur-

nish a subject of long meditation."120

Since there was considerably more hostile than

friendly criticism of Johnson's political pamphlets, his

reasoning in them was usually denounced as fallacious*

However, the Critical Review, a magazine whioh supported

him faithfully, declared it "Equally rational and ingen-

ious, p121 and asserted that his clear reasoning and the

force and energy of his arguments "seldom fail to con-

vince those who allow of his first positions."122 One

commentator, in summing up the effeot of reason on

Johnson's writing, said, "Johnson seldom writes to the

fancy. ... He constantly addresses himself to the

understanding • "123

The sway whioh reason held in Johnson^ mind

quite naturally expressed itself in his literary criti-

cism, so much so that a fairly prevalent opinion was that

his poetic taste was in some degree regulated by "method,

^Crlt. Rev.. Ill, 116.

120Boswell, Life, I, 342.

^XXXIX, 191.
122Ibid., LXII, 430.

123p tter, Art of Criticism, p. 193.
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ratiocination and argument," and that this rendered him

indifferent to "bold and enthusiastic. • .flights of

imagination," or, more generally, to the sublime.*-24

This view was reiterated by a commentator who detected

a mathematical precision in Johnson* s literary criticism*

He regretted that Johnson "is for regulating poetic

imagination by the standard of methodical argumentation

and philosophical truth; as if the excursions of Shake-

spear's fancy were to be measured by the theorems of

Euclid."125 Tliis same author further deplored Jolinson»s

hyper-rational criticism of a line in Gray's "Ode on a

Distant Prospect of Eton College," stating that "Criti-

cism of this nature breathes a frigid air, which chills

all the faculty of genius."126 This critic concluded that

because of this excess of reason in Johnson's critical

faculty, he was "as little qualified to judge of. • •

works of imagination, as the shivering inhabitant of the

caverns of the North to form an idea of the glowing sun

that flames over the plains of Chili."127 John Courtenay

124Mon. Rev.« LXVI, 126.

125Potter, Inquiry, p. 31.

186rbid., p. 19.

127Ibid., p. 38.
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did not speak as derogatorily of Johnaon T s literary

criticism, yet he, too, admitted that it "By reason

proves the feelings of the heart."128

Just as a virtuous morality was conspicuous in

Johnson»s personality, so was it conspicuous throughout

his writing* Added to this was a didactic quality, which

was almost as pronounced. A combination of these

qualities in his poetry impressed commentators, one of

whom thought that "his powers were equally, and perhaps

alone qualified ^for didactic and satiric poetrj/.

"

129

"The Vanity of Human Wishes" was "in the opinion of the

best Judges, as high an effort of ethlck poetry as any

language can shew."13** The principal merit of the

Rambler was 'disseminating philosophic and moral truths

with peculiar force and energy."131 Goldsmith is reputed

to have said that "a system of morals might be drawn

from" the Rambler.132 Calling Johnson "the great moral

teacher of his countrymen," Arthur Murphy asserted

positively that his essays "form a body of ethics."133

128Poetioal Review, p. 14.

129Anderson, Life , p. 236.

130Boswell, Life. I, 194.

131Cooke, Life, p. 43*.

l32Gent. Mag.. LIV, 903.

133Bssay , p. 155.
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Emphasizing the didactic quality in the Rambler

»

Boswell

declared that "Johnson writes like a teacher. He dictates

to his readers as if from an academical chair."134 Haw-

kins marveled that he could, in the Rambler, "make

instruction a substitute for amusement • "135 Mrs. Thrale

referred to the Rambler as "That ample Repository of

religious Truth, ^£and7 moral Wisdom.

"

136 The one notable

exception to the admirers of Johnson's morality is Wil-

liam Mumford, who felt that the utility of the Rambler as

a moral work was questionable because its melancholy

philosophy "tends to obstruct the activity of man, and

crush well-founded hopes on this life. "137

Mumford repeated this charge in his criticism of

Rasselas . In it he waB joined by Anderson, who pronounced

the moral "one ungrateful to the human heart w138 ana the

Monthly Review, who declared that the moral did not tend

to improve society and that readers were "hoisted on

metaphysical stilts" and carried into regions of "syl-

logistical subtlety, and philosophical refinement ."^39

134Life, I, 224.

135Life» p. 241.

136rhrallana, I, 207.

137critical Enquiry , p. 8.

lgQLlfe. p. 213.

139X.\, 437.
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Edmund Burke voiced the majority opinion of critics

when he said that "the moral Is the principal object"

and that "the story is a mere vehicle to convey the

instruction, "140

Even In such widely censured works as his

political pamphlets, Johnson's morality was recognized.

The Critical Review affirmed that he "never loses the

moralist In the politician, "141 jn hiB journey it was

usually allowed that he traveled chiefly in the character

"of the moralist and observer of men and manners, "142

Johnson himself openly admitted that he believed bio-

graphy to have a moral purpose. Talking to Maione about

the propriety of recording the bad actions of a person,

he said: "The sacred writers, , .related the vicious as

well as the virtuous actions of men; which had this moral

effect, that it kept mankind from despair, "145 Hannah

More remarked the same "moral discernment" in the Lives

which characterized Johnson's other writings.144 Even

as an editor, Johnson's deep concern for morality is very

140Annual Register, II, 477.

141xxXI, 196.

142Mon, Rev, . LII, 57.

143Boswell, Life. IV, 53,

144Roborts, Memoirs of, , , , Hannah More. I,
111.
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much in evidence. He censured Shakespeare for sacri-

ficing "'virtue to convenience'" and for seeming "'to

write without any moral purpose, '
" and was in turn

censured himself in these words: "Is every writer

ex profe3so a parson or a moral philosopher?"*45

Johnson's style engaged the attention of almost

all his contemporaries* Their comments ranged from one

extreme of critical opinion to the other, but perhaps a

few qualities may be singled out as representative. The

force and energy of Johnson's style was noted in all his

writing, prose and poetry. Time am again one finds pas-

sages pointing out the "fluency and propriety of Expres-

sion, "146 the "harmony and splendour of the language,"^7

"the most apt and energetick expression, "*48 ^he "aston-

ishing force and vivacity of mind, "*49 the "roundness"

and "majestic sweep of sound" of the periods,*50 the

"Herculean vigour,"*5* the "grandiloquence of his diction,"

145;jon. Rev., XXXIII, 291.

*4^3aswell Papers. I, 70.

14 'Towers, Essay, p. 33.

*48Boswell, Life. I, 204.

149Ibid., 213.

^S^Anna Seward, Poetical Works, I, xc.

151Boswell, Life, I, 224.
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"the majesty of h?.s declamation, "152 and parts written

"with all the force and beauty of which the English lan-

guage is capable • "3-53 These factors united to make John-

son^ language "too masculine for the delicate gentleness

of female writing*"154

Johnson* s diction likewise called forth varying

comments including a substantial number of adverse ones*

The burden of Leaeiphanes is that Johnson* s diction is

bombastic and pedantic. In an early Journal enj;ry Boswell

recoinied that Johnson was "sometimes faulty on an inflated

Rotundity and tumified Latinity of Diction."155 Cooke

conceded that Johnson f s diction had been thought by some

to be "bordering rather on the turgid."155 This charge

was refuted from another quarter with a blanket chal-

lenge "to point out any English writer whose language

conveys his meaning with equal force and perspicuity*"15?

Still others declared there was "much artificial niceness

in the construction of the sentences, and. • hardness

j._ L | i ii ii | I m. ... n in m\ ii II I ii - —

—

L——-

'

152Anderson# Life, p. 209#

155Boswell, Life. I, 341.

154Ibid., 223.

155Boswoll Papers. I, 70.

156Life. p. 43*.

157Boswell, Life. I, 217.
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of phraseology."158 The "melody of ^Johnson's/

periods"159 was frequently praised, A certain lofty quali-

ty appeared in most of his prose, an unwillingness "to des-

cend to the familiar idiom, " a determination to discard

"colloquial barbarisms" and "licentious idioms."16^ Many

commentators were aware of a highly poetic quality in

Johnson »s diction, A not uncommon idea was that he "was

more a poet in his prose than in his /^ors£7»

However much Johnson's personality has been

regarded in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, there

is ahundant evidence that his contemporary reputation

rested in no small measure on his writings. Much of these,

colored as they were by his prejudices, were censured in

the severest terms* But praise of the most extravagant

species (and indeed from more reliable sources) easily

outweighed these strictures*

For the most part, Johnson's contemporaries were

impressed by his conservative and neoolassic qualities*

His own liberal views were usually disregarded. That he

realized and admitted "fixing" the language was an

158Prior, Life of Lialone* p. 341.

159Boswell, Life, I, 224.

160Murphy, Essay, pp. 157-159*

161Mumford, Critical Enquiry, p, 46*
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impossibility went unnoticed. That he abandoned many

neoclassic genres - satiric poetry, heroic drama, essays,

and the philosophical tale - and hence, to a certain

degree, moved with the century, was ignored. His defense

of tragi-comedy created no sensation. His vigorous at-

tack on the dramatic unities and his harsh criticism of

the conventional eclogue, Imitations, and obsolete

mythology - all of which were inherent In neoclassical

writing - were overlooked. Even Cowper, the major poet

of the emerging era, in his epitaph on Johnson, hardly

recognized the qualities which Identified Johnson with

the pervasive transition going on during the second part

of the eighteenth century.

Here Johnson lies - a sage by all allows,
Whom to have bred, may well make England proud;
Whose prose was eloquence, by wisdom taught,
The graceful vehicle of virtuous thought;
Whose verse may claim, grave, masculine, and strong,
Superior praise to the more poet»s song;
How many a noble gift from Heav'n possess'd.
And faith at last, alone worth all the rest.

man, Immortal by a double prize, ^
By fame on Earth, by glory in the skies

l

AOtf

162Hayley, Life and Letters. II, 275.
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